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or perMJu-UJtl4l11/vl ~ioIt-DecLaraew4 by GorIenwr-Geural-" Sat;'. 
fi#A "-ForftitUle 10 0 __ 1NIIItA of properi~ of partg GU tlecltJretl ".---

Declared per_Irwligibilil1 10 W4 oJP:e!" ,.. '''''1IItriGl ..,..i&atioft 
relating 10 vital i"""""r-FrefIlmA of ... .,.".".,. ... GIIIOIII cAe ~ 
-Pretlmhk-RecitaU-A~ of ffld-~6td-Ftll'M-NeeuIily-Duir. 
ability-Proof-ValilJMr of ~~y-TAe OmwCiCalticm (83 " M 
Via. c. 12). u. 51 (ft.). (zzzi.i). (_.). (~. ). 62, 81. 71. t2-1.4iciGrr Aa 
I903-UKS (No. 6 of 1903-No. 85 of INS),.. S-o_--"1 Oorteiliaticm 

GlIAl _4rbitraticm Aa 19M-l~ (No. 13 of I . No. 86 of 19&9)-Aa. later-

prdGtioft Aa IDOl-INS (NO:', "IIOI--N*, 1_ •. 1 .. --"'_ 
Parig Diuoluticm Aa lNO (No. 18 ofo I95O).· 

Held by Di.zotI, J(d'~ wuu-.,'" &Dd KiIIo JJ. (LatAcam C.J. 
dissenting) that the Oom..""" ParlJ Diaol . Aa 19:10 ia tdh tMu the 
Parli&ment of the Commonwealth &Dd iD '. It CaDDot be IUpported 
under I. 61 (uxix.) read wi* .. 81 of t.he cqa.utatioD or UDder ~ implied 
power to make IawI for ~ pr~tioD:E' f the CollUllonweaith &Dd ita 
iDltitutioDl from iDternal attack aDd lubv • becau.e ita proviaiODl do 
Dot preecribe &DY rule of ~dn~ or prohi lpeai&C acta or OIDiuione by 
way of .. ttack or IUbvenion, but cIe&I=.th bod_ aDd penoDI D&IIled 
aDd deecribed. the Par1ie.ment iteelf . . to detfRomiDe, or empowering 
the Executive to determiDe, ~ Yfr'1 fe.cte u which t.he uiateDce of the 
power depende. Nor CM tbtl A~ be IUP::Eder .. 51 (vi.) of the Con
etitution: iD the ete.te of OIteaIible pee.ce •• .. t ita oommeDceJRent the 
ecope of the defence power dra Dot extend , oover IUch Iegialation ... w ... 
held ve.lid in Lloyd v. w~ (1916) 20 C.4R. 299. 

• Th m .. terial pr.ragre.phs of the purpo.l. to be, afliliated with the 
preamble e.re eet out in the ju~ent ADI= C'.ommuniat Party; (b) a 
of LatlJam C.J ... t 1K* (pp. 133-f~). majori of the memben of which. or 

a maj °ty of the memben of the The following is a IUIlUll&l"1 of the 
material eectioDl of the 0_111".'" 
Parig Diuolutioft Aa 19150:- ! 

Section '.-(1.) The AustraIiaD Com
munist Party is declared to be &D 
unlawful IIIJIOCiation &Dd is, by tOJ'l'ie 
of this Act, diIIOlved. (2.) I The 
GoverDor-GenenJ ehaIl, by i~ent 
pu blilhed iD the Gaulk, appoint a 
receiver of the property of the ADI
traJiau Comm1lDilt Party. (3.) ~poD 
the day upon which that inltrameat iI 
10 publilhed, the property.of the Ana
tnJian Communist. Party IhaIl. by 
force of thiI Act. nit iD the ever 
named in the illltrnlDent. SectiOD 5.
(1.) Thill eectiOD appliee to &Dy yof 
pel'101ll, corporate or 1IDinoorporatll, 
not bt-Jng an iDdustrial 0rir'OD 
registered under the law of the m-
monweaJth or a State-(a) whi is, 
or purports to be, or, at &Dy time after 
the .pecified date &Dd before the ~ate 
of comm nooment of this Act w .... or 

oommi of management or other 
go body of which Wf'.re, at any 
time r the epeci6ed date &Dd before 
the da of oommencemeDt of this Act, 

of the Autnlian Communist 
Party . of the C'..enl.ral Committee or 
other ~erning body of the AUItr&tian 
Comm 0 Party; (c) which IUpportB 
or adv tell, or, at any time after the 
epec:ifi date &Dd before the date of T· ...... " ..... ---or ad ted. the objeotivee, policiel, 
t..chi priDciplee or praotioee of 
OOIIUD 0 ... eltpoUDded by Man: IIIldj or promotee, or, at &D1 
time, 'thin that period. promnted, 
the Bp of oomm1lDilm, ... 10 
~xpo~n . ed; or (4) ~ policy of which 
11 , oontrolled, abaped or 
iueur wholly or nb8t.aDtiaIly. by 
penonI w~i) were, lot &Dy time 
Ifter epecified date &Dd before the 
date 0 oommenClelllent of thie Ant, 
mem of tbe AUItnIlian Qlmmunilt 

I 
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HeW by 1Ve66 J. tha, ~ Act wu innlid in the abaence of evidence by 

~ def'eDdaDte in I11Ppon of .... 

HeW aIao by ~ Jle~ FvIlagar aDd KiIIo JJ. (lVillio".. aDd Webb 
JJ. upneaiDg DO opinion on the point) that ,he provision I of I. 9 (2) and 
I. 10 of tile Act could not be IUpported under I. 61 (uu.) and (uxix.) of 
the Constitution or u lejpalation 1Iitll reapect to the public lervice of the 
Co1lllDOllwealth. becauae •. 9 (2) autborir.ed tile" declaration .. of a person 
irreapectin of hia being or propoeing to beoome a aervant of the Common· 
wealth or an ofticer of an induatrial organization regiatered under a law of 
the Commonwealth • 

. Reeitala' to 9 inclusive in tile preamble to the Com",,,"Uf Party Diuoluriora 
Act 1950 referred to the alleged aima, object. and activitiee of the Auatralian 
Communiat Party. In motioDl brought to obtain declarationa that the Act 
wu invalid and for appropriate injnnctiona tbe plaintifFa denied the aIleptione. 

Hel4, upon a _ atatecl. (A) bylAtAtJ", C .. T., Di:t:m&, Jle7'ierfttm, Willia7M, 
"vllofar anti KiIIo JJ. (1) that the deciaion of the question of the nlidity 
orinn.Jidity of the proviliona of ihe Act did Dot depend upon a jutliC'ial 
determination er ucerteinment of the facte or any of them. atated in the 
recitala. aDd (2) that the plaintUfa were therefore Dot entitled to adduce 
evideoce iD IUpport of tIleir denial of the f .. eta 10 Btated iD order to fIItablieh 
that the Act wu outeide the legialative power of the CommoDwerJth; and 

(B) by WeN J., (l) that the deciaiOD of the question of the validity or 
invalidity of •• , of the Act, whicb declared the AuatrNian Communiat PArty 

to be an unlawful UIOCiation and diaaoh'ed it, depended upon a judicial 
determination or uoert&inment of the facte without any limitations by the 

Party or of tile Central Committee or 
other governing body of the AuatraIian 
OommDDiat Party, or are commUDiBta; 
&Dd (ii}make DIe of that body .. a 
mMDB of advocating, propagatina or 
ar.nyiD, out the 06jeoti..... poli __ 
teechi.... principJea or practi_ of 
commnnilm. .. upoundecl by Man 
&Dd lADin. (2.) Where the GOvernor· 
General iI .. tWled that a body of 
penGDI iI a body of penODI to which 
thiI aection appliea &Dd that the COD· 
tinued exilt..ce oftha' body of pe1'IIOD8 
would be prejudicial to the aecurity 
&Dd defence of the Commonwealth or 
to the ueoution or maintenance of the 
CollltitutioD or of the !awa of the Oom· 
monw.lt.h. the Goveruor.a-al may, 
by inatrwnent plhlilhed in the GauIIe, 
declare that body of penona to be an 
anJairfulllllOciation. (a.) The J!:x_. 
tift Council ah&Il Dot advile the 
Oonnor-General to make· a decJara. 
tion under the lad pnoediu, 111~ 
tion unJeaa the material u~ which 
the ecIrioe iI founded ha. fim been 
0IIIIIidend by a committee oonaiItina 

of the Solicitor-General, the Secrettary 
to the Department of Defence, th 
Director·General of Security, &Dd two 
other penoDl appointed by the 
Govemor·General. ('.) A body of 
perIODI declared to be an unlawful 
&MOci&tion under lub.lflction (2.) of 
thiI aection may, within twenty-eight 
days after the publication ohhe deoJar· 
ation iD the GauIIe, apply to the appro~ 
priate court to Bet uide the declaration, 
on the ground that the body iI Dot a 
body to whieh thil aeotion applifll. Sec· 
tion 6.-{1.) Subject to thiI aection, a 
body of pen!ODI iD n.peot of which a 
declaration. hu been made under thil 
Act ehalJ, by force ofthia Act, upon the 
expiration Of ·twenty-eight days after 
the publication of the declaration in 
the Gaelic, be diaaolved. (2.) Where 
the body appliea to the appropriate 
court to II8t uide the declaration, the 
body ahall not be diaolved upon the 
expiration of twenty-eight daya after 
the &::::,tion of the declaration iD 
the but, if the toUR ~ 
the application, the body ehalJ, by 
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recitals, IUld (2) that the plain.tiffl ~ere enti~ to adduce evidence to eett.bliah 
that I. " was outside the l~lati~e power f the Commonwealth. 

The exercise of the defenJ po~; the juchcial power; facts of which the 
Court may take judicial not~; notorioUB ~; the delegation of decision 
to a designated persOD; thel effect of recitaljl in eta.tutee; and the admissi

bility of evidence for the purpose y. f 88tablilltg the validity or invalidity of 
a Jtatute, discussed. ; 

I 
I 

CASE STATED. ! I . 

An action was brought ~ the origina!I jurisdiction of the High 
Court against the Comm~nwealth o~ustralia' Robert Gordon 
Menzies, the Prime Minister 0 the . Commonwealth for the 
time being, John Armstrong S~icer, A l'ney-General of the said 
Commonwealth for the time ~ing, illiam John McKell, the 
Governor-General of the Co~onw th, and Arnold Victor 
Richardson th.e receiver {the prope of the Australian Com
munist Party, by the Aus alian Comm . Party, Ralph Siward 
Gibson and Ernest Willia Catbpbell, ho sued on behalf of and 
for the benefit of all the embers of e Australian Communist 
Party; the Waterside Workers' I Federat on of Australia and James 
Hcaly; the Australian Rat'}ways Union .and John Joseph Brown ; 
Erlwin William Bulmer ( ho sued for the Building Workers' 
Industrial Union) and Fra P'Ilrse; t¥ Amalgamated Engineer
ing Union, Australian Settion; and ~ward John Rowe; the 

force of this Act, be dissolved upon I of Ef.ns in existence; (b) ClOntinUI!, 
. the day upon which the court die- or &88 e or pretend to continue, any 

misses the application. Secti~n 7.- of the activities of that organization 
(1.) A person shan not knowi ly- or bodt; or (c) do any other act which 
(a) become, continue to be, or orm _um or pretends that that organiza-
any &et as, an officer or member ,of an I tion body hM not been dissolved. 
unlawful &88ociation; (b) ca.rrN or Secti0g'-(l.) The instrument under 
display anything indicating that The is I titis A declaring ~ body of persona to 
or was an officer or member, or is or I be an wful 8I!8Oci&tionlhaJl appoint 
was in any way &SBOCiated with, an a recei er of the property of that body. 
unlawful a&8OCiation; (e) contrihllte I (2.) U n the day upon which that 
or solicit anything, as a BUbscnOP on or instru ent is published in the ~ 
otherwirre. to be DIed directly r in- the prpperty of that body lhall, IUb-
directly for the bene6t. of an wful' jet't this aeetion. vest in the receiver 
lI&Sociation; or (d) in any wayl take nam in the illlltr'Uulent. Section 9. 
part in any activity of an unI~riul -(1.) This BeC."tion .. pplies to any per-
&88O~iation or CBlTY on, in the direct Of! son-() who ~'1111, at any time aft .. 
indirect interest of an unlawful 8IIIIOcia-1 the I ified date and before the date 
tion, any activity in which the unlawful I upon hich the lu1Btn.lian Communist 
association 'was engaged, or collldl have Party dissolved by this Act, .. mtml· 
eng~ged, at the time when it ~e an her or oeioer of the AUstralian Com-
unlawful &8IOCiation. (2.) A pertlOn I m . Party; or (b) who is, or was 
shall not, after the dissolution ~ an at .. n time after the lpecified date, 
~nization or a body of per!IO\uI by a lmmUniBt. (2.) Where the 
this Act, knowingly-ea) d. 0 any act. Gove or-General is satis6ed that .. 
or thing which is calculated or intended I person is .. person to whom this 8ection 
to maintain that organi"""tion or body I ap[l1i and that that perIOn is engapd, 

I I 
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HIGH COURT [19ftO-1951. 

Seamen's Union of Australia and Eliot Valena EUiott; the Federated 
Ironworkers' A.uociatiOD of Australia and Leslie John McPhillips ; 
and the Australian Coal and Shale Employees' Federation and 
Idria Williams, for a declaration that the provisions of the Com
munist Party DiitJoltltion Ad 1950 were ultnJ f1iru and void, and 
for injunctiona restraining the defendants from acting thereunder 
to the prejudice of the plaintiffs. 

The said actions were respectively numbered 11, 12. 13. 14, 15, 
16, 17 and 18 of 19tiO. 

Upon the actions coming on to be heud lMxm J. stated. a case. 
raiaing questions of law for the Court pnrsuant to Order XXXII., 
rule 2. and reaerviDg such queationa for the consideration of the 
Full Court p1ll'lU&nt to L 18 of the JudW:ia.ry Ad 1903-1948, which 
was substantially as follows :-

1. All the above-mentioned eight actiona were commenced by 
writ of BWDmOns on 20th October 1950 but after the hour at which 
the Commt.milt PGrty DiuoZutitm A.ct 1950 (No. 16) was assented to. 
The object of each of the actiona is to obtain a declaration that the 
provisions of that Act are tdtrG Rf'U and void and injunctions 
restraining the Commonwealth and the Kiniaters named as defen
dants from acting thereunder to the prejudice of the plaintiffs. 

2. In the action No. 11 of 1950 the Australian Communist Party. 
an unincorporated body. is named as a plaintUI under that title 
but the plaintiffs Gibaon and Campbell as well as suing on their 

or is likely to eapge, iD aetivitiea 
prejudicial to the IIIClIrity and defenl'e 
of the Commonwealth 01' to the uecu· 
tion or maintenance of the Constitution 
or of the la .... of the C.ommon ... ealtb, 
the. Govemor-Genera1 m~e,iDlWU' 
ment. pubUahed iD the make 
a declaration aocOrdiDgly. (3.) The 
'Eucutive Council ah&U not ad'rile the 
GovernOl'-Genera1 to make a declara· 
tion under the Jut preoeding .u~. 
tion unI.t t.he materi&l upoll ... hich 
the advice is founded hu am been 
CODNdered bv a coauaittee ~ 
of t.he SoIicitor.GeneraI. the Secretarj 
to t.he Department of Defenoe, the 
Director-General of Security, and two 
other per8OJ.lI appointed by the 
Governor·General. (4.) A peraon iD 
respect of ... hom & declaration ia made 
under .ub·MCtion (2.) of this sectiOD 
may. within twenty-eight day. after 
the pubJio&tion of the declaration iD 
the Gauttc. a!raL to the appropriate 
court. to Ht • the declaration on 
the ground that he • not a pel'lOn to 
... holl& thill le<'tion applies. Sec-tion 

10.-(1.) A peraon iD respect of ... hom 
a declaration is iD force under tm. Act 
-(0) ah&ll be iDcapable I){ holding office 
under, 01' being employed by, the 
Commonwealth 01' an authority of the 
Common ... ealth; (6) ahaJI beiDcapable 
of holdiDg ollce IS & member of a .bod~' 
corporate, being an authority of the 
Commonwealtb; and (c:) .hall be in· 
l'&pable of hoJdiDg an oflice iD an iDdus· 
trial orpnization to ... hich this aection 
appJiel 01' in a branch of .uch an iDdua· 
trial orpDiution. (3.) Where the 
GovemOl'·GeneraI it aatielied that a 
anhet&nti&l Dwnber of the _ben of 
an induatrial organization &re eagapd 
iD a vital iDdnatry, that it to aay, t.he 
coal.miDiDg iDduatry, the iron and lteel 
iDdutry, the enpeering industry. 
the building iDduatry, the tranlport 
iDduatry 01' the po ... er iDduatry, 01' an:.' 
other industry ... hicb, in the opinion of 
the Governor·General, i. vit.&l to the 
8el'urity and defence of A ust.r&li&, the 
Governor·General may, by iDatrument 
publiahf.ld iD the Gaelic, det-Iare that 
indUlltrial organization to be an indulI. 
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I 
own behalf are described! in the writ as suing on behalf of and for H. c. or A. 
the_ benefit of all the me~ben of the Australian Communist Party. 19~61. 
It is the body mentione4 in 8. 4: of the Act and in various other AVII!l'BALIU 

parts of the Act. *' COIIJllt1Jf1ST 
3. Of the remaining en actions, one (No. 14 of 1950) differs PARTY w. 

from the others because e plaintiia or IOme of them sue on behalf Tn 
of the members of a • 88 union, namely the B~:"'''' Workers' eoMMOIl. , """"6 WIl.t.LTK. 

Industrial Union, which' not an industrial organization registered 
under the law of the ~nwealth or a State and 80 may fall 
within the application of ~. 5 of the Act. The .. plaintiffs have there
fore a direct interest in ~pugning the validity of 8. 5. 

4. In each of the six f.ctions Nos. 12, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 18 of 
1950 tbere are two Pl~tiia' viz. an industrial organization of 
employees registered un er Part VI. of the Commonwealth Con
ciliation and 4f'bitration et 1904-1949 and a perlOn being tbe holder 
of one of tbe more iIqportant offices in tbe organization. In 
actions Nos. 12, 13 and ~6 the general secretary, in action No. 17 
tbe national secretary a1i'd in action No. 18 the general president 
are respectively plaintiff~. These five perIODS are or were at all 
material times members I of the Australian Communist Party and 
80 may fall within the ~I plication of s. 9 (1) (a) of the Act. The 
plaintifi organizations a all concerned with vital industries within 
the meaning of 8. 10 (3) of the Act. In action No. 15 a member 
of the Commonwealth Co cil of the organization is the co-plaintiff. 

I 

trial orgaoiz&tlon to which thJ I18Ction 
applies. Section ll.-{L) It upon 
th making of .. dedaration.~· , lIIIpect 
of a perBOII under this Act, person 
hoick aDy office referred to in .ub. 
eection (1.) oi the l&at ~IIIIC' 
tion or it employed by the on· 
wealt.h or by an authority of the 
Commonwealth. thAt. perebn I\h&ll, by 
force of this Act, be luspended the 
office or employment. (2.) U ~ 
application h&II '-n mt.de to the 
appropriate court to aet 'de the 
declaration. the oftice held y that = aha1l, by force of . Act., 

e T8eaDt, or that ahall 
ceaae to be 10 employed,'" cue 
may he, upon the expirati of the 
twenty-eighth day after.e 4y upon 
which the declaration .... pu~ed in 
the GGU#e. (3.) If aD applicjation iI 
made to the appropriate eouzlt to Bet 
.. ide the declaration. the 8~penaion 
dected by lub-aection (1'1=0f thil 
.ection ahall continue until t making 
of an order by the rourt u th 
application. <'.) If the co aeta 

I 
I 

.. ide the declaration. the luspeDlion 
of the perlon concerned ahall ceaae, 
but, if the court diBmi8aes the appllca. 
tion the office held by that peraon 
ab&ll, by fOrce of ihiI Act, become 
Vae&Dt, or that person .hall _ to be 
10 employed, .. the ease may be, upon 
the day upon whieh the court diamiIIes 
the al'plication. Section 12.-{1.) 
Upon the publication under nb-Bee· 
tion (3.) of aeetion ten of ihiI Act of 
an inatrumeat declaring aD industrial 
organization to be an industrialorgan. 
isation &0 whieh that aection applies. 
any office in that industrial otpniu. 
tion or in a branch of that induatrial 
orgaoiz&tion held by a pe1'lOn in 
respect of vhom a declaration iI in 
force under thia Act .halI, by force of 
thil Act, but lubject to thia lIection, 
become vacant. Section 1'. A ron· 
tract or agrtement ahall not be made 
by the ~monwealth or by an 
authority of the Commonwealth with 
a perlon in lIIIpect of whom a declara· 
tion U in force under thit Act under 
whit'h a fee or other remuneration iI 
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B. C. 0,. A. He is a commUDiat within the defiDition of that word in I. 3 and 
19~5l. would fall within I. 9 (1) (b) of the Act. 

A118T1W,u. G. In all eight actions the plaintifta attack the validity of the 
CoMMClfJIT A.ct and of its separate p~visions upon the grounds: (i) that its 

PARTY 
tl. 

TKB 
CoMMON· 
WIEALTJI. 

provisions &.re outside the scope of any legislative power of the 
Commonwealth and are not brought within any legislative power 
by the statements contained in the preamble because, amongst 
other reasons, the staf;ements or some of them are not in accordance 
with fact; (ii) that provisions of the Act conftict with Chapter Ill. 
of the Constitution; (ill) that provisions of the Act coll1lict with 
s. 92 of the Constitution; (iv) that provisions of the Act conflict 
with I. 61 (~) of the Constitution. 

6. In all eight actions, by pleading and by affidavit, the plaintifts 
have denied the statements of fact contained in the fourth, fifth, 
sizth, eighth and ninth recitals of the preamble to the Act. In 
actions Nos. 11, 12, 15, 16. 17 and 18 the deDials take the form 
of specific traverses of the statements in such recitals, in actions 
Nos. 13 and l' of a general denial of the allegations contained in 
the preamble other than the first three recitals thereof. 

The plaintiffs propose to adduce evidence in support of these 
deDials with a view to establiahing that the Act is outside legislative 
power of the C-ommonwealth and void. . 

In action No. 11 in addition to making the deDials already 
mentioned the plaintiffs have filed an affidavit made by the plaintiff 
Ralph Siward Gibson on 30th October 1950 stating with respect 
to the statements respectively contained in the fourth, fifth, sixth, 

payable iD re.pect of the .-ncee of 
that peI'8OIl. SectiOD ll.-{l.) It thaU 
be the duty of the· reoeiver of &D unlaw. 
fat &IIOC.IatiOD to take ~OD of the 
property of the UIOCiation, to realize 
ihat property, to diIcharp the lia· 
bilitiei of the UIOCiatiOD &Dd to pey 
or CraDafer the nrplua to the COlDIDon· 
wealth. SectiOD 18. The reoeiver of 
&D UDlawr,.llM1OOiation may direct that 
&Dy diRpoaitiOD of property . of the 
I8tIClclation within ODe year before the 
date upon which the UIOCiation wu 
.tiaolved IhalI be void u ~ the 
receiver &Dd the diapoaitiOD IhalI be 10 
void accordingly but DO~ iD thie 
section alFect. the right. of a purchaser, 
payee or encumbranoee in good faith 
and for 'Valuable COIWct-tiOD or the 
right. o( .. p8l'IOn IIl&k.iDI titJe iD good 
faith ud for 'ValU&bIe colWdemtioD 
through or UDder .. pen n who ia not .. 
purcbit.!Ier, payee or encumbl'&QOM iD 

good f&ith &Dd for valuable couider&. 
tioD. SectioD H. The Governor· 
General may 1Uk. relaIt.tioDl, Dot 
iDCODeiateDt with thiJ Act, pre.cribing 
all mattel'l which by thia Act are 
required or permitted to be preeeribed 
or which are DeIleIMI'Y or convenient 
to be prelCribed for gi'riDg elFect to this 
Act .. nd iD pt.rticular for preecribiDg 
penaltiee for not exceeding Five hun· 
dred poUDda or imprilODment . for .ix 
monthi for &Dy olFenae apiuat the 
~tiOllll. SeictiOD 27. \Vhete th 
GOvernor·General ia l&tiI4ed that the 
continU&Dce iD operation of thiJ Act iI 
DO 10Dpr Deceu&ry either for the 
eeearity &Dd defence of Autralia or for 
the executioD &Dd maiDteD&Dee of th 
CoDltitution &Dd of the I&WI of the 
Commonwe&1th, the GoYonlor-GeDer&1 
IhalI mue .. Procl&m&tiOD &CCOI'dingly 
and thereupon thia Act Ihall be deemed 
to have been repealed. 
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eighth and ninth recitals 0' the preamble what contrary matters H. C. or A. 
they desire to shew by evidence. A copy of the affidavit accom- 19~51. 
panies this case and is part ?f it. The contents of the said affidavit Anmw.L&.l'f 

are hereinafter set forth. CollDltrmST 

7. It appeared to me th~t the questions whether the evidence Pj.:'" 
described in par. 6 of thi~ case is receivable for the purpose of THE 

affecting the validity of the Act and whether the validity or ~~=: 
invalidity of the Act depends upon the issues of fact raised by the 
plaintiffs' denials of the reci~als of the preamble ought to be decided 
before any evidence is giyen and accordingly that within the 
meaning of Order xxxn.j rule 2 it would be convenient to have 
them so decided. It further appeared to me that if the Full Court 
should be of opinion that slch evidence is not so receivable or that 
the validity or invalidity of the Act does not so depend the question 
whether the provisions of Ithe Act are or are not valid ought to 
be decided before any evidence is given or any question or issue of 
fa.ct tried. ! 

I therefore gave directions for raising such questions for the 
decision of the Full Court. I 

8. In support of t.hecontention that s. 92 affords the plaintiffs 
protection from the provisi6ns of the Act certain facts were deposed 
to in affidavits filed for the plaintiffs and these facts the defendants 
did not dispute. ! 

Except in action No. 111 of 1950 there is little difference in the 
material circumstances deposed to as they afect the respective 
plaintiffs or in the form !f which the facts are stated. What is 
stated in one case will, so far as I can see, suffice for the determina
tion of the others. Accordfingly I annex as part of this case a copy 
of pars. 6, 7 and 8 of the 'affidavit of James Healy made on 20th 
October 1950 and filed in ~ction No. 12 of 1950 wherein the Water
side Workers' Federation of Australia and the said James Healy 
are plaintiffs. The said p~ragraphs are hereinafter set forth. In 
action No. 11 of 1950 in which the plaintiffs sue on behalf of the 
members of the Australianl Communist Party as well as themselves 
the material circumstances are stated in pars. 13 and 14 of an 
affidavit made by Ralph Siward Gibson on 20th October 1950. A 
copy of pars. 13 and 14 is, annexed as part of this case. The said 
paragraphs are hereinafte~ set forth. 

9. The writs, pleadings, ,affidavits and orders in these actions are 
to be available to the Fuil Court if the Full Court should see fit 
to refer to them. , 

The questions for the opinion of the Full Court were as follows ;-
1. (a) Does the decision ofl the question of the validity or invalidity 

I 
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H. C. 01' A. of the provisions of the CommtmUt Party Diuolulion ~ct 1950 
1~1. depend upon a judicial determination or ascertainment of the facta 

A1J8'I'BI.LWf or any of them stated in the fourtb, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and 
CoIIKtOOST nintb recitals of the preamble of that Act and denied by the plain· 

PA.:.n tiffs, and (b) are the plaintifis entitled to adduce evidence in support 
Tu of their denial of the facta 80 stated in order to establish that the 

CoIIIIO.· Act is outside the legislative power of the Commonwealth 1 
WRAJ.'l'K. 

2. If no to either part o( question 1 are the provisions of the 
Oommunut Party DiBBOltdion .Act 1950 invalid either in whole or in 
some part aftecting the plaintifts , 

Paragraphs 6,7 and 8 of the affidavit of James Healy as referred 
to in par. 8 of the case stated were &8 follows ;-

6. The said Union has a membership of approximately twenty
seven thousand spread throughout the ,,&lions States of the Com
monwealth and is engaged in and a substantial number of the 
members thereof are engaged in a vital industry within the meaning 
of that term &8 contained in the said Act. 

7. The membership of the said organization is necessarily spread 
throughout the various States of the Commonwealth and the 
aftairs and business and activities of the organization are organized 
upon &on Australia·wide and inter-State basis. 

8. (a) The general business and activities and duties of the 
plaintiff this deponent as such General Secretary of the organization 
include .,:mer alia the conduct of substantial inter-State correspon
dence with the various branches of the organization in all the 
States and the distribution inter-State to members of literature 
relat~ to the aftairs of the Union including the distribution 
inter:State to members of the Union of the official newspaper of 
the Union; the travelling backwards and forwards from one State 
to another and between the States and from State to State for the 
purpose of and to attend the affairs of the various branches in 
relation to each other and in relation to the Union as a whole and 
to represent the Union in the various States of the Commonwealth 
in various disputes of an inter-State industrial character and nature; 
the compiling of logs of claims for ita members throughout the 
Commonwealth and the attending in and travelling to the various 
Sta~...s of the Commonwealth to negotiate witb employers engaged 
in inter·Si:ate trade and cOIllIllerce for tbe settlement of claims and 
disputes; the appearing for and on behalf of the Union in tbe 
various States before divers Boards and Tribunals established in 
connection with the industry with which the Union is concerned 
and the travelling between the States for the saiq purposes; the 
travelling into and between the States for the purpose of preventing 
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and settling by negotiation and conciliation and arbitration of H. c. or A. 
industrial disputes of an i.q.ter-State character and nature and which 1~51. 
extend beyond the limits I of more than one State and which arise AUSTBALIA!I 

in the industry from ti~e to time; the travelling to and from COMJ(U!l1BT 

and into and between th~ States from time to time to address the PUTT v. 
members of the organization on matters ,-ital to and of interest in Tu 

and importance to the members of the organization in the various ~.::~:: 
States aDd travelling into and between the various States for the 
purpose of investigating 'their industrial claims of an inter-State 
character and to examin, and ascertain in the various States the 
needs wants and requirezPents of members in their relations with 
associations of employers aD.d which are of an inter-State nature 
and character; the travelling into and between t.he various States 
to appear before the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and 
Arbitration and to assist and instruct others to appear before the 
said Court in the vario~ States from time to time in connection 
with the prosecution of elairns for awards and variations of the 
samt> for the benefit CIf members in the Commonwealth and for the 
purpose of prosecut.ing {Clr breaches of the Act and awards and 
recovery of penalties in the various Stat.es and to oppose and cont·est 
claims of an inter-State inliustrial nature and character by employer 
associat.ions and other in4ustriaJ organizations and bodies brought 
before the said Court in ~he various States; the travelling to and 
from and into and betweeJil the States to appear before the Common
wealth Court of Conciliat\on and Arbitration for the various pur
poses for which the sa.id Court is established to deal with industrial 
matters and inuustlial Jisputes of an inter-State character and 
nature which ccncern thJ 'Cnion and its members in the various 
States and which extend 0l! r are likely to extend beyond the limits 
of more than one State; travelling into and between the St&tes 
of the Commonwealth for the purpose of industrial meetings of an 
inter-State nature with other organizations similarly registered 
under the said Act and ,heir representatives and whose business 
&<:thities and duties are i of an inter-Stj1.te character and nature 
and which have aims anq objects similar to or similar in interest 
with those of the Union aM the travelling inter-State and betw~n 
the States from time to time to attend the executive conferences 
and meetings of the executive and governing bodies of the branches 
as by the said rules provi~ed. (b) The business and th~ activities 
and duties of the Union. include and telate to the business and 
duties and activities of t*e General Secretary of the Union as in 
the previous sub-section set forth. 
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H. C. OF A. • Paragraphs 13 and 14 of the affidavit of Ralph Siward Gibson 
19~51. as referred to in par. 8 of the case stated were as follows :

AusTR.U.lA.N 13. The work of the Party includes the raising of funds, the 
COMMUNIST promulgation of its teachings by means of literature and printed 

Pun 
11. works, radio lectures and newspapers throughout the Commonwealth 

THE and throughout each of the States. The raising of funds relates 
CoNMOS. 
WEALT/{. to the purposes of making payments by all membero of the Party 

throughout Australia to the Central Committee, to finance the 
educational work of the Party, to pay expense allowances, W&gP.s 

and saiaries of Party officials and to defray election expenses and 
to secure and pay for wireless broadcasts and the dissemination 
throughout the Commonwealth of Party propaganda and to finance 
throughout the Commonwp.alth and the States lecture tours. 

14. The work of the Party and the development and achievement 
of its aims and objects involve correspondence between the members 
in various States of the Commonwealth, social and political inter
course between the various States of the members of the Party, the 
necessity for members to travel between the States frequently and 
from time" to time for the purposes of the Party and for the purposes 
of disseminating throughout the Commonwealth by trained speakers 
and lecturers, the doctrines and teachings of the Party and the 
political objectives of the Party and for the purpose of competing 
and assisting at all Commonwealth and State Elections held from 
time to time and for the purpOAe8 of raising funds as in the preceding 
paragraph set forth and including the sale, transmission and 
distribution by the Centml Committee to various State and District 
Committees of pamphlets, leaflets and other literature relating to 
the Party and its activities. 

Omitting fonnal parts, the contents of the affidavit of Ralph 
Siward Gibson referred to in par. 6 of the case stated were as 
follows :-

1. I am one of the above-named plaintifis. 
2. I desire to give and call oral evidence in this action on behalf 

of myself and the members -of the Australian Communist Party to 
rebut allegations contained in the preamble to the Communist 
Party Ditfsolution Act 1950 and to describe the activities in which 
the Party has been engaged. 

3. I deny, and desire to submit evideace to rebut, the allegations 
that the Party in accordance with the basic theory of Communism 
as expounded by Marx and Lenin or at all engages or has engaged 
in activities andlor operations designed to assist or accelerate 
the coming of a revolutionary situation in which the Party acting 
as a revolutionary minority would he able to seize power and 
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establish a dictatorship of ~he proletariat. I desire to call evidence H. C. O~ A. 
to show on the contrary :-1 19M).1951. 

(a) that revolutionary; situations arise, not from the activities Al1~.UN 
or operations of the Party, but from the nature of the COMMUNIST 

development of ~pitalism itself, with its crises and wars ; P~TY 
and that this view is in accordance with the teachings of THE 11._ d Le . 001(1(01" JWirx an nm ;1 W&ALTIl. 

(b) that the activities of the Party are designed, not to 
accelerate the cOming of a revolutionary situation, but 
to conv-!.nce and prganize the working clasa 80 that when 
such a situation arises it will be able to take power; 

(c) that the Party, while leading the struggle to end 
capitalism, also ~eads the struggle for the best possible 
living conditions, while capitalism remains; and that all 
teachers of Co~unism from Marx onwards have advo
cated this coursei; 

(d) that the Party, ~r from aiming toO seize power as a revolu
tionary minority, states clearly that the emancipation of 
the working claSs must be the act of the working class 
itself, supported Iby the majotity of all toiling people; 

(e) that the Party adheres to the clause in its Constitution 
which states: "I The method pursued by the Australian 
Communist Party to realize its objective is the democratic 
method, that is, the winning of the majority of the Aus
tralian people " l 

(f) that the aim of ~he Party is precisely to substitute the 
rule of the majority in the interests of the majority for 
the minority rul~ of big business which exists today; 

(g) that the Party h~s consistently fought, and fights now, to 
defend and to extend the democratic liberties of the 
people, and uphfllds the statement of Lenin: "There is 
no other road to ~ocialism but the road through democracy, 
through political liberty ". 

4. I deny, and desire tlsubmit evidence to rebut, .the allegation 
that the Party engages qr has engaged in activities or operations 
designed to bring about the overthrow and/or dislocation of the 
established system of g~vernment in Australia and the attain
ment of economic industrial or political ends by force violence 
intimidation and/or frauqulent practices. I desire to call evidence 
to show, on the contrary i-

(a) that the threat to the established system of government 
in Australia comes in fact from the development of 
fascist laws and i actions inspired by monopoly capitalists 
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at home and abroad who are the bitter enemies of 
Communism; 

(b) that the Party, while upholding eocialist democracy as 
far superior to capitalist democracy, is in fact leading the 
fight to preserve Australia's established democratic liberties 
and institutions against the forces of fascist repression, 
thought control and police tyranny; 

(c) that the Communilt Party Diuoluticm Act is in itaelf an 
extreme threat to the established rights and traditions of 
the Auatralian people; 

(d) that force and violence are created, not by the Party, but 
by capitalism, the most violent system of history, which 
has given birth to fascist terror, colonial oppression on a 
vast scale, and above all to imperialist wara of unpar&lleled 
violence ; 

(e) that the Party aims to abolish all violence through the 
abolition of capitalism and the establishment of eocialism, 
and finally communism, which create the conditions for 
lasting civil and international peace ; 

(f) that the Party declares the teaching of all history to be 
that minority ruling classes will defend their rule by force 
where possible and believes that the working people must 
be prepared for forceful resistance by the monopoly 
capitalists to the ending of their power and must be 
prepared to overcome this resistance ; 

(g) that the dictatorship of the proletariat, as conceived by the 
world teachers of Communism and by the Australian 
Communist Party, involves the use of violence as the 
sanction of the laws of eocialist soCiety against dispossessed 
exploiters resisting the advent of the new order and brings 
a much richer and fuller democracy to the masses of the 
people; 

(h) that the Party has never advocated violence, and in fact in 
Australia today calls for violence come, not from the 
Party or its members, but from those who desire to stop 
the peaceful existence of the Party and the progressive 
movement of the people; 

(i) that, far from engaging in fraudulent practices, the Party 
holds high moral principles and demands that these be 
practised in real life ; 

(j) that the Party utterly rejects the view that socialism 
can be won by fraud or conspiracies, and blUles its morality 
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on the needs of the working cla.as struggle which demands H. (l. 01" _4. 
above an the tellin of the truth toO t.he people. 18~1. 

5. I deny, and desire to s bmit evidence to rebut, the allegation Aumw.u. 
that the Party is an integra. or any part of the world communist OoMll111Ol'l' 

movement or any moveme t which in the King's Dominions or P~'IT 
elsewhere engages or h.. 'ngaged in espionage or sabotage or Ta. 
activities and oNl!1'll,tions of I,:a treasonable or subversive nature or 00_0.-r-- WBAL'rB. 
engages or haa engaged in aptivities or operations similar to those 
or having an object aimilart' the object of those referred to in the 
lut two preceding paragrap . I desire to call evidence to show, 
on the contra.ry:-

(a) the Party is an Au alian party, which has sprung from 
the democratic 'tions of the Australian working 
people, and has fuAher developed and strengthened thoae 

(b) t:;!~;S is a Part~f the world-wide revolutionary move
ment of the work' g claaa which has come into exiateDce 
in all countries b l'ea80n of the need of the working 
claaa of every land for a party which would consistently 
defend and advan~ ita interests; 

(c) the Party is an e tirely independent organization, con
trolled and financ by its own members inside Australia ; 

(d) the Party, in accor anee with the teachings of Man: and 
Lenin, completely ,rejects the methods of espionage or 
sabotage aa contrary to the interests of the working 
claas and the soCia movement; 

(e) the Party carries 0 the moat patriotic activities, fighting 
for the people's li ies and living standards, and for 
peace. The Part haa shown in ita thirty years of 
existence that it lone has consistently fought for an 
independent, peace and prosperous Australia ; 

(f) the Party leads. th struggle against the real authors of 
treasonable andsu versive activities, the Federal Govern
ment and its w thy monopoliat supporters, who aim 
to sacrifice A lian lives and independence in an 
American war of coMueat ; 

(g) the Party is inspired by the high patriotic aim of creating 
a socialist AUJtr . in which there will be end to poverty, 
unemployment and war; in which there will be economic 
security, adequate eisure and rapid material aDd cultural 
progress for all; i which Australia's resources will be 
developed and its pulation increased and decentralized ; 
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in which there will be no claues or C1&88 struggles; in 
which a united Australian people will work freely and 
enthusiastically for the common good, living in lasting 
peace with the people of other lands ; 

(h) Communist Pa.-ties throughout the world have been 
foremost fighters for their people, while Quislings and 
traitors have sprung from the ruling landlord and capitalist 
c1&saea of society. 

6. I deny, and desire to submit evidence to rebut, the allegations 
that the activities or operations of or encouraged by the Party 
or its members or officers and other persons who are or may be 
Commuuists are designed to cause by means of strikes or stoppages 
of work or any means and have by those means or any means 
caused dislocation, disruption or retardation of production or work 
in vital or any indust,ies. I desire to call evidence to show, on the 
contrary:-

(a) that the Party and its members in the trade unions work 
to defend and improve the conditions of workers in 
industry by the best and most effective means in any 
given situation; 

(b) that strikes are caused by the very conditions which 
exist under capitalism and which existed long before the 
formation of the Party; 

(c) that the aim of the Party in industrial struggles is to help 
organize the workers to win their just demands as speedily 
as p088ible; and that Communist leadership in trade 
unions has in fact resulted in the winning of living and 
working conditions of great importance to the Australian 
working class, only part of which have been gained by 
strike action; 

(d) that the Party aims also in the course of industrial struggles 
to help the workers learn from their own experiences the 
need to remove the basic cause of their discontent, 
capitalism, and the way to remove it ; 

(e) that the Party, while it aims to give leadership in trade 
unions, stands for the fullest trade union demOCEaCY, for 
the complete right of trade union members to decide 
their own affairs and for their fullest participation in all 
trade union activity i 

(f) that the Party carries out a fighting program against 
depresaion, which, whenever it comes, cauaes many 
times the 1088 of production caused by all strikes com
bined ; 
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(g) that socialism, for which the Party fights. leads to an H. C. 0' A. 

unparalleled rise in production and to the disappearance l~ln. 
of strikes with the dis&ppearance of tne conditions which At18TULlA1I' 

cause them. CoMllt71I'l8T 

7. I deny, an.d desire to submit evidence to rebut, the allegation P",:T\" 
that it is necessary for th~ security or defence of Australia or for THr. 

the execution and maintenance of the Constitution and laws of ~=~:~ 
the Commonwealth that t~e Party or hodies alleged to be connected 
with it should be dissolvM and their property forfeited or that 
members or officers of th~ Party or persons who are Communists 
should be disqualified fro~ employment by the Commonwealth or 
from holding office in any I industrial organization whether engaged 
in a vital industry or not. i I desire to call evidence to show, On the 

I 
contrary :- , 

• I 

(a) that the activiiiesland operations of the Party are designed 
to preserve and further the independence, freedom, 
prosperity and p~ceful existence of the Australian people; 

(b) that the Party leads the fight against the only Power 
which threatens Australian independence-American 
Imperialism-which seeks to dominate Australia economi
cally, politically, militarily and culturally; 

(c) that the Party ~ opposed to the Federal Government's 
war policy, whic~ is aggressive and imperils the security 
and defence of AUstralia; 

(d) that security and pefence depend above all on the prMerva
tion of peace, an~ that the whole work of the Communist 
Party centres or! the struggle to preserve peace through 
effective outlawing of the atom bomb, simultaneous 
disarmament, loYal observance of the United Nations' 
Charter and the1 stopping of all aggressive interventions 
in the affairs of 6ther countries; 

(e) that the Party ~eeks to defend Australia's security and 
independence by demanding a policy of friendship with 
all peoples and in particular with the Soviet Union and 
People'S Democracies, which desire a lasting peace in 
order to advance their best plans of peaceful economic 
construction an~ to raise the living standards of their 
people; 

(f) that the realtluleat to the Constitution and laws of the 
Commonwealth comes from the people wanting war and 
fascism in our $idst, against whom. the Party wages the 
most determined and resolute struggle. 

I . 
VOL. LXlr.xm.-2 i 

I 
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H. ~. OF -~. 8. In support of the propositions outlined above, I desire to 
1~51. adduce oral evidence and to refer to the works of Marx and Lenin 

AUII'1'JU.LlAlf and other leading writers on Communism and to the writings of 
COMMU1IIST leading members of the Party. Such quotations are too numerous 

PA:'TY to include in thiR affidavit in the time available for its preparation. 
THE 

COIUIOli. 
WEALTH. 

Upon the case stated coming on for hearing, the Federated Sbip 
Painters' and Dockers' Union, the Sheet Metal Workers' Union and 
the Federated Clerks' Union of Australia (New South Wales 
Branch) and Maurice John Rodwell Hughes-being actions 
respectively numbered 39, 40 and 41 of 1950-applied for and were 
granted leave to intervene. 

The relevant statutory provisions are sufficiently set forth in the 
judgments hereunder. 

G. E. BGnoick K.C. (with him A. R. TGy1m K.C., W. J. 1'. 
Windeyer K.C., &anley Lewis K.C., R. A,"bumer, B. B. Riley, 
Jll. V. Mclnerney, C.l. MtmMnnitt, G. H. Ltu" and B. P. Mac/arlan), 
for the defendants. 

A review of the ConununiBt Party Dis,olution Act 1950 shol\'s 
its limited nature, the very definite result whi<:h it seeks to produce. 

The charae.ter of the Act is summed up as follows :-It disbands 
the Australian Communist Party (s. 4). It makes provision for the 
realization of that Party's property and the payment of its debts 
(ss. 4 (2), n, li, 18, 19); for obtaining possession of. and the 
preservati:>n of, that property (ss. 21, 22); for judicially resolving 
questions with rE'spect to that property (s. 16), and for its forfeiture 
(preamble, ss. 4 (3), 15 (1». The Act takes steps to prevent 
the reIonnation of the Party, either overtl~' or covf'.rtly (s. 7). both 
by direct command (s. 7) 8»:d by preventive disposal of its funds 
(s. 15 (1». The Act authorizes the disbanding of any bodies, 
other tha.n registered unions, which-(i) (a) affiliate with the 
Party, (b) are likely to be controlled or used by communista, or 
by others, for communist purposes (8. 5 (1) ), and (ii) whose ('ontinued 
exi8tence ma.y, in the view of the Governor·General, be prf>ojudicial 
to the defence and security of the country, or the execution and 
maintenance of the Constitution, or of the laws of the Common
wealth (s. 5 (2». The Act authorizes steps which will preclude 
persons-Ca) who are or have been communists (s. 9 (1»; and 
(b) who may be engaged or likely to engage in subversive acti\'ities 
prejudicial to the defence of the country or to the execution and 
maintenance of the Constitution and of the laws of the Common
wealth (8. 9 (2», from (i) being in office or employment under, 
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or making any contracts ith the Commonwealth or any Common- H. C. OF A. 

wealth authority, and (p.) olding office in any industrial organiza- 1950·19.";1. 

tion which is closely conn with industries vital to the defence .A17':::'IAN 

of the country. The Act provides machinery' for judicial review CoIiNI.'N1ST 

of the" qualification" of he bodies, or persons (88. 5 (4) (6), 9 (4) P':,TY 
(5) (6», and commits to the Governor-General the identification TIlE 

of the bodies or persons hose existence or conduct is prejudicial ~=:~ 
to the defence of the Co on wealth or the execution or mainten-
'nce of the Constitution a d of the laws of the Commonwealth, and 
requires-(i) that there all be material before the Governor-
General on which his decla, tion as to bodies or persons is founded 
(ss. 5 (3), 9 (3) ), and (ii) ~hat that material shall have been con-
sidered by an appropriatd committee before it is acted upon by 
the Governor-General. e preamble of the ACt-{a) indicates 
powers which the Parlia ent considered itself to be exercising; 
(b) states some evils w . h the Parliament considered to exist 
and for which it had pro' ed a remedy; (c) states reasons of the 
Parliament for enacting th substantive provisions; and (d) states 
the necessity-(i) for a upon the subject matter of the Act 
as a means of the defe of the country, the execution and 
maintenance of the Consti ution, and of the laws of the Common-
wealth, and (ii) for the p ·icular pro\;sions actually made in the 
Act for dealing with th sUQject matter thereof. The Act is 
preventive as distinct fro punitive.' It is preventive in relation 
to conduct likely to prej tdice the defence of the country, the 
execution and mainten&n e of the Constitution., and of the laws 
of the Commonwealth. I is directed to prevention of an appre-
hended danger. The Act ecogniz~ the force and strength which 
organization brings and t e great capacity toO do harm. In so far 
as the Act depends on ny transient situation it is limited in 
operation to the contin nce of' that situation (s. 27). Accord-
ing to the doctrine of th Court it would, in any event, cease 
to be operative on the passing of the situation (Australian 
Teztiks Pty. Ltd. v. T Commonwealth (I); Crotldt v. The 
Commonwealth (2); Bu v. Higgins (3); Fon Fra'f1Ce8 Pulp 
and Power Co. Ltd. v. anitoba Fr~ Press Co. Ltd. (4); Re 
Reference tin tke Validity f War-Time LeasekQld Regulations (5).) 
The disbanding of the iations is final. So far as perlk>DS are 
concerned as distinct fro the organization t.he Act provides for 
the revocation of declarati ns as to the perSQns and the revocation 

i 

;1) (J945) 71 C.L.R. 161, at pp. liO. 
171, 180. 

(2) (1948) 77 C.L.R. 3:'i9, at p. 351. 

I 

(3) (19'9) i8 C.L.R. UI), at p. 133. 
(4) (1923) A.C, 695, at pp. 706, 707. 
(a) (1950):: D.L.It. 1. 
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H. C~ OF A. of the declarationa as to the indWftry. Therefore, the Act as to 
1~1. the persona, even whiJat it is still on foot, does provide for an 

A1J8TU.LIAX adjustment of the Act to the changed circumstances as they may 
ColDlutnaT arise. The general validity of the Act, other than some parts of 
P~n it, is placed, Jinlly, on the defence power conferred by B. 01 (vi.) 
Tal: of the Constitution, and, 8tJCOnIlly, on the power of making laW8 in 

CoIOlO.. • h . f ~- of the maintenance of the Constitution or t e executlon 0 WJI:AL'I'B. .-.t" .... v 

the laws, whether that power be derived from a combination of 
8. 51 (xxxix.) and B. 61 of the Constitution, or whether it be a 
power which comes from or arises from the very existence of tIte 
Commonwealth itae1f as a body . politic. The defence power is 
effective to cover two Woad categories of· law, namely, the making 
of laws which are e% facie or essentially law8 of defence themselves, 
and the making of laws for the matters which, though not eaaentially 
matters of defence, may be conceivably connected with defence. 
The Act in ita entirety is, upon ita face, a law with respect to 
defence apart from ita recitals and apart from any current circum
stances. Alterna-tively, the Act, apart from B. 4:, is such an Act, 
and having regard to the recited reasons for the enactment, B. 4: 
iB an Act with respect to defence. Section 4: is th~ only one which 
in effect requires the recitals. Alternatively, having regard to the 
recited reasoDB for the Aet, it is an Act with respect to defence. 
Alternatively, the Act is valid aB dealing with matters which, in 
the current circumstances as judicially known, are within the 
ambit of the defence power. Again, alternatively, the Act is 
valid as dealing with matters which Parliament has asserted are 
dealt with for the defence of the CO\Ultry, which statement of 
Parliament is not contradicted or shown to be untenable by any 
judicial knowledge. In dealing with the defence power the Court 
has, on numerous occasions,. pointed out that it is a power which 
according to the circumstances authorizes more or lesa legislative 
interference with matters which otherwise might have been wbolly 
dealt with by the States. The defence power, even in times 
of peace in the aense that they were not times of actual hostility, 
will support many activities ( .. delaide Society of Je1wwJA', WimeI,tI 
If1e. v. TM OommontDeGlti (1); Bt."" v. Rtm,ley (2); Koon. Wing 
TAu v. TM Oommon&f.ll!!GltA (3); HUfM v. Higgi"" (4». The Act 
is in toto eaaentially a defence Act, without the recitals at all; with 
those recitals it is esaentially a defence Act, and, in any case, 
without the recitals, simply upon what the Court would know of 
judicial knowledge, a aufticiently rational connection can be seen 

(I) (INS) 87 C.L.B. 118, at p. 132. 
(I) (1Nl) 7. C.La. 101. at p. no. 

(8) (1950) 80 C.La. 533. 
Cf) (I"") 78 C.L.a .. atp. 188. 
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I 

between the situation and the Jaw to bring it within power. The H. C. ow A. 
principal factors in the publib situation as at the date of the passing l~t 
of the Act, namely, 20th aetober 1950, of which the Court would Aul"DW.Wf 
take judicial knowledge ar~ as follows: (a) it was not a time of Co_1JlfJft 
peace in the sense of a time of tranquility and absence of hoatile Pan 

tI. 

intent; (b) it was a period f)f uneasy apprehenaion of international TII. 
conBict; (c) in these days I wars do not begm' with a declaration Co_o.-

I -....x.m. 
of war-that is an outmoded requisite; (d) these days of tension 
were days of tension betw~ Powers with which this Common
wealth is closely and inevi~bly associated, and what is called in 
the Subversive Activities A.ht 1949 (U.8.A.)-" the most powerful 
existing communist totalitaHan dictatorship" (R. v. SAa.rlt,t,y (I) ) ; 
(e) that period of tension ~nd apprehension was no mere pasaing 
short phase; it has exten(led down at least to the time of the 
passing of the Act and beyo~d and shows no real sign of abatement; 
(f) that Power with whom i the tension existed has expanded ita 
effective borders since the 4(888&tion of hostilities in World War II 
and has greatly extended its influence, which is communistic, into 
and over neighbouring Sta~, which can now fairly be regarded 
as satellite States; (g). now included in those satellite State.s is 
China, an area coming closer to the Commonwealth's territorial 
position; (h) that period pf tension, 80 far from abating, had a 
manifestation, in that at ~he date of the passing of the Act the 
Commonwealth had forces i in the field and that in the Common
wealth its armed forces we~e being strengthened; (i) the Common
wealth was engaged in a programme of munition expansion and 
the development of secret weapons; (j) Great Britain and United 
States of America, with *hom the Commonwealth was in close 
association, were likewise strengthening their defences in an 

I 

abnormal way; (k) the forces opposed by the Commonwealth in 
the field, before, at and after the date the Act was passed, were 
communist-supported fo~; (1) at the time of the passing of the 
Act a possible extension of the conilict was expected, an expectation 
which, so far, has proved I correct in that today other communist 
forces Are opposed to the, Commonwealth's army and air force; 
(m) 80 far from this being a time of peace there exist in the Common
"'ealth and elsewhere very: many signs of armed conilict, including 
the issuing of casualty listls; (n) communism is basically a world 
movement, not by chan~, but by its very nature, in the senae 
of being above the national interest; (0) communists" march 
together", whether they be integrated into a world organization, 
or be a group of nation~l organizations, they march in line, in 

I 

(1) (19'9) 79 ~.L.R. 121, !Lt pp. 1'2, 164. 185. 
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H. C. 01' A. policy and objective; (p) communim of necessity sympathize 
19~51. with the. aims and ambitions of ~viet Russia~ which is the gr~t 

AVSTR4LUN communist State; (q) communists at the tune of the p888lDg 
COMlIIt"NlST of the Act did and still do disapprove of the Commonwealth's 

P":,TY intervention in Korea-see· Gibson's affidavit, pars. 4 (g), 5 (b) (f). 
THE 7 (b) (c) and (e), which demon&trates that this is common notorious 

CO)INON· d b h h d 
WE4LTH. knowledge; (r) in modern days espionage an sa otage ave a 

greater significance than aforetime and are not limited to times of 
war: they are often most important in times of preparedness; 
(s) fifth-column activities, including the dislocation and destruction 
of production or work in vital industries, are nowadays frequentl} 
used by an enemy and have become recognized features of warfare: 
such activities frequently commence, indeed from their nature 
are bound to commence, prior to the outbreak of hostilities, and 
are most effective or likely to be effective in pre-belligerency days ; 
and (t) success in warfare in these days depends more and more 
on industrial efficiency and industrial potential, particularly 
in the heavy industries of a country. Therefore the crippling of 
vital industries before armed conflict is just as important, if not 
more effective, than their destruction during actual hostilities. 
The foregoing facts are in the Court's knowledge as notorious 
facts, of which it is entitled and indeed bound to take judicial 
notice. The principle and extent of judicial knowledge is shown in 
Holland v. Jona (1); R. v. F08ter (2); Farey v. Bu'f'tJel,t (3); 
Stenhouse v. Ookman (4); R. v. Vine Streel Police. &ztion Superin
tendent; Ex parte Liebman (5); Re t"M Pacific and t"M San 
Franci8co (6); Taylor on E~, 12th ed. (1981), pp. 8-23. 
Under those conditions the Parliament might rationally think 
that the then state of the country called for the disbanding of 
the Communist Party and the preventing of communists from 
influencing the industrial policy of unions closely associated with 
the vital industries of the country. Ex facie, it is essentially a 
matt-er of defence, or defence law, quite independently of the 
recitals and merely upon the enacting provisions of the Act. Unlike 
the regulations under consideration in Adelaide Oompany of 
Jikovah's Witnesses Inc. v. The Oommonwealth (7), the Act goes 
no further really than disbanding the Party and dealing with 
property which really belongs to it, having due regard to the 
rights of third parties, nor, unlike that case, has the Party any 
innocent activities. Sections 5 and 9 are similarly constructed 

(1) (1917) 23 C.L.R. 149. At p. 152. 
(2) (1949) 711 C.L.R. 43. at p. 52. 
(3) (1916) 21 C.L.R. 433, at PI'. 442. 

443. 

(4) (1944) 69 C.L.R. 41)7, at p. 469. 
(5) (1916) I K.R. 268. at pp. 274, 275. 
(6) (I!l17) 33 T.L.R. 529. at p. [)3(). 
(7) (1!I43) 6; C.L.R. 116. 
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sections addressed to the subject of defence and are equally H. C. 01' A. 

applicable to the matter of maintaining the Constitution and the 1ge1. 

laws of the Commonwealt. Section 0 (2) is plainly a law with Aun.w.IAlI 

respect to defence. A law hich enables the Governor-General to CoMMUlIIST 

make a declaration on being satisfied that the continued PUTY 11. 

existence of a body of :jns would be prejudicial to the defence THE 

d f ~~ an security 0 the Commo wealth is a law with respect to defence. WEALTH. 

A law which gave the Goverfor-General power to m~ke a declaration 
if he was satisfied or of op ion that the continued existence of a 
body of persons was preju icial to the execution or maintenance 
of the Constitution or of th law would be a good law with respect 
to that topic (Lloyd ~. Wallack (1); Welsbach Light 00. of 
Australasia Ltd. v. The Oommonwealth (2); O'Flanagan v. 
Macfarlane (3): Ez parte Walsh and Jo},nson; In re Yates (4) ; 
Ex parte Walsh (5); A.~la e Oompany of Jekooak', Witnesses Inc. 
v. The Commonwealth (6)) The cases show that the decision of 
that sort of matter is not ntially a judicial matter. It is by 
its very statement a D1att of defence; conduct and activities 
prejudicial to defence eo itute essentially a defence criterion. 
If that submission be right e law is a law with respect to defence 
and the consequences that ow on that criterion, subject to what 
was said in the Jeho'lXik'1J itnesses Oase (7), is essentially a matter 
for the Parliament; therea r it is exactly in the same category as 
the aliens were in Ez parte 'alsh and Johnson (8), in the view of all 
the Court, that the law be' an immigration law it did not matter 
that its operation depende upon the opinion of a Minister. The 
extent of the law was tiallya matter for Parliament. Three 
ideas run through the ca : first, that a law which depends for 
its operation on the opinion of the Minister or the Governor-General 
as to a matter within t e competence of the Commonwealth 
Parliament is a valid law t any time; ,ectmd, that a law may 
be made to operate upon t opinion of a Minister or the Governor-
General if the consequenc which are attached to his opinion 
are related to the power; nd third, that it is only in time of stress 
or emergen(;y that a law y be made to depend for its operation 
on the opinion of a Mihi or the Governor-General. The first 
two ideas are correct ( ekovah's Witnesses Oase (9)). A law 
does not cease to be a la with respect to defence because the 

(1) (~:~) 20 C.L.R., at pp. 303

1
305. 

(2) (1916) 22 C.L.R., at pp. 273 275, 
277.281. 

(3) (1923) 32 C.L.R. ill8. 
(4) (1925) 37 C.r •• R., at pp. 5 , 60. 

0', ... 61, .... 32. 

(5) (1942) A.L.R. 369. 
(6) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 133. 136. 

150, 151. 
(7) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(8) (192-'» 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(9) (1943) 61 C.L.R., at pp. 152. 153, 

161, 1112, 166, 167. 
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H. C. 0 .. A. consequences are heavy, and it is nothing to the point that it 
19~51. makes an inroad upon property or personal liberty. The power to 

AUSTRAUAN determine whether a person is acting prejudicially is clearly not a 
CoMMUNIST judicial power. Conduct;...,-activities prejudicial to defence-is 

PA:'TY essentially a defence criterion. The designation of the conduct is 
THE sufficiently specific. As defence essentially includes preparedness, 

~o::~,.;~ the prejudicial acta include sabotage, espionage and cc fifth column " 
activities. The existence of a state of war was not essential to the 
validity of the laws in question in the cases mentioned above 
except as to the consequences which flowed by the law upon the 
particular opinion or satisfaction. In this case the conseq uences 
are commenaurate-not disproportionate, fantastic Ot capricious. 
So long as Parliament is dealing with such matters as sabotage, 
espionage, " fifth column" activities, and other activities prejudicial 
to defence, the neceaaity for such measures and the precise form of 
prevention are entirely ma.ttera for the Executive. The connection 
between the provisions of the Act and the defence of the Common
wealth are obvious. A law, the criterion for which is a matter 
for defence, made by Parliament is a defence law. If Parliament 
makes the opinion of the Governor-General as to a matter of 
defence the criterion of ita operation then that equally is a law 
with respect to defence, as Parliament has full power over the 
subject matter. The nature of the provision as to the subject 
matter which Parliament makes is for Parliament and not for the 
Court. A good deal more than the satisfaction as to the prejudicial 
nature of the person's conduct wa.s left to the Minister in Ez parte 
Wal8k (l)~ Sections 5 and 9 are clearly, ez faci£, at the very heart 
of the defence power. 

Section 4 is sufficiently bound up with 88. 5 and 9 and the text 
of the Act is sufficient to establish that s. 4 is equally valid without 
any assistance from the recitals or the situation. If s. 4 is not 
ez faci£ defence it is 80 when regard is had to the recitals. The 
recitals are a statement of Parliamentary reasons for the declaration. 
Section 4 is, ez facie, a law of defence because it is at the heart 
of defence to dissolve those bodies of which Parliament forms 
the view that their continued existence is prejudicial to the security 
and safety of the Commonwealth. The Act would be a law of 
defence even if cognizance had to be taken of the consequences, 
because the consequences in this case are commensurate and are 
quite different from the consequences in the Jekovah'8 Witne88e8 
Caae (2). Even without the recitals, but with the matters that 
are within judicial knowledge, the Act would be a good measure of 

(I) (1942) A.LR. 359. (2) (1s.3) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
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defence. Only a possible lo~cal, not factual, connection with defence 
need be shown (Australia" Woollet, Mills Ud. v. The Common
weallh (1); Attstralian Te:r:t~1es Ply. Ltd. v. The Comtnontl1ea1Jh (2) ; 
Dawson v. The Commonwea4h (3); Milkr v. The Common,wealJ,h (4:) ; 
American Communications ~s8ociotion v. Douds (5». It must be 
simply a rational, logical donnection, as between facts that must 
be common to every suit "'nd that would always be common as 
between all parties. Such facts would be facts that would be 
judicially known. I 

[DIXON J. referred to Fierstein v. Conaty (6).] 
In the circumstances the! situation, as outlined, anli as would be 

known to the Court in Oct?ber 1950, was such that it could not be 
said that Parliament cou~d not rationally think that measures 
to disband the Australian I C'.JOmmunist Party were not called for. 
Each of the facts referred I to above is notorious, and, considered 
together, the conclusion ik inescapable that there is a possible 
logical connection between that situation and the Act. Included in 
the material of which the Court will take judicial notice is such 
material in the recitals as ill not inconsistent with any known facts, 
known by judicial notice.! The matter was notorious and was 
within judicial knowledge., A statement contained in recitals in a 
statute is known to the dourt (South Attstrali.a v. The Common
wealth (7); Farey v. B~rvett (8); Pankhurst v. Kieman (9»; 
and see Unla.wful Associations Act, 1916-1917. Although in 1950 
there was not a situation cif general war, neither was it a situation 
of complete peace. Time!! of emergency might very well call for 
much the same measures ljLS might be called for during a state of 
actual hostilities (Fernando v. Pearce (10); Ex parte Walsh and 
Johnso71 (11) ) shows that 3!law which made the criterion the opinion 
of the Minister, e.g., the e:lfistence of a body prejudiced to defence, 
would be a good law of defence. If any of the foregoing sub
missions be correct, then the validity of the Act does not depend 
upon the judicial determination of the objective truth of t·he 
exist.ence of any of the objective facts in t·he recitals. The power 
to pass the Act can be traced to s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitu
tion, so it can be regarQed as something t.hat comes from the 

i 
(1) (1944) 69 C.I •. R. 476. at p: 490. 
(2) (1945) 71 C.L.R.. at pp. 179. UIl. 
(3) (1946) 73 C:.1 •• R. 157, lit p~ li3. 
('4) (1946) 73 C.L.R., lit pp. 202, 203. 
(r.) (1949) 339 V.S. 382. at pp. 391· 

392. 392. 397, 399, 40~. 418, 
424·431 [94 Law. Ed. 925. at 
pp. 939·940. 940. 943. ~. 947, 
9M, 957·961.] i 

(6) (1930) 41 Fed. Rep. (Second 
Series). 5.1. 

(7) (1942) 65 C.L.R., at p. 432. 
(R) (19]6) 21 C.L.R. 433. 
(9) (1917) 24 C.L.R. 120. 

(10) (1918) 23 C.L.R. 241. at.~ 200. 
(11) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at pp. 157.71, 

97. 127, 132. 
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construction of the Constitution itself (Bums v. Ransley (1); 
R. v. Skarkey (2». Those cases support the proposition that the 
Commonwealth has legislative power to maintain the Constitution, 
legislative power with respect to the execution and maintenance of 
the Constitution and the laws of the Commonwealth. Sections I) (2) 
and 9 (2) of the Act are laws with respect to that matter. It is 
ex facie a law directed to the matter because it makes the criteria 
of the Governor-General's action his view that the conduct or 
execution or the existence is prejudicial to the maintenance of 
the Constitution and the laws of the Commonwealth. The pro· 
visions are not punitive, but are merely preventive (R. v. Husk: 
Ex parte Devanny (3». The forfeiture of the property of persons 
who have put themselves outside the law is a well-recognized 
feature of the law: Ohitty's Law of tke Prerogatives of tke Orown 
(1820), p. 213. The recitals of the Act show clearly that the 
reason for the" unlawfulness" includes an apprehension of danger 
to the constitutional fabric. It. is for Parliament to determine the 
.. necessity", that is to say, the need or desirability of the particular 
l .. .gislation; it is for the Court to determine the existence or non
existence of " power ". 

Preambles and statements &8 to the necessity for certain legis
lative action may not be conclusive, but will be treated by the 
Court with respect (South Australia v. The Oommonwealth (4); 
R. v. University (If Sydney; Ex parte Drummond (5); Australian 
Textiles Pty. Ltd. v. The Oommonwealth (6); Andrews v. Howell (7) ; 
Pankhurst v. Kiernan (8); Farey v. Burvett (9», and will only 
be overborne by clearly contradictory judicial knowledge (Abitibi 
Power amI Paper 00. Ltd. v. Montreal Trust 00. (10); 00-
operative Oommittee on Japanese Oanadians v. Attorney-General 
for Oanada (11); Re Reference on the Validity of War-Time 
LeasekoUl Reguktion$ (12». It must be accepted as con
clusive that the statement on the Act was Parliament's belief 
and shows its motive or reason: Oraies on Statute Law, 4th ed. 
(1936), pp. 41, 43. The recitals in the Act are (a) conclusive &8 to 
Parliament's reason or motive for the declaration in s. 4, but, of 
course, the Court still has to determine for itself whether, even 

(1) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 109, lll, 
115, 116, 120. 

(2) (1949) 79 C:L.R., at pp. 135, 145, 
148, 157, 158, 163. 

(3) (1932) 48 C.L.R. 487, at pp. 506. 
509. 

(4) (1942) 65 C.L.R., at pp. 432, 453. 
(5) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 102, 113. 
(6) (1945) 71 C.L.R., at pp. 172, 173, 

177, 179, 180, 185. 

(7) (1941) 6!i C.L.R. 255, at pp. 265. 
275, 286. 

(8) (1917) 24 C.L.R., at pp. 134. 135. 
(9) (U/16) 21 C.L.R. 433. 

(10) (1943) A.C. 536. at p. MS. 
(11) (1947) A.C. 87, at pp. 101·103. 
(12) (1950) 2 D.L.R .• at pp. 11. 17. 

22,28,41. 
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with that reason, the legislation is within power, and (b) per- H. C. 0 .. A. 

suasive, and only to be overpassed if the" known" facts contradict 1950·19,,1. 

it or show it to be mala fide, or absurd, as to (i) the powers being AUS:::"AN 

exercised, and (ii) the "emergency" or "necessity" in that (;O)tMt:IIIST 

sense frem such provisions. Secondly, the recitals afford material, pA.:.n 
persuasive but not conclusive, which the Court will have in mind THE 

h . b COllllIIIOIl· w en considering whether there is any logical connection etween WEALTH. 

the legislation and the power. The issue qua validity can never 
be the objective truth of the facts and circumstances in which the 
law was made. The connection is a logical one--<:ould the view 
be rationally held·-could the law conceivably aid (cf. American 
Communication's Association v. Douds (1) )-could Parliament 
rationally entertain its solemnly expressed view of the public 
situation (cf. Lloyd v. WaUach (2». The uses the defendants 
make of any recital or any part of any recital are: (i) to supply 
Parliament's reason for the enactment only if the Court was of 
opinion that there was no relevant material within judicial 
knowledge justifying the Act as a whole, that is to say, in sub-
stance, and (ii) to supply the Parliament's persuasive view 
as to the rational relationship between the legislation and the 
powt'rs to which Parliament points only in case the Court is of 
opinion that there is sufficient material within judicial knowledge 
to show that relationship, and if the arguments as to the Act 
being essentially one of defence are not accepted. The preamble 
was used in that way in Pankhurst v. Kiernan (3). Evidence in 
denial of the preambles is inadmissible. Also, evidence tending to 
show or deny a factual as distinct from a rational connection of 
the legislation with the power is inadmissible. 

[DIXON J. referred to Sloan v. Pollard (4). 
McTIERNAN J. referred to Wagoner v. GaU. (5) and Reid v. 

Sinder-berry (6).] 
The case is quite different from that in which it may be necessary 

to ascertain how the law will operate on the facts in order to 
determine its real nature, as was the position in Morgan v. The 
Commonwealth (7); Attorney-General for Alberta v. Attorney
General.for Canada (8); SWan v. Pollard (9) and Attorney-General 
(N.S. W.) v. Homebush Flour MiUs Ltd. (10). 

[WILLIAMS J. referred to Jenkins v. The Commonwealth (11).] 
(I) (1949) 339 U.S., at pp. 391, 392, 

41J5, 423·424, 433 [94 Law. Ed., 
at pp. 939, 940, 947, 957, 962]. 

(2) (1915) 20 C.L.R., at pp. 305, 309, 
313. 

(3) (1917) 24 C.L.R., at pp. 129, 130. 
(~) (19!7) 75 C.L.R. U5. 

(5) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 43, at p. 57. 
(6) (1944) 68 C.L.R. 504. 
(7) (1947) 74 C.L.R., at p. 427. 
(8) (1939) A.C. 117. at p. 130. 
(9) (1947) 75 C.L.R. 445. 

(10) (1937) 56 C.L.R. 390, at p. 418. 
(11) (1947) 74 r.L.R. 400. 
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H. C. 01' A. The significance of .. good faith" in statutes like this (see s. 18) 
ilMO~61. appears in Bacon', Alri:igment (1832), pp. 266, 272 ... Good faith" in 

.4ul1TlU.J.JA.l'f connection with these forfeitures means without an intent to 
Cc)MIU'1flST avoid forfeiture, without an intent to prevent or circumvent the 

PA.RTY forfeiture. 
". THE 

CoMMlIl'· 
WBAI.TII. 

F. W. PaterlJOn and E. A. H. Laurie (with them E. F. Hill and 
M. N. Julius), for the Australian Communist Party, Gibaon and 
Campbell. 

E. A. H. Laurie. These plaintiffs are entitled to show that 
the allegations set out in the preamble are either false objectively 
or manifestly untrue. It can be shown that the basic theory of 
communism &8 expounded by Marx and Lenin does not lead to the 
engagement in activities or operataons designed to accelerate the 
coming of a revolutionary situation, &C. That is not to be found 
in the basic theory. The truth or otherwise of the various allega. 
tions could have been determined in accordance with normal 
practices of law by proceedings under the CommonVJt4lt1& Crima 
Act, which deals with unlawful associations. If the recitals be 
true, which is denied, the Communist Party DiBsolution Act is 
not an Act with respect to defence. The means are not plainly 
adapted to that end, but, on the contrary, the scope of the Act 
is so wide in its implications in the existing circumstances that 
it cannot be said to be an Act in respect of defence. Without 
the recitals, the operation and real purpose of the Act is 
directed against the working class and particularly against the 
Australian Communist Party and the trade union movement. 
The Court is entitled to and should receive evidence of the Party, 
&8 to the nature of the Party &8 an organization, before it can 
decide what in fact is the real purpose of the Act, and whether or 
not, in the existing circumstances, there is a sufficient connection 
with defence. Part of that evidence would be in rebuttal of the 
allegations in the preamble. The mere fact that it refers to the 
Governor·General being satisfied about a matter relating to security 
and defence does not make the Act, ~ lw, a law in respect of 
defence. The operation of the Act shows that it does something 
quite out of k~eping with what is necessary for defence (Adel4ide 
Company 01 Jehovah', Witnes'68 Inc. v. The CommontDeGlt1l (1». 
Whether or not an Act is a law with respect to defence depends 
upon the operation of the Act as a whole in the circumstances 
that exist at the time (Ex parte Wal$h (2». The Court cannot 

(I) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 116. (2) (1942) A.LA 159. 
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without evidence, decide what is or what are the objectives, policies, H. c. 01' A. 

teachings, principles or practices of communism, as expounded by 19~51. 
Marx and Lenin (s. 5 (i) (c) (d) (ii) ), nor as to the real scope of the AVSTJULIAJf 

Act. Judicial notice of what they are will not be taken by the (',oIllIllU"I81' 

Court (&hneiderman v. Uniteii States (1». The recitals ate neces- p~Tr 
sary in order to establish the validity of the Act relating to defence. THII 

Before the real object of the Act can be established, and as to ~B~~~=: 
whether or not it has any relation to defence, e,idence w()uld be 
nt'Cessary to show what are the activities that are prohibited in 
s. 7 (i) (d). The evidence might show a prescription of actiyities 
owr such a wide field that the Act cannot be said to be related 
to defence. After dissolution, it would be an offence for any 
person to engage in any innocent activity formerly carried on by 
the dissolved body (Jelwvah's Witnesses Oase (2». In that case 
facts were found as to the activities of the organization there 
concerned and were referred to the Court by way of case stated. 
The Court could not have taken judicial notice of these facts. 
The Act is too wide to be an Act with respect to defence. In 
order to establish just what is the effect of the Act, it is necessary 
to know what the activities are; that is a matter of evidence. The 
Court, and not the Parliament, should decide whether or not the 
objects and purposes of the Act are such that it is brought within 
the particular power. The curial area in deciding whether a 
matter is in respect of defence is to have regard to the operation of 
the Act .in all the known circumstances. A consideration of the 
Act and all its ramifications and operations shows that it does not 
relate to t.he subject matter of defence. The activities and the 
objects of the organization should be examined because it might 
in fa.ct be found upon examination that the objects were such 
that there was not any logical connection with defence. The 
affect.ed organization, as here the Australian Communist Party, 
is entitled to give evidence on those matters. The evidence in 
Milk Board v. Metropolitan Oream Pty. Ltd. (3) was evidence 
receivable by the Court, but it was not disputed evidence. It 
""ould not be a.n exercise of the defence power to dissolve the Party 
unless its activities were capable of being prejudicial to the defence 
of the Commonwealth. The Party is entitled to give evidence to 
show that its actiYities are not 'of that nature. The Act, by 8. 27, 
concedes that it was introduced to meet a situation which was of 
some terminable duration and yet the seizure, disposal and trans-
ference of property under s. 15 is final: see Jehovah's Witnesses 

(1) (1942) 320 U.s. llS. at p. 136 (2) (19~3) 67 C.L.R., at p. 165. 
[S7 Law. Ed. 1796). (3) (1939) 62 C.L.R. 116. 
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Oase (1). To deprive the Party of its property permanently is not 
a proper exercise of the power: it goes too far for defence purposes. 
It is an arbitrary seizure of property permanently by the Crown. 
The alleged reasons which appear in the recitals are totally baseless. 
Section 4 is the key section to the Act. Sections 5 and 9 are 
consequential in that they deal with various supposed mischiefs 
if s. 4 is to operate. Those three sections are not severable. The 
fact that an appeal to a court lies only under s. 5 (1) and s. 9 (1) 
and not in respect of the opinion of the Governor-General may give 
rise to the anomalous position that on appeal the organization or 
a person may be found to be not 3n organization or person to 
which s. 5 (1) or s. 9 (1) respecthrely applies, but nevertheless 
the "satisfaction" of the Governor-General would still remain. 
Section 5 would operate with respect to a very large and wide 
number of organizations of different types, for example. the 
Australasian Council of Trade Unions, the Trade and Labour Coun
cils, some municipal councils, and the Australian Pe&<'.e Council-the 
policy of which organizations ('.()incide at some point or another 
with the policy of the Australian Communist Party-if the Governor
General made a declaration or was satisfied that its operations 
were likely to be prejudicial to the defence and security of the 
Commonwealth. Thus normal political activities in the com
munity could be struck at as a result of s. 5, merely on the basis 
of the existence within those organizations of some persons who 
were associated at some time with the Australian Communist 
Party and the fact that those persons were influencing the policy. 
That has not any relat,ion to defence. The Court may inform itself 
by judicial knowledge of various matters and it may inform itself 
by evidence. It informs itself ey evidence of the existence of 
objective facts. The Court hlld regard to the facts in Wl'l9/ier 
v. Gall (2). The Court has not. regarded preambles to statutes 
as oonclusive (South Austrah'a .... The Commonweo1J.h (3): R. 
\T. University of Sydney; E;c parte Drummolld (4); Bank of 
New South Wales v. The 001nmonwealih (5»). The mere insertion 
of t.he redtals does not bind the Court. The Court should inquire 
as to what were the facts and what were the objective facts. One 
of those facts wOllld be that as shown by the recitals the Parliament 
h<.olds a certf~in opiuion or cpinions. In order to determine the 
validity or otherwise of the Act there should be an inquiry into 
t.he object.s and acti,,;ties of the Australian Communist Party and 

~!) (1943) t:~ C.L.R. 116. 
(2) (1949) 79 C.L.H.. lit pp. 57-61. 
(3) (1~2) liS C.L.R .• et p. 432. 

(I) (11l43) 6i !::'J,.R. !I;";. 
(.'ll ll!l~) 76 C.L.R. 1. at pp. 1506, 

lili. 
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whether there is any real connection between these objects and H. C. OF .\. 

activities and defence. The truth or otherwise of the recited 19~51. 
fact in Pankhurst v. K iernan (1) was not determined by the Court AVST&4LLur 

because it was not ·challenged. Matters which the Court should COMMUNIST 

take into account and the requirement as to evidence when con- PARTY 
11. 

sidering legislation of this nature were discussed in Attorney-General Tu 
for Alberta v. AUorn,ey-General for Canada (2); Block v. Hirsh (3); ~=:: 
Chastleton Corporation v. Sinclair (4). In the last· mentioned case 
it was held that the courts are not bound by statements in Acts 
and are entitled to take judicial notice of facts and to conduct a 
judicial investigation on evidence by whatever means found 
necessary to establish what the facts were. The Court should 
give its opinion on the validity of an Act apart from any proceedings 
lis inter partes. Where the matters are put in issue by the pleadings 
the Court has regard to what the facts are and inquires, not just 
by matters of judicial notice but where necessary by the taking 
of evidence, and it forms its own conclusion as to what are the 
real facts (Borden's Farm Products Co. Inc. v. Baldwin (5)). The 
particular questions involved in this case were considered in 
&hneUlerman v. United States (6). 

[LATHAM C.J. referred to American Communications Association 
v. Douds (7).] 

Statements made by various members of the Court from time 
to time dealing with the question of what is the relation that has 
to be established between the particular Act and the power appear 
in Victoria v. The Commonwealth (8); Bank of New South Wale8 
v. The ComnwnweaUh (9); Victorian Chamber of ltfanuJactures 
v. The Commonwea.lth (10); Dawson v. The Commonwealth (11); 
Real Est,a,re Institute of New South Wales v. Blair (12). These 
cases show, inter alia, that the statement relied on in relation to 
Farey v. Burt'eiJ, (13) conceivably has been cut down to some 
extent and that there must be a real substantial and rational 
connection with defence on the basis of objective facts. An opinion 
held by Parliament is not necessarily rational. Statements of 
fact in preamble to an Act are at best only prima.· facie evidence 
and can be rebutted (Craies on Statute Law, 4th ed. (1936), pp. 41, 

(I) (19l7) 21 C.L.R. 120. 
(2) (1939) A.C., at pp. 130, 131. 
(3) (1920) 256 U.S. 135, at p. 154 

[65 Law. Ed. 865, at p. 870J. 
(4) (1923) 264 U.S. 543. at p. 546 

[68 Law. Ed. 843J. 
(5) (J934) 293 1'.8. 194, at p. 209 

[i9 Law. Ed. 28!, at p. 288). 
(6) (1942) 320 V.S. 118 [87 Law. 

Ed. 1796]. 

(7) (IH9) 339 U.S. 382 [H Law. 
Ed.925J. 

(8) (IH2) 66 C.L.R., at pp. 506·50'.1. 
(9) (1948) 76 C.L.R., at p. 162. 

(10) (l943j 67 C.L.R., at p .• 18. 
(11) (19·16) 73 C.L.n.. at p. 179. 
(12) (l9!6) 73 CI •. It .. at. p. 224. 
(13) (I9Iu) 2] C.I..k ~33. 
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H. C. 01' A. 43; Bloan v. Pollard (1); Wagner v. Gall (2); Du1iMin Corpora· 
1~5J. tion v. Maueg (3); WigmON' on Evidence, 3rd ed. (1940), vol. 4. 

AVI11W.lAlf pp. 70s, 714, para. 1352, 1353). Omitting the recitals, the Act. 
CoIIIIWJlJIT looking at ita operation without evidence, is not an Act ill respect 
p~y of defence. :Evidence might be given by or on behalf of a party 
TII& to attempt to establish a real connection between the Act and the 

Co_ox· 
WtiLTJr. power. If the recitals are in fact immaterial then, without any 

such evidence before the Court, the Court would say that the 
operation of the Act showed that there was not any real connection 
between the statute and the power. The recitals do not establish 
such a connection and they do not exclude the plaintiffs from giving 
evidence to show that such a connection does not exist. As to 
recital No. 9, the Court has never considered it.self bound by a 
l~gislation that the Government regards the law as necessary for the 
purpose of the power. The other recitals are recitals of fact and are 
governed by the same rules as other recitals of fact appearing in 
the statute and are only prima facie and controvertible. Recitals 
of fact are nevet conclusive, whether in a Federal Ql' unitary 
constitution. The effect of the recitala is to prevent the Govern· 
ment from relying on any other fa,cta. The recitals in some Bense 
bind the Government and do not bind anybody else in any sense. 
The effect of the recitals may be to enable or require the Court 
to enter into a wider field of inquiry than it would have had to 
undertake if there had not been any recitals. In the absence of 
recitaiB the Court might have had to inquire into the subject matter 
of recitals Nos. 7 and 8, and it might have taken judicial notice 
of certain facts. It would certainly not have had to enter upon 
an inquiry with regard to recitala NOB. 4, 5 and 6. In 80 far as 
the facta are to be considered in determining the validity of the 
statute, the Court, by reason of the presence 'in the statute of 
recitals relating to matters of fact, is precluded from considering 
any other supposed matter of fact, even 80 far as that evidence is 
produced by one Bide to litigation but not in 80 far as it is produced 
by the other side in Jitigation. The persons who are rebutting the 
recitals may bring such evidence as they desire. The ninth recital 
is not really a recital of fact; it is a recital of the opinion that 
P&.rJiament has formed on the basis of the assertions of fact. 
It is not within the ambit of the defence power, even in wartime, 
for Parliament to dissolve an association and deprive it of ita 
property permanently. Even in war time Parliament cannot 
make it an oftence for members of an association to associate to 

(I) (1047) 76 ('.LB. 445. 
(2) (1049) 'i9 C.L.B .. at p. 58. 

(3) (1884) 2 N.z.L.B. 385. 
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carry on activities that are unrelated to defence and security. H. c. or A. 
It is not denied that there can be suppreuion of an association's 19~51. 
activities that are prejudicial to the defence and security of the ACSTJlALlAN 

Commonwealth. If an association has -one lawful activity then, CoIll)lt:l'Il!lT 

Ith gh nlawful .. . b d, h . t' PARTY a ou u actlVltles may e stoppe t e 8880Cla lon I'. 

itself cannot be suppressed, although the unlawful activities may TlIE 

be punished. Section 7 of the Act applies to actual advocacy which ~It~~:~ 
has Dot any relation to the organization or body in question. 
Section 7 (2) (b) could be construed as meaning that no person 
who was in any way associated with it shall, after dissolution of 
an organization which nominated candidates for Parliament, 
knowingly nominate candidates for Parliament. To deprive an 
organization of property permanently for mattilrs which are a 
temporary state of affairs is outside the ambit of the defence 
power. No property can be forfeited by Parliament. The mere 
existence of a state of war cannot be said to justify extraordinary 
war powers. The supervision of the Court goes only to the question 
as to who are the persons, whether the persons come within a 
particular clause, whether they are within the "gl'oup. The matters 
of substance, as to whether a person is in fact acting or likely 
to act in a manner prejudicial to defence, are not subject to the 
supervision of the Court at all. Cases like Ex pam Walsk (1) show 
that the power of preventive detention is a power given to the 
Minister which is in respect of defence. If powers to act on the 
opinion of the Minister exist in time of peace persons could be 
detained and organizations deetroyed by the Executive on the 
basis of suspicion. The statement in Ex pam Walsh and JohnsOft (2) 
is wrong. It is giving to the Minister a matter which should be 
for the control of the courts. There is not, in fact, any public 
situation at the present time to justify the Act. It is not enough 
to say a thing is notorious, therefore it is a fact. All matters of 
notoriety are not facts. Before the Court can hold that a matter 
is a notorious fact, it must find that it is a fact and not merely 
a widely held opinion Ot' belief. Many of the matters mentioned 
on behalf of the defendants are not facts but ate notorious in the 
sense that they are widely believed and are not matters of which 
the Court would take judicial notice. Reliance can be placed only 
on incontrovertible facts. Many, if not all, the matters so men-
tioned are controvertible and are not like the fact referred to in 
R. v. SMrkey (3). A state of peace-not apprehension and inter-
national tension-was said to exist in 1946 (DaWMm v. The Com-

(I) (1942) A.L.R. 359. (3) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 121. 
(2) (J925) 37 C.L.R., at p. 1l7. 

VOL. LXXXID,-3 
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H. €. OF A. monVJefJlt1t (1». In order to show that there is a real connection 
1~161. between the Act and the power the Court must be satisfied that 

. AUI'I'&AJoUS facta existed. The alleged facts are not facta ana the Court cannot 
Oo_OlfJII'I' take judicial notice of them as facta. The Court may tab judicial 

P£an notice of the fact that in the international situation the Uaited ". 
Taa Kingdom has not found it necessary to adopt legislation of thie 

00_0.. type (Miller v. TM OOt7&frl()fttl1eGllA (2), see also Rfttl v. 8inder
W1&U.TB. 

berry (3». The Commonwealth is either at war oi at peace; 
there • not any intermediate state (~ v. TM OmMlOn
Ut.tJltl (4:) ). 

F.. W. Pa/IJr«n&. The Act is invalid because ita operation (a) 
interferes with the free working of the political organization of the 
Commonwealth; and (b) destroys or aubstantially jnterferes with 
the political rights of the electors of the Commonwealth. The 
Commonwealth Parliament has DO power to destroy thOle rights of 
the electors. The Commonwealth can find the Act invalid without 

. hearing evidence because :--(i) Judicial power ia conferred on the 
legia1ature and for the Executive contrary to the proviaiona of 
Chapter.In.-the Judicature provisions-of the Constitution; 
(n) 88. 4: and 5 cont:avene the conventiona of the Constitution; 
(Ui) it is inconsistent with the maintenance of the constitutional 
integrity of the several States; (iv) 8. 92 of the Constitution is 
infringed; (v) it is not authorized by the defence power; (vi) it 
is not authorized as incidental to the exercise of the Executive 
power; and (vii) it is not authorized by the defence power and 
the Executive power taken together • 

.Alternatively, weu evidence j8 heard the Court cannot bold 
the Act to be valid, in whole or in part, under the defeace power 
and the Executive power, br valid as not contravening e. 92. 
Evidence is admjssible to show, itttt:r M, Ca) the nature of the 
theories and practicee of the Australian Communist Party; (b) the 
nature of the activities (including doctrines) prohibited by 
8.. 7 of the Act; (c) the nature and content of the inter-8tate 
activities of the Party for the purpose of determining whether it 
faIIe within the categories excepted from the protection of 8.. 92 : 
mch evidence would have to be led by those eupporting the legiela
tion ; (d) the truth or falsity of each and every allegation 
eontained in recitala 3 to 9 inclusive of the preamble; 
Ce> whether circumstancee uiat which make the JegieJation valid 
as an exercise of the defence power and/or Executive power; 

(I) (lN6) 73 C.L.L 1~7. 
(2) (1N6) 71 C.L.L, at p. !OO. 

(3) (lH4) 88 C.L.R .. at p. 510. 
(') (lN6) 73 C.L.a.. at p. 17 •• 
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(f) the operation and effect of this Act generally; and (g) the H. C. tl). A. 

meaning of the word" communist" as defined in 8. 3. Although 19!;()·19j1. 

it is provided that the avermenta ~aJl be prima-facie evidence of AU;:;'lAll 
the fact, evidence in rebuttal can be given (R. v. Hush; Bz parte CoMMUNIST 

Devanny (1) ). P.~TY 
If s. 4 is invalid for any reason, the whole Act is invalid, as the THE 

Act constitutes one entire scheme, and it is plain from the Act ~.:!~:~ 
that its operation ~ a whole was intended to depend upon the 
operatiop of s. 4. If 8. 5 and 8. 9 are invalid as not authorized 
by the defence power and/or Executive power, 8. 4 would neces-
sarily be invalid for the same reason and the whole Act fails. 
Section 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) are not internally severable as a matter 
of construction. Section 10 is not internally severable. That 
section is prefaced by the words" in respect of whom a declaration 
is in force under this Act ", and to give s. 10 (1) (a) and (b) and 
s. 10 (2) an operation independent of 8. 4 and 8. 9 would be to 
construct an entirely new Act. 

The Act purports, in the guise of legislation, to exercise the 
judicial power of the Commonwealth contrary to Chapter ITI. of 
the Constitution, and to vest judicial power in the Governor
General contrary to that chapter. Under the Constitution a 
separation of powers between the legislature, the Executive and 
the Judiciary is clearly made (Australian Apple and Petlr Marketing 
Board v. Tonking (2); Victorian Stevedoring and General Contradt:ng 
Co. Pty. Lul. v. Dignan (3); In re Judiciary and Nat1i1Jation Acts (4) ; 
New South Wales v. The CommontoeoJLk (5); see also Bz parte 
LowensUin (6». There is " a great cleavage" between legislative 
and executive power on the one hand and judicial power on the 
other: Hamson Moore, Constitution of tile CmnmonweollA, 2nd ed. 
(1910), p. 101. The judicial power of the Commonwealth cannot 
be vested in any body other than the High Court and such other 
courts as are prescribed in Chapter Ill. of the Constitution (Water
side Workers' Federation of Australia v. J. W. Alezander Lt4. (7); 
Victorian Stevedori"1l and General ContTading Co. Pty. Lt4. v. 
Digntm (8». It follows from the doctrine of the separation of 
powers that Parliament, which is the legislative organ under the 
Constitution, cannot itself exercise judicial power (Yidorian~
doring and General ContTading 00. Pty. Lt4. V. Digtllm (9). 

(1) (1932) 48 C.L.R. 487. 
(2) (1942) fl6 C.I •. R. 77. at pp. 103. 

104. 
(3) (1931) 46 C.L.R. 73, at pp. 89 

et lleq. 
(4) (1921) 29 C.L.R. 2,')7, at p. 264. 

(5) (1915) 20 C.I .. R. M. at pp. 82-
101. 

(6) (1938) 59 C.L.&. 556. at p. 565. 
(7) (1918) 25 C.L.R. 434. 
(8) (JD31) 46 C.L.R .• at pp. 97·101. 
(9) (1931) 46 C.L.R .. at pp. Sf, 96-

)01. 
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H. C. 0,. A. Section' of the Act and consequential sections are invalid because 
1~1. they are an exercise of judicial power by Parliament in the guise 

At7II'l'&AI.U3 of legialation. Sections 5 (2) and 9 (2) and consequential sections 
CoMK17lfJ8T are invalid. because they purport to bestow on the Governor-
p~ General part of the judicial power of the Commonwealth. 
Tu It is an exercise of judicial power when any person or body 

Co_Oil'-
'tr1U.TB.. purports to make a finding of fact which is conclusive-(a) if that 

finding gives a court the right to determine or to create an instant 
liability, or to afteet rights immediately without· any intermediate 
process, or (b) itself creates an instant liability or instantly affects 
rights based on that determination irrespective of whether the 
finding of fact or law is correct (Hvddart Parker ~ 00. Pty. Ud. v. 
MlKWe.1uwl (1); SMIJ 00. of Awtralia Ltd. v. Federal Oommissioner 
of Ta:r:otion (2); Silk Bros. Pty. Ud. v. State Eledriclty Oom
muBion of Victoria (8); Victorian Ohamber of Manufactures v. 
TM Oommontl1el.llt1& ('), &la Co. (AtUtralia) Pty. Ltd. v. The 
OommontDmltla (5». It is not essential to the exercise of judicial 
power that there should be laid down a pre-existing rule of conduct, 
but the role of conduct being applied may be implicit in the 
det.ermination itaelf. The definition of "judicial power" in R. v. 
Local Gooemmem Board for Ireland (6), and cited with approval 
in &la -Co. (AtUtralia) Pty. Ltd. v. The Oommonwealth (7), does 
not prescribe a pre-existing rule of conduct as a necessary feature 
of the exercise of judicial power. If the recitals are conclusive as 
to the matters alleged in them, s. 4 read with the recitals has all 
the indicia of judicial power. The declaration of the Party as an 
unJawful associ&tion and its dissolution by s. 4 (1) is itself a con
clusive finding amounting to a decision on certain facts which 
constitute an essential element in the offences set out in s. 7 of the 
Act. This is 80: (a) even if the recitals have only a prima-facie 
eftect, or (b) even if the recitals have no efteet at all, or (c) irrespec
tive of whether Parliament was satisfied (i) conclusively, or 
(n) beyond reasonable doubt, or (iii) prima facie of the facts 
alleged in· the recitals, or (iv) to give them no consideration at all 
(&la Co •. (Awtralia) Pty. Ltd. v. TM CommontJ:lt4llA (8». Alterna
tively, the declaration under s. " coupled with the divesting of 
property. is an exercise of judicial power because it instantaneously 
a1Iects the rights of all members of that association, namely, their 
right to the property of that association (Hvddart Parker ~ 00. 

(1) (1909) 8 C.L.K. 330. 
(S) (1131) A.C. 1'76. at pp. __ 296 ; 

,44 c.L.R. 1530, at pp. 6O-M3. 
(I) (INS) 87 C.L.K. 1. 
(4) (lMS) 87 C.L.R. 413. 

(5) (lDU) 69 C.L.R. 185. 
(8) (1902) 2 I.R. 349, at }" 3;3. 
(7) (lDU) tI9 C.L.R., at p. 199. 
(S) (1944) 69 C.L.It., at p. 216. 
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Pty. Ltd. v. MoorMead (1); SIudl Co. of AU8tralia Ltd. v. Federal R. c. o. A.. 

Commissioner of Taxation (2); Rola Co. (Awtralia) Peg. Ltd. v. 1~1~ 
T"M Commonwealth (3); R. v. Local Gooemment Board for .AtJ~ 
Ire14nd (4». The divesting of property and its transference to the 00_1111181' 

Commonwealth under s. 4: and s. 15 is either acquisition of property p~n 
by the Commonwealth without just terms and the provisions are TID 
t.herefore invalid by reason of par. ~i. of s. 51 of the Constitution, =:.
or, alternatively, it is a penalty and therefore consequent upon 
the exercise of judicial power. If, as is suggested on behalf of the 
defendants, the Act is not penal but preventive, then-{a) property 
cannot be divested permanently (Adelaide Company of JiIImxih', 
Wiine8Se8 Inc. v. T"M Commonwealth (5) ), or (b) acquired by the 
Commonwealth without observing the provisions of s. 51 (u:ri.) of 
the Constitution (Johnston, Fear ~ King1l4m aM T"M OJ/8e4 Printing 
Co. Pty. Ltd. v. T"M Commonwealtk (6); RocM V. K~f116 (7) ) 
is distinguishable. Paragraph xxxi. of s. 51 was not argued, and 
the rights of the property divested were converted into a claim 
by the aliell concerned against the Government for its value. 
That case is authority for the proposition that the divesting of 
property is not always the exETCise of judicial power; not that 
the divesting of property is never the exercise of judicial power. 
The divesting of property under the Act takes place under circum-
stances that clearly show that it is an exercise of judicial power 
because it is a penalty. Sections 4 and 5 of the Act contravene 
the conventions and the implications of the Constitution. The 
Constitution embodies a system of representative and responsible 
government and must be read subject to the constitutional con-
ventions existing in United Kingdom at the time the Constitution 
Act wa.s passed (Amalgamated Society of EngiJnurs v. Adelaitk 
Steamship Co. Ltd. (8». Sections 7,16,23,24,34,40,44, 47, 61-64 
of the Constitution show that the Parliamentary system established 
under the Constitution is a system of representative government. 
The Executive Government is a government responsible to the 
majority, which implies the existence of the party system and 
the existence of political parties having the right to organize, to 
hold meetings and to issue propaganda in order to secure the 
support of electors (Amalgamated Society of Engine8r, v. AiltlatIle 
Bteamsht'p 00. Ltd. (8); Holdsworth', History of Engliila Law 
(1938), vol. 10, p. 468). The electors have the right to hear, to 

(I) (1909) S C.L.R. 330. 
(2) (1931) A.C. 275; 44 C.L.R. 1i30. 
(3) (1944) 69 C.L.R. 185. 
(4) (1902) 2 I.R. 349. 

(5) (1943) 67 C.L.R. U6. 
(6) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 314. 
(7) (1921) 29 C.L.R. 329. 
(R) (1920) 28 C.L.R .. at p. 146. 



HIGH COURT [1950-19:;1. 

H. C. 01" A. read and to consider the political opinions and political propaganda 
1950·1951. of every political party which contends for political supremacy in 
Au:::::t.lANthe Commonwealth, the only exception therefrom being in the 
('-o.llIUNIRT case of individuals who break laws, such as a law of sedition, or of 

PA,~TY libel, or a law which regulates those rights. The effect of s. 4 
TIlE and other relevant sections dealing with the property of unlawful 

('OllllON. th with h h li ·cal . 
WF.ALTH. &8IIOCiations, toge er s. 7, means t at t OBe po ti organIza-

tions are prohibited from taking part in the political life of the 
Commonwealth as political organizations. The Act curtails the 
exercise of the above-mentioned rights to such an extent that it 
substantially interferes with the working of the parliamentary 
institutions of the Commonwealth. The suppression of any 
political party interferes with the proper working of the parlia
mentary system and contravenes the direct provisions of th~ 
Constitution, the implications arising therefrom and the conven
tions of the Constitution. The only poesible exception is where it 
is shown to the Court that what purports to be a political party 
is not really a political party at all, but a treasonable or subversive 
conspiracy-for exampl~, under the provisions of the Crimes Act 
1914-1946. Such an exception must be proved to the satisfaction 
of the appropriate court by evidence. The particulars of claim 
indorsed upon the writ show that the Australian Communist Party 
has functioned as a political party in Commonwealth elections. 
The Act is inconsistent with the maintenance of the constitutional 
integrity of the several States. The Commonwealth Constitution 
rests on the indestructibility of State Constitutions. Section 128 
of the Commonwealth Constitution shows that it is an essential 
of the Constitution that the States should maintain their indepen
dent existence (Liquidakn" of the Maritime Bank of Canada v. 
Receiver General of New Bnlnnoick (1». Sections 7 and 15 of the 
Constitution are directed to the same principle of the existence 
of States as independent entities. Lloyd v. Wallack (2) was 
wrongly decided and should be overtuled. If the Common
wealth Parliament could interfere with the qualifications 
of a member of a State Parliament it could interfere with the 
operation of s. 15. The independence of the States can be pre
served only if every political party has equal rights (Re Alberta 
Legi.slal.imt (3». The inviolability of State Constitution is quite 
compatible with the limitation on State authority and power under 
a Federal Constitution. The definition of the line of demarcation 
has been considered .by the C.ourt in many cases, two of which are 

(I) (1892) A.C. 437, at p. "I. 
(2) (19115) 20 ('.I •• R. 299. 

(3) (1938) 2 D.L.R. 81, at pp. 117, 
106. J H). 
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D'Emi/en v. Pedder (1) and Melboufm OorporatUm V. T~ Oommon- H. C. OP A. 

tDealtk (2). The line of demarcation does not warrant laws which 1UO-l961. 

(i) interfere with the constitutional framework of the States, AtT~lI 
(ii) single out States or State authorities and prevents or impedes eo •• UllUST 

them from performing their functions, and (iii) so operate that. P.uTr •• they prevent or impede the functioning of the States (Melbou.me TK. 
Oorporation v. T~ Oommonwealth (2); Australian Railway8 Union ~=~;~ 
v. Vidoricm Railway8 OommiBsioner8 '(3». The Act (a) by direct 
legislative provision (s. 4) prevents or impedes the functioning of 
State self-government by prohibiting all activities by a political 
party, including those which are purely intra-State, and (b) by 
empowering the Governor-General to declare unlawful organiza-
tions which may be purely intra-State bodies with intra-State 
objectives and activities only thereby prevents or impedes the 
functioning of State self-government. Similarly as to bodies which, 
although not purely intra-State, are engaged in intra-State 
activities. Under s. 7 (2) activities are prohibited, even if un
connected with the former existence of the organization. It pro.. 
hibits innocent activities and is beyond the defence power (JeJwvah's 
Witnesses Oase (4». The Act contravenes s. 92 of the Constitution. 
That section guarantees freedom of inter-State intercourse, trade 
and commerce in respect of vocational, political, religious and 
cultural activities, as well as trading and commercial ventures 
(Gratwick v. Johnson (5);. T~ Commonwealth v. Bank of New 
South Wales (6». It is shown as the case stated that the activities 
of the Party involve inter-State intercourse and trade and com-
merce as a normal and necessary feature of such activities. Section 4 
of the Act prohibits " directly and immediately" all the activities 
of the Party, including those activities involving inter-State trade, 
commerce and intercourse (T~ Oommonwealth v. Bank of New 
&ulh Wales (7». That prohibition is reinforced by the prohibition 
under s. 7. That persons, bodies or groups whose inter-State 
intercourse is prohibited are properly within a prohibited category 
must be shown as a fad to the satisfaction of the Court. The 
opinion or belief of Parliament, or of the Government, regarding 
their activities or their nature is irrelevant (Tasmania v. Victoria (8) ; 
The Oommonwealth v. Bank of New South Wales (9». The case 
stated does not contain any facts which establish that any character-

(J) (1904) 1 C.L.R. 91. 
(2) (lH7) 74 C.L.R. 31. 
(3) (1930)« C.L.R., at pp. 352·3.'>4. 
(4) (lH3) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(5) (19&0) 70 C.L.R. 1. 

(6) (lH9) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 632, 635. 
637. 

(7) (1949) 79 C.L.R .. at p. 639. 
(8) (1935) 62 C.L.R. 157. at pp. 168, 

169. 
(9) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at p. 641. 
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H. ('. 0.' A. iatics of the Party would be sufficient to enable s. 4 to be regarded 
19r,o.J951. as a mere regulation of trade, commerce and intercourse. The 

AUs';:;.lAN Act prohibits not only the activities within the category, but al1 
CoMMl'YlST its inter-State activities; therefore the relationship between the 

P":'TY declaration of the Party as an unlawful asaociation and its consequent 
TilE dissolution and the alleged need to protect the citizens against 

~0.E~~~:~ things calculated to injure them is "far too remote and attenuated 
to warrant the absolute prohibition imposed" (TasmaflUa v. 
Victoria (1); The Commonwealth v. :&nk of New South Wale8 (2) ). 
The foregoing propositions applied to organizations under s. 5 and 
to individuals under s. 9 establish that those sections and conse· 
quential sections contravene s. 92 of the Constitution. The 
argument of E1XlU K.C. on this point is adopted. 

The Act is not, nor are any of its provisiona, within the defence 
power conferred by s. 51 (vi.) of the Constitution. In order to 
be within power it must be a law with respect to defence. The 
8Co~ of the defence power at the time of the passage of the relevant 
statute was considered in Dawson v. The Conlmonwealtk (3) ; Hume 
v. Higgins (4); Real EBfaJ,e .Jnstitute of 'New &uth Wale8 v. 
B14ir (5); SkJan v. Pol14rd (6); JeJww.k's Witnesses CaR (7) ; 
Australian Textiles Pty. Ltd. v. The CommontlJ6Clbh (8); and Collins 
v, llunter (9). The Court must determine the actual operation 
of the Act (Bank of New SO'I.Iik Wale8 v. The Commonwealth (10) ; 
Victorian Chamber of Manufactures v. The CommontlJ6Clbk (ll); 
A.ttorney·General Jor Alberta v. Attorney-General for Canada (12». 
Even in time of actual war the defence power enables the Common
wealth to make such laws only as have a real connection with 
defence (Victoria v. The Commonwealth (13) ), and it is not enough 
that the law is deemed desirable in the general interests of the 
community; nor could it be justified merely on the basis that 
it may promote the welfare and strength of the Commonwealth 
(Victoria v. The Commonu'ealth (14); Vidorian Chamber of Manu
facturu v. The Commonwealth (15); S7.oo.n v. Pol14rd (16». There 
must be a specific and not a mere general connection (Real EstaJ.e 
Institute of New 8ouJ;" Wales v. B14ir (17) ). The" l'eal connec· 
tion " test means a factual connection, and this is always for the 

(1) (11135) 52 C.L.R., at pp. 168, 169. 
(2) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at p. 641. 
(3) (19~6) 73 C.L.R., at 1'. 175. 
(4) (11149) 78 C.L.R., at 1'.126. 
(5) (1946) 7:i C.L.R., at p. 236. 
(6) (1~7) 75 C.L.R., at p. 71. 
(7) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at· pp. 116, 161. 
(8) (194S) 71 C.L.R., at pp. 178, 179. 
(11) (I~9) 79 C.L.R. 43, at p. SI. 

(10) (1948) 76 C.L.R., at p. 187. 
(11) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 335, at pp. 380. 

381. 
(J2) (1939) A.C., at p. 130. 
(13) (1942) 66 C.LR., at pp. ~. 007. 
(14) (1942) 66 C.L.R., at p. SOP. 
(15) (1943) 87 C.L.R., at pp. 417, 4l1t 
(16) (1947) 75 C.L.R., at p. 461. 
(17) (19.&6) 73 C.L.R., at pp. 224, 227. 
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Court to determine. Where the validity of a measure depends upon H. C. 01' A. 

some state of facts shrrt of war, such as .. public situation tt or 1O~51. 
" emergency tt the existence of that state of facts may be proved or AUSTB.u.UN 

disproved by evidenet! like any other ma.tter of fact (Stenhouse CoMMUNIST 

v. Cole-man (1)). Thei onus is on the Crown to show by evidence PI.:'TY 
that the state of facts relied on exists (Joseph v. Oolonial Treas-urer TBI: 

(N.S. W.) (2». JudiCial notice is one of the forms of proof e=~:: 
of relevant matters in determining the validity of a statute pur-
porting to be an exercise of the defence power. There is not any 
basil! in logic or in law for relying on facts of which judicial notice 
can be taken, but excJiuding other facts which require proof in the 
ordinary way. The connection between the law impugned and the 
defence power having I been challenged, evidence of relevant facts 
was admitted in Jenkins v. TM OommonweaJLh (3); Sloan Y. 

Po'Unrd (4); Wagner v. Gall (5); and the JeJwvah's Witnesses 
Case (6). 

An assertion in a pr~mble to a statute that that law is necessary 
for defence is not cqnclusive (R. v. University of Sydney; Ex 
parte Drummond (7);i Victoria v. The Commonweakh (8». An 
enactment of a social: and/or political and/or economic character 
has never been held tq be authorized by s. 51 (vi.) of the Constitu
tion in a time which lis not a time of war, unless the enactment 
has related to the restoration of normal conditions closely following 
a war. As to wbetMr a law is or is not a law with respect to 
defence has never been determined by the CoUTt in tJaCtW-by 
abstract logic divorced from reality-and the Court has never 
adopted as a test the question of whether in the light of what 
Pa.Tliament considereq to be the facts could the law rationally 
or logically be considered a law with respect to defence. Lloyd 
v. Wallach (9) was either wrongly decided or can be explained by 
the fact that the opiriion of the Minister was on a matter wit.bin 
power, namely, the prosecution of a war then in existence, but 
not on the scope of t~e defence. Alternatively to that submilSsion, 
in time of war preve.tive measures may be taken by Parliament 
{Lloyd v. Wallach (9);i Ex parte Walsh (10)). But such measures 
must be directly rela.ted to the emergency created by the war 
and must be limited! to what is considered by the Court to be 
reasonably necessary having regard to the nature of the emergency, 
as proved to the Courtls satisfaction (Jehovah'8 Witnesse.'1 CasP, (11) ). 

1 

(i) (I944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 469. 
(2) (1918) 25 C.L.R. 32. 
(3) (1947) 74 C.L.R. 400~ 
(4) (1947) 75 C.L.R. 445. 
(5) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 5i-61. 
(6) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 1161. 

(7) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 102. 
(8) (194:!) 65 C.L.R., at p. 432. 
(9) (1915) 20 C'.L.R. 29P. 

(10) (1942) A.T •. R. 359. 
(11) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 151, 162. 



HIGH COURT rI950-195l. 

H. C. OF A. The operation of the Act can be determined by construction and 
UN5~.:;~51. by evidence. Evidence is necessary to determine the effect of s. 7-

AVBTJW.aK for example, all the activities of the Party are prohibited and 
COMXt'lfIST relevant evidence must be considered by the Court in order to 

PA,~TY determine the question of whether such activities are wholly 
THE lawful, or wholly unlawful, or partly lawful and partly unlawful. 

~?J:~~:: By construction of the Act the following appears :-(a) the property 
of the Party is forfeited permanently; (b) the property of any 
organization declared unlnwful under s. 5 is forfeited permanently, 
including the share in the property of the organization of members 
of that organization who were never members of the Party or 
communists and who might even be anti-communists; (c) that 
individuals who under s. 9 are removed from their positions lose 
their property rights in those offices or contracts permanently, for 
all practical purposes. merely because the Governor-General is of 
opinion that the indh·idual concerned is "likely" to engage in 
prejudicial activities at some unspecified future time, which may 
never come to pass; (d) that before an organization or an individual 
can be affected by the Act the Governor-General must first consider 
whether the organization or the individual comes within the 
relevant categories (s. 5 (1) and s. 9 (1», and the exclusions from 
that limitation show, in conjunction with other aspects of its 
operation, that the Act is not a law with respect to defence but 
is a law with respect to members of the Party and to other political 
opponents of the Government who come within the meaning of the 
word" communist" as defined in s. 3; (e) that the prejudicial 
activities in which an individual is alleged to be engaged or likely 
to be engaged may not have any relation to his office or contract, 
and therefore dismissal from office cannot be regarded as a reason
able preventive measure; (f) that all the activities of the Party 
and of any organization dissolved under s. 5 are prohibited by s. 7 ; 
thus the lawful or " innocent" activities of the Party and of the 
organizations are prohibited; and (g) that by 8. 27 the operation 
of the Act is intended to be limited to a temporary period, although 
the consequences to individuals and organizations are permanent. 
If the Act is to be regarded as preventive, it is invalid no matter 
what degree of emergency the Court considers to exist. Although 
the consequences which Bow therefrom do not matter in a punitive 
.statute, they do matter in a preventive statute. The consequences 
under the Act to the Party, its members and to other organizations 
and individuals are" incommensurate", " oppressive ", "fantastic .. 
And" extrangant " (JeIIl)'I)Q,h'B Witm'.sses Case (1». Several main 

(I) (1M3) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
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fe&tnre8 are common to the Act and to the regulations declared H. C. 0,. A. 
invalid in that case. ~ 1~5l. 

Considering the operative part of the Act without reference to the AUST&4LUN 

recitals :-(A) If the connection with defence is to be found in the CoIlIlt:NOO' 

reference to activities thought to be prejudicial to defence in s. 9 (2) P4:'TY 
and existence thought to be prejudicial to defence in s. 5 (2) then- Tv. 

<a) the words security: and defence connote something more than C;:~~~~~ 
defence as used in s. 51 (vi.) of the Constitution; (b) 88.5 (2) and 
9 (2) are not laws with respect to defence but with respect to the 
Governor-General's opinion with respect to security and defence 
(Ex parte Walsh and Johnson; In re Yates (1»; (c) the Governor-
General's opinion is JIlot examina.ble and therefore it cannot be 
known whether the opinion was with respect to El. matter within 
power (Ex parte WaLshl and Joknson; In re I"ales (1); LitvtrsiJIge v. 
Anderson (2) ); (d) t~e mere reference therein to the Party does 
not constitute s. 4 a law with respect to defence, and having regard 
to ss. 5 (1) and 9 (1) ~e opinion under &8. 5 (2) and 9 (2) must bc, 
based on reasons other:than the matters set out in ss. 5 (1) and 9 (1). 
(B) If the cormection With defence is to be found in ss. 4, 5 (1) and 
9 (1), then (a) as to s. ~, there is nothi."lg within judicial knowledge 
concerning the Party i which establishes the Act as a law with 
respect to defence-it is plainly a law with respect to communists 
and is beyond power;: (b) s. 9 (1) includes persons who have n'3ver 
been members of the Party or had ceased to be members prior to the 
passing of the Act anq may even apply to persons who at the time 
of the making of the qeclaration under s. 9 (2) are opponents of the 
Party; and (c) s. 5 (1) includes organizations which at the date 
of the declaration under s. 5 (2), or even at the date of the passing 
of the Act, may have! ceased to be influenced or led by members 
of the Party. If the connection with the defence power is to be 
found in s. 4 with the recitals then, if the recitals are conclusive, the 
allegations contained i in the recitals against the Party are not 
sufficiently direct and specific to establish that the Act is with 
respect to defence. Alternatively, even if they are, the public 
situation is not such as to authorize the legialation under the 
defence power. This is a time of peace (Dawson v. The Common-
weoJth (3»). If the r4citals are prima facie correct the allegations 
are rebuttable by evidence and the Court cannot hold the legislation 
to be valid without h~ evidence. The recitals have no effect 
on constitutional valillity. Altercatively, the recitals are prime. 
facie, and therefore let in evidence including evidence which might 
not have been admissiple if there had not been any recitals .. 

I 

(1) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. : 
(2) (1942) A.C. :!OO. I 

(3) (19~) 73 C.L.R., at p. 174. 
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H. ('. OF A. The two functions which, in general, a preamble may lawfully 
J9FiO·195J. perform are: (a) to explain what, may be ambiguous in an enact

"-v-' 
AU"TRALUN ment (Fletcker v. Birkenhead Corporation (1) ; BouJtell v. Goldsbrough, 
CON:.!I·NI"1' Mort et Co. Ltd.. (2); Holsbury'8 Latl18 of England, 2nd ed., vot. 31, 

l'At~TY p. 461, par. 558), and (b) to explain the reasons or motives of 
'I'1!E Parliament for enacting the statute (Australian Textiles Pty. Ltd. 

<;'It:~~~~ v. The Commonwealth (3) ; Deputy Federal Commi88Umer of Taxation 
(N.S. W.) v. W. R. Moran Pty. Ltd. (4); R. v. University of Sydney; 
Expo-rte Drummond (5); Halsbury'. LaW8 ·of England, 2nd ed. 
vol. 31, p. 461, par. 558, p. 568, par. 782; Craiu on Statute Law, 
4th 00. (1936), pp. 441-444; Maxwell on The Interpretation of 
Staltde8, 7th ed. (1929), pp. 37-44; W,gn...ore on EtJidence. 3rd 
ed. (1940), vol. v., s. 1662). A statement by Parliament that a 
statute is necessary for a certain purpose is irrelevant to a determina
tion by the Court of the question whether the enactment is a law 
with respect to a power; even when the power is defence (Stenlwtue 
v. ·Colemo.n (6). Parliament cannot arrogate a power to itself 
by attaching a label to a statute. Parliament cannot, by any 
device, extend its powers (South Australia v. The Commonwealth (7) ; 
R. v. University of Sydney; Ex parte Drummond (8); Dawson 
v. The Commonwealth (9); Arthur y~ et Co. Pty.Lul. v. The 
'V~etable Seeds Committee (10); Cha8tleton Corporation v. 
Sinclair (11); Haroard Law Re1Jieu', vol. 38, pp. 6, 18). A mere 
recital of fact or of law in a preamble is not conclusive (Halsln1f"!/8 
LaW8 of England, 2nd ed., vol. 31, p. 568, par. 782; MazweU 
on The Interpretation of Statutes, 7th ed. (1929), p. 269; Craiu on 
Statute Law,4th ed. (1936), p. 43; Haroard Law Review, vol. 38, 
pp. 6, 16-19; Haroard Law Revieu', vol. 49, pp. 631 et seq.; 
Haroard Law Review, vol. 61. p. 692; Wignwre on E1Ji4eru:.e, 3rd 
ed. (1940), vol. IV., s. 1352, vol. V., s. 1662; R. v. Sutton (12); 
Earl of Leicester v. Heydon (13); Blnck v. Hirsh (14); Cluutleton 
Corpo:ration v. Sinclair (15); Dunedin Corporation v. Ma$8ey (16) ). 

Neither a recital of alleged fRCts, &8 in recitals 3 to 8 inclusive, 
nor a recital of a.n alleged connection with power, &8 in recital 9, is 

(1) (1907) 1 K.B. 20.';. at p. 2IS. 
(2) (1905) 3 C.L.R. 444. at pp. 451. 

455. 
(3) (1945) 71 C.L.R.. at pp. 172, 173. 
(4) (1939) 61 C.J...R .• at pp. 766, 767. 

794. 
(5) (1943) 67 C.L.R •• lit p. 102. 
(6) (1944) 69 C.L.R •• at Pll. f68-472. 
(7) (1942) 65 C.I •. R .• at p. 432. 
(8) (19-i3) 67 C.L.R .• at pp. 102. 1I3. 
(9) (1946) 73 C.L.R., at pp. 175, 186. 

(10) (1945) 72 C.L.R. 37. at p. 64. 

(11) (1923) 264 U.S. 543 £68 Law. Ed. 
841). 

(12) (1816) 4 M. & S. 532. lit pp. 542. 
549 [105 E.R. 931. at p. 935J. 

(13) (1571) ] Plo,,", 384 [75 E.R. 5S2J. 
(14) 1H~201 ~6 l:.R. at p. 154 [65 

, Law. Eel. 865). 
(15) (1923) 264, U.S.~ at p. 547 [liS 

Law. Eel., at p. 844). 
(16) (1884) 2 N.Z.L.R., at pp. 391. 

392. 
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of any avail to ParliaPlent. Parliament cannot create a fact by H. C. OF A. 

stating what it believes to be a fact. To make a parliamentary 19~5J. 
statement of fact conclusive would be an usurpation of judicial AUSTBA'W\II 

power (Waterhouse v. iDeputy Federal Commissicmer of Land Tax <)o!lnWNIS"I' 

(S.A.) (1); Harvard Law Review, vol. 49, p. 634; Harvard Law PAt~T¥ 
Review, vo1. 38, p. 19 ; 1 W,gmore on Ev1.denu, 3rd ed. (1940), "01. V., Tn 

s. 1353). The recitals ,of fact, not being conclusive, cannot provide ~~:!.~~:: 
the link with power, whether s. 4 or s. 9 (2) be regarded as the 
central feature of the legislation, and whether the test be abstract 
logic or real, specific and factual (Chastleton Corporation, v. 
Si",cZair (2); Harvard Law Review, vol. 49, p. 634). Recitals 
are not evidence of the contents of documents if the documents 
exist. Evidence is adtnissible if there is a dispute as to the truth 
of facts recited: HanJard Law Review, vol. 49, pp. 632, 633. The 
recital of facts when idisputed should be regarded by the Court 
as merely a "partisan pre-judgment of the majority", and not 
be given any weight: ! Wigmore on Evidence, 3rd ed. (1940), vol. 5, 
s. 1662. The view that recited facts are prima-facie evidence of 
their objective truth cannot be a consideration for the Court. A 
preamble containing r~itals, whether of law or facts or of reasons 
or purpose, cannot in any way add to any presumption of validity 
which may exist. T~e scope of judicial knowledge is dealt with 
in Halsbury's Laws of England, 2nd ed., vol. 12, p. 622, par. 693 ; 
and HoZklnd v. Jon,es i(3). The phrase" notorious facts" implies 
that it is a fact and fhat it is generally recognized to he a fact. 
Notorious prejudices and notorious untruths are not" notorious 
facts ". The Court ~nnot take judicial notice of matters alle~ed 
to he "notorious facts" by one party but disputed by the other 
party. 

The matters enumeirated on behalf of the defendants as being 
notorious facts are n;tatters of which judicial notice cannot be 
taken because, being rilatters of politics, they are by their essential 
nature, matters of di~pute, or, the plaintiffs having disputed the 
truth of those mattezis, the Court must not, or should not, pay 
any attention to them' UDless evidence has been heard. The Court 
can take judicial knolfledge that the state of international tension 
is not such that it mi~ht reasonably be said that it is a matter of 
judicial knowledge tqat the outbreak of war is imminent, and 
that there is not any'" emerqency ", as asserted on behalf of the 
defendants, to justify the drastic and far-reaching power contained 

Cl) (1914) 17 C.L.R. 665, at p. 671. (3) (1917) 23 C.L.R., at pp. 151·155. 
(2) CI923) 264 U.8. M3 [~8 Law. Ed. 

841J. 
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H. C. OP A. in the Act. The Act does not contain, either expressly or by 
)950·1951. implication any statement that it is directed by any category of 

Au':;:;'Lt.N emergency, whether international or national. The preamble 
CoMMUNIST being the reasons of Parliament for the Act, the defendanta are 

PA.:'" precluded from furnishing other reasons. .. Emergency legisla-
TirJ! tion" ordinarily aaaociated with the marshalling of the nation's 

~=:~ resources to meet an imminent danger has not been enacted. 
Although the ordinary method of proof in such matters, the 
defendants have not fumiahed a certificate from the Executive 
Government of the Commonwealth setting out the Commonwealth's 
relations with the Government of the U.S.S.R., the nature of law 
of the Commonwealth's action agaiDat tbe People's Republic of 
North Korea, or the people of Malaya, or any state of emergency 
either nationally or internationally. Countervailing matters of 
which the Couxt can take judicial notice are, inter alia, (a) that 
the Party has a written Constitution-the contents of that 
Constitution are not within judicial knowledge but are admissible 
evidence; (b) the Party has not been declared to be and at no 
time was an unlawful association under the Crima Att 1914-1948; 
(c) that no member of the Party has ever been charged with the 
offences of espionage, treason or mutiny (Orima Att 1914-1948); 
(d) that the Party. opposed to aggression by one State against 
another State; (e) that the Government of the Commonwealth 
has normal diplomatic and trade relations with the Government of 
the U .s.s.R. and the governments of various European Peoples' 
Republics; (f) that the Government of U.S.S.R. has included 
proposals for the outlawing of the use of atomic and bacteriological 
weapons; reduction in armaments; conferences between the 
Great Powers to resolve difterences; and for making propaganda 
for war a crime under the domestic law of all nations; (g) that the 
Government of U .S.S.R. has no troops and no baaea outside ita 
own territory except in ex-enemy territory by agreement with its 
allies in World War II; and (h) that there. in existence between 
the Government of the U.S.S.R. and the Government of Great 
Britain (with which Australia has close associations) the Anglo
Soviet Treaty of Alliance and Mutual Friendship. 

The Act cannot be said to be incidental to the exercise of the 
e31:ecutive power vested in the Executive by 8. 61 of the Consti
tution. The powers vested in the Executive must be read in 
the light of the Royal Prerogative as it existed in 1900. There 
is not any prerogative authorizing the confiscation of property 
and direct interference with proprietary contractual and civil 
rights by the Executive without recoune to the courts, except 
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in times of grave ci~ disturbance and upheaval and even then, H.. C. ,w A. 
qun,ere (Attorney-General v. De Keyser'8 Royal Hotel Ltd. (1); 10:;0·1951. 

Gratwick v. Johnson (2». The existence or otherwise of such a AOS';;LWf 
grave disturbance and! upheaval is a question of fact to be deter- CoMMUJI18T 

mined by a court and !not merely on the opinion of the Executive PA:'TY 
itself as to the Btai1e of affairs (The Zamora (3); Josepk V. bit 

Colonial Tre48tWer (1I.S. W.) (4». The Executive's power to ~=~=: 
take preventive measkes is limited to the maintenance of the 
Constitution and the ~xecution of the laws of the C.ommonwealth 
(Bums v. Ra.nsley (5)1; R. v. Skarkey (6». There is not any 
power to deal with in~l security in general, that being the pre-
rogative of the States (Attorney-General for the Commonwealth v. 
Colonial Sugar Refini"g Co. Ltd. (7); The Commonwealth v. Colonial 
Combing, Spinning and'i Weaving Co. Ltd. (8». Preventive measures 
without recourse to ~e judicial power may be taken by the 
Executive to maintain the Constitution and the laws of the Com
monwealth only when ithere is an imminent or a clear and present 
danger (R. v. Hush; i Ex parte DetJanny (9». Such preventive 
measures may extend ~nly to what might reasonably be considered 
by the Court to be qecessary to meet the actual threat to the 
maintenance of the Co~stitution or the laws of the Commonwealth. 
The nature and extent pf the actual threat is a matter for determina-
tion by the Court. 'I1here is not any such imminent or clear or 
present danger to be found in the operative parts of the Act, or 
in the Act read with ,the recitals as conclusive, or in the public 
situation as known to! the Court, and it follows that there is not 
any Executive power ~o the exercise of which the Act can be said 
to be incidental. Subject to the foregoing the arguments sub-
mitted on behalf of th~ plaintiffs in relation to the defence power 
apply also to the Executive power. On construction, the Act 
can be held valid only if justified both under the defence power 
and as incidental to ~he exercise of the executive power taken 
together. The declar.,tion made by the Governor-General under 
8. 9 (2) may specify !both, either or the alternative, and under 
s. 5 (2) may specify either. Section 27 clearly pre-supposes that 
both powers were being relied on when the Act was introduced. 
These plaintiffs adopt the argument of EtJaIJ, K.C. in respect of t)le 
a.bove and also with i regard to the incidental power and the 

(1) (1920) A.C. 508. 
(2) (11K5) 70 C.LR. 1. 
(3) (1916) 2 A.C. 77. 
(4) (1918) 25 C.L.R. 32. 
(5) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 101. 

(6) (19-19) 79 C.LR. 121. 
(7) (1914) A.C. 237; 17 C.L.R.M4. 
(8) (1122) 31 C.L.R. 421. 
(9) (1932) 48 C.L.R. 487. 
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H. C. OF A. executive power. The latter apply as well to s. 4 and consequential 
1~51. 5eCtions as to s. 5 and s. 9 and consequential sections. 

A178TJLALIAN 
CoIOlIINIST 

PARTY 
.... 

THE 
CoIOlON
WULTH. 

H. V. Evatt K.C. (with him S. Isaacs KC. and G. T. A. Sullivan), 
for (a) the Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia and 
Healy; and (b) the Federated Ironworkers' Association of 
Australia and McPhillips. The solution of the case depends upon 
an undeviating application of some of the fundamental principles of 
Federalism in Australia, as authoritatively laid down by the courts. 
The Parliament of the Commonwealth is empowered to make 
laws only with respect to specified subject matters, and it is there
fore constitutionally impossible either for Parliament itself or for 
the executive Government to enlarge in any respect whatever, 
and whether directly or indirectly, the scope or ambit of Common
wealth legislative authority. One established rule of interpretation 
is that those who affirm the power of the Commonwealth Parliament 
to pass a particular law are bound to establish a sufficiently close 
connection between the challenged enactment and some specified 
subject matter within Commonwealth legislative jurisdiction 
(Attomey-G~al for the Comnwnwealtk of Australia v. Colonial 
Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. (1); Amalgamated Society of Engineers v. 
Adelaide Steam$hip Co. Ltd. (2); Ex parte 'Walsk and Jokmon (3) ). 
The elaborate doctrines of presumption as applied in the United 
States have little or no application in Australia. The only pre
sumption is one of intentitm to. the effect that the Courts will 
presume that neither the Commonwealth Parliament nor a legis
lature of the States intended to exceed its constitutional powers. 
If it were otherwise, and an inter Be question arose, the presumption 
of validity would attach just as much to State legislation as to 
Commonwealth legislation and the p~esumptions would cancel 
each other out. Section 5 (2) and s; 9 (2) of the Act provide 
a crucial application of established rules of interpretation. Each 
purports to be linked with the subject of defence and the subject 
of the executive power so far as the exercise of that power is relevant 
to s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitution. But on close analysis both 
s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) are revealed as provisions operating, in their 
second and vital aspect, by reference to an unappealable and 
unexaminable decision of the Governor-General that a body or an 
individual is acting prejudicially to the very subjects which measure 
the extent of Commonwealth legislatiye power. This is contrary 
to principles illustrated by A.-G. (Cth.) v. Colonial Sugar Refining 

(1) (1914) A.C. 237; 17 C.L.R. 644. (3) (1925) 37 C.L.R .• at pp. IS8, 11 •• 
(2) (1920) 28 C.L.R. 129. at p. 150. 117. 132. 
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Co. Ltd. (1); Ex ptlrte Wallk and JokfIIKIR (2), and the observations Ho C. 0' A. 

in Rei.d v. Sintlerberry (3) are directly in point. Sections 5 (2) leel. 
and 9 (2) alike constitute indirect att,empts to enlarge the sphere AVS'B£lJAII 

of lawful Commonwealth jurisdiction by utilizing the Common- CommnST 
wealth executive itself as a final judge as to the extent and P~'Y' 
applicability of the Commonwealth constitutional lubject matter. THE 

CoXMON. 
Parallel with t.his attempt we actually find in the case a complet.e WZAI.TH. 

misconception, for the Commonwealth actually relies upon Ex 
ptlrte Walsh and JOkn80n (2) as supporting the validity of 8. 5 (2) 
and s. 9 (2). Ex parte Walsk and JokfIIKIR (2) makes it perfectly 
plain that a law of the character contained in the second part 
of 8. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) is not a law with respect to the subject of 
defence or the subject of matters incidental to the exercise of 
the executive power. In each case the Executive Government's 
opinion as to the subject matter aft'ords the only link with the 
constitutional subject m&tter. Not only is the majority decision 
in Ex parte WalBh and Joknson (2) decisive on this point, but 
the dissenting judgment (in relation to power) of IStSaC8 J. 
concedes the priI&ciple that "an act founded on the belief 
of the Minister as to the extent of a power was not an act in 
respect of the subject matter oi the power" (4). The principle 
merely applies the general rule illustrated in Bank of New &uth 
Wales v. The C&mmonwealtk (5). That passage shows that the 
Court determines the actual operation of the law and then considers 
whether what is done bv t,he enactment faJis in lubstance within 
the relevant subject ma"tter. Section 4 of the Act also provides 
an occasion for applying a fundamental rule of constitutional inter
pretation. It purports to declare unlawful a body called the 
"Australian Communist Party". Such a section is obviously 
void if the Act is confined to its own enacting provisions. In the 
Act proper, there is not even a pretence of connection of s. 4 with 
any lawful subject of Commonwealth power. But an application 
of the general principle of interpretation of the Federal constitution 
of Australia immediatsly negates any suggestion that I. 4 can 
find constitutional support in the preamble of, the Act which 
alleges against the Party activities involving serious crimes contrary 
to the laW8 of the Commonwealth and justiciable by Australian 
Courts. If these imputations are regarded merely as motives or 
rc&8Ons for the legislation they are of little or no significance to 
the case. But if they are used either directly or indirectly to 

(1) (1914) A.C. 237; 17 C.L.R. 644. (4) (1925) 87 C.L.R., at p. 96. 
(2) (1925) 37 C.L.B. 36. (5) (1148) 78 C.L.R •• at pp. 188, 187. 
(3) (1944) 88 C.L.R., at p. 1551. 

VOL. uxxm.-4: 
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R. C. OP' A. manufacture a chain linking s.· 4. with a subject matter such as 
1~951. defence, and if on true construction it is ruled that the Party and 

AtJlI1'I.ALU,1f other plaintiffs cannot be permitted to give evidence in denial 
eonvmBT of the criminal imputations-thiB again involves .a U81ll'p&tion by 
P~TY Parliament of an authority to erea1le for the Bpecial occasion and 
To quite irrespective of the true facts, coD8titutional power which 

eonON. would not otherwise exiBt. This amounts to a breach of the 
'W1tI.LTH. 

principle that the Parliament cainot treBpaBB beyond the area 
of ita specified lubject matters either directly or by the indirect 
means of making &8Bertions and declarations. Even in the United 
States commentators seem to be inclined to the view that con
gressional declarations of fact mast be regarded critically in relation 
to questions of power lest by such means the legislature attempts 
"to lift itaelf by ita bootstrapa" (4.9 BamJrd lA.to~, p. GM). 
Wt9more on Ef1iilence, Srd ed. (lfUO), vol. 4., I. 1352, pointB out 
that a recital of fact in the statute" is not conclWlive testimony" 
and that they are commonly intended merely as explanationB of 
motives and purposes and "could not without gross injustice be 
made evidentially conclUBive ". To forbid investigation of the facts 
in such a case iB "to forbid the exercise of an indestructable 
judicial function ". 'The author alBo suggeste that the legislature 
has " no power to legiBlate the truth of facts " upon which rights 
depend (ss. 1352-1354., 1662). The attitude of the defendant 
Commonwealth as to the question of the recit.alB contained in the 
preamble was that Parliament cannot by means of recitals arrogate 
to itaelf power it has not got, but that the ('.ourt should accept 
the statements of' Parliament as expressing a view which could 
be "rationally held .. as part of a "sort of logical exercise" to 
determine whether the law could be rationally related to the 
view expressed. It was contended that the objective truth was 
irrelevant. South Australia v. T1ae Oomm<mwea/tk (1) affords no 
ground whatever for the Commonwealth's contention in this ease. 
The general principle may be tested by supposing that instead 
of making the st&tements contained in the recitals, Parliament bad 
included in the enactment proper that any body found guilty of 
conduct Bet out in the recitals numbered 4. to 8 inclWlive would 
become an unlawful &B8OCiation and subjected to the same sanctions 
as are in the present enactment directed against the Party. If in 
such a case there had been added a second section declaring that 
the Party Ihould be " conclusively deemed .. to have been guilty 
of the miaconduct deacribed, clearly the "conclusively deemed .. 
aection would be void &8 not being a law in respect of any subject 

Cl) CIH2) 66 C.L.B. m. 
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matter contained in s. al of the Constitution. It would aisobe H. C. 01' A. 

void upon other grounds; for instance, Parliament would be 1900·1951. 

plainly attempting to arrogate to itaelf portion of the judicial .~v;:-LlAlI' 
power of the Commonwealth. Parliament has telescoped the two CoMMUJUST 

provisions suggested above and the result is s. 4 of the Act con- PA:'TY 

nected up with the recitals contained in the preamble with the Tu 
exception perhaps of recital 9. The result is no diiJerent and 8.' =~:~ 
remains as it is-quite unconnected with any relevant subject 
matter of Commonwealth jurisdiction. Further support is found in 
the principles in WiUiGm.Slm v. AA cm (1). In that case if the 
judicial door had been c10aed by a "conclusively deemed .. pro-
vision the result would have been fatal to the validity of the 
averment sections. As it was the defendant was entitled to give 
all the evidence in his power by way of defence and the principle 
that Parliament cannot indirectly enlarge ita own jurisdiction was 
therefore applied. Neither Parliament nor the Executive nor any 
other non-judicial authority can of themselves or by themselves 
add or create or declare any element or factor to enable Parliament 
or the Executive to transcend the definite limitations imposed by 
the constitution on the legislative power of the Commonwealth 
(Ex parte Walsh and Jowoo (2». In that case, as in the case 
of the second part of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2). it Was not possible for 
the courts to examine the basis of Executive decision so as to 
insist upon its conforming to constitutional power. Therefore 
a very strong case was created for the application of that general 
principle. But it is t.he same principle which applies to Parlia-
ment's own d6Clarations if contained in the preamble, as here. 
Thus par. 9 of the preamble adds nothing whatever to the claim of 
the Commonwealth that the legislation is within power. The 
constitutional rule that only the Court can determine the validity 
of Commonwealth statutes cannot be avoided or evaded either in 
the direct form of recital 9 or in the indirect form of the assertions 
contained in recitals 4·8 inclusive. The principle is implicit in the 
judgment of Lolho.m C.J. in SouJ.1 Australia v. TIte Comt'IIOft-
wealth (3). In that case the affidavits setting. forth the facta 
were filed to assist in determining whether the "r~ substance 
and purpose is to assist defence .. ('). The word. " purpose "nle&n8 

purpose ascertainable from the enacting and operating provisions 
as applied to the facts and certainly not the opinion, reason, motive 
or OBject of Parliament itself, as stated in the preamble. In such 
circumstances the preamble may be of assistance if the operation 

(I) (1126) 39 C.L.R. 95, at p. 111. 
(2) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at pp. 87, 68. 

(3) (1942) 85 C.L.&.. at p. 431. 
(4) (1M2) 85 C.L.&.. at pp. 4e8. •• 
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B. C. or A. of the euactment supports the deecription of it contained in the 
1~1. preamble (&uIl A."",.. v. TIte CommonwaltA (1); &mic of 
A~ N. &uti Wala v. TIte Commontl¥t.llt1a (2); StmAouse v. Cole
OoKMUIB't tJIGft (3». The actual eztrinsic motives and intentions of legis-
p~ lative authorities mould be exclnded from investigation. On 
TJm behalf of the defendants it is contended on the basis of Stenhouse', 

00_0.· Cue (') that subject matters not otherwise within the defence 
WJLt.L'rB. 

power come within it if they may " fairly be thought to be necessary 
in the circumstances for the purpose' of defending the country". 
NODe of the C&IeI cited really 8Upport that proposition, which 
deserts the authoritative test of substantial connection with ille 
subject matter and replaces that test by suggesting that it is 
sufficient to find " a logical or rational connection U between the 
immediate subject matter of the legislatioll and the defence of t.he 
countxy. None of the C&IeI warrant the departure from the 
ordinary test stated in principle in &mic o( N. &utA Wale, 
v. TIte CcmmaotlUll8tllll (5). Within the four corners of the twenty
leVen eectionB of the Act there is not any provision whatever 
which purporta to be linked up with any subject of Commonwealth 
power except s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2). Each of IUch 8ub-sections uses 
the words .. prejudicial to the security and defence of the Cotnmon
wealth" and a1ao the words prejudicial .. to the execution or 
maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common
wealth n. These refereooes apart, there is nothing within the 
Act properly 80 called, which even mentions any subject of Common
wealth legialative power. In determining what is covered by the 
words .. la.w made by the Parliament of the Commonwealth under 
the Constitution" and by similar words 118ed in 88. 51 and 109 

, of the CoDltitution, it is intended that every Act or law paased by 
the Commonwealth Parliament commences after the conclusion of 
the enacting words. If 80, in the present case, it commences 
with 8. 1 of the Act proper. The A.ctI JRlerprtUltion Ace 1901-1948 
mows that this approach is correct: see especially 88., 12, 13, 15 
and 15.6.. The preamble and ita recitals are physically part of the 
document of the Par6ament and capable of being ued for the 
purpoee of expJanation of motives or ftI880ns leading to the enact
ment properly 80 caDed, but are never to be regarded as part of the 
operative law of the Parliament (Alilll v. wtU;u (6». Each and 
every II8Ctio!i of a valid Act comes into force as a law, but the 
preamble or recital never operates or comes into force as a law 

(1) (IN1)IIJC.L.B .. _,._. (I) (INS) 71.C.L.R .. at pp. 188.18'7. 
(t) (INS) 78 C..L.R .. _ p • .s. (I) (1701) lIok LB. 1182 [80 B.R. 
(I) (1"'). C.L.B.. .. ,. "1. 1111). <" (1"".c.L.B.M7. 
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and could never be declared by the Court to be either intra tMU Ho 0: O. A
or ultra .nres. The very nature of a preamble, as well as its part 1~~1. 
in Pa.rliamentary practice, shows that it is not intended to operate A,.D8TJW.WI 

except as ancillary to the enactment proper: May'. ParliamenttJtry CoxMtrlI18T 
Practice, 10th eel. (1916), pp. 456-457, indicates that the preamble P"':'TY 
is always postponed until after the cla1l.8M constituting the enacting Tu 
part of the Act have been concluded. Not one of the nine .recitals Co_OB-
comprising the preamble came into operation as part of the law of 
the Commonwealth. ". . . The preamble of a statute is no 
part of it, but contains generally the motive or inducements 
thereof" (MiIlB v. Wilkins (1». The Commonwealth's primary 
support of the validity of the Act proper by reason of the references 
already mentioned in s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) was forced upon the 
Commonwealth, not only by the extraordinary character of the 
legislation both in form and substance, but also by the very limited 
function which can be performed by the preamble of an Act of 
a Parliament the powers of which are strictly limited by a consti-
tution which gives power to make laws of a certain character'but 
no power whatever to use a preamble to make binding or even 
pf"..rsllasive assertions of fact and/or law. The dilemma of the 
Commonwealth is made more acute by the fact that the central 
section of the Act seems to be s. 4. Nowhere in the Act proper is 
this basic section connected with a specified subject of Common-
wealth power. Section 3 contains a reference to " the Australian 
Communist Party", to " the specified date", to an " organization", 
to a "name", to "the adoption of a Constitution" and to 
" membership" of the organization. But, in the absence of 
evidence, the Court· knows nothing whatever as to any of the 
provisions of such constitution or as to the membership or con-
ditions cf membership, or as to any of the objectives, principles, 
purposes, activities, functions or roles of the organization; and 
the Commonwealth asks the Court to hold in eftect that evidence 
as to any or all of these matters is inadmissible despite authoritative 
statements to the contrary in Atromey-General (or ..4lbert4 T. 

Atwmey-General for Canada (2) and Deputy Federal Commiuioner 
of Taxation (N.S. W.) v. W. R. Moran Pty. LtJ1. (3), which indicate 
that evidence as to the circumstances to which operative sections 
of an enactment are to be applied may always be admitted to 
prove the practical operation of any challenged legislation and also 
to show that the legislature is in fact trespassing beyond its couti
tutionallimit. It would therefore appear to be prima facie eatab-

(I) (1703) Hoot K.B. 662 [90 E.R. (2) (1939) A.C. 117. 
1266). (3) (UI39) 81 C.L.L 735. 

WlULTIl, 
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H. c. 01" A. tiahed from the Act proper that it is not poesible to hold valid s. 4, 
19~9tiJ. which permanently imprints the brand of illegality upon a lawful 

AtJ!lTBA.LLUI political party, perpetrates a wholesale deprivation of property 
CoMMtTlUST belonging to meJXlbers, imposes a blanket prohibition on the 

P":TY activities of the group aDd 10 applies the ban even to activities 
TlIE having no connection whatever with politics. That.. 4 is the 

;o~~:~ leading section of the Act is plain from the wording both of the 
short title and of the long title of the Act. It is significant that 
neither title makes any reference to any head of Commonwealth 
legislative power. If 8. , is invalid, it is submitted that .. 6 is 
conaequentiaUy invalid. Section IS is plainly aneiDary to s. 4. 
Section IS aims at eftectiDg, by means of the executive declaration, 
a banning and forfeiture aimiJar to s. 4, together with a prohibition 
of aD the activities of the body which in s. IS is regarded as. either 
having or having _ had IOme direct or indirect association either 
with the Party or with IOme of its members or with what is more 
generally called communism. It is significant, however, that 
s. 6 never operates at all UDleas and until the Governor-General 
chooses to become satisfied in the case of a apedfied body that 
itS existence is prejudicial to defence, Alc. Such a condition may 
never be fulfilled at all and may be fnlfilled ten or twenty years 
after the coming into foroe of the Act. It is impo88ible to impute 
to Parliament an intention that if s. , is deeJXled invalid 80 that 
the Party remains a lawful body and fully entitled to continue 
all its activities, yet the bodies mentioned in s. 5 could still be 
the subject of dissolution and forfeiture of property with all their 
activities prohibited as crimea. It is even plainer that if 8. 4 is 
invalid s. 9 muat a)eo be deemed invalid for the reasons aimi1a:r 
to those with respect to s. 6, and in addition s. 9 (1) (s> is by 
definition limited to a claaa of person which is only ascertained upon 
.. the date upon which the Australian Communist Party is dissolved 
by this Act "-an event which can never happen on the hypothesis 
that s. , is invalid. The Commonwealth endeavoured to support 
the validity of s. 4 by first asserting the validity of s. 6 (2) and 
s. 9 (2), and then the similarity in general subject matter between 
s. , on the one hand and 88. 6 and 9 on the other, the attempt to 
found· the validity of s. 4 upon 88. 6 and 9 completely failed. The 
fair conclusion is that s. 4 is the central feature of the Act and that 
88 •. IS and 9 are intended to be secondary and not the reverse. Even 
if s. 6 (2) and s. 9 (2) were valid, the validity of s. 4 would not be 
established. The Commonwealth's claim in respect to s. 6-(2) and 
8. 9 (2) is that the secoDd part of the declaration of the Governor
General is based upon a link with constitutional subject matter. 
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and on this footing it follows that s. 5 and s. 9 and the associated 
sections are laws in respect to the subject matters of defence and 
"matters incidental" to both of which the declaration relates. 
The case against this submission of the Commonwealth may be sum
marized thus: Ca) Section 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) may conveniently be 
considered together. The words" would be prejudicial" in 8.5 (2) 
and" is engaged or likely to engage" in s. 9 (2) must be regarded 
as referring to the state of affairs existing at any time after the Act 
is passed. Thus, if s. 4 is valid, the group of persons included 
in s. 9 (1) (a) is determined as at the passing of the Act, but no 
sanctions or disqualifications as prescribed in ss. 10, 12 and 14 
are imposed unless and until the Governor-General decides to 
take the positive action permitted by the second part of 8. 9 (2) 
and so becomes" satisfied" as to " activities" " prejudicial", kc. 
Accordingly the sanctions are not intended to operate at all unless 
the individual's activities come under specific notice and a decision 
is given against him by the Governor-General (b) On the true 
construction of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) all questions of fact and/or 
law as to which the Governor-General becomes" satisfied" are 
remitted for final decision to the Governor-General himself. In 
the case of a body he decides as to its supposedly prejudicial 
character in relation to the " security and defence of the Common
wealth" or " the maintenance of the Constitution," kc. He also 
decides in the case of a person what activities the person is engaged 
in or likely to engage in, whether those activities are prejudicial 
to security and defence or to the Constitution, &C. (c) It is evident 
that this " satisfaction" of the Governor-General is not examinable 
by any court for the purpose of determining whether in fact and/or 
law the body or the person has been concerned in any activities, 
whether they are related to defence or the maintenance of the 
Constitution or whether they are injurious to the defence of the 
country or the maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of 
the Commonwealth. It is impossible for the Governor-General to 
make an adverse finding under s. 5 (2) or s. 9 (2) on this point 
unless he applies some standard of conduct and the actual or 
alleged or predicted conduct bears a definite relationship to the 
subject matters specified. There is a very close analogy in the 
construction adopted by the Court in relation to a somewhat 
similar provision considered in Ex parte Walsh and JolmMm (1). 
In Lirersidge v. Anderson (2), Lord Atkin, although dissenting on 
the main question, also expresseii his opinion that the word 
., satisfied" is indicative of a subjective and not an objective 

(I) (19'25) 37 C.LR., at p. 67. (2) (1942) A.C .. at pp. m, m. 
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H. C. 0 .. A. determination by the pet'IIOn who is to be satisfied. (d) Not only 
1950-1951. does the relevant part of the Governor-General'a .. satisfaction" 
AU~AJf involve a decision by him of law and/or fact as to the lawful 
Co_U1Q8T defence or executive authority of the Commonwealth (indeed the 

PU'lT executive power of the cOmmonwealth is described in a. 61 of the 
11. 

TH. CoDJtitution in phra&ea identic&l with those used in a. 6 (2) and 
Co •• ON. a. 9 (2», but, in addition, it will be for the Governor-General WULTR. 

to determine what is comprised in .. security and defence" &8 at 
the time the question comes before him. The defence power has 
a fixed concept but a changing content from time to time. Accord
ingly. the Governor-General'a decision involves questions of difficult 
law and/or fact and these are made more difficult because of the 
nature of the matters he ia considering. A decision of the Governor
General involved in the second part of the declaration under a. 5 (2) 
or I. 9 (2) does not coDJtitute a au1Iicient connecting liDk with the 
aubject matter of 8. 51 (vi.) 01' I. 61 (um.) of t·he CoDStitution. 
It has been auggeated that in 8. 6 (2) and •. 9 (2) the phrase .. security 
and defence of the Commonwealth .. has a meaning diatinct from 
the meaning .. defence" in a. 61 (vi.) of the Constitution. On the 
contrary the plaintifts submit that the words .. security and defence 
of the Commonwealth" are DO narrower than the .. D,&val and 
military defence", which are used in the Constitution. In each 
case .. defence" includes every aspect of every activity involved in 
defending Australia and ita territories against external aggression; 
and when the word "security" is added to defence the acope of 
the expression used in a. 6 (2) and a. 9 (2) could be regarded as 
extending to internal security which is only to a limited extent 
the lawful lubject of Commonwealth juriediction. In any event, it 
ia sufficient for the plaintifta to show that the composite phrase 
.. security and defence" is equivalent in scope to .. defence" in 
8. 51 (vi.). The true interpretation of 8. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) is that 
the Governor-General himaeIf determines what is comprised in the 
acope of "security and defence" and it is perfectly open to the 
Governor-General to give an application of the etatutory phrase 
which tranacends the lawful ambit of Commonwealth legislative 
jurisdiction &8 it exists at the moment of the Governor-General'a 
decision. Indeed it is obvious that by meaDS of the creation of an 
authority in the Governor-General to act in a way which is con
templated in the second part of I. 6 (2) and I. 9 (2)-what was 
attempted to be done by wartime regulations and orden which 
were deemed invalid by the Court could be aucceaafully done without 
those concerned ever becoming aware of the grounda upon which 
the Executin Government W&8 acting. Fpr inatanoe. it could be 
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provided that if in time of war the Governor-General's opinion H. c. UI' A. 

is that the activities of 8 company would be " prejudicial to security 19~1. 
and defence" the business could be liquidated or its OWDer dis- AUS'1'B.AI.UK 

qu~lified from carrying on the business. As in the use of s. 5 (2) CoMMUKI8T 

and s. 9 (2) there would he no hearing, no charge, no notice, and P't,TY 
the basis of the decision would never be known. A similar principle TtlB 
could be applied to other heads of constitutional power and by CoMMON. 

such executive processes, regulations or orders of a legislative 
cha.racter deemed invalid by the courts even in time of war-and 
deemed invalid only because they were of a legislative character 
and openly expressed-could in substantial eftect be made to 
operate as matters comprised within the Governor-General's own 
subjective satisfaction, e.g., regs. 3-6B of the National SecuriJ,y 
(SuhtJersive Associations) Regulati0n8 in the JeJuwak's WUnt8ses 
Case (I}. It would be impossible for the Court to check and 
restrain the exercise of such powers if 88, 5 (2) and 9 (2) are valid 
in relation to the Governor-General's" satisfaction" as applied to 
defence or the executive power. The analysis of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) 
completely negatives any possibility of connection either with the 
subject matter of s. 51 (\ri.) or s. 51 (uxix.) as applied to the 
executive power of the Commonwealth. 'l'his conclusion may be 
based upon alternative grounds. It is of the very essence of the 
majority judgments in Ex parte Walsk and Joknson (2) that in 
relation to trade and commerce there was no sufficient connection 
between the enactment and the head of power. The relevant 
part of the eJJ&Ctment was in truth a law relatiD.g to the Minister's 
opinion as to trade and commerce-not to trade and commerce 
itself. Moreover, s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) purport to invest the Governor-
General with the judicial power of determining matters arising 
under the constitution and invoh'ing its interpretation. The same 
conclusion may also be more broadly expressed by pointing out 
that in substance neither s. 5 (2) nor s. 9 (2) can be regarded as 
a law under s. 51 (vi.) or s. 51 (nxix.). The relevant cases decided 
by the Court in the Second World W &l all demand the establishment 
by the Commonwealth of a real substantial and specific relationship 
between the subject of defence and the actual operation of the 
challenged enactment before the validity of the latter can be 
affirmed. In the present case the relationship is as remote 18 it 
possibly could be and the words relating to defence and the 
executive power are merely .. pegs" upon which it haa been 
decided to hang legislation which in its substance has no operative 
connection with the defence of Australia. The defendants 8Uggest 

(1) (1M3) 87 C.L.K. 118. (2) (1925) 37 C.L.K. lI8. 

WB4LTII. 
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that if any construction of 8. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) would work in 
validity, s. 15A of the Acts Interpretation Act requires the adoption 
of a construction so as to bring the sub-sections within power. 
That view J is clearly wrong. The very purpose of 8. 5 (2) and 
s. 9 (2) is to prevent in relation to the second part of the Governor· 
General's decision of "satisfaction" such a judicial review as is 
permitted in the case of the first part of the Governor-General's 
declaration. The intention is plainly to make the Executive 
Government itself the sole and final judge on the question whether 
the body or the individual is "subversive" in the sense of being 
a menace to the defence of the country or its internal security. 
Section 15A does not permit the Court to assume the role of legis
lator and manufacture out of the material of an invalid enactment 
a new enactment with a fresh policy and operation (Australian 
Railtcays Union v. Victorian Railway Commus-io'ntTs (1». In 
connection with s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2), Llhyd v. WaUach (2), 
Ex parte Walsh (3), and Welsbach Light Co. of Australasia 
Ltd. v. The Comtncmwealth (4), are distinguishable, being all 
decided during the crisis ot a world war in which Australia's 
physical survival was threatened by the King's enemies. Having 
regard to the direct and specific scope of the discretion and the 
all-embracing nature of the war Lloyd v. WaUach (5) could be 
regarded merely as authorizing during the limited period of the 
crisis a "power of detention in military control of naturalized 
persons when there is reason to believe they are disaffected or 
disloyal". The majority of the Court appears to regard the 
decision of the Minister as being in principle examinable in order 
to check objectively the existence of a "1"'..ason " for his belief. 
The construction of the regulation adopted by Lord Atkin in 
Liwrsidge v. AndtTscm (6) was in principle sound (Nak/cuda, Ali v. 
Jayaratne (7». Therefore, the link with constitutional subject 
matter found to exist in Lloyd v. WaUach (:i) is much closer than 
in the case of the arbitrary or unlimited " satisfaction" permitted 
by s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2). The Minister did not in any event have 
to determine anything more than the fact of disloyalty of an 
individual in time of war and it was unnecessary for him to make 
any decision as to the scope or ambit of the defence power. Welsbach 
Light Co. of Amtralasia Ltd. v. T~ COtnmcmwealth (4) has very 
little connection with the present- matter: in substance the regula· 
tion recognized the constitutional validity in Australia of the 

(1) (1930) " C.L.R. 319, at. p. 386, (4) (1916) 22 C.L.R. 268. 
per RicA, 81at'ft and Dizfm J.T. (5) (1915) 20 C.L.R •• at p. 3Oj. 

(2) (1915) 20 C~.R. 299. (6) (1942) A.C. '206. 
(3) (1942) A.L.R. 359. (7) (1951) A.C. 66. 
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prerogative or Commonwealth powers of the Crown in relation to H. C. or A. 

trading with the enemy. Ez parte Walah .(1) did not involve a 19.~51. 
decision of the Court upon the constitutional validity of reg. 26 AUSTRALIAN 

of the NationtJZ StCUNy (General) Regulations. The New South Co)J)fl:!rlST 

Wales Supreme Court merely decided that the order of detention was P.A:'TY 
within the power conferred by the Nalional StCUrily Aft and regula- THY. 

tions. The High Court merely refused special leave to appeal. Lloytl <;';:~:~ 
v. Wollach (2) was referred to, but the ease of Ez parte Walah GM 
JOMBon (3) and its general principles were not, and could not be 
regarded as in any way challenged. The language of reg. 26, 
having regard to the National StCUNy Aft meant that the Minister 
had to address his mind to what was necessary to prevent the 
particular individual from acting prejudicially te the effective 
prosecution of the war. In that sense the decision required was 
specific and not general and the means adopted were plainly linked 
up with the decision to which the Minister came. Undoubtedly 
Ez parte Walsh (1) was decided upon the authority of lJqyd 
v. Wallach (2) although there was an apparent extension of that 
decision. Ex parte Wal8A Gnd JohnB(M (3) was not intended to be 
affected by Ex parte Wal8k (1). The former case was decided after 
LWyd v. WaUach (2). The two cases of preventive detention during 
the actual crisis of war are of a special category and relat.e in sub-
stance to discretion of a vefJ! special character, not necessarily 
involving decisions of the character involved either in Ex parte WalsA 
and Johnson (3) or in s. 5 (2) or s. 9 (2) of the present enactment. The 
general principles of Ex parte Walsh and Jowon- (3) apply to 
every head of constitutional power, including defence, and certainly 
cover the present ease. Both s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) are deliberately 
classified by the Commonwealth in the present case as dealing 
with .. conduct prejudicial to defence". No doubt such an enact-
ment uses the word "defence" and defence is the very subject 
matter of constitutional power. It is not possible to regard such 
an enactment as being in substance a law with respect to defence. 
No person could know the content of such a Jaw. No rule of 
conduct or even of thought is prescribed by the statutory command. 
The ezpreasion is 80 general, 80 vague, 80 indefinite, that no specific 
or tangible or substantial or factual relationship to defence is 
ascertainable. The punishment of " conduct prejudicial to defence .. 
at a time when war is not raging may well be dee.med outside the 
legislative power in respect to defence. In the present enactment 
the facts are 80 different from those which were before the courts 

(I) (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(2) (1915)!O C.L.R. 299. 

(3) (1925) 3'7 C.L.R. 36. 
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in the cases that have been cited and the connection with the 
subject matter of power is so attenuated and remote that it is 
impossible to regard s. 5 (2) or s. 9 (2) as a law with respect to 
constitutional subject matter. On the contrary, each is an enact· 
ment with respect to the Executive Government's opinion as to 
what is defence and as to what is the executive power of the 
Government under the Constitution. The question of validity of 
s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) may also be approached by determining the 
extent and ambit of the legislative authority positively conferred 
by s. 51 (xxxix.). The question then is whether the enactment is 
a law with respect to matters incidental to the execution of powers 
vested in the Executive Government of the Commonwealth. For 
that purpose it is necessary to measure the extent of such Executive 
powers, then to analyse what is involved in the exercise of the 
powers and finally to determine what are the incidents which 
occur or may occur in the course of such exercise. It is only 
with respect to " matters incidental to the execution of any power" 
that Parliament can legislate under s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitu· 
tion. In Le .Vesurier v. Connor (1) emphasis is laid upon" The 
distinction between a matter incidental to the execution of a 
power, something which attends or arises in its exercise, and a 
matter incidental to a subject to which the power is addressed 
. . . ". AUorney-Ger.eral for tlte Communwealth v. Colonial 
Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. (2), R. v. Kidman (3), Heiner v. &ott (4), 
Ex parte Walsh and Johnsot/, (0), Bums Y. Ransley (6) and R. v. 
Sharkey (7) show that the power in s. 51 (xxxix.), important though 
it is, can never-authorize legislation making the Executive in effect 
the judge of its own powers; and this, in substance, is what is 
done by s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) of the present legislation. Enactments 
may be passed under s. 51 (xxxix.) punishing, e.g., conspiracies 
to defraud the Commonwealth, seditious conspiracies, seditious 
words and the like. In all such matters the legislative power 
deals with the subject which is truly incidental to the lawful 
execution of the lawful executive powers of the Commonwealth. In 
all such cases it is necessary to have regard to what are in law 
and in fact the lawful powers of the Executive Government. The 
powers of the Crown in the United Kingdom are in themselves 
a fairly safe guide in measuring the maximum common law authority 
of the Crown in the Commonwealth. The essence of the Federa.l 
Constitution is the subjection of the Executive as much as the 

(1) (1929) 42 C.L.R., at p. 497. 
(;!) (1914) A.C. 237; 17 C.L.R. «144. 
(3) (1915)jO C.L.R. 425. 
(4) (1914) 19 C.L.R. 381. 

(5) (1925) 37 C.LR., at pp. 70, 71. 
118·122, 138, 139. 

(6) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 101. 
(7) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 121. 
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Parliament to the rule of law. Tbe extent of executive power 
appears from the following references :-Haf"'f'iMm MOO1'e, Oonstitu
tion CIf the Com:monw.alth, 2nd ed. (1910), p. 297: The Oommon.
wealth v. Oolonial Ct1I1Ibing, Spinning and Weaving Co. Ltd. (1); 
TlumUJs and Bellot', Leading Caael on Constitut·wnal La.w, 6th ed. 
(1927), xxix., xxx., pp. 3,4; Halsb?try's Laws of England, 2nd ed., 
vol. 6, pp. 414, 446,450; Chitty's P"erogatifJe8 of the C,.oum, (1820), 
pp. 5, 104, 119; Mailland on Oonstitutional History (1950), p. 422 ; 
Dicey on tbe Oon.stitutwn, 8th 00. (1939), pp. 538-545; Anson 
on the Law and Oustom of the Constitution, 4th ed. (1935), 
vo1. 2, pp. 40, 42-47; The Za1Mra (2)-which contains a 
misleading sentence as tc those responsible for security judging 
what security implies-and Attorney-General v. De Keyser', Royal 
Hotel Ltd. (3). Consideration of all authorities shows that there is 
not any executive power in relation to which SR. 5 and 9 have 
been enacted. Section 61 carries into the Constitution a grant of 
that part of the prerogative appropriate to the Commonwealtb. 
Section 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) are laws which ean never be ragaIded as 
dealing with matten incidental to the carrying out of lawful 
executive powers .because tb~y desert and part from all conception 
of an Executive acting according to law and openly endeavour 
to make the Executive supreme over the law and over the Constitu
tion by purporting to give it power to determint. its own powers. 
Yet the Commonwealth claims th&t s. 51 (xxxix.) gives Parliament 
tbe authority to remove impediments, or rather what the Executive 
Government regards as impedimp-nts, to the execution of its own 
authority. The Common?'ealth makes a claim of power fat wider 
than that which was rejected in the case of Ex pa'rU Walsh and 
JohnsM (4). Also destructive of the validity of the present 
legis1ation is the principle decided in Je1tovaA's Witnessea Oaae (5) 
in ]9J3 during a very critical period of the Second World War. A 
state of war justifies legislation by the Commonwealth Parliament 
in restriction of personal freedom and proprietary rights which 
would not be legitimate except in a state of war (J ehova'k', WitneB8eB 
Oase (6». Such restrictions are "of an abnormal and temporary 
nature" and 80 relevant to the carrying forward of hostilities during 
the period of hostilities. A similar emphasis upon the temporary 
character of wartime restriction appears in LivuBidge v. Anderaon (7) 
although that case dealt only with the question of construction. 

(1) (lt22) 31 C.L.R. 421, at pp. 43(). 
43:, 4~7. 

(2) (1916) 2 A.C. 77. 
(3) (1920) A.C. 508. 

(4) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(5) (19&3) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(8) (11M3) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 161.163. 
(7) (1943) A.C. 206. 
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H. C. OP A. In JeJtooah's Witnesses Oase (1) the majority judgments emphasized 
J95().J951. the permanellt char&cter of the drastic action authorized by All;::: .. regs. 3·6B of the NalioMl Security (Subtlerlitle Organizatiom) 

('nMMUJlJST Bl!guJations, all of which were deemed to be invalid. No doubt 
P"':'TY the regulations in that case affected the property of creditors as well 

'i'Jno: as shareholders. But here. too, there is a forfeiture of the whole 
~::~~:.: of the property of members under s. 4 and s. 5, and all acth;ties 

of the bodies are made criminal irrespective of their legality, the 
statement to the effect that in the cue of s. 4 there are .. no innocent 
activities .. being a mere assertion, unsupported by any evidence. 
In connection with s. 5, expropriated members have not even a 
personal right of appeal (see s. 5 (4»). It is submitted that in 
principle the same conclusion as in JeItovah', WitnesSeB Case (2) 
should be drawn in the present case, and that the validity not 
only of s. 4 and s. 5 (2) but of s. 9 (2) is destroyed. This is so 
because the contention of the Commonwealth that consequences 
may be ignored in determining the validity of an enactment pro· 
viding for consequences is contrary to the recognized principle 
that each and every part -of a challenged enactment has to be 
ascertained and measured in determining whether the enactment 
as a whole is within constitutional power. On this part of the 
case the position may be summarized thus :-(a) In the case of a 
body declared unlawful either by s. 4 or under s. 5 (2) the declara
tion is not of temporary but of indeficite duration and the detri· 
mental conseq uences are final in respect of forfeiture of property 
and complete prohibition of all activities. In both cases there 
is a public notification or declaration which is a practical equivalent 
of condemnation of subversive or treasonable tendencies and the 
procedures go far beyond and are quite irrelevant to any evils 
alleged or threatened. (b) In the case of individuals declared 
under s. 9 (2), a similar declaration in the Ga:z,eMe imputes subversive 
or disloyal tendencies and this me&n& defamation of a permanent 
and degrading character. The disqualification from holding 
office is not for a limited or precautionary period, but is inde1iniie. 
Even if the declaration is revoked there is no provision for re· 
instatement of the individual in his previous office. The trade 
union in respect of which disqualification takes place is ascertained 
by the mere opinion of the Governor-General that a substantial 
number of its members are eDg&ged in certain industries. But 
the number of trade unionists 80 engaged may be relatively rainute 
aDd 'iihe functions of the office held by the person declared may 
have DO relationship whatever to tht' work of trade unioQ8 or 

(1) (l9'3) 67 C.L.R. U6. (2j il943) Ri C.L.R., at p. 163. 
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union branches associated with so-caned vital industries. An H. (' ..... A. 

interference with the fundamental rights of trade unions to choose lll.~l. 
their own office-bearers is involved. Even if the Act is repealed AUSTltI.LI"lf 

under s. 27, there is no provision for re-instatement. Above all, CmunnUST 

there is no factual connection required between the alleged activities I''':," 
forming the basis of any declaration and the functions performed THE 
. h.L-.....l h I COlIOfON-In t e ,,~e union by t e person declared. This is in comp ete WU1.TR. 

contrast with the regulation considered in the case of Ex parte 
Walsh (1). Finally the declaration is made without notice. without 
hearing, without evidence and without appeal. Quite irrespective 
of other grounds for deeming ss. 4.5 and 9 invalid, the principle of 
Jehovalt's Witnesses Case (2) is clearly applicable in this case. 
Neither s. 5 (2) nor s. 9 (2) is internally severable to permit of 
striking out words in the event of the Court holding that the satis-
faction of the Governor-General can find constitutional support as 
an enactment justifiable under s. 51 (vi.) or s. 51 (xxxix.) of the 
Constitution, but not under both. There is a disjunctive form of 
expression employed both in s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2). But S. 15A of the 
Acts Interpl'etcdion Act cannot possibly authorize any "blue 
pencil" operation in the peculiar context of both sub-sections. 
So far as s. 5 (2) is concerned, the instrument of declaration will 
be confined to a declaration that the body is" an unlawful associa-
tion". It would be very odd if under s. 9 (2). which requires a 
"declaration accordingly", one or more of the phrases used by 
the legislature could be treated as excised. A declaration 
" accordingly" means in accordance with the formula and the 
whole of the formula set out in the sub-section. Parliament clearly 
intended that so far as the declaration is regarded as affecting 
"a person to whom this section applies" the grounds for the 
application of this section need not be stated and indeed under 
s. 9 (1), as in the case of s. 5 (1), the facts might cover more grounds 
than one. Clearly the sub-section has been drafted upon the 
precedent Welsbach LighJ Co. of Australasia lJJl. v. TIae Com
monwealth (3). All the matters set out in the second part of the 
declaration convey and are intended to convey a "taint to or 
imputation of the same general character, that is to say, of sub-
versive conduct or disloyal tendencies and regarded as affecting the 
subject both of external aggression and internal subversion of the 
Commonwealth alike. There is no reason to suppose that the 
Governor-General must determine whether the person declared is 
deemed 1;0 be " engaged " as opposed to being " likely to engage ,. 

(1) (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(2) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 116. 

(3) (1916) 22 C.L.R. :lB •• 
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in activities prejudicial, &c. All that the Governor-General has 
t·o be satisfied. about js that one or other of the numerous descrip
tions covered. by the sub-section fits the person, and, if so, it is 
intended that the formula of the sub-section should be employed
in which case, as in the Welsbach Case (1), it is intended to conclude 
the matter, because the second part of the declaration is not 
reviewlilble. If the declaration under s. 5 (2) or s. 9 (2) is intended 
to be founded upon the Governor-General's satisfaction, expressed 
in the stat.utory formula, the Commonwealth should show that 
the power t.o declare is supportable not only by the legislative 
power in respect of defence, but aloo by s. 51 (xxxix.), so far as 
it deals wit·h the exercise of the Commonwealth's executive power. 
With regard to s. 15A of the Acts Interpretation Act the principle 
was discussed. in Bank of New South Wales v. The Commonu;ealtk (2). 
On this part of the case, &8 on others, the formula. of s. 5 (2) and 
s. 9 (2) constitutes" an inseparable context". The provision is an 
.. inter\voven .. provision (Ff'aser HenleinB Pty. Ltd. v. Gody (3) ), and 
there is "some positive indication of interdependence " apparent 
"from the text, context, content or subject matter of the pro
visions" (4). Because of its specific operation and clear intention, 
s. 27 of the Act implies that when the Act first came into force it 
had to be supportable both hy s.51 (vi.) and s. 51 (xxxix.) of the 
Constitution. Section 27 postulat.efI that the Act &8 a whole may 
and can continue in force although the constitutional support of 
one or other of the two heads of power is withdrawn. It follows 
that, unless the Act as a whole when passed was supportable 
under both powers, it was as a mat.tcr of construction void ab 
initio and never came into operation at all. Any words in s. 27 
in excess of power cannot be struck out. The cases do not support 
such striking out. Section 27 postulates a choice exercisable by 
the Governor-General and if words were struck out of the section 
other words would have to be added. The point now arises whether, 
upon the assumption which is here made that the second part 
of the Governor-General's declaration under s. 5 (2) or s. 9 (2) is 
not supported by reference to any Commonwealth subject matter, 
s. 5 and s. 9 &8 a whole can be supported. otherwise. The suggestion 
is made without any real arguments that s. 5 (1) and s. 9 (1) are 
in themselves sufficient to attract validity to the whole of s. 5 and 
s. 9 respectively. It is not possible to reconstruct s. 5 or s. 9 to 
give them validtty if s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) are insufficient for 
that purpoee. In such a case the intention of Parliament 

(1) (1916) 22 C.L.R. 284. (3) (I~) 70 C.L.R. lOO, At p. 131. 
(2) (19411) 76 C.L.B .• at pp. :m, 372. (.I) (111015) 70 C.L.R •• at p. 12'7. 
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would be completely defeated. The intention is that no adverse H. C. 0' A. 

action should be taken either against a body described in s. 5 (1) 19~51. 
or against a person described in s. 9 (1) unless and until the AI7STR&LJAlf 

Governor-General makes a legally effective finding under 8. 5 (2) Co)(lIIt'Nr~T 

or s. 9 (2). In other words, Parliament'a intention is that the P":TY 
declaration which alone works disqualifications ahould be a com- THt: 

posite declaration covering not only the applicability of 8. 5 (1) or ~E~~~=~ 
8. 9 (1), but also the decision of the Governor-General that the 
body or peraon is operating prejudicially to defence Ot the main-
tenance of the Constitution, &c. This construction is borne out 
by the form of a. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) and by the general framework 
of the provisions. Section 10 (1), which refers to a person in 
respect of whom a declaration is said to be .. in /rYroe under tAu 
Act ", means only, a declaration which h88 the force of Common-
wealth law aa one composite and integral declaration including 
the second part of it 88 imputing prejudicial activities relating to 
defence or the Constitution. It is the declaration 88 a whole 
which acquires "force" under the statute. If, however, for 
reasons already adduced, invalidity attaches to the second part 
of the declaration in a. 5 (2) Ot s. 9 (2), the declaration never comea 
iAlto force at all 88 a declaration evidencing the Governor-General's 
satisfaction that the person (in the case of s. 9) is both a person 
to whom the section applies and also a person engaged or likely 
t.o engage in prejudicial activities. The declaration ia given force 
by the Act upon the foundation of a dual satisfaction in the 
Governor-General. It is that dual satisfaction which gives the 
declaration its statutory force. This is made clear in s. 9 (4), (7), 
s. 10 (1) and I. 11 (1). The avoidance for constitutional reasons 
of the second limb of the dual satisfaction destroys the declaration 
in wto. Similar reasoning applies also to s. 5 (2). Again. the 
Governor-General must be satisfied 88 to two separate matters. 
Upon the declaration being made the body is automatically con-
verted into an unlawful association by a. 5 (2) itself, whereupon 
the consequences set out in 88. 7 and 8 immediately attach. It 
fo)]ows in relation to s. 5 that if the second part of a. 5 (2) is void 
and inoperative 88 unsupported by constitutional subject matter, 
there is lacking an essential element of the double finding which is 
intended by Parliament to be the condition precedent to the 
imposition of sanctions and consequences. It W88 never intended 
by Parliament that· the declaration should have legal force or effect 
merely because it identified a body defined in a. 5 (1). Section lOA 
of the Acts 1 nterpretatUm Act cannot be relied upon by the Common-
wealth in s. 5 (2) or s. 9 (2) in order to divert the plan of legislation 

"01.. LXXxm.-5 
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H. C. 0~.A.. contained in L & and L 9 from its fundamental purpose and object 
1~1. which are bued upon the legally effective operation of both parts 

AullDAu.ur of the Governor-General'l expression of aatisfaction. The intention 
CoMMtJJrI8'l' of Parliament wonld be completely defeated if the declaration in 
p~ the second part of L 15 (2) or the second part of I. 9 (2) were treated 
To &I merely providing an occuion, having in itself no legal effect 

Co_01l· • 
1BAJ.,TR. whatsoever, for applying the tremendoualy aenoUl consequences 

which are attached by the statute to the making of a declaration 
including the two parts. The intention of Parliament, evident 
&om the statutory framework, context and subject matter, is 
that no advene CODJequences should be attached to bodies or 
per80DI merely becauae they aJl8Wer the deecription in I. 5 (1) or 
L 9 (I), and that IUch consequences are to follow if and only if 
complicity or supected complicity in aubversive or detrimental 
activities .relating to defence or the Oonatitution is found as a fact 
by the Governor-General. Section 5 (1) and L 9 (1) are not intended 
to be operative aectiona at all. Under the statutory plan of L 5 
or L 9 the operative instrument is the declaration deacribed in 
L 15 (2) and L 9 (2). Such declaration is the condition precedent 
for the operation of any sanctions and it may operate long after 
the passing of the statutle. Then and then only does the declara· 
tion come cc into force ". It never could have been intended by 
Parliament to divert the composite plan of action into an entirely 
different plan under which the statutory committee would be set 
up to asaiat the Executive Council in such a way that all con
siderations of defence and the maintenance of the Constitution 
wonld become of no significance and indeed little more than a 
~tutional abam or nullity. On the asaumption that the 
IeI)ODd part of the Governor-General'l declaratidn would be void 
and inoperative in itself, both I. 6 and I. 9 would cc· operate differ
eDtly upon the pertIOns matters and things falling under it" and 
aleo cc produce a different result" (.&nk 0/ Net/) 8ouJJ& Walu v. 
ne eo.montt.ltlCllth (1». The only conatitutional baaia which can 
be relied upon by tbeCommonwealth for the validity of L 5 and 
L 9-properly conatrned---lies in the constitutional validity of 
the second part of the Governor-General'l declaration made under 
.. 15 (2) and .. 9(2) respectively. Ev.en if it were p088ible to regard 
nb-a. (1) ~ ·the operative portions of L I) and .. 9, neither aub
eection hu itleIf any aufticient link with conatitutional subject 
matter. In the cue of .. , the Commonwealth relies to some 
ut.ent at least upon oert&in of the recitals contained in the preamble 
to the Act' .. But in the cue of L 15 (1) and L 9 (1) auch recon.ne to 

(1) (1Nl) 7e C.L.L. at p. 1'71. 
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the preamble is not possible. The allegations in the preamble H. C. OF A. 

refer only to the Party. But 8. I) (1) and 8. 9 (1) .do not deal with l~l. 
the Party as such. When dealiDg with I. 5 (1) or s. 9 (1) &I itself All'I'l'IULl4N 

constituting a possible subject matter of constitutional power, it is CoIDIUNlIIT 

not possible to reason from the fact of mere membership or mere p~y 
past membership of the Party that the charges made against the TIll: 

Party as a party in the preamble can be imputed to each individual ~=:: 
member or ex-member. Much more would have to be known 
about the facts and about the particular member before any such 
reasoning or inferences could be adopted in order to link up 8. I) (1) 
and 8. 9 (1) regarded separately as an enactment with respect to 
s. 51 (vi.) or s. 51 (xxxix.). 80 far as the Party ij;self is concerned 
the Commonwealth depends entirely upon the acceptance by the 
Court of the recitals making the imputation against the group and 
practically convicting it-upon the assumption that no evidence is 
admissible to rebut the·charges-of seditious conspiracy and other 
conspiracies. But it is not possible to go further and jUBtify 
the imposition of the moat drastic and permanent disqualification 
upon other bodies and individuals without any information what-
ever as to rules of membership, &8 to constitution, and as to the 
circumstances of the individual in relation to the Party. In 
Sc1t~n v. United Stole.& (1), quoted in Ha.nxmi lA", RetJiew, 
vol. 61, p. 594, it is pointed out that in the United States" men 
adhering to a political party or other organization notoriously do 
not subscribe unqualifiedly to all its platforms or asserted priu-
ciples". Beliefs are not a mattet of mere association. The 
position is analog01i8 to the principle applied in cases of conspiracy. 
It would have to be shown, or at least alleged, that the particular 
member was a party to such a conspiracy; and in reference to 
s. 9 the same disqualification as could be visited upon an official of 
the Party would have to be visited-ao far as constitutional power 
is concerned, for that is the only point being considered-upon an 
ex-member of that Party. The reason for the Commonwealth's 
original submission and support of the validity of I. 5 and 8. 9 by 
reference to s. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) was correct and even if contrary 
to the submiaeions of the plaintifta, the recitals in the preamble 
could be utilized to link up 1.4 with constitutional subject matter, 
at any rate to some extent and for some purposes, such • courae 
is not constitutionally permissible in the case of the leas direct 
and more remote association with the Party, which is referred to 
in 8. 5 (1) or 8. 9 (1). Therefore any attempt to estabUah the 
validity of s. 5 or 8. 9 fails. It has never been the practice even 

(1) (1Nl) no '0.8. 118 [87 La ... EL 1'798]. 
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H. C. OP A. in the United Kingdom, where the Parliament has plenary powers, 
. 1~9cn. to ~ allegations of fact contain~ in the preamble as conclusive 

AV8'l'LU.Iur agaiD8t the person actually named m the reCJtala (B. v. Button (1); 
Co~ BMl of Leicuur v. BeyiJtm (2». It would be impossible eveR to 
p~ argue or reason upon the basis of a recital against a political party 
Tu that imputations of a similar character were to be automatically 

CoIOl(\lf. applicable to memben or ex-members of it. The approach indicated 
1B&.L'I'JI:. 

in AUltraNm Woollm JlillI lMl. v. The Commonwealth (3) is 
indicative of the limited purpose and ftmction of a preamble or 
recitals or objects under a Federal system where the powers of 
the C4mmonwealth Parliament are limited by reference to subject 
matter. See also Abitibi PUtIJIJr aM Paper Co. lMl. v. Mcmtreal 
Tnut Co. (4), Grattllidc v. JoItnMm (5) and &1utk Australia v; The 
Commont.l1flGlt1 (6). The C4mmonwealth has attempted to use the 
recitals for a purpoee which is quite inconsistent with any sound 
solution of the question of constitutional validity under the Federal 
system. The defence cases, including those cited on behalf of the 
C4mmonwealth, especially as they became more numerous and 
far-reaching after the outbreak of war with Japan, are entireJy 
inCOnsisteDt with the theory that an object or purpoae in the mind 
of the legislature Or the executive, even though that object or 
purpoee is honestly addressed to the prosecution of the war, iA 
I11fficient to make the law or executive Act or Regulation in truth 
one with teapect to defence. ~ v. Cokman (7) negatives 
such a contention. There must be "a real connection with the 
subject of defence .. (8). The teat of validity under the C4nstitu
tion ia not the object or intent or opiIiion of Parliament or the 
Executive however logical or illogical. The C4urt looks first at 
the actual operation of the law in order to scrutinize its operation 
and applies the law in opere;tion to existing facts. The motives of 
Parliament are irrelevant to the qUf'ation of whether the law is 
within legislative power (.Bt.m1 of Net/) &utA WtJIu v. The Common
t.I1flGlt1 (9); Bz pa.t* WGlaA aM. JoImMm (10». The C4mmOD
wealth Parliament is to be regarded as having in relation to defence 
power .. to make Rch laws only as have a real connection with 
defence" (Yidoria v. Tie Commonaaltl (11». The decisions in 
Yic:IoriGft C1&atnbtr of M_tJjoduru v. T1te CommonwaltA (12) and 

(1) (18US) 4 ]I. .t S. At. at pp. AI, 
1549 [106 It.R. 911, at pp. 931-

(t) (~) 1 PIowd. ... at pP. 1118, 
198 [76 JUt. _at pp ••• 
eGO. IOJ.8Ol. 

(I) (1"') 89 C.L.R .. at pp .... 497. 
(4) (1M3) A.C. U8. 

(6) (INS) 70 C.L.R. 1. at p. 15. 
(8) (1Nl) 85 C.L.R. 173. 
(7) (1"') 89 C.L.R .. at pp. 419, '71. 
(8) (1"') 89 C.L.R.. at p. 44U. 
(9) (INS) 78 C.L.R .. at p. 393. 

(10) (19215) 37 C.L.R .. at p. 117. 
(11) (1Nl) 88 C.L.R .. at pp. 1507, 1509. 
(I!) (1M3) 87 C.L.R. '13. 
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the JekotJaJ,,', WitM8Ses CGIe (I) are baaed on a view which is B. C.o" A. 
quite incoDBistent with the submilllioDJ of the Commonwealth, iD 1~1 •• 
the present cue. All the deciaioDJ of the Court .iDce I~ show Auft'a4LW' 
clearly an iDcreaaiDg emphaaia, iD CODDection with the defeuoe CmoIuJll8'1' 
power, upon the neceaaity of the challenged law aDd ngnJation PI.::Y 
being "specifically"," substantially" and .. really,i coDDeCted .1'... 
with the prosecution of the war-not in the mind of the Parliament 00KK01I· WJIAJ4'R. 
or the Executive, but factually connected with the practical talk 
of waging the war to a succeaaful conclusion. The content of the 
defence power, as exercised, must be directly related iD time of 
lI\'ar not onl} to the existence of war but to the extent of the conflict 
and the demands which must be made upon a nation if it is to 
emerge successfully from the war. Equally inaistent is the Coutt 
upon the factual approach to the problem iD the poet.hoatilities 
cases. An attempt is being made to resurrect the doctrine that so 
long as Parliament or the Executive does not act irrationally and 
its reasons for action are aufficiently stated the Court will accept 
those reasons and close ita eyes to evidence of the facta aDd to the 
actual operative effect of the challenged regulation as applied to the 
true facts. Once the dietu,", of 1144CI J. in Farey v. Burvttt (2) is 
rejected or at least qualified and modified, the case of the Common
wealth on this point should break down. That dictum was criticized 
in VictorW v. The Commontl1eGltA (3) and VidorUm CMmber of 
.Vo:nu!odures v. The Commontl1eGltA (4). The recitala in this case 
are the method employed for the object mentioned. Recitala iD a 
statute are not conclusive evidence of facta recited-they are 
prima-facie evidence (Dawon v. The Commor"otaltk (5) .). Bnt 
that situation is rejected by the Commonwealth and the attempt 
is made to U8e them by way of suggestion of objects or reBIOns 
which cannot be contradicted as objects 01' reasons and caDIlot 
even be qualified or explaiDed in their true setting of fact by 
admitting evidence even of the activities of the Party although 
the statute operates to make criminal all mcb activities. The 
su~tantial invalidity of the Act can be declared by the Court 
quite irrespective ot the admilllion of evidence under Question I 
as asked, but in no case should any declaration be made in favour 
of validity of any part of the Act unleas the pJaintifts are giveD 
an opportunity of calling evidence 80 far as it is relevant to any of 
the constitutional issues in the case. Mattezs of which the Court 
can take judicial notice Dever cover mattezs of opinion 01' dispute 

(1) (194.'4) 6'7 C.LR. 116. (f) (1963) 8'7 C.L.It., at p. ftl. 
(2) (1916) 21 C.LR., at pp. Wo f06. (5) (IM) 73 C.L.R., at p. 175. 
(3) (1942) 66 C.LR., ~t pp. 1108, an. 
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H. C. - A. any more tIIan eo-caIled ".notorioas facta .. oover anything other 
1~1. than fact&. Whenever the Court takes judicial notice of a fact, the 

Avll'l'ULWl matter mast be of such a charaoter 110 well-known and 110 indiaput
CoIIIIVJIJ8'J' able that the introduction of evidence on the I&IIl8 point would 
p~ be untlUDkable and abeard. Aa appears from the alleged principal 

. Tu faeton or facta stated on ita behalf, the Commonwealth ia in elect 
COloIo.. ..1r: .. _ the Court to make use of a selection of political and inter
WUL'I'B. -uoa 

natioual information much of which does not even purport to be 
facta .. much .. statementa of trenda bued OD poeaibly false 
inferences and UIlUI1pQoDl .. to the intentions of a number of 
nations. None of thoee alleged principal factors or facta are 
either relevant to any iaeue in the preaent action or such .. ought 
to be judicially notioed by the Court. They are not even described 
.. being matters of which the Court ia bound to take judicial notice. 
The quotation in cc fact .. (d) ia merely descriptive and vituperative 
in character and which mould not be allowed to iIdluence the 
procMIeI of the King', Courts having regard to the fact that His 
Majesty ia in a state of peace with Rusaia, apart altogether from 
the ooDBtituUoual doctrine cited in CIH/;tg', Pref'fJ{/tMitJU of t1te 
CrotDR (1820), p. 43, .. ubi bell"", non _,. ptJZ ut". There are 
JD&Jly matters of which the Court or the Judges thereof may have 
.. general knowledge", which are clearly outside the leope of 
judicial notice. The principle applies even more clearly to preclude 
a British Court from taking judicial notice of the aUeged facta. 
trends and policies constituting the tremendously complex and 
changing aituationa in the aphere of internatioual re!ationahipa, 
because that field ia peculiarly one where information may be 
incomplete and unsound or even false inferencee eaaily drawn. 
It ia submitted that even in the United States the series of vague, 
loose and misleading combinations of facts, alleged facts, inferencee 
from facts and comments submitted by the defendants would 
not be regarded .. constitutiDg .. facts" 110 .. indisputable" in 
character that a Court of Justice must accept them without more : 
see Prot Mot'f/Gft', article in 67 HQI1JtJrd Law &tMuJ, p. 267,. on 
thia topic, and alao .. to the grave danger of a misuse of judicial 
notice. The limits of the material in international a1faira which 
are available by way of judicial notice are referred to in FjroIt v. 
&eoen.wm (1). The cue of ~men'Ctm CommtmtOt.ltionl ~HOCiGIton 
v. lJoudI (2) has little or no bearing on the preeent question, but it 
may be noted (a) that the legjalation did not purport to diaaolve 
or disband the Communist Party of America or to render unlawful 

(1) (183'7, III C.L.R. 1518, at p.. Mt. (2) (INt) M Law. Eel. HI5 [131 V.s. 
112). 
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any of ita activities; (b) that no adverse conclusions &8 to the H. C: OF A. 

activities of the American Communist Party could po88ibly be ItIIO·I96.l. 

automatically applied to the Australian Communist Party; (c) that .AV'::::.lII' 
the material referred to in that case could never be judicially noted COIOIt'lflST 

for the purpose of the present litigation; and (d) in Haf'tXJm lAw Pun 
tI. 

Rwiew, vo!. 38, p. 6, CAastZewn Corporation v. Sinclav (1) is TB. 
regarded as being of double significance, "first showing that the eoKKO_-

Court regards it proper to consider evidence &8 to the underlying 
facts as well &8 to take judicial notice of such matters of fact as 
properly come within that power; and second as showing that 
information derived from such evidence and from such judicial 
notice may be adequate to overthrow a legislative finding of fact 
incorporated in the challenged legielation ". Block v. H,,.,1 (2) was 
also considered. It is submitted that the case for the plaintifte in 
relation to s. 92 of the Constitution is clearly established by the 
principles of Commcmweolth of A.tUtraZia v. Bank of N_ 8ot.tlA 
WiW.s (3); Bank of NetD &na1a WaleI v. Commontfll!G1tA (4) •. The 
position may be 8WlUl1&rized &8 follows :-(a) The evidence 
establishes that an integral portion of the activities of the Party 
is inter-State in character (CommontDeGlth of A.ustral-ia. v. Bank of 
NetD South Wales (5); Bank of NetD South Walu v. Common
toealth (6»; (b) The rule laid down by the Privy Council in respect 
of the freedom guaranteed by s. 92 applies to the Party. The 
r~riction upon its inter-State intercourse results from the direct 
force of s. 4: of the Act. The body is declared unlawful and it is 
dissolved; the purpose of such action is to place a complete and 
absolute ban upon all its activities, whether inter-State or. intra
State in character. By s. 7 it becomes a criminal offence for the 
&etivities of the body to be continued, 80 that the prohibition is 
utterly complete. This is a perfect example of what was called in 
Milk Board (N.S. W.) v. Metropolitan Crt4m Pty. Lt4. (7) and 
A.mtralian National A.i1VJ(JY' Pt,. Lt4. v. Commontoealth (8) et a mere 
prohibition" and in Com'TlltW/,weolth of A.U8lralta v. Bank of N_ 
South Walu (9) " a simple prohibition". It is not a case of regu
lation at all; the restriction is direct and immediate, not indirect 
nor consequential, not remote, not incidental. (c) The same 
principle applies not only to s. 4: of the Act but to 8. 5, which 
is not intended to limit the prohibition to the intra-State activities 

(I) (1923) 2M U.8. M3 [88 La,... Eel. 
841}. 

(2) (1920) 256 U.s. 135 [66 Lt.,... Eel. 
~]. 

(3) (l9liO) A.C. 235, at p. 303; 79 
C.LR.'97. 

(4) (INS) 78 C.L.R. 1. 

(I) (1910) LC.. at p. 303; 79 
C.LR •• at p. 632. 

(8) (IHS) 78 C.L.R., at pp. 380-382. 
(7) (1939) 82 C.L.R. 118. 
(8) (INS) 71 C.L.B. 29. 
(9) (1910) LC.. at p. '811; 79 

C.LR .. at p. MO. 

WJlALTIl. 
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H. C. OF A. of declared bodies, and to s. 9, which enables the Executive Govern· 
1950.1951. ment to terminate the professional or trade activities of union 

AU;:-LUlf officers engaged in conducting a vocation or pursuit which neces
CoMJlUNIST sarily involves inter-State activities. (d) Section 4 prohibits all 

PA,~TY activities of the Party, but it is an irrelevant factor that intra-
THE State activities are prohibited in the same inseparable com-

CoMIfOY. mand (Oommonwealth of AUBtralia v. Bank of New South Wale8 (1). 
WY.ALTlf. 

In the particular setting 8. 4 cannot be construed &8 coafined to 
intra-State activities alone. (e) There is not any ground for 
applying the doctrine illustrated by TtJ8mania v. Victoria (2); 
Oommonwealth of Atlltralia v. Bank of New South Wale8 (3). It 
has not been suggested by the Commonwealth that this doctrine 
can be applied to s. 4 of the Act. (f) It follows that s. 4 is invalid 
and, if 80, for reasons already given 8. 5 and s. 9 also fall. (g) Because 
of s. 92 of the Constitution, s .• 5-regarded separately-is invalid 
in relation to any body with inter-State activities, and 8. 9 is 
invalid in relation to the business of every trade union officer 
who is engaged in inter-State business. (h) The principle of the 
Banking Oase (4) creates in 80me respecta at least a right of choice 
of vocation. If the business, profession or vocation includes 
inter-State activity, such activity cannot be prohibited: see 
New York UnitJeraity Law Review, July 1950, p. 451, at pp. 507,511. 
(k) There is nothing in the recent decision of the High Court in 
McOarler v. Brodie (5), or in the argumeut before the Privy 
Council on the application for special leave which detracts in allY 
way from the propositions here 8ubmitted in relation to s. 92. The 
8ubmission of the plaintiffs is that thi8 case falls simply and clearly 
within the binding rule laid down in the Banking Oase (6). 
Section 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) constitute an attempt by Parliament to 
confer upon the Governor-General judicial power to determine 
finally and conclusively whether a body of persons in one case, or 
a person in the other, is of the character or tendency described 
in the sub-aection. The analogy to the exercise of judicial power 
is apparent. Each sub-section means in effect that the Governor
General, and he alone, decides every question of law and fact, 
including the scope and ambit of questions arising in relation to 
the interpretation of the Constitution. The matter must be 
looked at from the point of view of substance (Rola 00. (Australia) 
Pt,. Ltd. v. The Oommonweolt4 (7) and Huddart, Par1r6 et Co. Pty. 

(I) (19liO) A.C.. u Po all; 7i 
C.LR •• UtNO• 

(2) (1935) 152 C. R.. 167. 
(a, (l9liO) A.C.. at p. al! ; 79 

C.J ... R. .. at p. NI. 

(I' .(l9liO) A.C.'236; 79 C.L.B. 197. 
(6) (19SO) 80 C.L.R. "2. 
(6) (l9liO) A.C. 235; 79 C.LR. 197. 
(7) (IHf) 69 C.LR. 186. 
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lid. v. Moorehead (1)). The principle is that the nature, quality 
and operation of a determination indicates whether there has been 
an exercise of judicial power by the particular person or tribunal. 
In the present case the Governor-General certainly decides the 
subject matter of controversy as if it were a matter arising under 
s. 76 (1) of the Constitution. The reference of the Chief Justice 
in HtUldart, Parker et Co. Pty. lid. v. Moore'head (2) cannot be 
applied to circumstances like the present, which are of a very 
different character. Here sub-so (2) of S. 5 and S. 9 respectively 
represent an intrusion by the Executive Government upon the 
true function of the judicial organs of the Commonwealth. The 
nature and quality of the act performed is essentially judicial in 
character. The Governor-General's "satisfaction" or decision or 
finding is Just &s final and conclusive as that of an ultimate Court 
of Appeal. The liability is imposed by the determination of the 
Governor-General, not by the fact determined. The decision 
results in the deprivation and forfeiture of property or in the 
deprivation of a valuable office. The fact that there is no hearing, 
no charge, no notice, is true, but completely irrelevant. These 
additional elements merely add a denial of natural justice to 
what is in effect a procedure enabling the Government of the day 
to determine finally as against a citizen or a group cHtain ri!!hts 
and liabilities. In one aspect a determination vests property in 
the Commonwealth itself. Section 4 of the Act should also be 
regarded as an invalid exercise of judic.ial power by the Parliament 
if, upon true construction, the allegations contained in the recital 
are to be regarded as Parliamentary findings preliminary to the 
passing into law of s. 4. The legislative determination to tranFifer 
property from one person to another is ordinarily an exercise of 
judicial power (Harrison Moore, Constitution of the Commonwealth, 
2nd ed. (1910), pp. 322, 323; Cummings V. Missouri (3)). The 
last-mentioned case also illustrates the analogy between an Act 
of Attainder or a Bill of Pains and Penalties and S. 4 read with 
the recitals, which for present purposes the plaintiffs are treating 
as not capable of being rebutted by evidence to disprove their 
accuracy. Cummings V. Missouri (3) also shows that deprivation 
of or disqualification from an office or profession may amount to 
punishment. Sanctions are imposed by means of S. 4, S. 5 and 
S. 9, together with associated sections. No assistance whatever 
is obtained by labelling the sanctions as being "preventive" in 

(]) (1909) 8 C.L.R. 330. 
(2) (1009) 8 C.L.n., at p. 35i. 

(3) (lS6i) " Wall. 2i7 {IR Law. 
Ed.356J. 

H. C. OF A. 
]950·1951. 
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Il. C. OF A. character. The motive of the legialature may be .. preventive "t 

1~151. but the operation of the law is to deprive those ooncerned of 
A118TBALUN property and existing rights either permanently or indefinitely. 
('OlUIU:lfJST Under the Constitution Acta of Attainder and Bills of Pains and 

PA:'TY Penalties are impliedly prohibited in the case of the Commonwealth 
TIlE because they would represent an exercise of judicial power by the 

COlllMON· P li eel' d ,,'r.ALn. ar . ament. The recitals in the Act d are many cnmea an 
misdemeanours, and if these recitala are to be taken as in any way 
established ber.a.use they cannot be contradicted a. 4 should also 
be regamied as an invalid exercise of judicial power. 

S. llGaCS K.C. (with him M. N. JuliUII) for the Seamen's Union 
of Australia, the Sheet Metal Workers' Union. and Federated Ship 
Paintel'fl a:ld Dockers' Union. The Act threatens the whole of the 
trade union movement. If valid, legislation in this form permits or 
~nables the executive government, at the discretion of the Governor
General by appropriate proclamations, in effect to obliterate or 
expunge or blot out the various trade unions in various waya. Aa 
regards tht. defence power and the Governor-General'a opinion, the 
correct principle is that if it is a law with respect to a aubject 
matter within power, it does not matter if the operation of the 
law is made to depend on the Governor-General's opinion. Merely 
to make the law dependent on his opinion as to what is the subject 
matter of the power without providing in any other fashion a 
subject matter or a nexuiI is not to make a law with relation to the 
particular head of power. The ~nfusion lies in identifying the 
Governor-Genera!'s opinion as to the subject matter itself. The 
Governor-General'a opinion with regard to s. ~ (2) and s. 9 (2) 
may depend upon a matter not related to defence but related to 
executive power; therefore s. 5 (2) and a. 9 (2) cannot be t:z: facie 
defence. The word" accordingly" in s. 9 (2) may mean" accord
ing to the whole tenor of the Section". The declaration oontem
plated by s. 5 (2) is entirely different from the type of declaration 
under s. 9 (2), which is a declaration of the Governor-General's 
satisfaction. The declared person may come under one or more 
of three categories. The s~bmission on behalf of the defendants 
that a law which has as its 8Olecriterion the opinion of the Governor
General as to a matter relating to a subject matter is contrary to 
Ex parte WalBA and JoAft8fm (I). A law cannot be made to depend 
upon the opinion of the Minister or the Governor-General as to 
any matter at aD 80 long as the consequences are related to a head 
of power .. Dd are not incommensurate. Such a law is not tz facie 

(1) (1i215) 31 C.L.R .. at pp. 81. 88. 98. IS!. 
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a law on that particular head of power. Section 10 (1) (c) cannot H. C. or A. 

be read down so as to limit it in its operation to organizations 19.~1. 
registered \Ulder the provisions of the Commonwealth Conciliation AUSTRALIAN 

and Arbitration Act 1904-1949. Section 15A of the Act8 Inl.erprel4- Co~UIl:J(lliT 
tion Ad 1901-1948 cannot be applied if the effect of applying it p,,:,n 
would make the subject provision an entirely new law, a different THE 

law in principle Rom that which Parliament intended. Sections 9 ~~o!~~:~ 
and 10 must be regarded together. If s. 9 itself be invalid s. 10 
does not arise, that is to say, if there never be a valid declaration 
6. 10 is ne\'er reached. The consequences under s. 10 are not 
reached until the validity of the subject matter under s. 9 (2) 
has been determined. The primary inquiry is-what is the 
validity of the declaration (s. 9) on which the consequence (s. 10) 
is hased? From the point of view of these plaintiffs s. 9 (2) 
is the crucial provision. If that is invalid s. 10 does not operate. 
Merely ascertaining that the consequences are not incommensurate 
and that they have some logical connection with subject matter 
does not bring the matt.er ex fw within power where it otherwise 
is not ex fw within power. The submission that even if it was 
not e.x facie defence, if the consequences can be causally, rationally, 
or logically connected with a subject matter of power and not 
too remote, the law is valid, is a wrong submission. There must 
be a real and substantial connection between the consequences 
and the power. Either the legislature has or has not the power 
to pass the particular legislation. If it has not the power, making 
the operation of the legislation depend upon an opinion of the 
Governor-General does not assist the question. If the subject 
matt.er be within power then the consequences are for Parlia-
ment, unless they are so extravagant that the Court would say 
it is not a law on the subject matter at all. The mere disclosure 
in a preamble by Parliament of its reasons for particular legis-
lation does not make that legislation valid if otherwise invalid. 
The recital of such reasons in a preamble would indicate that they 
were not matters, in Parliament's view, of which the Court would 
take judicial notice. So far as the alleged .. notorious facts" 
mentioned by Mr. Barwick relate to matters of international or 
political situations, they are matters of such a controversial nature 
and depend upon such a variety of opinions, that it is unsafe to 
a('£ept any of them as being matters of which judicial notice can 
be taken, within the meaning of that term. Upon analysis of 
those alleged notorious facts, the defendants really ask the Court 
to take judicial notice of (a) the character of the Australian Com-
munist Party and not of the state of the country, and (b) the fact 
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H. C. 0.' A. that that Party, in accordance with the basic prinoiples of Man 
)\lr~51. and Lenin, is the subversive agent of a foreign power, carrying on 

AUIITMWAN its work in Australia. That is a matter which is highly.contentious 
COM~l'SJST a.nd is vigorously disputed. Those matters could not be ascertained 

P":TY or resolved without some judicial investigation. Judicial notice 
THE cannot be taken of any of those matters. Recitals in preambles 

~K~~~=.· broadly cover three categories: (i) recitals which merely declare 
the reasons or motives or intentions of Parliament as distinct from 
asserting facts; (ii) recitals which consist of allegations of fact 
or allegations of law. or allegations of mixed fact and law; and 
(iii) recitals which combine recitals in categories (i) and (ii). Recitals 
in category (i) are conclusive and unenminable and as such they 
never play any part in the construction of a statute except possibly 
to resolve an ambiguity: Craies on Statute Law, 4th ed. (1936), 
pp. 184, 185. Such recitals are never relevant when a question 
of constitutional validity, or power, is involved in a Federal system. 
If there is not any constitutional power to make the particular 
enactment, a recital does not aid it (Deputy Federal Commissioner 
of Taxation (N.S. W.) v. W. R. Moran. Ply. Ltd. (1); R. v. Barger (2) ; 
South Australia v. The Commonu'eaUk (3); Australian Textiles 
Pty. Ltd. "-. The Commonwealth (4». As to recitals in category (ii) 
allegations of fact do not create any estoppel, but are prima-facie 
evidence of the facts, and are examinable if relevant to matters in 
issue. Allegations of law are not binding on court.£! if they Hore 
Dot correct, and likewise allegations of mixed fact and law are 
examinable (Dttnedin Corporation v. Massey (5». As a general 
rule on constitutional validity, statements of fact in recitals are 
irrele,-ant, but an exception exists in the Const.itution with regard 
to the defence power. That power enables Parliament to do 
things at givpn t.imes, and it depends upon the facts-that is, real 
facts-to which the legislation is directed. Those facts may be 
prima-facie evidence, but are rebuttable. Real facts in ordinary 
non-war time! are the facts which should be looked at and deter
mined by the Court in order to ascertain whether the Act is or is 
not within power. Allegations of fact are prima-facie evidence 
in cases where they are relevant to the iuue, but where there is 
not any constitutional question involved (HalBburg'. Late. of 
England, 2nd ed., vol. 31, pp. 568, 569, par. 782; Craiu on &atute 
lAw, 4th ed. (1936), p. 41; Maxwell on TM 1nt«prf/lQ,tion of 
Stattdel, 9th ed. (1946); PAipson on Etidmce, 8th ed. (1942), 

(1) (1939) 61 C.L.R., at pp. 766, 767, 
7", 7i7, 7:iS. 

(2) (1908) 6 C.L.R. 41, at pp. 67, i5, 
93,112. 

(3) (1942) 63 C.L.R., at p. 412. 
(4) (1945) il C.L.R., at pp. 176-lil<. 
(5) (1884) 2 N.Z.L.R. 385. 
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p. 328; Wigmore on Evidence, 4th ed. (1947), vol. IV, pars. 1352, H. C. OF A. 

1353; Earl of Leicester v. Heydon (1); R. v. Sutton (2); Earl of 19~61. 
Carnaroon v. Villebois (3); AUorney-General v. Earl of Powis (4); AUSTIlAT.lAN' 

Dawson v. The Corn.11WnweaJ.tlt (5)). Where a matter of consti- COMMt'NIST 

tutional validity is in issue as a rule the recitals' are irrelevant PARTY 
tI. 

except in relation to the defence power, which is defined by reference THE 

to purpose, its application depending on the facts as they exist ~?::~~=~ 
from time to time (Andrews v. Howell (6) ; Stenhouse v. Coleman (7) ). 
Evidence was received in Jenkins v. The ComllwnweaU11 (8) and 
Sloan v. PoTkzrd (9). That evidence was adduced by the Common-
wealth. It was evidence of the real facts and not what Parliament 
believed to be the facts. So here, evidence by the plaintiffs is 
admissible to show non-existence of facts upon which the supposed 
exercise of the defence power is said to exist. Short of actual war or 
crises in war, the policy of Parliament will be examined by the courts 
(Fort Frances Pulp and Power Co. Ltd. v. Manitoba Free Press (10) ). 
There is not any fixed category of the facts of which the Court takes 
judicial notice. There are different facts which arise fro~ time to 
time and which change with the times of which judicial notice is 
taken by the Court. The Act infringes s. 92 of the Constitution. 
Section 4 is directly prohibitory; it is not regulatory. The taking 
of the property is a feature of the prohibition. Section 5 is pro-
hibitory in the same way as s. 4 in regard to the Party; alterna-
tively, it is directed against unregistered trade unions. As in the 
case of s. 4, the prohibition is achieved by the operation of ss. 5, 6 
and 7. Any prohibition of activities of an organization which has 
some inter-State activities is necessarily invalid. The inter-State 
activities cannot be made unlawful because making them unlawful 
is in ,itself a breach of s. 92 of the Constitution. The activities of 
these bodies amount to inter-State intercourse of an industrial 
nature-perhaps to trade and commerce. The matters shown in 
the stated case amount to intercourse of a more substantial nature 
than the intercourse referred to in GraJ,wi.ck v. Johnson (11). If 
s. 4 impinges s. 92 of the Constitution, as is submitted, then ss. 5 
and 9 fall too. The legislative scheme must be gathered from 
the Act as a whole. The ninth recital makes it clear that Parlia-
ment intended ss. 4, 5 and 9 to operate together. Those sections 

(I) (1571) 1 PI. Com, 284, at p. 398 
[75 E.R. 582, at p. 603]. 

(2) (1816) 4 M. & S., at p. 542 [105 
E.R., at p. 935]. 

(3) (1844) 13 M. & W. 313, at p. 332 
(153 E.R. lOO, at p. 138J. 

(4) ('1853) Kay 186, at p. 20i [69 
E.R. 79, at p. 88]. 

(5) (1946) i3 C.L.h.., at p. 175. 
(6) (1941) 65 C.L.R., at p. 278. 
(i) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 471. 
(8) (l94i) 74 C.L.R. 400. 
(9) (1947) is C.L.R., at pp. 462-464. 

466, 471, 4i2, 474, 476. 
(10) (1923) A.C., at pp. 703, 706. 
(11) (194.5) iO C.L.&' 1. 
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H .. l·. o. A. also show that it was not the intention of Parliament that one 
1~1. should function without the others. The only reason on the 

AUll"l'lLt.L1Alf face of the legislation for .. 10 (a) and (b) is because of the coose
OolllllllflS"1' quenC88 that arise from the declaration made in .... Section 9'2 
PA~TY of the Constitution protects aD trade. business. vocations, pU1'8uita 
THI: and callings. whether of a business, scientific. political or industrial 

CoIIIIOX - • I 
WI:ALTH. nature, and any group&, individuals or corporations, 80 ong &8 

their activities are on an inter-State basis and involve inter-State 
communications as an ordinary feature of such activities. Indi
viduals as weD as auociations get the benefit of .. 92. The meaning 
of the phrase " trade, commerce and intercourse" in s. 92 appears 
in Tile OornmonaaltA v. Bcank of N_ Sout1& WGlu (I) and Bank 
of NetD SoutJa w. v. Tile Oornmorawe&ltJa (2). The facta show 
that the unions are engaged in inter-State trade. " Intercoune" 
11"&8 considered in R. v. SmitMr.; Ez PJU'le Beuon (3); Grat'll1ick 
v. JolmMm (4); P_vt Board v. RocJa.ampton Harbour Boatrl (0); 
..4UBtf"tllian NtJticmtJl AirtDtJy. Peg. W. v. Tile OornmontDeGltA (6), 
O. Gilpin W. v. Oommurioner (Of'RooI1 Tmmport MId TmmtDtJy' 
(N.8. W.) (7); and Btmk of NaD South Wala v. Tile Oommon
tDeGlth (8). The difference between prohibition and regulation is 
shown in The GornmonWtJltA v. Bank of NetJJ &utA WGlu (9); Milk 
Board (N.8. W.) v. Metropolil4n prtam Ptg. W. (10); McCtJrler 
v. Brodie (11); Gratteick v. Johnson (12); and Tasmania v. 
Victoria (13). Section 4 is a complete prohibition of a group. 
Section 0 (2) and 8. 9 (2) also are direct prohibitions achieved medially 
by the interposition of the Govemor-General's .declaration, under 
8. 6 (2) of bodies and under 8. 9 (2) of individuals. Those sections do 
not amount to regulation because they do not regulate anything. 
Section 92 of the Constitution is not avoided because what is 
done is purported to be done under the defence power or any other 
legislative power. The legislation is therefore not saved by any 
doctrine of Ballll populi. A system of regulation must be set up 
within a Commonwealth power: here.. 10 (c) coven State 
organizations. The Act does not fall within the exceptional cIaaa 
of case ofcreaturea and things dangerous to the commUDity (Tile 
OornmonaaltA v. Bcank 0/ NetD &ul1 W. (14». There must be 

(I) (lNO)A.C .. atpolO!; 79C.L.R., 
at p. 832. 

(2) (UNa) 78 C.L.R .. at ;. 880. 
(3) (1912) 18 C.L.R. 98, at pp. 108, 

107, 113. 117, lI8. 
(') (1965) 70 C.L.B .. at pp. 17, 22. 
(5) (1813) 48 CoL.R. -. at pp. 277, 

288. 
. (8) (1965) 71 C.L.R. 28, at po no. 
(7) (1935) 5! C.L.R. 188, at po 211. 

(8) (INS) 78 CoL.R., at j».. 283. 
(9) (INO) A.C .. at pp. 108-110; 79 

C.L.R .. at po •• 
(10) (1939) 82 C.t.a. 118. at p. 1!'7. 
(U) (INO) 110 C.L.It. 432. 
(12) (1965) 70 C.L.R., At pp. 14. US, 

17.21,22. • 
(11) (1935) 52 C.L.R .. at pp. lea, 1'70 • 
(1') (1940) A.C. 285; 79 C.L.R. ft'7. 
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evidence toO establish that they are dalJgerous or sub\"(~rshe ill 
fact &8 distinct from an expression of opinion. The operation of 
8. 92 upon those sect.ions cannot be avoided by any doctrine of 
severance, so as to sever intra~State from inter-State bodies or 
individuals, or individuals having intra-State activities as distinct 
from inter-State activities. Inter~tate acthities cannot be severed 
from intra-State activities. ne relationship of s. 92 to the defence 
power was mentioned in Andrews v. HoweU (1); James v. The 
OommonWt'4lth (2); Farey v. Burvett (3); and The Commonwealth 
v. Bank of New South Wales (4). Other submissions made by 
EvaU. K.C. on behalf of certain trade unions are adopt.ed on behalf 
of these plaintiffs. 

M. Ashkanasy K.C. (with him E. A. H. Laurie) for (a) the 
Australian Railways Union and Brown; and (b) Bulmer and 
others (suing for the Building Workers' Industrial Union) and 
Purse. The Building Workers' Industrial Union is the mrly 
orga.nization before the Court which is directly concerned with 
s. 5 of the Act. Sub-section (1) of that section is applicable to 
all forms of organizations; e.g., local government bodies, charitable, 
social, religious, sporting, cultural and industrial organizations, 
including trade unions of all kinds. It is impossible to link sub-so (1) 
either with defence or any power of the Commonwealth, and it 
may impinge on the structure of State Goyernments. The Act 
may remain in force for a long time, but throughout its operation 
its effect is determined by affiliation with the Australian Communist 
Party or by other matters provided for in S. 5 (1) at the time 
prescribed in sub-so (I), which may be years earlier than the 
declaration under S. 5 (2) and may have been very short in duration 
or slight in nature. At the time of declaration there may not 
be any connection with or taint of communism. That being 80, 

s. 5 (1) does not reveal any connection with power. If registered 
organizations had been included in 8. 5 it might have attracted 
some validity from the arbitration power. The submissions made 
on the relationship of 8. 5 to power apply also to 8. 9. The person 
who may be affected might be a person who, it could be demon
strated, has ceased and has abjured his affiliation with the Party. 
The various provisions in the Act are all part of one scheme. The 
Act is directed to the destruction of the Party and its affiliates and 
anything that has been in the remotest degree tainted by contact 

(1) (1941) 85 C.L.R., at p. 267. (f) (1950) A.C., at p. 312 i 79 C.L.R., 
(2) (1936) 56 C.L.R. 53. at p. Ml. 
(3) (1916) 31 C.I •• R •• at pp. 453.fM. 

i9 
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H. C. OF A. with the Party. If" defence" be regarded aa that which will 
19~51. protect and strengthen the country against any ultimate attack 

AtlSTBALIAN that may be made upon it by enemies of the country, then it does 
COll(Jlt:NIST comprehend every component of the national life which contributes 

P",:TY to its strength. That would actually include every industry, aa 
THE well as every occupation, primary and secondary. That is not 

~=~=: what is intended by the Constitution. However, it is in that sense 
that the word " defence" is used in the seventh and eighth recitals. 
Farey v. Burvett (1) does not mean that s. 51 (vi.) oi the Constitu
tion includes but is not limited to war-like operations. The real 
emphasis is on " includes all kinds ., and not on " includes"; the 
inclusion of everything that merely made the nation strong was not 
contemplated. It is not enough to say that this or that measure 
or this or that prohibition will make the nation stronger to resist 
attack, e.g., that could be achieved by education. It is a fallacy 
to regard everything that strengthens the national economy and 
industry as linked with defence (Reid v. Sinderberry (2); Victorian 
Chamber of Manufactures v. The ComtnonwealLh (3)). Unless 
" defence" is read in the narrower sense of s. 51 (,i.), the seventh 
recital contains the germs of handing to the Commonwealth almost 
unlimited powers in time of peace because there is uneasiness, 
apprehension and tension. An exercise of the defence power is 
always related to s. 51 (vi.) by facts. That may be tested by 
the ~ords " guns or butt.er ". It has been accepted by the Court 
that the constitutional validity of legislation might be affected by 
the nature of the evidence adduced (Swan v. Pollard (4); Attorney
General (Vict.) v. The Commonwea1J.h (5); The Commonwealth v. 
AUstralian Commonwealth Shipping Board (6)). It is significant 
that the defendants did not attempt to substantiate the recitals by 
evidence. There are two distinct uses of preambles, namely, (i) to 
ascertain the meaning of the enacting words, and (ii) to determine 
whether there is legislative power under the Constitution, or to 
establish a link with power. The recital under consideration in 
Ohillon v. Progress Printing and Publishing Co. (7) waa used to 
determine matter under a unitary constitution. Recitals are 
used for constructional purposes only where the statutory pro
visions are ambiguous (Pruident, ,fe., of t1ae Shire of Arapiles v. 
The Board of Land attil Warb (8». Preambles can be used by 
Parliament to designate the legislative power that is being invoked 

(1) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at p. ~. 
(2) (1944) 68 C.I •. R., at p. 572. 
(3) (1tH3) 67 C.LR., at p. 41S. 
(4) (1947) 75 C.L.R. ""''l. 

(5) (193.i) ii2 C'.L.R. 533, at p. 5.').'1. 
(6) (1926) 39 C.L.R. 1. 
(i) (18M) 2 Ch. 29. at p. 33. 
(11) (1904) I C.I •. R. 679, at p. 686. 
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so &8 to limit the legislature to that power (Ex'J'fJfU WallA _ Ho C. 0 .. A. 
JoIrnMm (1) ). 195().1951. 

[WJLLIAlI8 J. The Privy Council took exactly the opposite AU;::'IAN 
view in MOM'e v. ~-General (or tAB IriBA Free &ote (2).] CoIlIIUII'UIT 

Parliament having designated the links with power, others P~TY 
cannot be substituted. Where Parliament is legislating on a TIt!': 

subject within power, it may recite facts which are received as ~:!~~:~ 
prima-facie evidence. But where power is involved it is axiomatic 
that Parliament cannot enlarge its powers by any device, including 
the device of making evidence. Parliament is endeavouring to 
draw within the ambit of the power something which is not there. 
It cannot create a fact by stating what it believes to be a fact. The 
recitals are not prima-facie evidence on matters relating to power, 
but they are the facts which Parliament has stated. are the links 
between the legislation and its power. If they are not found to be 
the facts, then the link which Parliament invoked does not exist. 
And that ends it, even though there may be some other fact. 
But on certain matters, e.g., state of war, the opinion of the 
Executive has always been accepted as final. The preamble is 
conclusive in stating the reasons and motives of Parliament in 
enacting the legislation: Craie8 on Statule Law, 4th ed. (1936), 
pp. 41, 43 (see R. v. Barger (3». The inquiry of the Court is 
limited to whether they are reasons sufficient to establish consti-
tutional validity. lntimate motives are irrelevant (Attomey-
General for Alherla v. Attorney-General for Canada (4». :A" 
matters relating to policy, motive and objectives-all the political 
factors-must be eliminated from the recitals. 

[UTHAJ( C.J. referred to Btenhouse v. Colemt:m. (5).] 
An exception may exist where the recital contains a declaration 

which is within the complete power of Parliament or the Executive 
which joins in the legislation, e.g., the Deftnee (Tran.NioMl Pr0-
visions) Act, where a continuance of a state of war is recited. It 
would be for the Court to regard whether the facts existed, whether 
they be judicially noticed or proved facts, which would justify 
the invocation of the power and legislation which follows. It is not 
contended that if it come within the definition of real connection 
with substantial connection, that the subject matter itself for the 
Court to determine should be quantitative only. One possible 
view of the ninth recital is that it leaves the door wide open, does 
let in evidence, until all the evidence has been heard. That recital 

(1) (1925) 37 C.L.R .. at p. 110. 
(2) (1936) A.C. 4M. at p. "98. 
(3) (11108) 6 C.I •• R. 41. 

VI'\f. r'l:::tXr.':. 

If) (1939) A.C. 117. 
(5) (IMf) 69 C.L.It. 467. 
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H. C. 01' A. does not contain any evidentiary fact at all unleaa the invocation 
1~51. of necessity be regarded &8 a fact. The foregoing is alternative 

AU.'I'&&L141f to the view that recital nine may be read &8 argumentative, but 
CoMK11)11S1' not as in itself an independent statement of any facte. The CoOurt's 

P,!TY inquiry is, in elect, first, whether the facts recited, if true, would 
Tu provide a suBicient connection between the legislation and any 
=:~ relevant power, legislative power. If" yes" to that, then the 

Court is called upon to inquire into the truth of those facta. Those 
observations certainly apply to recitals four to eight inclusive. 
Where the legislature has recited certain facta which are intended 
to supply the link with power, the Court should inquire into the 
reality of those facta and abould not consider any other facts. 
To consider other facts would give rise to uncertainty on the 
question of validity. It is not disputed that legislation may be 
supported under a head of power other than that referred 
to in the Act. Vital industries can oDly be treated in the 
general way they are treated in the seventh recital. &8 

vital industries to the defence power if defence be taken 
as covering all things which make the nation strong. Recital 
seven is in too general a form: it is a general connection and not a 
specific connection. If every industry vital to defence were treated 
as being within the defence power of the Commonwealth the 
Commonwealth could control everything: that is not the plan 
of the Constitution. It is the eighth recital alone which provides 
the link between the power and interference with the unions and 
their office-bearers. That recital is a direct factual statement
an adjudication, a verdict. If that link be broken then the whole 
of the foundation of s. 9 and the ancillary sections must be broken.

. Unless the recitals are abOWD to be tru,e, &od if true to provide a 
sufficient link, the attempted ex~ of the power fails. Enough 
may be true to constitute a link, but there cannot be added other 
facts not recited at all. 

It is not denied that there is a state of UDeasy apprehension 
and tension. That has existed before and will exist again.. There 
is no justification in that situation for the invocation of the defence 
power to the point of dissolving all sorts of organizations and the 
A1l8traJian Communist Party and to interfere in the control and 
management of unions. The High Court is an essential and 
integral part of the Federal system, itB primary function being to 
act "" the arbitrator between the States and the Commonwealth 
in the event of a confiict. Judicial power W88 introduced into 
the Constitution of the United States so that force could be used 
against States without a state of war arising: Curtia' OoMitulional 
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History o(the United &ala (1889-1896), vol. 1, p. 353. The Act, par_ H. C. OF A. 

ticularly s. 5, authorizes the suppression of a purely intra-State 19liO~5I. 
political activity associated with purely State functions and issues. AUSTBALIAP( 

The existence of political parties and voluntary organizations dealing ComUll'lST 

with political issues is an integral part of the Government of the P~TY 
States. The Constitution and the provision of court8 in the Constitu- THE 

tion require that, if there be an interference with anything that is Co_ON-

part of the constitutional government of a State, it shonld be done 
through the interposition of a court which will make an appropriate 
finding, and the enforcement shonld be an enforcement of the order 
of the court. The necessity for the intervention of the judicial 
power appears from Australian R4ilways Union v. Vidorian &ilways 
Commissioners (1); New 80tdh Walu v. The Commonwealth (2) ; 
and Melbourne Corporation v. The CommonUJefJltla (3). Repre-
sentative democratic government cannot function without political 
parties or voluntary organizations dealing with controversial 
issues (The Alberta Case (4». Commonweal~h legislation which 
directly affects the constitutional government of a State can only 
be enforced through the medium of judicial enforcement (New 
South Wales v. The Commonwealth (5». 

[DIxON J. referred to the Australian Ro.ilways Union v. Victorian 
Railways Commissioners (6).] 

It was recognized in Melbourne Corporation v. The Common
wealth (7) that legislation which might otherwise be within power 
might be excluded because of its effect in interfering with the 
functions of government. Political parties, or voluntary organiza
tions dealing with political matters, shonld be regarded as an 
essential part of the government of States when they deal with 
intra-State matters. The whole of the machinery of election 
involving freedom of speech and association for political purposes 
and the formation of political parties is part of the State organiza
tion. Commonwealth Parliament may, in respect of a subject 
matter within power, legislate providing for a course of conduct 
relating to Commonwealth matters, and no objection can be taken 
if, as a result of the enforcement of those provisions, a State political 
organization is dissolved. But direct legislation or executive 
action suppreSsing purely State political activities wonld be 
contrary to the implied prohibition arising from the basis of the 
Constitution, and to s. 106 in particular. The resnlt conld only 
be achieved through the interposition of a judicial body, e.g., the 

(l) (1930).'" C.L.R., at p. 352. 
(2) (1931) 46 C.L.R. 155. 
(3) (1947) 74 C.L.R. 31. 
(4) (J93S) 2 D.I •• R. SI, at p. H9. 

(5) (1931) 46 C.1 •• R., at p. 155. 
(6) (1930)" C.L.R. 319. 
(7) (1947) 74 C.L.R. 31. 

WBALTH. 



HIGH COURT [19fJO-1951. 

H. C. o.r A. application of I. 5 to a mUDicipal corporation would encounter 
l'el. the contention embodied in Jlt.lbot.mte C~ v. The Comrnora

AlJ8ftAL1Alf aaltl (1). 
00..vlQft [La.TJWl C.J. referred to FeiJmJl«l JlUfticipaJ Gfttl Smre COtIf'lCiI 
p~ BmplDyeu' Uti. oJ ..4.tu1tralio. v. MelhowM CorporaticM (2). }- -
Tu The Act as a whole is a complete exercise in all its aspects of 
=:~ judicial power. It SUppre88e8 the specified bodies and activities 

and impoaee penalties or disabilities upon penIOns engaged or 
likely to be tmgaged in such activities. The function of a oeurt 
enforcing such an Act would be to (i) ascertain the facta; (ii) inter
pret and apply the Jaw; (m) give the appropriate judgment 
upon the facta and the law; and (iv) i8lUe the warrant or order 
for the execution of its judgment. Each of thoee judicial steps 
is embodied in the Act: (a) in the recitala; (b) in the recitala and 
by inference from I. '; (c) in I. '; and (d) in other sections, 
particularly I. 15. The whole scope of the judicial power il 

covered. Nothing in Ytdoritm ~ _ Geraeral Con
trrM:tirag Co. Ply. lMl. v. l.JigMfI (3) was intended to be or could 
be submitted as a reason for separating powen of the legislature 
and the Executive on the one band and the judiciary on the other : 
see HtI.'I'Non Jloon, Comtitulicm oJ tile CommonaaltA, 2nd ed. 
(1910), p. 315. The judicial power was considered in HtIIltlart 
Par_ Co. Pty. lMl. v. MoorM.eoil ('); Nev &utA Wala v. The 
Common1lll!llJltA (5); Britu! Imperial Oil Co. lMl. v. Federal Com
miuioner of TG:IJtIticm (6); ~ Bro.. Ply. lMl. v. &ote IIlidricity 
CommUftcm of Yidorio (7); Peacoci v. NetdmIm, Ma.rric1:f1ille and 
General C~ Bu.Jtling lJocidy No • • lMl. (8); Rola Co. 
(AUlt.) Ply. Ltd. v. T'M CommonwaltA (9) ; E~ parte Coorey (10) ; 

. and Yidoritm Clamber oJ JlanuJattura v. T'M Common1lll!llJltA 
(IndtUtrial Ligllting RtgulatioM) (11). The Act, upon any view, 
constitutes a distinct violation of the judicial power. There are 
various fOllDl of the acquisition of property. The only one 
appticable here is acquisition through imposition and enforcement 
of penalties, and the only way the Commonwealth can acquire 
the property of the bodies referred to in I. 5 is through the exercise 
of the judicial power, the forfeiture being in the nature of a penalty 
judicially impoeed. In eome cues the subject matter is com-

(1) (1"7) 7' C.L.R. 11. 
(I) (Itlt). C.l..R. IJ08. 
(I) (1811)" C.L.B. 7S. 
(f) (1908) 8 C.L.R. 130. 
(5) (lt11S) 10 C.L.B. Mo particaIarIy 

at p. SIO. 
(8) (1926) 16 C.L.R. _ putieuIuIy 

Mp .... 

(7) (1M3) 11 C.L.R .. particularly at 
p. t. 

(8) (1M3) 11 C.L.R. !5, at p. 11. 
,t) (lNf). C-WL U16. 

(10) (lNf) " SA (N.8.W.) 287. 
(U) (1M3) 11 C.L.B .. at pp. '16. '17. 
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pletely within power and a diecretion exista as to oonditioDB uader B. C. or A. 

which rights are conferred by the Commonwealth, and other 1 ... 1..,1. 

cues are where during a war emergency it is neceuary to take A~ 
precautiozwy actiOD-llOt judicial (Je/aotoaJ&'. Wittleuu C,. (1». a..UJft 

JAverWlge v. ~rttkraoI& (2) was a cue UDder a UDitary system. p~ 
Preventive .meuu.reI can be taken in peace by enacting that any Tu 

org&nir.ation which engages in activities prejudicial to the defence Co_g· 
~t'JI. 

of the COIUltry, if 80 found, may be disaolved, proof being made 
through the judicial machinery. The arguments" of aD the plaintifB 
already addressed to the Court in respect of the executive', power, 
the defence power and 8. 92 are adopted. Section 92 appli. to 
direct legislative or executive acta prohibiting or destroying inter-
State organizations and activiti.; but that section would not be 
infringed if such organizations and activities were brought to an 
end &8 a result of A decision of a court. The real basis of W 416_ 
Workers' FetkratiJm of AtUItrtIlia v. J. w. A~ LIil. (3) is that 
the trihunal was not a court, but had many of the attribute. of 
a court. That cue is an answer to the diacus8ion in respect to 
judicial power only commencing when the court ia called upon to 
exercise it. Each and every provision of the Act is unseverable 
from the other. The whole Act ia directed to one particuJa.r 
purpose, namely, the purpose set out in the ninth recital, which ia 
the destruction of the Australian Communist Party, its affiliate. 
and associates, and the disqualification of the members of that 
Party &8 at the particular date. If 8. 4: be invalid then the whole 
Act must be invalid. 

C. A. WeJJtoft K.C. (with him C. M. CoUim), for the 
Austra1ian Amalgamated Engineering Union (Australian Section) 
and Rowe. Arguments addressed to the Court on behalf of other 
plaintiffs &re adopted on behalf of thia plaintift. A judge cannot 
take judicial notice of a fact that he does not know. The 
exception, that if a fact be notorious but unknown to a judge 
he may inform his mind, does not apply in this cue. The alleged 
facts contained in the recitals are, it ia submitted, not known 
&8 facts by the members of this Court, therefore thoee recitals 
are not part of judicial knowledge. Judicial notice ia only taken 
of matters 80 notorious &8 to be indisputable. Recitals are not 
judicially aooep1ied as conclusive evidence against the world: 
Cra.iu on Statute LmD, 4th ed. (1936), p. U. No part of any 
recital can have any bearing upon power. There is not~ in the 

(1) (1943) 87 C.L.It., at p. 182. 
(2) (19-'2) .~.C., at pp. !tu. 265. 

(3) (UHS) !6 C.L.R. 414. 
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H. C. 01' A. oases and ten-bOoks cited to the Court contrary to the view that 
1950-1951. recitals are only <a) conclusive as to the reasons of Parliament, 
AU~ and Cb) an aid to construction where there is ambiguity. If the 
C.ollDltOOST recitala are only prima-facie evidence they are controvertible: 
P~TY M~ on T~ I~ of &atute8, 9th ed. (1946), p. 46. 
TIlE There is nothing in the facts of which the defendant asked the 

Co_ON. Court to take judicial notice which links the Australian Communist 
WULTB. 

Party and other parties interested with the defence power. Alter-
natively, as to some of those alleged facts the Court will not attach 
any importance to them, even if acceptable as competent for 
judicial notice, because they do not relate to the subject matter; 
they are irrelevant. The fact that there is a state of tension is 
irrelevant unless the Party is proved subversive. There is not 
any allegation that the Party has in any way supported the 
opponents of the United Nations' forces in Korea. The" world 
movement" allegation is utterly irrelevant and the cc march 
together" allegation is too vague. It does not matter if the 
Party does " sympathize with Russia" There have always been 
parties or persons who on various grounds disapproved of any 
particular war. It is not asserted that the Party is the agent of 
Soviet Russia. There is nothing in those facts to show that the 
Party engages in activities which are injurious to either the 
Australian Commonwealth or the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. The Court mll8t be satisfied that there is a real con
nection with the power. If there is a connection Parliament can 
determine its own action provided the consequences are not 
fantastic. Regard must be"had to the consequences (Je1wvah's 
Witnuse8 CaIe (1». Thl)t case shoW! that the Court is at liberty 
to rule out legislation if it is thought to be fantastic, even though 
the legislation deals with the subject matter of power. 

[Fuu..A.GAB J". referred to R. v. BUf"ak (2).] 
In R. v. F08I6; Ex parle Rural Bank of New &utk Walu (3); 

Oollins v. Hunter (4) and Wagner v. Gall (5), Parliament's opinion 
was overruled as to the sufficiency, reality and directness of the 
nexus with power. The Court is the guardian of the Constitution. 
The Act usurps the function of the Court to the extent, if any, 
that the Court thinks the preambles inconclusive. If the conse
quences of an Act, which would be within power, are incom
mensurate, fantastic and extreme, the whole of the Act will fail. 
This was admitted by the defendants. 

(1) (1943) 87 C.L.R. 118. 
(2) (1878) 3 App. ea.. 889. 
(3) (IM9) 79 C.L.R. ~ 

(') (IM9) 79 C.L.R. '3. at p. 67. 
(6) (IM9) 79 C.L.R. ~. at p. 56. 
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[LATHAM C.J. referred to West v. Federal Commiuioner of Taxa
tion (1).] 

There can be something so remote that it is irrelevant to the 
power. Decisions made by this Court during World War 11 show 
that consequences do matter: that is shown, for example, by 
JeIwfJaA', Witnes,u Case (2), which is also against the submission 
made on behalf of the defendants that the opinion of the Governor
General brings a matter within power. It ca~ot be said that an 
Act is a law of the Commonwealth Parliament with respect to 
defence unless the Court knows or can investigate the facts. The 
real f eta are found by some appropriate process and then the 
question is whether·there is a real connection between them and 
the enactment. The opinion of the competent Minister was 
overruled in Vidorian Chamber of ManttfadtWe8 v. Tile Common
tJJeO.1lk (IfldUltrial Liglttifl9 Regvlaticm8) (3); R. v. UnitJef'lity 

. of Sydney; Bz parte Drummond (4:); Wognet' v. Gall (6); 
CoUi", v. Hunter (6); and GmttDick v. Joknson (7). AB to 
s. 92 of the Constitution, the Act is not a mere regulation, but is 
a direct prohibition and therefore bad. It prevents the Party 
from doing anything inter-State and it also prevents persons 
from engaging in inter-State activities (Bank of New Sotttk Wales 
v. Tile Commonwealth (8». If there is inter-State intercourse 
here, as is submitted, then (i) a union is prohibited from employ
ing in its necessary and lawful activities certain officers whom 
it wishes to employ, and (il) those officers are debarred from 
engaging in a calling that is inter-State business. It is within 
judicial knowledge that the Party has nominated candidates 
for election to the various Houses of the Legislature and in the 
normal way has advocated and indorsed their candidature. 
Those are innocent activities. The Act does not relate to defence ; 
it relates to things related to a defence matter. ·It is disputed 
that the matter of necessity is always-perhaps, ever-a matter 
for the Minister and never for the Court. 

S. G. Webb K.C. (with him G. T. A. SuUimn), for the Australian 
Coal and Shale Employees' Federation and Williams. If the 
recitals are conclusive of the facts alleged there is a clear usurpation 
of judicial power and. the Act is void. If, however, they be some 
evidence. but are not conclusive, then evidence should be sub
mitted to rebut them. There is not sufficient material before 

(1) (1937) 56 C.L.R. 657. (6) (1949) 79 C.L.R.t at p. 56. 
(2) (1943) 87 C.L.R. 116. (8) (1949) 79 C.L.R.t at p. 87. 
(3) (1943) 87 C.L.R. '13. (7) (1945) 70 C.L.R. 1. 
(f) (1943) 87 C.L.R. 96. (8) (1948) 78 C.L.R. 1. 
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H. C. 0 .. A. the Court on which to pronounce that there is a rea1 OODDeCtion 
1950-1961. with the power and that any part of the Act is valid (JcwpA v. 
AU~LUJI Coltmial T~ (N.8. W.) (1». The recit&la are no IIlOle than 
CoJlIfUlfIBT the legislature's view or ~D8 for taking action. Judicial notice 
P~TY cannot be taken of any of the facts submitted by the defeudanta, 
TB. because none of them is notorious and aD are controversial. 

~!~:~ Evidence sought to be given would establish that the Australian 
Communist Party and communism have no intuence whatever on 
the polioy or actions of this, the Miners' Federation, or its memben. 
It is desired to show that the power taken is too wide; the pre
vention of a communist from holding an office with the Federation 
is too wide, harsh and capricious to have a connection with defence. 
Any authoritative interpretation of the Constitution is an exercise 
of part of the judicial power (per Constitution, 88. 71, 76; and 
Australian Apple and Pe4r Mor1r.«ing Board v. TorJeirtg (2». 
Although the judicial power is the right to decide controversies 
between subjects or between the Crown and subjects, whether the 
rights involved refer to life, liberty or property, yet it is not always 
necessa.ry, in order that the power may be judicial, that it shall 
be concerned with the ascertainment and determiuation of legal 
rights and liabilities as between litigants (HtMUart, ParJr. tt Co. 
Pty. 1.JIl. v. Moore1letJd (3); Rola Co. (Austmlia) Ptg. 1.JIl. v. TIte 
Commonwealth (4); TIte TrGmtDag, CaM [No. 1] (5». The 
exercise of judicial power does not begin until some tribunal which 
has power to give a binding and authoritative decision (whether 
subject to appeal or not) is called upon to take action (1ltMld4rt, 
Par'h!s tt Co. Pty. 1.JIl. v. MoorMeoiJ (3». A right must have an 
origin independent of its enforcement. The creation of a new 
legal right of general application is a matter for legislation. The 
declaration of duties consequent upon the creation or existenoe of 
a legal right is an exercise of the judicial power (WGttnide WorJr.,' 
FtJkralilm of Australia v. J. W. A1e.r.ani6 Ud. (6». Unlea the 
final act afiects rights or imposes liabilities the power is ministerial 
and not judicial (HtMUart, Par'h!s tt Co. Ptg. Ud. v. M~ (3) ). 
Section 30 of the Judiciary Att has conferred on this Court original 
jurisdiction in matters arising under the Constitution or involviDg 
its interpretation. .. Matter .. does not mean a legal proceeding, 
but the subject matter for determination in a legal proceeding, and 
this requires that there be some immediate right, duty or liability 
to be established by the determination of the Court (I" ~ Judibitsry 

(l) (1918) 26 C.L.R .. at p. 4'1. (4) (1~) 69 C.L.R.. at pp. JOI, 106. 
(2) (190) 66 C.L.R., at pp. 83. 105, 106, (6) (1913) 18 c.L.R. Mo at pp. ... 65. 
(3) (1909) 8 C.L.R. 330. (8) (1918) 26 C.L.R. "'" 
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nd Navigation Acts (1». If any tribunal must necesaarily direct B. C. 0,. A. 
itself &8 a matter of law to arrive at the intention of the legia1ature, l~tsl. 
it is an exercise of part of the judicial power of the Commonwealth Avll'1'&AlU1f 
(British Imperial Oil Co. lJJ1. v. Federal Commisftoner oJ Tq,zq,.. Co_VJII8T 

tion (2». It is an exercise of part of the judicial power when p~ 
determinations are made on pure questions of fact not to create Tu 

a standard of liability, but to ascertain and authoritatively pro- ~:or:: 
nounce upon the standard already created (British Imperial Oil 
Co. lJJ1. v. Fetkral Commiuioner oJ Taxation (3». The judicial 
power can only be conferred on a court which is a court in fact, 
and when there is an intention to confer judicial power it does not 
matter how the intention appears 80 long &8 it does appear (Water-
side Workers' Federation oJ Australia v. J. W. Ale:rander lJJ1. (4) ; 
Felkral Commissioner of Taxation v. Muttro (5». The power 
and function of finally determining matters of fact and even 
of discretion are not solely indicative of judicial action, but are 
also attributes of administrative action (Federal Commissicmer of 
Ta.xatwn v. Mttnro (5». Property can be vested or divested 
by an administrative act done under the authority of the legislative 
act as well as by judicial act (Roahe v. Kronheimer (6». There are 
many tribunals with many of the trappings of a court which are not 
courts, and there are many functions which are inconsistent with 
executive power or inconsistent with judicia) power, but there are 
also many functions which are consistent with both the 
executive power and the judicial power (SMll Co. oJ Australia 
Ltd. v. Federal Commissioner of Taxation (7». The principles to 
be applied in determining whether there has been an e%ercise of 
the judicial power were discussed also in, amongst other cases, 
R. v. Federal Court of Banl.:ruptcg ,. Ex parte Lowen8tein (8); 
Bilk Bros. Pty. lJJ1. v. State ElectriciJy Commission of Victoria (9); 
Adelaide Company of JeIwvaJt's Witne8SeB Inc. v. TM Common-
wealth (10); Fraser Henleilt8 Pty.lJJ1. v. Cody (11); and O'K~Je 
v. CalwelZ (12). Applying those principles to the Act it is clear 
that there has been an exercise of the judicial power; for example, 
both parts of s. 5 (2) are matters of law; the first part requiring 
the construction of s. 5 (1) and the second part requiring a con-

(11 (1921) 29 C.L.R. 257. 
(2) (1925) 35 O.L.R. 422. at p. 439. 
(3) (1925) 35 C.L.R .• at p. 4-39. 
(4) (1918) 25 C.L.R. 434. 
(5) (1926) 38 C.L.R. 153. 
(6) (1921) 29 C.L.R. 329. 
(7) (1931)A.C. 2711; 44 C.L.R. 530. 
(8) (1938) 59 C.L.R., at pp. 565, 566, 

575·577, 578, 580-582, 585.589. 

(9) (1943) 67 C.I ... R., at p. 9. 
(10) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 142, 155, 

156, 167, 168. 
(11) (11K5) 70 C.L.R., at pp. ])8.121, 

131, 132, 139. 140. 
(12) (1949) 77 C.L.R. 261. at pp. 278. 

287. 
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B. C. OF. A. aideration of the laws of the Commonwealth, and there is not 
1~1. any appeal against that part. Ally application of a statutory 

A178'I'JW.U. proviSion, involving &8 it does an understanding of the statutes, 
CoJlllt71OST involves a determination of a question of law. It is impossible to 
P~TY determine the validity or invalidity of any Act relying on an 
TBII exercise of the executive power without reference to par. (xxxix.) 

eoIlIlO •• 
WIW.TB. of s. 51 of the Constitution and the prerogative power, that is to say, 

a statute may be shown to be auxiliary to or in eXecution of the 
prerogative power and it may be supported in that way. The 
executive power, which cannot be added to by par. (uxix.), can 
be determined only by a study of the common law in England 
with regard to the prerogative power in 1900. The executive 
powers of the Commonwealth exercisable by·the Governor-General 
are : (i) the execution and maintenance of the Constitution; 
(ii) the execution and maintenance of the valid laws of the Com
monwealth (s. 61) ;(iii) the summoning of executive councillors 
(s. 62); (iv) the appointment of Ministers of State (s. 64); (v) the 
Command-in·Chief of the Forces (s. 68); and (vi) the execution 
of the prerogative powers remaining in the Queen at that time 
(s. 2) (Federal CommiBBitn&er 0/ Tamtion v. O.J!icial LiquillQ/,or of 
E. O. Farky Ltd. (1». The meaning of the" execution and 
maintenance of the laws" was dealt with in New SouIA Wale8 v. 
The CommonwealtA (2). A definition of "executive functions" is 
given in Halsbury's Laws of England, 2nd ed., vol. 6, p. 385. The 
Governor-General can exercise his powers, including the powers of 
execution and maintenance of the Constitution and laws of the 
Commonwealth, only through his Ministers of State. Dealing 
with executive power, regard may be had only to s. 61 of the 
Constitution and s. 51 (i.)-(xxxviii.) to ascertain what par. (xxxix.) 
can do. Paragraph (xxxix.) cannot add to any power (In re J1II1tci4ry 
and NavigaJion ActB (3); RooM v. Kronheimer (4». The testing 
time in regard to the prerogative power within the Commonwealth 
is at the year 1900 (At:tomey-Generalfor New SOtJlh Wales v. 
Brewery Employees' Union of New 80tJlk Wales (5); AtUtralion 
8t«t.mikips Ltd. v. Malcolm (6); James v. Commonwealtl& of 
AtUtralio (7». The prerogative was at that time controlled by 
constitutional convention (Ba:z:ter v. Commissioners of Ta:z:ation 
(N.S. W.) (~) ; . Amalgamated Society of Engineers v. Adelaide &earn· 

(1) (INO) 63 C.LR. 278, at pp. 303, 
3<K. 

(2) (1916) l!O C.La., at p. 89. 
(S) (1921) 29 C.L.R. 257. 
(.) (1921) 29 C.LR .. at pp. 337·339. 

(S) (1908) 6 C.L.R. 489, at p. SOl. 
(8) (191f) 19 C.LR. 298, at p. 328. 
(7) (1938) A.C. 678, at p. 81.; 65 

C.LR., at p. ". 
(8) (1907) "C.L.R. 1087. at p. 1106. 
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skip Co. Ltd. (1) j see also Magna Ca.m (1215) and C1auter v. K. C. OP A. 

BatesO'Il (2». No law of the Commonwealth can extend the 1~1. 
executive power of the Commonwealth as it existed in 1900; that At78TJW.U. .. 

can be done only by referendum. The history and eflect of statutes CoJOur .. lST 
PASTY which limit the extent of the prerogative is shown in Hal8bury's 

Laws of BnglQ/nd, 2nd ed., vol. 6, pp. 450-452. Section 51 (xuix.) 
of the Constitution operates within the limits of and subject to 
the oozen limits of executive power in 1900. The Act provides 
for forfeiture, and prevents access to the courts. If the power 
were given by the Constitution there would not be any complaint: 
see R. v. HaIlida.y (3). Sections 4, 5, 9 and 10 of the Act go far 
beyond the executive power, are invalid and inseverable. The 
position is similar to the position in Spr;gg v. Sigca.u (4). If the 
defendants' view of Lloyd v. WaIlacA (5) is correct, then that case 
should be overruled. Aa to the overruling of casee, see Tf'Gm
.ways Cue [No. 1] (6). In Lloyd v. Wa.llacA (5) the respondent 
was not represented; the validity of that Act and regulation 
was assumed for the purp08e8 of judgment; the Court's atten
tion was directed only to jurisdiction and whether the Minister's 
reasons were examinable. (That case has been referred to only 
in Je1&otxJA's Witnesses Cue (7) and Ex p4rle Wa.lsh (8». With 
regard to defence, it is true that power to punish carries a power 
to prevent, but the preventive measure must be connected with 
defence, subject to the Constitution and not too wide (McOt.dlock 
v. Ma.ryland (9); Australian Apple and peQIr Mat'keting Board 
v. Tonlcing (10) ). 

M. F. Hard~ K.C. (with him G. T. A. SulliWJn), for the 
Federated Clerks' Union of Australia (New South Wales Branch) 
and Maurice John R. Hughes, intervening by leave. This union 
is registered as a trade union under New South Wales legislation, 
but is not registered as an industrial organization of employees 
under the Federallegislation. Section 9 of the Act and the related 
sections have no real or substantial connection with the defence 
power or the executive power. The subfect matter of those sections 
is the capacity of persons to make and perform contracts of employ
ment. Those sections also affect persons such as committee-men 
who have not any contract of service with the union. Section 51 

(1) (1920) 28 C.L.R., at pp. 1", 147. 
(2) (1920) 1 K.B. 829, at p. 832. 
(3) (1917) A.C. 260, at p. 270. 
(4) (1897) .A.C. 238, at pp. 246. 247. 
(6) (1916) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(6) (1914) 18 C.L.R., at p. M. 

(7) (1943)67 C.L.R. 116. 
(8) (1942) A.L.R. 369. 
(9) (1819) 17 U.8. 116 [4 La .... Ed. 

679]. 
(10) (1942) 66 C.L.R., at p. 99. 

tI. 

Tu 
CoIIIIOlll· 
WtiLTJL 
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H. C. 0 .. A. (xuix.) of the Constitution does not authorise legislation of that 
1~951. nature. In declaring a person under s. 9 the Governor-General 

AC'8'1'IL4LIU could act upon conduct of the person declared quite unrelated to 
f'"oMMUJCIST his union office, e.g., continuous and persistent breach of the 

PABTY income-tax Jaws. Section 9 C&DDot be described &8 not a Jaw at .. 
THE all. It is an important law. It is a law which authorizes the 

CloMMON. Governor-General to publisn something formally and derogatory of 
W&AL'l'If. 

persons in the community. Persons may be declared under s. 9 
who will be quite untouched by the conaequences provided by 
s. 10. Section 9 authorizes the Government to publish something 
concerning people that otherwise would be possibly libellous. It 
is not justified by the alleged need to have some control over the 
type of person to be employed by an industrial organization. 
Such control could be effected in many other ways. Section 9 (2) 
does not contain a provision limiting declarations to pusons 
employed by the Government or by a union, or proposed or likely 
to be employed by the Government or a union. In that respect 
s. 9 (2) differs very substantially from s. 5 (2). In the form in 
which it is drafted s. 9 is not valid and it does not receive any 
validity from s. 10, so far &8 it relates to conduct prejudicial to 
the execution or maintenance of the laws of the Commonwealth. 
Section 9 (2) is too wide, because it is not limited to laws in some way 
related to the matters referred to in the eighth recital There 
are many Commonwealth Acts the fundamental or vital importance 
of which is not sufficient to warrant the adoption of the drastic 
measures indicated in 8. 9 and s. 10. The laws to be protected 
by this type of legislation are the laws of the Commonwealth 
that are directed to bringing about production and work in vital 
industries. Section 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitution does not 
authorize Parliament to pass legislation such as is set out in s. 9 (2) 
and the defence power does not cure the defect. Defence and the 
incidental power are so intermingled in s. 9 (2) that s. 15.&. of the 
Act8 In.terprtiation Act would not save any portion of the sub
section. A declaration under s. 9 (2) must be made in terms of 
the sub-section which shows that the sub-secticn is invalid. The 
declaration must follow the sub-section, including alternatives; it 
cannot be directed to one topic only. It may include both in the 
alternative. The sub-section is not internally severable. If any 
Jl()rtion of L 9 (2) is not authorized by s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Consti
tution, then the whole fails, because there would be some eases in 
which the Governor-General would make a declaration in terms 
of the section, and the only satisfaction he would entertain would 
be that the person in question was doing things prejudidal toO 
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the execution or maintenance of the laws of the Commonwealth. 
A declaration might be made in terms of the section when the 
Governor-General is in fact satisfied &8 to only one element of the 
section. The objects of the Act could have been achieved in 
better ways. A person may be said to be engaged in act.ivities 
prejudicial to the laws of the Commonwealth if he seeks to have 
those laws altered. If" laws" means laws generally, the matter is 
covered by the Orimu Act. Prejudicial conduct certainly includes 
breaches of laws unrelated to t,he subject matter. The phrase 
"execution or maintenance" is vague. . The use of the word 
.. or" may vary the constitutional meaning of the phrase. If 
s. 15A of the Acts InterpretatWn Act were applied to s. 9 (2), then, 
since the proclamation must follow the section, any proclamation 
must be void. Similarly, with regard to s. 27-the Governor
General is not bound to terminate the Act until it is no longer 
necessary for the purposes stated therein; but the Act may only 
be valid 80 far as it relates to defence. Sections 4 and 5 are the 
dominant sections of the Act and their invalidity carries with it 
the invalidity of 88. 9 and 10. Sections 4 and 5 are invalid because 
they are not supported by s. 51 (vi.) or (xxxix.) of the Constitution, 
they conflict with s. 92 of the Constitution, they constitute an 
attempt by Parliament to usurp and exercise the judicial power of 
the Commonwealth, and to vest control of that judicial power in 
the Governor-General, and they do not provide for just terms. 
If there is forfeiture there is not any judicial punishment on which 
the forfeiture is consequent. If there is an acquisition not by 
forfeiture there are not any just terms as required by s. 51 (xxxi.) 
of the Constitution. Recitals are only of help if the matters 
recited can be judicially noticed. The Court is not entitled to 
take judicial notice of the cause of industrial disturbances. Those 
matters are not 80 notorious as to be capable of being judicially 
noticed. Recitals cannot be looked to at all in determining the 
constitutional validity of legislation of the Commonwealth 
Parliament. 

[WILLLUrlS J. In Abitibi PO'I.OeT and Paper 00. Ltd. v. Montreal 
Tnut Co. (1), which was a case as to the constitutional powers 
under the Canadian . Constitution, the Privy Council looked at the 
recitals but did not hold that they were decisive.] 

Recitals are not even prima-facie evidence. Parliament intended 
these recitals to be conclusive. Section 5 of the Constitution 
supports the view that recitals are not part of the laws. Sections 
4 and 5 cannot be justified at all because they go beyond the 

(1) (194.1) A.C. 536. 
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HIGH COURT [1~.1951. 

H. C. 01' A. defence power; altematively, they caDDot be justified as valid 
I~~I. on the facta at Prelellt before the Court and IS. 9 and 10 fall with 

AVI'1'&ALUK them. The argumenta relatiDg to the judicial power and •. 92 
OoMKVlQIT of the Constitution put to the Court on behalf of other plaintiffs 
P~ft are adopted on behalf of theee interveDanta. 
TIll: 

001Ol0¥
WBALTII. G. B. BanDick K.C., in reply. (a) Section 51 (vi.) of the Consti· 

tution is a "purpoaive n power in the aense that in certain 
circumstances matters which are not primarily and eaaentially 
matters of defence will come within the grant of power 88 incidents, 
pro '"",;pore, of the alibject matter granted, because legislation 
with respect to them may fairly be thought to be neceuary in the 
circumstances for the purpose of defending the country. Put 
another way. in certain circumatances matters which are not· 
obviously matters of defence will come within, the scope of the 
defence power because it aufliciently appea;ra that legis1ation with 
respect to such matters may fairly be thought by the legislative 
authority to be necessary for the defence of the country (&eMotue 
v. Colenum (1); A.ndmDI v. Howll (2); &utA A.UItrtJlitJ v. TM 
CommontDltJlth (3); Women', Bmp10ymertl ~ C,. (4-); 
lradUBCrial Liglting Regulations CaIe (5); C~ v. 
Gm,.,. (6); A.UBtnalian WooUm MiIJ~ v. TM CommonUJt.alth (7) ; 
P«JCOCk v. NetJJtoum Marric1wille aM General CCHJPerative Bfl.Wling 
&ci411 Ptll. bd. (8); Rei,d v. Sirulerbm-y (9); De Me8tre v. 
Ckilholm (10); Co-opBratitJe Committee Oft JapfJ/flae CfJfU.IIlitJna v. 
A.ttomey-Gert.eral for CMI4Ila (11); R. v. Uniwrhty of Sydney; 
Ex parte Drummorad (12». (b) The grant of power thus authorizes 
laws which deal with matters (i) obviously within the subject 
matter, and (n) which do not appear on their face to be within 
the subject matter, but which. in the circumstances, fall within 
the scope of the power, and pro tempore become part of ita subject 
matt-er. As to both (b) (i) and (ii) the power is plenary, 80 that the' 
Court is not concerned with the measures adopted by the legislative ' 
authority to carry its purpose into effect (Women', Bmployment 
R.egt.iIIJtioftB CaIe (IS); Co-operative Committee Oft JfIIJJM&t8e 

(1) (I"') fJ9 c.L-B., at pp. 489, 4'70. 
(2) (1Nl) 65 C.L.R .. at pp. _ 271, 

287. 
(I) (1M2) 16 C.LA., at pp. 481, 612, 

468. 
(4) (1943) 87 C.L-R., at pp. 357, 358, 

3'75, 183, aN, 400. 
(I) (1M3) 80 C.L.R. at pp. 417, 4UI. 

422, 423. 427. 
(8) (1M3) 87 C.L.R. 18, at p. 87. 

(7) (I"" fJ9 c.L.B.. at pp. 48'7, 487-
499. 

(8) (1M3) ,87 C.L.R .. at pp. 48, 49. 
(8) (1"') 88 C.L.B .. at P. 111. 

(10) (1"') fJ9 C.L.R. 11. at p. 88. 
(11) (IN7) A.C. 87, at pp. 101, 102. 
(12) (1943) 87 C.L.B., at p. U3. 
(13) (1943) 87 C.l •. B., at pp. 357, 158, 

384. 
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Canailians v. AUorney-Gerte1'al for Canada (1); AUorney
General (Vict.) v. The Comnumwealth (2); M'Culloclt v. Mary
land (3); Jehovah's Witnesses Case (4); &en-house v. 
Coleman (5». Laws may be made with respect to matters 
within (b) (i) at any time, irrespective of whether or not the 
country is at war, or passing through a situation short of war, or 
enjoying the tranquility of complete peace. Laws may be made 
with respect to matters within (b) (ii) according to the nature of 
any emergency. The nature of the situations which constitute the 
emergency will vary infinitely, and is not confined to war, or the 
actual threat of war (Hume v. Higgins (6): Koon Wing Lau 
v. CalweU (7); Farey v. Burveu (8); &utlt Australia v. 
The Commonwealth (9); Fort Frances Pulp and Power Co. v. 
Manitoba Free Press (10». Apprehension by Parliament or the 
Executive of international conflict may be such a situation. Upon 
the disappearance of the situation, the scope and ambit of the 
legislative power contracts and correspondingly and to the same 
extent a law may cease to be valid. It is not necessary that a 
given law should contain an express provision limiting it to the 
duration of the emergency. This follows from either of two views 
of the relevant principle, namely, (a) upon the disappearance of 
the situation the law has no further operation (Crouch v. The 
Commonwealth (11); Australian Textiles Pty. Ltd. v. The Common
weolth(12); Dawson v. TheCommQnweolth(13); Swan v.PoUard (14); 
Fort Frances Pulp and Power Co. v. Manitoba Free Press (15); Co
operative Committee on Japanese Canadians v. Attorney-Gerte1'al for 
Canada (16); Reference re Validity of War-time Regulations (17) ; 
Fleming v. Mohawk Wrecking and Lumber Co. (18); In re Yama
shitia (19); Hamilum v. Kentucky DistiUeries and Warehouse 
Co.(20); V.S. Y. Carolene Products Co. (21); Ckastleton Carporation 
v. Sincln,ir (22». (b) there is implied in the law a term providing 
for its cessation upon the disappearance of the situation in the 

(1) (1947) A.C., at p. 102. 
(2) (1935) 52 C.L.R .• at p. 566. 
(3) I1S19) 4 Wheat. 316. at p. 421 

[4 Law. Ed. 579, at p. 605]. 
(4) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 133. 
(5) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 470. 
(6) (1949) 78 C.L.R., at pp. 133, 134. 
(7) (1949) SO C.L.R. 533, at p. 585. 
(S) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at pp. 455, 456. 
(9) (1942) 65 C.L.R., at p. 432. 

(10) (1923) A.C., at pp. 705, 706. 
(U) (1948) 77 C.L.R., at p. 351. 
(12) (1945) 71 C.L.R .• at pp. 170, 171. 

ISO. 
(13) (1946) 73 C.L.R.. at p. 175. 

(14) (1947) 75 C.L.R .• at p. 471. 
(15) (1923) A.C., at pp. 706, 707. 
(16) (1947) A.C., at p. 101. 
(17) (1950) 2 D.L.R. 1. 
(IS) (1947) 331 U.S. III (91 Law. Ed. 

1375). 
(19) (1946) 327 U.S. 1 [90 Law. Ed. 

499). 
(20) (1919) 251 U.S. 146, at p. 162 [64 

Law. Ed. 194, at p. 202). 
(21) (1938) 304 U.S. 144. at p. 153 (82 

Law. Ed. 1234, at pp. 1242, 
1243J. 

(22) (1923) 264 U.S. 543 (68 Law. Ed. 
841). 
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H. C. o:r A. face of which it was. made (Hume v. Higgim (1». The question 
l~l. of validity is a matter exclusively for the Court and is resolved 

Atrmw.tu by determining the substantial nature of the law. The sub
CoIOWNIST stantial nature of laws upon matters not falling within (b) (i) is 

P':TY ucertained by determining whether. in the" public situation", 
Tu legislation with respect to the immediate subject matter of the 

CoIOlOX. law miaht reasonably be thought to be necessary to the furtherance WULTB. -e 
of the defence of the country. The" public situation", though 
sometimes referred to as the .. fact". which expands the &Cope of 
the power ie-(aj never the ultimate objective "reality" or 
" truth·" of the current state of affairs and (b) sometimes no 
more than the Parliamentary appreciation or view of the " public 
situation". The Court is apprised of the" public situation" by 
its judicial knowledge or in default of any or any sufficient judicial 
knowledge by the view of the Parliament expressly indicated by 
recital or impliedly by the making of the law, provided always 
that that view is not contradicted or shown to be untenable by 
any judicial knowledge (8tmllouse v. Coleman (2); Sotal Atutralia 
v. The Common1De4ltk (3); R. v. University of Sydney; Ex parte 
Drummond (4); Dawson v. The CommonweoJJh (5); BWc/t: v. 
Hink (6); Craie...' StoJ,u;te Law. 4th ed. (1936), p. 41). The 
" public situation" affords ground for finding a logical or rational 
connection between the immediate subject matter of the legislation 
and the defence of the country, so as to attract that matter within 
the ambit of the power granted. The connection must be reat, 
as distinct from fanciful, or imaginary; substantial in the sense 
of practical as distinct from theoretical; specific rather than 
general or remote, but, so far as the question of validity is con
cerned, is never factual, in the sense of being shown to be objectively 
true, but logical, in the sense of affording ground for a reasonable 
view. There has been no departure from Farey v. BunJett (7). 
except to insist that the word "conceivable" does not include 
the unreal, fanciful. or merely theoretical (Andrews v. Howell (8); 
&utk Australia v. The CommonweoJth (9); Women', Emplhyment 
Re,gmali0n8 Case (10); Indu.ftrial Lighting Regulati0n8 Case (11) ; 

(1) (IN9) 78 C.L.R.. at pp. 133 
et aeq. 

(2) (19«) 69C.L.R., at p. "0. 
(3) (IN2) 66 C.L.R., at p. 432. 
(4) (IH3) 67 C.L.R .. at pp. 101, 102, 

113. 
(5) (INS) 73 C.L.R., at p. 1711. 
(6) (1920) 2Ii6 U.8., at pp. 154, 155 

[66 Law. £d., at p. 870]. 

(7) (1918) 21 C.L.R. 433. 
(8) (1Nl) 66 C.L.R., at pp. 263, 271. 

287. 
(9) (1942) 65 C.L.R., at pp. 431, m. 

468. 
(10) (IN3) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 357, 359, 

376, 383. lIM, fOO. 
(11) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 419. 421· 

42:1.427. 
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The Commonweauk v. GnstlM'il (I); 4ustralian Woollm MillB Ltd. v. H. C. OP A. 

The Commontoea1th (2); Peacock v. Newtottm Marricktnlle GNl 1~1. 
General Co-operative Building &cidy [No. 4] Ltd. (3); Beid v. Al18T&ALUN 

Sinder-berry (4); Hirabayaski v. J.S. (5) ; De Mestre v. Cki8/wlm (6); eollllVlfI8T 

Co-operative Committee on Japanese CanadianB v. 4tJ.omey-General P":,TY 
for Canada. (7); R. v. Unit1e'fsity of Sydney; Ex parte Drum- TIne 
mof1Il (8); Hume v. HigginB (9». The matters with respect to ~=~=~ 
which the Act makes provision are primarily and essentially 
matters of defence. The immediate subject matter of the Act 
is conduct, activities, both organized and individual, prejudicial to 
the defence of the country. The premise of the Act is that there 
may be in the community (i) organizations the very existence 
of which may be rationally accepted &8 prejudicial to the defence 
of the country; (ii) individuals who may rationally be accepted &8 

engaged or likely to engage in activities 80 prejudicial. The control, 
prevention, or punishment of such conduct, or activity, whether 
it be actual, or suspected, or apprehended, is at the heart of the 
aubject matter of defence at any time and in any state of the 
"public situation". Espionage, sabotage, fifth-column activities 
(deliberate destruction and impairment of vital industries) are all 
species of conduct of which "conduct prejudicial to defence" is 
the genw. The expre88ion " prejudicial to defence" is traditional; 
it is not vague; it does denote conduct specifically and vitally 
related to the defence of the country. For similar expressions 
see :-National Security (General) Re.gulaticms, reg. 26 (1); Ex ptJfU 

Walsk (10); National Security (Subversive Associations) &gtd4-
tions, regs. 2,3; National Security (General) Regt.t.lations, regs. 17B, 
24. 25 (I); and for the converse phrase see :-National &cv.rity 
(General) Regulations, regs. 4, 5, 8, 16, 24 (1), 32 (1). The expreesion 
" the defence of the Commonwealth " in ss. 5 (2) and 9 (2) refers 
to a complex of activities directed towards the maintenance of 
om territorial integrity and the physical safety of our people. 
Such activities always exist, though to a leaser extent in time of 
peace than in time of war. The nature and extent of such activities 
is at all times peculiarly within the knowledge of the Executive. 
The expression " security and defence of the Commonwealth " is 
not a reference to matters with respect to which the Parliament 

(1) (J944) 67 C.L.R., at p. 67. 
(2) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at pp. "7, 49i· 

499. 
(3) (1943) 6i C.I •• R., at pp. 48. 49. 
(4) (1944) 68 C.L.R., at p. 1113. 
(5) (1943) 320 1'.8. 81 [87 Law. Ed. 

1774]. 

VOL. LXxxm.-i 

(6) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 68. 
(7) (1947) A.C ••. at pp. 101, 102. 
(8) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 113. 

. (9) (1949) 78 C.L.R., at p. 141. 
(10) (1942) A.L.R. 309. 
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H. C. QF. A. may make laws under s. 51 (vi.). The word" defence" in s. 51 (vi.) 
1~51. describes a subject matter of power. In 88. 5 (2) and 9 (2) it 

AlISTB_U.lA.N describes activities: see and compare :-NatihnaI ,security A.ct 
CoJUIt':lfIST 1939-1946, s. 5 (1), which was held to be valid and not vague; 

P":'TY Wishart v. Fraser (1); De(eru:e Act 1903-1949, 88. 33, 63 (1) (f) ; 
THE Communist Party Dissolution Act 1950, s. 27; and Liquid Fuel 

~~~:~ (Defence &lcb) Act 1949, s. 4 (1) (a). As the subject is within 
power, Parliament is exercising its legislative power in itself 
identifying organizations or persons with whom it desires to deal 
in relation to such conduct or activities (WelsbacA IAgItJ Co. of Aus
tralasia Ltd. v. The Commonwealth (2); Yakus v. United &aeu (3) ; 
Gray v. Chicago, Iowa and NtbrQ8m Bo.ilrootl Co. (4); Wilkinson 
v. Le14nd (5); Paramino Lumber Co. v. Mar.hall (6); Cooky'. 
Conatitutionol Limitations, 8th ed. (1927), vol. 1, pp. 188-193; 
NelurtgoJno Pty. Ltd. v. Tlee CommontDetJlt1a (7». As the subject 
matter is within power, the extent to which Parliament deals with 
such organizations or persons in relation to such conduct or 
activities, is exclusively a matter for the Parliament. What 
Parliament can do itself by legislation it can authorize the Governor
General to do as its delegate. The Governor-General is accordingly 
exercising delegated legislative power (Roche v. Kronkeimer (8) ; 
Ex parte Wal8h and Joknson; Re Yatea (9); Welabach Light Co. 
of Australasia v. Tlee Commonwealth (10); JeJwvak'. WitneB8eB 
CQ8e (11». The satisfaction of the Governor-General is not as to 
the extent of a subject matter of power (which would be a question 
of conatitutionallaw) but as to conduct and activities specifically 
connected with the defence of the country-a question of fact. 
Sections 5 (2) and 9 (2) are fundamentally different from the laws 
considered in Ex parte Wal8k and J oknson (12). Ex parte WaI.sk and 
J ohnson (12) affirms the legislative power to delegate to the Executive 
the selection or identification of the bodies or persons upon or 
with respect to whom a law upon some granted subject matter is 
to operate. Thus, if the law be upon the topic of the granted 
power, the selection of the persons to be affected may be left to 
the unexaminable discretionol the Executive, even though an 

(I) (1Nl)" C.L.R. 470, at pp. 484, 
485,488. 

(2) (1916) 22 C.L.R., at p. 283. 
(3; ,(1944) 321 U.s. 414 [is Law. Eel. 

8M1· 
(4) (1870) 10 Wall 454, at p. 463 

[19 Law. Eel. 969, at p. 9711. 
(5) (1829) 2 Pet. 627, lit pp. 660, 661 

[7 lAW. Ed. 542, at p. 554). 
(6) (1940) 309 U.s. 370 [84 Law. Ed. 

814). 

(7) (1947) 75 C.LR. 495, at pp. 520, 
579. 

(8) (19'21) 29 C.L.R., at p. 337. 
(9) (1925) 37 C.I..R., at pp. 96-99, 

lOS, 134. 
(10) (1916) 22 C.L.R., at pp. 275, 281. 
(11) (1943) 67 C.L.R .. at pp. 135, 136, 

155-157. 
(12) (192.';) 37 C.I •• R. 36. 
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element in that selection is the Executive's opInIon &8 to the H. c. 0.' A. 

constitutional powers of the Parliament. Ex parte Walsh and 19~51. 
J ohn8On (] ) denies that the exercise by t.he Executive of AtTBTRALIAN 

discretion ill the selection of such bodies or person is an exercise CoIIMUlflST 

of judicial power (Roohe v. Kronhei:mer (2». Ex parte Walsh P~TY 
and Johnson (1) affirms that if the only connection of the THE 

legislation with the granted power is the unexaminable opinion ~.()::!~:~ 
of the Executive as to the ambit of the power the Act is invalid: 
cf. Reid v. Sinderberry (3). The Parliament can validly place in 
the hands of the Governor-General the determination of the facts 
upon which depends the identification or selection of the bodies or 
persons to be affected by the law (Lloyd v. WaUach (4); Ex parte 
lfalsh (5); W'elsb6ch Light Co. of Australasia v. The Common-
wealth (6». LWyd v. Wallach, (4) has been applied or referred to 
in :-R. v. Snow (7); Farey v. Bun1elt (8); R. v. J.Vacfarlane (9) ; 
Ex parte Walsh ar.d Joknson; Re Yates (10); Wall v. The King ; 
Ex parte King Won and Wah On [No. 1) (ll); 1Jo1M;aut Bay Co. 
Ltd. v. The Comwmwealtk (12); Souik Australia v. The Common-
wealth (Uniform Tax Case) (13); Ex parte Walsh (5); Little v. 
The Commonwealth (14) ; R. v. Sharkeg (15); PiOOto v. Victoria (16) ; 
Reid v. Sinderberry (17); .lelwvan,'s W1tness~ Case (18). Er 
parte Walsh (5) has been applied in subsequent cases and on the 
basis that the law in Ex parte Walsh (5) was held to be within 
power: see Jehooah's W1tnesses Case (19); Pidoto v. Vidori.o (20). 
The true ground of the decisions in Lloyd v. WaUach (4) and Ex parte 
'Walsh (5) is that detention of disloyal a.nd disaffected naturalizf'd 
persons is a subject with the defence power at least in war time. 
Submitting the selection or identification of the person to be 
dealt with to the Governor-General is no more and no less v.ithin 
power in war time than it would be in time of peace. Power to 
make such a delegation 1Iow8 from the plenary nature of the power, 
not from the circumstances under which the power is exercised 
(Victori.o.n Stevedoring and General Ccmtrading Co. Pty. Ltd. v. 
Dignan (21». The criterion of the operation of the law, (i) qua 

(1) (1925) 3i C.I •. R. 36. 
(2) (1921) 29 C.L.R .. at pp. 3.'7, 340. 
(3) (1944) 68 C.L.R., at p. 5ll. 
(4) (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(.'» (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(6) (1916) 22 C.L.R. 268. 
(7) (191!;) 20 C.L.R. 315. at p. 338. 
(8) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at p. 444. 
(9) (1923) 32 C.L.R., at p. 581. 

(10) (192;')) 37 C.L.R., at pp. 40. 78. 
Ill) (1927) 39 C.Y •. R. 245. at pp. 251, 

262. 

(12) (1927) 40 C.L.R. 98, at p. 101. 
(13) (l942) 65 C.L.R., at p. 436. 
(14) (1947) 75 C.L.R. 94. 
(15) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at p. 163. 
(16) (1943) 68 C.L.R. 87. at p. 101-
(l7) (1944) 68 C.L.R., at p. 516. 
(18) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 135. 152. 
(19) (1943} 67 C.L.R., at pp. 135. 1112. 

162. 
(20) (l943}6S C.L.R •• at p. 101. 
(21) (1931) 46 C.L.R •• at pp. AA, 102, 

113-12". 
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H.C. 0,. A. association, is that the existence of the association is shown to the 
19~51. satisfaction of the Governor-General to be prejudicial to the 

A"aTJW.LUI defence of the country, (0) fUa persons, is that they are shown to 
CoMKt11fJaT the satisfaction of the Governor-General to be engaged, or as 

P":TY likely to be engaged, in activities prejudicial to the defence of the 
TB!: country. The operation of the Act, except as to the Communist 

Co_ON. Party itself, depends upon the making of a decla.ra.tion by the 
WIULTB. 

Governor-General. . The power .to make the decla.ra.tion is con-
ditioned upon the existence of the relevant Cl satisfaction ". The 
satisfaction is as to the existence of facts. The existence of such 
a condition, i.e., of such a .. satisfaction ", is always examinable 
to ascertain the validity as distinct from the correctness of the 
declaration (NaJdcvdaAli v.Jayaratne (1); &id v. Sinikrberry (2); 
&eMot.t..e v. Coleman (3); Bank of Net/} &utA Wale& v. Tile 
CommonWGlth (4); R. v. Ctmnell; Ez parte HeIlon Bellbird 
Collieria Lt4. (5); An/nlf' Yaw 4 Co. Ptg. Lt4. v. Vegetable 
&«U COfIIfIltttee (6); AtUtralaliaft &ale Co. Lt4. v. Commillicm6 
of TazM (Q.) (7); R. v. Trtbilt»; Bz parte F. S. FaJJciMr 4 &m8 
Ud. (8); Commillioner of TazM (Q.) v. Forti. Motor Co. of AtUtraliG 
Ptg. Lt4. (9); R. v. War Pen.IioM Bntitlement Appeala Tribunal; 
Ez parte Bott (10); WmMim v. Tile Commontoealt.\ (ll); Shrimpton 
T. The CommontDtalth (12); MtItropOlitan Ga Co. v. Federal Com
milnoner of Tazaticm (13». Cases in which the Court has examined 
and declared invalid particular orders are: Shrimpton v. Tile 
Commontoealt.\ (14); WmAeim v. The Commontoealt.\ (15); Artlaur 
y*, 4 Co. Ptg. Lt4. v. Vegdable s-u CommilUe (16); Gratwick 
v. Jo'lmlon (17); and Crouch v. Tile CommonwaltA (18). An 
apparent satisfaction as to facts which is either, (i) baseless 80 

. as to be irrational, or (0) arrived at by means of self-misdirection of 
relevant law, particularly thil meaning of the section which 
authorizes the decla.ra.tion, is not a valid satisfaction. The Act 
thU8 operates upon and with respect to organizations and persons 
who may be rationally and without misconception of relevant 
law accepted-{i) qua organizations, as having an existence pre
judicial to the defence of the country; (0) qua persons, as engaged 

(I) (1861) A.C. 88. 
(2) (IDU) 88 C.L.R .. at p. 512. 
(3) (IDU) 69 C.L.R .. at pp. 483, 481. 
(4)· (1948) 76 C.L.R., at p. 11'9. 
(5) (IDU) 69 C.L.R. 40'7, at pp. 429, 

431, 436, 450. 4M, ~. 
(8) (1N6) 72 C.L.R., at pp. &i-69, 

71.73, 74-76, 79-84. 
(7) (1935) 63 C.L.R. 534. 
(8) (1836) 68 C.L.R ... at p. 27. 
(9) (1942) 88 C.L.R. 211. u p. 274. 

(10) (193.1) 110 C.L.R. 228. at p. 243. 
(11) (1945) 69 C.L.R. 601, at p. 610. 
(12) (1N6) 89 C.L.R. 813, at pp. 619, 

620, 628-630. 
(13) (1932)'7 C.L.R. 621, at pp. 831. 

636, 637. 
(14) (1N6) 69 C.L.R. 613. 
(IS) (1946) 89 C.L.R. 601. 
(18) (1N6) 72 C.L.R. 37. 
(17) (1N6) 70 C.L.R. I. 
(18) (1948) 77 C.L.R. 339. 
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or likely to engage in activities 80 prejudicial. The" consequences" H. C. OF A. 

which follow upon the declaration are relevant to the basis of the l~l. 
declaration: (i) as to organizations, (a) the extinction of the AUI1'&41oUlJ 

organized existence where that existence is prejudicial to the ColDnnml'f 
defence of the country is appropriate; (b) the forfeiture of the PUTT 

11. 

property which has been accumulated for the mainten&nee and T .. 

furtherance of that organization-such forfeiture being an obvious =:: 
and potent means of preventing re-assembly of the organization 
and re-aggregation of its funds-is also appropriate. (ii) AB to 
persons, the disqualification from office in indU8trial organizations 
closely connected with the operation of ind1l8tries vital to the 
defence of the country is appropriate. The decision in..4.deloide 
Company of JelwrJaIa's Wtlnusu Inc. v. Tile CommontDealtA (1) if 
understood as under is not to the contrary. The baaia of the 
majority view may have been that the "consequences" of the 
declaration were irrelevant to its basis, or at least that some of the 
consequences were 80 irrelevant, and that they were inseverable 
from valid and relevant .consequences. If, on the other hand,· the 
view of the majority was that the consequences, though relevant, 
were incommensurate, the decision should be overruled. The 
courts have no function to overlook the extent of the legislative 
provision if its nature be within power. Thus the basis of the 
declaration being within the primary subject matter of defence, 
and, if it be material, the consequences being relevant to that 
basis, the law is, upon its face, whenever made, a law with respect 
to defence. Whether or not a valid declaration can be made 
at any given time with respect to any given body or person will 
depend upon the circumstances in which or the time at which 
it is made. The Court is not further concerned with the nature 
or extent, or sufficiency or insufficiency of the provisions made by 
Parliament (Women', Employment CGIe (2); Co-operatitJe Oom-
,.",iJ:tee on Japa.nue O(Jwiam v . ..4.ttom.ey-Gmeral for C(JftOIlq, (3); 
AtWmey-General (Vie.) v. Tile CommontDealtA (4:); M'CullocA v. 
Mary14nd (5); JeJwrxzA', Wtlnusu CaIe (6); &t:nItouM v. 
Coleman (7) ). In particular, there is not any constitutional reason 
why property should not be forfeited by a law otherwise within 
power (Custom. A.ct 1901-194:9,88. 228, 229; CrimeA A.ct 1914:-194:1, 
8. 300; Un14wful..4.Bsociatimu..4.ct 1916-1917, s. 7E--eee Pcm1churBt 

(1) (1943).67 C.L.R. 116. 
(2) (1943) 6i C.L.R., at pp. 357, 358, 

383,384. 
(3) (1947) A.C., at p. 102. 
(4) (1935) 52 C.L.n., at p. 666. 

(5) (1819) 4 Wheat., at p. 421 
[4 Law. Bd., at p. 605J. 

(6) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 133. 
(7) (194') 69 C.L.R., at p. 470. 
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H. C. OF A. v. Kieman (I)}. Section 4 is so far related to 88. 5 and 9 that it is 
J9~51. apparent, particu1arly through the cl&88mcations set out in s. 5 (1) 

AUSTRALIAN and s. 9 (I), that, apart from recitals, it can be seen to be upon the 
COM)lUNI8T same subject matter as 88. 5 and 9. It is clear from the recitals 

P':TY that the Parliament held the view that the existence of the 
THE Australian Communist Party was prejudicial to the defence of 

CoNMON. 
WEA.LTH. the country. It is also clear that it is for that reason that it has 

itself terminated its existence, rather than accept the delay which 
action under provisions such as s. 5 (1) (c) and 8. 5 (2) would 
involve. The Court is bound to accept the Parliamentary state
ment that it, the Parliament, does hold that view and that that 
view is a reason of its enactment (Croie8 on Statule Law, 4th ed. 
(1936), p. 41). The rationality of the view of Parliament cannot 
be called in quastion, or, alternatively, if, in a constitutional 
matter, the reasonableness, in the sensfl of rationality, of the 
Parliament's view can be canvassed, it can only be reviewed by 
the Court upon the material within judicial knowledge (Stenhouse 
v. Coleman (2); South Australia v. TIte Commonwealtk (3); R. v. 
University of Sydney; Ex parte Drutnrrwnd (4); DaW80n v. The 
Commonwealth (5); Block v. Hirsh (6); Craies on Statute Law, 4th 
ed. (1936), p. 41). There is no material within judicial knowledge 
which would compel the conclusion that the \';ew of the Parliament 
was untenable. Section 4 enacted as a means of dealing with a 
body the existence of which may rationally be accepted as preju· 
dicial to the defence of the country, is clearly a law with respect 
to defence, when enacted. This is t.he true nature of the section. 
Reasons which support s. 4 bring ss. 5 (1) and 9 (1) themselves 
within power. The matters stated in chief &8 facts are all within 
judicial knowledge. They show an emergency, a state of appre
hended danger, of apprehended international conflict which may 
threaten our territorial integrity and the physical safety of the 
country. They show such a relationship betl\'\:en the Australian 
Communist Party and our potential enemies as may be thought to 
endanger our defence and call for urgent and decisive legislative 
action. Insofar as opinion enters into the estimate of the current 
situation and of the existence and extent. of a danger or of a threat 
of danger, the Court will accept the Parliament's view, if known, 
e.g., by recitals and the fact of the enactment, and will not be 
concerned with the absolute or theoretical correctness or soundness 

(1) (1917) 24 O.L.R. 120. 
(2) (944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 470. 
(3) (194.2) 65 C.L.R., at p. 432. 
(4) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 101. 102. 

113. 

(5) (1946) 73 C.L.R., at pp. 175, J76. 
(6) (1920) 256 e.S .• at pp. IM, 1:';; 

[6.'1 I.aw. Ed., at p. 870J. 
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of that view (Farty v. B~rvett (I); South .Australia v. TIte Com'1l101l- H. C. ot A. 

wealth (2); Fort Frances P'IIlp and Power Co. v. Manitoba Free 19~5I. 
Press (3». Laws to protect the country's preparedness for war are .,AUSTBALIAl'1 

within power (Hume v. Higgins(4); Koon WingLau v. CalweU (5». CoJUIt:NIST 

Applying the tests set out above, the logical connection can clearly PA:'TY 
be seen between the defence of the country and (i) the extinction of lirE 

bodies whose very existence may rationally be thought to be ;o:::=~ 
prejudicial to our preparedness and to the defence of the country ; 
and (ii) the limitation of the scope of the activities in relation to 
defence, of persons who may rationally be thought to be engaged 
in. or likely to engage in, activities prejudicial thereto. In such a 
time as this, the provisions of this Act are not inappropriate or 
irrelevant to the protection of the country's preparedness for war. 
The decision in .Adelaide Society of Je1wvaIt', WitnesSeB Inc. v. T'M 
Ccnnmonwea1th (6) is not to the contrary. On this view the Act 
is within the defence power, both (i) because it deals appropriately 
with those who may rationally be thought to sympathize. with 
and be likely to support our potential enemies, and (ii) because, on 
the narrowest view of such cases as LWyd v. WallacIt (7), Ex 
palie Walsh (8), and Welsbach Light Co. of .Australasia. Ltd. v. The 
Com11lMwealih (9), it makeo pro\;sions not inappropriate to such 
an emergency conditioned upon the opinion of the Executive. 
Considerations as to the reliance on the legislative provisions as 
set out above may be repeated a fortiori in the emergency constituted 
by the current situation. If there is insufficient material within 
judicial knowledge to show that the enacted provisions might 
reasonably be regarded as necessary for defence at this time, the 
Court will accept the Parliamentary statement of the necessity 
(i) there being nothing in the enacted provisions which denies the 
possibility of the connection, and (ii) there being nothing within 
judicial knowledge which denies the possibility (Stenkome v. 
Coleman (10); South .Australia v. TIte Ccnnmon'f.lJt4lth (ll); R. v. 
University of Sydney; Ex parte Drummond (12); [)awson v. TIte 
Commonwealth (13); R. v. Taylor (H); Block v. Hirsh (15); Craies 
on StoJ,tIJ,e Law, 4th ed. (1936). p. 41). The Act is a valid exercise of 
the incidental power, s. 51 (xxxix.), in relation to the execution of 

(1) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at pp. 4.'>5. 436. 
(2) (1942) 65 C.L.R •• at p. 432. 
(3) (1923) A.C .• at pp. 705. 706. 
(') (1949) i8 C.L.R., at pp. 133, IM. 
(5) (J949) 80 C.L.R., at pp. 585, 586. 
(6) (I943) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(7) (l915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(8) (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(9) (1916) 22 e.L.R. 268. 

(IO) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 470. 
(11) (1942) 65 C.L.R .• at p. 432. 
(12) (1943) 67 C.L.R .• at pp. 101. lO2. 

113. 
(l3) (1946) 73 C.L.R •• at p. 175. 
(14) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 333, at p. 338. 
(IS) (1920) 256 V.S., at pp. 154. 155 

(65 I..aw. Ed •• at p. 870J. 
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H. C. OF A. the power vested by s~ 61 in the Governor-General; the Act 
J9~51. provides aid to the execution of the Executive function of executing 

AutlTB.ALWf and maintaining the Constitution and the laws of the C'A>mmon
COIunooST we&lth. Alternatively, the Act is a v&lid exercise of the implied 
P~TY Iegial&tive power of the Commonwe&lth to protect the body politic 
Tu and ita laws from &ctual or apprehended &88&u1t or overthrow. 

CoMMON· Section 51 (xxxix.) is a distinct D"I'"Slnt of power (R. v. KiIlfl14ft (1) ). 
WUL'I'IJ. ~-

As to ita subject ma.tter the power is pleury (R. v. KiIlfl14ft (1». 
The grant is &8 to those :m&tten which are incidental to the 
execution of some constitutionally vested power. The conati
tutionaJly vested power to the execution of which a law may be 
incidental is not confined to legislative powers, but includes 
executive and judicieJ powers. A law under this power ma.y 
oper&te to extend powers (R. v. Kill""", (1); Stemp v. AtUtralian 
Glu, ManuftM:tur., Co. lMl. (2); R. v. T41flor (3); Smith 
v. Olilltam (4); Net/) &utA WGla v. The CommontDe4ltk [No. IJ (5) ). 
The execution and maintenance of the C'A>nstitution and of existing 
laws and of the legeJ system are powers vested by the Constitution 
in the Executive (s. 61).· These powers &re vested; are existing. 
and although undefined are specific; they are always being 
executed (R. v. KiIlman (1); Bums v. Ramley (6); R. v. 
Skarkey (7». To remove what may be considered to be an 
impediment to the execution and maintenance of the Constitution 
and the laws of the CommonweeJth is to take a necessary step 
in aid of the execution of this executive power. It is truly inci
dental and does not transform t.he power into a power of a difterent 
nature (Bum& v. Ran.ley (6).; R. y. Sharkey (8)). The expression 
cc the execution and maintenance of the Constitution and of the 
laws of the C'A>mmonwe&lth " in the Act and reciteJa describes the 
execution of the powers vested by s. 61. P&rliament in B. 4: has 
legislated to remove that which P&rliament is satisfied is an 
obstacle to the due execution by the Executive of ita constitutional 
powers. The matter with respect to which the whole Act is 
enacted is conduct prejudicieJ to the execution by the Executive 
of ita powers under a. 61. The specification in 88. 5 and 9 is of such 
conduct. Parliament's power with reSpect to this matter is 
pleury; the .power is not limited to ma.king specified conduct 
which is inimiceJ to the execution of the relevant powers of the 

(l) (1916) 20 C.L.R. 425. 
(2) (1917) 23 C.L.R. 226. 
(3) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 333. 
(4) (1912) 16 C.L.R. 365. 
(6) (1932) 46 C.L.R. 155, t pp. lU, 

181, 229·233, and cf. p. 2Q1. 

(6) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at pp. J09, 110. 
(7) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 185, 137, 

157.163. 
(8) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 1S6-137. 

157, 163. 
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Executive an offence. Parliament can take preventive measures (R. H. C. 01' A. 

v.81&arl«y (1». The premise of the Act is that there may be in the 1~1. 
community: (i) organizations the very existence of which may be A178Ta.UUM 

rationally accepted as prejudicial to the execution and maintenance CoIOl"lUST 

of the Conetitution and the laws of the Commonwealth ; and (ii)indi- PUTY 11. 

viduals who might rationally be accepted as engaged or as likely ha 
to engage in activities 80 prejudicial. The control, prevention or ~=:: 
punishment· of such conduct or activity, whether it be actual or 
suspected or apprehended, is at the heart of the ,ubject matter 
of the execution and maintenance of the Constitution and the 
laws of the Commonwealth at any time and in any state of the 
" public situation ". .As the subject is within power, Parliament is, 
in s. 4, exercising its legislative power in identifying the organiza-
tions or persons with whom it desires to deal in relation to luch 
conduct or activities (Wel8bacA Lig'llt 00. of AU8tralosiG IMl. v. 
The Oommonurealth (2); Yaktu v. UniJ,ed .. 'JuJtes (3); (kG1J v. 
Ohicago, Iowa and NthrQ8ko, Railroad 00. (4); Wilkin.tOn v. 
Lela.nd (5); ParamiM Lumber Co. v. Mar,hall (6); Oooky CO'f&8ti-
tutional Limitations, 8th ed. (1927), vol. 1, pp. 188-193-Declaratory 
statutes are not an exercise of the judicial power; NeluflfJaloo 
Ptg. LtA. v. The OommontDea1th (7». The extent to which Parlia-
ment deals with such organizations or persons in relation to luch 
conduct or activities and the means to be adopted are excll;18ively 
a matter for the Parliament (Women', Employment Regulations 
Case (8); Co-operative Comm~ on Japo/nese CanailiGns v. 
Attorney-General for Oanada (9); Attorney-General (Vid.) v. The 
Commonwealth (10); M'Oulloch v. Marykmil (11); JehrnxJk's 
Witnesses OQ8e (12); Stenlwuse v. Coleman (13». What Parlia-
ment can do itself by legislation it can authorize the Governor-
General to do as its delegate. The Governor-General is accordingly 
exercising delegated legislative power (.Rocke v. KronItamer (14) ; 
Ex parte Walsh aM John.tOn; Re Yate.s (US); Je1wtJah', Witnesles 
Cae (16). The Parliament can validly place in the hands of 
the Governor-General the determination of the facta upon which 

(I) (1949) 79 CL.R •• at p. 163: 
(2) (1916) 22 C.L.R .. at. p. 283. 
(3) (1944) 321 V.S. "U [88 Law. Ed. 

BMJ. 
(4) (1870) 10 Wall, at p. 463 [19 La ... 

Ed., at p. 971]. 
(5) (1829) 2 Pet., at pp. 660, 661 

[7 Law. Eel., at p. 5«]. 
(6) (1940) 309 ·l1.S. 370 [84 Law. Ed. 

814J. 
(7) (1947) 75 C.L.R., at pp. 529, 579. 

(8) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 367, 358, 
383,384. 

(9) (IN7) A.C., at p. 102. 
(10) (1936) 62 C.L.R., at p. 666. 
(11) (1819)4 Wheat., at p. 421 

[4 Law. Eel •• at p. 4106). 
(12) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 133. 
(13) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 470. 
(14) (1921) 29 C.L.R., at· p. 337. 
(15) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at pp. 275, 281. 
(16) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 136, 138. 

1 M-157. 
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H. C. OF .0\. depends the identification or selection of the bodies or persons to 
1950-1901. be affected by law (Lloyd v. Wallaat (1); Ex pone WalBk (2) ; 

AU;::r.U.!r Welsbacl, Dght Co. of Australasia Lkl. V. TIle CommonweG1tk (3». 
f'ollllrcNIST The criterion of the operation of the law, (i) fJUU associations, is that 

PART\' the existence of the association is shown to the satisfaction of the ", 
THE Governor-General to be prejudicial to the execution and main-

cO .... Oll'. tenance of the Constitution and the laws of the Commonwealth; 
WEALTH. 

(ii) qua persons, is that t11ey are shown to the satisiact.ion of the 
Governor-General as likely to be engRged in activities so preju
dicial. Tbe satisfaction of the Governor-General under 88. 5 and 
9 is as to activities-matters of fact. It is not in any l't".spect 
as to the ambit of legislative power. Accordingly the present law 
is different from th., law considered in Ex pone WaiaA and 
JUlltlSOf' (4): see comment on this case (5). The satisfaction 
is examinable to detennine the validity of the declaration. Parlia
ment c:u'.tnot be limited under s. 51 (xxxix.) to legislation with 
respect to those matters which a court finds necessary to be dealt 
with to aid the e.xecution of the constitutionally vested powers. 
Accordingly Parliament or the Executive may select the bodies or 
persons whose existence or cc.nduct is b"}ic"'ed by Parliament or 
the Executive to be an impediment to the execution of the power. 
Section 4 is 80 closely related to 88. 5 and 9 that it is apparent, 
having regard to the classification set out. in 88. 5 (1) and 9 (1) that, 
quite apart from the recitals, it is upon the same subject matter as 
ss. 5 and 9. The foregoing is all upon the basis that. the Act is 
on its fa~e a la.w with respect to the execution of the Executive 
function of executing and maintaining the Constitution and the 
laws of the Commonwealth. Alternatively with the foregoing 
submissions, however, the principles set out above apply with 
equal force to the incidental power in relation to .. 61.. Accord
ingly the whole Act can be supported in the alternative having 
regard to the recited reasons for its enactment, Buch reasons, 
being conclusive and binding in the aense that Parliament did 
with reason entertain and act upon them. In the further alterna
tive the principlps set out above in relation to defence apply with 
equal significance to the incidental power. As the legislative 
power is as to nlatters incidental to the execution of some other 
power, changing situations Jnay, in connection with executive 
power, vary the matters which may from time to time be held 
to be incidental. CoD6equently considerations similar to those 
relevant to the determination of the scope of the defence power 

(I) (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. (4) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(2) (IN2) !.L.ft. 3:S9. (6) Sre pp. 98, tit (It.pra). 
(3) (1916) 2! C.t.R. 288. 
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are applicable where determining whether a given matter is H. c. O}' A. 

incidental so as to fall within. the power granted by s. 51 (xxxix.), Il1~51. 
Accordingly the whole Act is valid as dcaling ""ith matters whil~h Al:STB:'LIAN 

in the current circumstances as judicially known are within the COM)ll'NI~T 
ambit of the power to make laws incidental to the execution by l'A:'TY 

the Executive of its function of executing and maintaining the THE 

Constitution and the laws of the Commonwealth. In the further COlllllON. 

alternative the principles set out above also apply to the incidental 
power in relation to s. 61. Accordingly, the Act is valid as dealing 
with matters which Parliament has asserted are dealt with as 
incidental to the execution of the Executive's function of executing 
and maintaining the Constitution and the laws of the Common-
waalth, which statement of Parliament is not cont..-a.dicted or 
shown to be untenable by any judicial knowledge. The creation of 
the Commonwealth with a Constitution and power of law-making 
necessarily implies a power in the Parliament to pass Jaws to 
protect the body politic and its system of laws against actual and 
apprehtmded thr~ats to its existence (R. v. Skarkell (1); M'C"Uoch 
v. Ma.ryland (2); British Medical Auociaticm l'. The Common-
fliealtlt (3». Such a power will, within its subject matter, be 
plenary and VliIl extend to autholize preventive measures to 
deal with appreLpuded interferences. Accordingly, the various 
considerations set out above apply with equal force to support the 
law as an exercise of this implied power. Sect-ion 15A raises a 
rebuttable presumption of a legislative intention of partial opera-
tion of the law. The proce.'l5 is not one of reading down an expres-
sion as was considered in PidoW v. Victoria (4) and the Industrial 
Lightiil1J Regulationls Case (5); it is a process of striking out. The 
following eases are authority for the striking out of the words in 
excess of power (.4.ustralian National Airways Pty. Ltd. v. TIte 
Cwamonwealtk (6); Silk Bros. Pty. Ltd. v. State Electricity Com-
mission of "Victoria (7); and Fraser Henlei'1l8 Pty. Ltd. v. Cody (8) ). 
Sections 5 (2) and 9 (2) are grammatically severable. There is 
nothing in the Act on which to found any inference that the Parlia-
ment intended the Act to operate as to every matter in ss. 5 to 9, or 
not at all. The form of the sections is against such a view, The 
true construction of ss. 5 (2) and 9 (2) is that the Governor-General 
must be satisfied positively as to one or more of the matters 
specified. The use of the word "satisfied ,. makes it clear· that 

(I) (1949) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 148, 163. 
(2) (J819) 4 Wheat. 316 (4 Law .. E<l. 

570J. 
(3) (1949) 79 C.I-.R. 201. at p. 274. 
(4) (l943) 68 C.l •. R. 87. 

(5) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 413. 
(6) (1945) 71 C.L.R. 31. 
(7) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 1. 
(8) (1945) 70 C.I •• R., at p. 127. 

WUL1'H. 
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H. C. 0 .. A. the Governor-General must hold a definite view to the existence 
1950-1951. of one or both of the matters. The word" accordingly" in s. 9 (2) 

Al'S:::-LlAN supports this construction. If anything, s. 27 points to severance 
CnMMUN1ST rather than against it. Section 27 has little significance. If the 

PA:'T¥ Act should cease to be necessary for any of the matters specified 
THE in the section, no valid declaration could thereafter be made. 

CoMMON- The doctrines set out under Defence Power-will preclude the 
WEAI."I. ;1' 

further operation of the Act. If any expression is in excess of 
power and is struck out of 88. 5 (2) or 9 (2) the same expression 
would be struck out of 8. 27 in accordance with the above authori
ties; unless this were done 8. 27 would then have a di1Jerent 
meaning and a di1Jerent operation from that which it would have 
if ss. 5 and 9 were valid in their enacted form-see .AustrcUian 
Ra£lways Union v. Vtdorian Rauways Commissioner, (1). By 
reason of 8. 15A of the .Acts Interpretatwn Act, s. 4 is 
severable from the remainder of the Act. By reason of 
8. 15A of the .Acts Interpretation .Act, 8. 7 (2) (b) is severable from 
the remainder of the Act. Section 10 (1) (a) and (b) can be 
supported independently as an exercise of the power of the Parlia
ment to make laws with respect to matters incidental to the 
execution of the Executive powers and to this extent s. 9 and 
s. 10 (I) (a) and (b) are independently valid. The provisions of 
the Act which deprive unlawful associations of their property are 
valid. The proYisions of the Act relating to the disposal of the 
property of an unlawful association constitute a forfeiture-see 
preamble 9 and ss. 4, 8 and 16. The forfeiture is a preventive 
measure to insure that the unlawful associations cannot re-form 
and that their funds shall not be used for unlawful purposes. The 
provisions constitute a deprivation not an acquisition. The position 
would be no different if the Act provided that the property were 
to be destroyed. As the measure is preventive, the forfeitnre is 
not punitive. Forfeiture stands in no different position from any 
other preventive measure. Just as the organizations may be 
disbanded by the legislative action of Parliament or by the delegated 
legislative action 80 their property can be forfeited by the legislative 
action of Parliament or by delegated legislative action. The 
forfeiture, being a legislative process, does not require the inter
position of a court, and does not involve the exercise of judicial 
power (Roche v. Kron1teimer (2); Various Items of PerlOnal 
Property v. UniUd States (3); Customs Act 1901-1949, 88. 228. 229 ; 
Crimes .Act 1914-1946, s. 300 (forfeiture of property held by an 

(I) (1830) 44 C.L.R., at pp. 373·379, (3) (1931) 282 U.s. ~77, At p. 1;81 
386-38i. [76 Law. Eel. 558, at p. 561]. 

(2) (1021) 29 C.L.&'. at p. 337. 
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unlawful association); Unlawful Associations Act 1916-1917. s. 7E; H. c. OP A. 

st'e Pankkurst v. Kieman (1». None of the provisions of the 19~951. 
Act infringe s. 92 of the Constitution. The Australian Communist AUSTBALUlf 

Party and other unlawful associations and trade union oBicers COMMUNIST 

are not engaged in inter-State intercourse. They merely resort P~TY 
to inter-State' communications and other forms of inter-8tate Tu 
intercourse. The distinction may be illustrated by reference to Co_Olf-

WEALTH. 

sport such as tennis. Tennis players may resort to inter-8tate 
intercourse in travelling inter-State to play matches. But tennis 
is not itself a form of inter-State intercourse (Adair v. United 
States (2». As the activities of the Australian Communist Party 
and other unlawful associations and of trade union officers are 
not themselves inter-8tate intercourse, the eftect of the Ocnnmunist 
Party Dissolution Act on these activities is not direct but remote 
and accordingly the Act does not infringe s. 92 (The Oommonwealth 
v. Bank of New South Wales (3». In contrast with the provisions 
of the Oommunist Party Dissolution Act, the laws in the following 
cases operated to restrict inter-State trade directly and imme-
diately (James v. The Ccnnmonwealth (4); James v. Oowan (5); 
Australian National Airways Pty. Ltd. v. The Oommonwealth (6) ; 
Bar,k of New South Wales v. The Ccnnmonwealth (7); and Gratwick 
v. Johnson (8». Further, the Act does not infringe s. 92 because 
it is a measure necessary for the safety and welfare of the com-
munity. This follows from either or both of two views of the 
relevant principle, namely, (i) such a law is a law of regulation 
(Oommonwealth v. Bank of New South Wales (9); McOarter v. 
Brodie (10); Hartley v. Walsh (11) ); and (ii) Jaws for the protection 
of the defence, welfare, health, &c., of the community are not 
affected by the prohibition contained in s. 92 (James v. Oowan (12) ; 
Jame8 v. The Ocnnmonwealth (13); Bank of New &uth Wales v. 
The Commonweauk (14); W. &: A. McArthur Ltd. v. Queensland (15) ; 
Ex parte Nelson [No. 1] (16); R. v. Connare; Ex parte Wawn (17); 
R. v. Martin; Ex parte Wawn (18); Home Benefits Ptg. LtJ. v. 
Orafter (19)). If a law is in its true character regulatory, it does 

(I) (1917) 24 C.L.R. 120. 
(2) (1908) 20R V.s. 161, at pp. 176-

ISO [52 Law. Ed.436, at pp. 
443445]. 

(3) (1950) A.C., at pp. 309.313; 79 
C.L.R., at pp. 639.642. 

(4) (1936) 65 C.I •• R. 1. 
(5) (1932) 47 C.L.R. 386. 
(6) (1945) 71 C.L.R. 29. 
(7) (1948) 76 C.L.R. 1; (1950) A.C. 

235; 79 C.L.R. 497. 
(8) (1945) 70 C.L.R. 1. 
(9) (1950) A.C., at p. 311 ; 79 C.I •. R., 

•• T\ s.: 1. 

(10) (1950) 80 C.L.R. 432. 
(11) (1937) 57 C.L.R. 372. 
(12) (1932) A.C., at p. 559; 47 

C.L.R., at p. 396. 
(13) (1936) A.C., at pp. 627, 628; 55 

C.L.R., at p. 56. 
(14) (1948) 76 C.L.R., at p. 390. 
(15) (1920) 28 C.L.R. 530. at p. 550. 
(16) (1928) 42 C.L.R. 209. 
(17) (1939) 61 C.L.R.596. 
(18) (1939) 62 C.L.R. 457. 
(19) (1939) 61 C.L.R. 701. 
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H. C. OP A. not infringes. 9"2 even although it prevents individuals or organiza-
19liO~51. tions from engaging in inter-Stat.e trade, commerce or intercourse 
.~"8TB4LUlf (Common,wea/.tk v. Ba"k of NetD &uih Wales (I); McCarter v. 
CoMMUNIST Brodie (2». The test applied in O. Gi/pin Ltd. v. Commimlmer 

P":,TY of Road Traft8port and Tramways (N.8. W.) (3), would not invalidate 
THE this law, because even if inter-Stateintercourse is restricted it is 

ColUlON· not restricted because it is intercourse or because it in\'olves 
W&ALTH. 

movement into or out of a State: see also R. v. Connore; Ex parte 
Wawn (4), and R. v. Martin; Ex parte Waum (5). None of the 
pro'\isions of the Act involves an unauthorized exercise of the 
judicial power of the Commonwealth. The judicial power of the 
Commonwealth is never involved unless and until a tribunal or 
person having authority to apply a pre-existing ruJe of conduct to 
pre·existing facts is called upon to take action, and gives a decision 
as between parties which decision is enforceable against those 
parties by the authority giving the decision or by its executive 
officers (Hwldart Parker et Co. Pty. Ltd. v. Moore1t.ead (6,; Water
side Workers' FederaJ.ion of Australia v. J. W. Alexander Ud. (7) ; 
SMll Co. of Australia Ltd. v. Fttkral CommisBioner of Taxation (8) ; 
Silk Bros. Pty. Ltd. v. &ate Eledricity Commission of Victoria (9) ; 
Rokl Co. (Aust.) Pty. Ltd. v. The Commonwealth (10); Peacock v. 
Newwwn Marric1cviUe and General Co-operatit1e Building Society 
[No. 4] Ltd. (ll); Consolidated Press Ltd. v. Australian Joomalists' 
AssociatiOn (12); Labour Relm:ions Board of SasTcatckewan v. John 
East Iron Works Ltd. (13». Section 4 does not involve the exercise 
of judicial power. Parliament itself does not enforce anything. It 
merely lays down a number of new rules of conduct, it declares the 
Communist Party illegal and forfeits its property. Enforcement 
requires independent steps taken in courts of law. If the receiver 
construed his powers wrongly he would have no answer to " civil 
action; on the other hand, execution pursuant to a court order 
is beyond challenge. The facts of which the Court takes judicial 
notice, read in conjunction with Parliament's reasons and the 
indication of the power it was exercising as set out in the p~eambles, 
are the facts which involve the exercise of judicial power. It is 
for the Court to be satisfied as to these necessary facts to bring the 
statute within power. However, once these facts are det~nnined 

(1) (1950) A.C.. at pp. 309-S11; 
79 C.L.R., at pp. 639-661. 

(2) (19:lO) 80 C.L.R. 432. 
(S) (1936) 52 C.L.R .. at pp. 2M, 205. 
(f) (1939) 61 C.L.R .• 'at p. 618. 
(5) (1939) 62 C.L.R •• at pp. 461. 462. 
(6) (1909) 8 C.L.R •• at p. 367. 
(7) (1918) 25 C.L.R. ~. 

(8) (1931) A.C .. at pp. 2i5. 296; 
'" C.L.R., at pp. M2, 543. 

(9) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 9, 21, 23. 
(10) (1944) 69 C.L.R .• at pp. 199,211, 

213. 
(11) (1943) 67 C.L.R •• at p. 46. 
(12) (IH7) 73 C.L.R. M9, t p.li64. 
(IS) (lHt) A.C. 134. at p. 149. 
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by the ('.ourt the actual determination hy Parliament r~IEl.t.ing t.o H. t'. ,.t· A. 
the Australian Communist Party in s. 4 is nlll t.he application of a 19~IIH. 
rule of conduct to a particular set of facts. hut merely a single At'STaAL1AlC 

legislative enactment within power, every clement of which is COMMUNIST 

legislative and not judicial (}'akus v. United Staie..'1 (I); Gray v. l'",:,TY 
Ohicago, lOUJa. and Ntbraska Railroad 00. (2); Wilkinson \'. THE 
Li14nd (3); Paramino Lumber 00. v. Ma,rshall (4); Oooley's ~~~:~ 
Oonatitutional Limitations, 8th ed. (1927), \'01. 1, pp. 188-193; 
NtlulftgaWo Ptg. Ltd. v. The Oommonwealth (5); Welsback Light 
00. of A.ustralasia v. The CommonwtQ}Jk (6)). Whether ss. 5 and 
9 are brought within power by reason of sub-so (1) of each of those 
sections, or whether they are ex fat-"ie defence and security laws 
by reason of sub-so (2) of each of those sections, the declaration 
of the Governor-General does not in\'olve an exercise of judicial 
power. The Governor-General does not enforce anything. He 
makes declarations which 'have certain consequences. If an 
organization resisted the receiver in taking property, the receiver 
would have to obtain an order of the Court before he could actually 
enforce the forfeiture. If he acted without such an order he 
would take the risk that he was acting outside his power. The 
Governor-Generalis exercising delegated legislative power, not 
judicial power (Roche v. Kronket'mer (7); Ex parte Walsh and 
Joknson; Re Ya.tes (8); Welsbach Light 00. of A.ustralasia v. 
The Commonwealth (9); Jekovah's WitnesSeB Oase(10». The 
operation of S. 4 with s. 15 is legislative in character and not 
judicial. The sections retain this character in respect of their 
total operation. Forfeiture of property cannot change the character 
of s. 4 with S. 15. It is merely one of many possible consequences of 
illegality and in the present statute is a natural and almost necessary 
consequence (&ehe v. Kronkeimer (7); JeIwvah's WitnesSeB 
Oase (ll». The view of Rich and W.UZiams JJ~ in &14 Co. 
(~U8tralia) Ptg. Ltd. v. The Commonwealth (12) is that the exercise 
of judicial power is involved whenever an authority has power to 
make a conclusive determination as an essential step in a process 
of applying a pr&existing rule of conduct to pr&existing facts, 
provided such total process ultimately involves, by the machinery 

(1) (1N4) 321 U.8., at p. "2 [88 (7) (1921) 29 C.L.R., at p. 337. 
Law. Ell .. at p. 868]. (8) (1925) 37 C.L.R .. at pp. 116-99, 

(2) (1870) 10 Wall, at p. 483 [19 Law. 108, 131. 
£d., at p. 971]. (9) (1916) 22 C;L.R., at pp. %76, 281. 

(3) (1829) 2 Pet., at pp. 660, 661 (IO) (1Nl) 67 C.L.R .. at pp. 136, 186, 
[7 Law. Ed., at p. 664]. )55-157. 

(4) (1940) 309 U.8., at p. 381 [84 (11) (1Nl) 67 C.L.R .. at pp. 142, 15:1. 
Law. Ed., at p. 819]. 157. 

(5) (1947) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 520, 5'79. (12) (1N4) 69 C.L.R., at pp. 203, 2M, 
(6) (1916) 22 C.L.B., at p. 283. 216-218. 
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H. C. 01' A. either of the tribunal itself or of some other tribunal, a power of 
1~61. enforcement against the parties to the controversy. An essential 

A118TJUI.l,U~ aspect of this view is that it draws a distinction between, on the 
CoIIXl1NIST one hand, determining facts as part of a legislative process, and, 

Pun on the other hand, determining facts as part of a judicial process. w. 
Tn On the other hand. where the total process is essentially judicial, 

CoMMON· that is, there is no extension of the rule but only the application W:uLm. 
of a pre-existing rule to pre-exiating facts and a power of enforce-
ment ultimately exists, a conclusive determination &8 a step in the 
process does involve the exercise of judicial power. No member of 
the Court in Rola 00. (Australia) Pty. Ltd. v. The Oommon
wealth (1) took the view that whenever a fact is determined 
conclusively as a step in the process of either creating or enforcing 
legal rights or obligations, judicial power is involved. The dis
tinction between luch view and that of Rich and WiUiams JJ. is 
that it includes steps in the expression of the rule &8 part of the 
legislative process, &8 well &8 steps in tha ascertainment of rules 
when legislation is completed and its application to existing facts. 
The error of this view is that it disregards the distinction drawn 
above between conclusive determinations &8 part of a legislativ.e 
process and conclusive determinations &8 part of a judicial process. 
On this latter view a conclusive determination &8 part of either 
process involves the exercise of judicial power unless there is a 
right of appeal This view is inconsistent with the decisions of 
the High Court in WaterBitk Workers' Federation of Australia v. 
J. W. Ale:z:ander Ltd. (2); Rola Oompany Oaae (1) (the whole 
Court); and OO'n8Olitlattil hU8 Ltd. v. Auatralian JoumoJiata' 
A8sociation (3) (the whole Court). Rick and WilliamB JJ. dissented 
in the &Zo. Oompany Oaae (4), not because they applied this latter 
test, but because they construed the regulations to mean that 
the Committee of Reference was applying a pre-existing rule of 
conduct to pre-existing facts as an essential 'and conclusive step 
in what would be ultimately an enforceable decision. The applica
tion of the view of Rick and WilltamB JJ. does not invalidate 1.4 
because· it does not apply a pre-exiating rule but creates a new 
rule. Section 4: involves the exercise of legislative power. It 
lays down a new rule of conduct. The fact that the law applies to 
a particular organization does not make it any less a new rule of 
conduct. The view of Rick and Williama JJ. would not invalidate 
either s. 6 or I. 9. The Governor-General is not applying a pre-

(1) (1944) 89 C.L.R. 186. 
(2) (INS) 26 C.L.R. "'. 
(3) (IM7) 73 C.L.R. M9. 

(4) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at pp. 207, 216. 
217. 
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existing rule of conduct. He is laying down a rule of conduct in H. c. or A. 
the very process of making a declaration. The fact that his power 19~51. 
to make declarations is limited to the cl&88e8 specified in 88. 0 (1) AnTRALIA!'! 

and 9 (1) does not make it any the 1e88 a legislative function. COMXl'NISl' 

What the Governor-General does is more legislative than the PA:TY 
function of the Committee of Reference under the Women's THE 

Employment Regulations. The Committee merely determined ?::~~=: 
classes of persons to whom the regulations applied, whereas the 
Governor-General lays down a rule of conduct in relation to 
specified classes. Hence, even apart from the power of appeal, the 
Governor-General is not exercising judicial power. The appeal to 
a court in ss. 0 (4) and 9 (4) would involve the exercise of original 
not appellate jurisdiction by that Court (compare Board of Review 
in Shell Co. of Australia Ltd. v. Federal Commissioner of Taxa-
tion (1». What the Governor-General does is just as much 
legislative as the function of the Arbitration Court in making 
awards. The fact that the jurisdiction to make awards is confined 
to inter-State disputes (cf. 88. 0 (1) and 9 (1) ) does not make the 
function judicial (Waterside Workers' Fedt:raJ:Um of Australia v. 
J. W. Alexander Ltd. (2». That the Governor-General is exercising 
delegated legislative power and not judicial power is supported by 
the decisions cited above. Neither the fodeiture provisions nor s. 7 
involve the application of a pre-existing rule. The fact that the 
preambles may recite facts which constitute crimes under the 
Commonwealth Crimes Act is legally irrelevant to any matter 
concerned with this case. The rule applied is laid down for the 
first time by the Communist Party Dissoluticm Act itself. Accord-
ingly neither the forfeiture provisions nor e. 7 would be invalidated 
by the t~t of Rick and WiUiams JJ. in the Rola Company Case (3). 
With regard to 88. 5 and 9 the declaration may be made :-(1) if 
the Governor-General if! satisfied that persons are engaged in 
what he thinks are activities which. he thinks are prejudicial to 
what he thinks are matters with respect to which he thinks laws 
may be made under 8. 51 (vi.) of the Constitution; (2) if the 
Governor"General is satisfied that persons are engaged in what 
he thinks are activities which he thinks are prejudicial to what 
he thinks is defence; (3) if the Governor-General is satisfied that 
perSODS are engaged in what he thinks are activities which he 
thinks are prejudicial to what is defence in fact and in law; (4) if 
the Governor-General is satisfied that persons are engaged in 
activities which are in fact. and in law prejudicial to what is defence 

(I) (1931) A.C. 2;;;; (1930) 44 (2) (1918) 2.'; ('.I •. R. 434. 
C.L.R. 530. (3) (1944) 69 C.I •. R. 185. 

'·OL. Lxxxm.-<; 
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H. C. o!, A. in fact and in law; (5) if the Governor-General saY8 he is satisfied 
1~961. that persons, &c. On . constructions other than (5) the "satis

Au8TLU.IA.. faction" must be f'..%aminable to determine the validity of the 
CoIlIlUIUST declaration, that is, to see that the satisfaction exists in fact and 

PAB'I'Y in law. But in each case the definitive subjective elements are 
11. 

THB difierent-and thus the extent of the examination more or 1818 
C'JoIlllOX. limited. The matter could be completely unexaminable. But, 
'W1U.'1'11. 

none the 1818. if the matter &8 to which the Governor-General is 
to be satisfied is a matter of fact which may be couected with 
the actual defence of ~ country the Jaw will still be a Jaw within 
power. These alternative propositions are submitted :--(i) that 
the law is valid under a. 51 (vi.) upon all the constructions except 
No. (1) and No. (5) to the extent that it embodies No. (1); (ii)that 
construction No. (1) is an unarguable construction; (ill) that the 
law is valid on constructions (3) and (') at any time; (iv) that the 
law is valid on constructions (2), (3), (~) and (5) (except to the 
extent that No. (5) embodies No. (1) ) in circumstances prevailing 
at. the time of the passage of this law; (v) (a) that the preferable 
construction ia construction No. (4), and (b) that if any construction 
would work invalidity, a. 15A of the Aculnterprel.ation .Ad requires 
the ,.,doption of a constwction that brings the section within power. 
The decision of the question of the validity or invalidity of the 
Act does not depend upon a judicial determination or ascertainment 
of the facts stated in the preamble. 

H. V. Evoa K.C. in reply. The suggestion that the Go\'emor
General's function under s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) is one of cc identifica
tion" tends to conceal the elaborate character of the finding 

. required for the second part of the declaration. The sugges
tion that the preamble " states. some evils," &c., is an insufficient 
description of the fact that specific charges and of crime and 
criminal conspiracy contrary to Commonwealth law are recited. 
Further, the statement that the Act is cc preventive" &8 distinct 
from "punitive" is irrelevant and also inaccurate. The mot.ives 
of Parliament are one thing. The actual operation of the 
Act goes far beyond any pt11'p088 of prevention. The question i8 
whether it is a law with respect to the given subject matter. To 
say it is preventive Cl in relation to conduct likely to prejudice 
the defence of the country. the execution of the Constitution" 
&881lIJle8 a relationship between what is enacted and the subject 
matter which is required to be proved. Section 5 (2) &Jld ... 9 (2) 
are not internally severable. The auggeation that if a particular 
enactment is not a law with respect to defence and the relationship 
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between such an enactnlent in actual operation and the subject H. C. OF .\. 

ma.tter of power is non-existent or littenuated, Parliament has 195(~51. 
a discretion to add matters to the defence power by reference .AlisTa4LI"'~ 
solely to its opinion as to what would be desirable is not correct. CoIUU"!(IlIT 

None of the cases cited by the defendants establishes such a PA:n 
proposition. Even in Farey v. BunJett (1) the emphasis of the THE 

. .. h f h CoMMON-mam rea'JOrung lS upon t e great extension of the content 0 t e WEALTH. 

defence power in time of war. Clearly the passage of IM11U:8 J. (2) 
containing the words "may conceivably in such circumstances 
even incidentally aid 'o' are referable to a war of the character 
described by the same Judge previously and the suggestion (3) 
that s. 92 is apparentl y suspended at a time of war is erroneou& 
The use of OtH>pefaJ,itJe Oommi.t.Ue on Japatne8B Oanadians v • 
.A.ttomey-Gene:ra.l for Oanada (4) is unjustifiable. It refers to a 
Constitution where the residuary power and the so-called emergency 
power are given to or treated as given to the central legislature. 
The distinction between the Canadian and Australian Constitutions 
is explained in GroJ,wi;ck v. JOhMOO (5). The Court is concerned 
with the measures adopted by the legislature to carry its purpose 
into effect. The Court is always concerned with the measures 
adopted and every portion of the enactments passed. The cases 
cited by the defendants do not bear out the contrary contention. 
The argument that the nature of the situation varies infinitely 
has to be applied to the principle that there is not any emergency 
power as such in the Australian Constitution. The submission 
by the defendants that a law may cease to be valid although valid 
when passed must depend on its terms and its proper construction. 
It should not be assumed that the doctrine applied under the 
emergency power in Canada or under the Unit.ed States practice 
is applicable in all respects to the Austl'&lian Constitution. 

The proposition that in a "public situation" the Commonwealth 
Parliament may legislate if it is of opinion that there is a logical 
connection between that situation and the "immediate subject 
matter of the legislation" is incorrect. The question is always 
whether the enactment in operation bears a definite relatioDship 
to the subject matter described in the Constitution. In t.ruth the 
descriptions are inaccurate and the only te.st is to analyse the factual 
operation of the legislation and then to measure such factual 
operation with the subject matter of power. In point of fact it 
is not .. condttd • • .' F€'iiwlicial to tile de(e'JlU of the country " 

(I) (19)6) 21 C.L.R .. at pp. 44()..~ 
453-454. 

(2) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at p. 455. 

(3) (1916) 21 C.L.R .. at p. 4501. 
(4) (19'7) A.C. 87. 
(lS) (194.5) 70 C.L.R. I. 
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H. C. or A. at an, but alleged conduct which, if it had occurred, would, in the 
I~I. opinion of the Executive, be prejudicial to what the ExecutiTe re-

o AvftULUX garda 88 necesaary or desirable either for defence or the maintenance 
001lOl17lO8T of the Conatitution. Even if the Act had merely punished " con-

P~'l'Y duct prejudicial to defence", its validity would be seriously 
Tu challenged.; but it goes 10 far beyond this as to reach a new 

00_011"' dimension in the characterization of laWB. An examjnation of all 
'W1&4Lft. 

the references found elsewhere which are aaid to be similar to the 
expreeaion .. prejudicial to defence" shOWl very many diierences. 
Most of the examples are taken from war-time regu1atiODl in a 
context where .. defence" clearly means the eflicient prosecution 
of the Second World War. Even 110, many of the references are 
to phrases which occur where other subjects, clearly within defence 
power, are being dealt with by regu1atiOD, e.g., NatioMl &curiJ.y 
(General) ~ioM, rep. 5 (dealing with protected areaa), 8 (dealing 
with diversion of roads), 16 (dealing with censoDhip), 24 (dealing 
with stopping a ship). The submission that in 18. 5 (2) and 9 (2) 
.. the defence of the Commonwealth" refers to a complex of 
activities is substantially correct. But that is exactly the meaning 
of cc defence" in s. 51 (vi.) of the Constitution. What the defendant 
does not deal with is tile fact that t!I8. 5 (2) and 9 (2) make the 
Governor-General the IIOle and final judge 88 to what is included 
in cc the defence of the Commonwealth". When, therefore, thil 
defendaut says that" security and defence of the Commonwealth " 
is not a reference to " matteJ8 with respect to which the Parliament 
may make laws" under s. 51 (vi.) the verbal turning of the phrase 
conceals the fact that under s. 51 (vi.) Parliament can make law8 
only with respect to " defence", just 88 under 8. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) 
the Governor-General determines for himae1f whether the aneged 
. aCtivities may be regarded by him 88 cc prejudicial to defence". 
It is a faDacious approach to auigest that " 88 the subject is within 
power" Parliament could itself" identify .. those whom it desired 
to deal with in relation to conduct prejudicial to defence and to 
suggest that in authorizing the Governor-General to cc identify", 
the Governor-General is exercising "delegated legialative power" 
is quite an inaccurate description of 8. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2). It is 
certain that the power 10 exercised by the Governor-Genezaf is not 
legialative and it partakes of the nature of an executive power 
strictly lIO-CAlled and also of a jndicia1 power exercised without the 
lifeguards of a Court of Justice. Accordingly, the antithesis. 
between the Governor-General's decision on the question of couati
tutionallaw and the ao-called question of fact is quite irrelevant. 
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Ex parte Walsh and Joltnson (1) does not affirm, but denies the H. C. QJi' A. 

right of the Executive to select persons with respect to whom 1~51. 
the law is to operate. If the law is on the subject of trade and AUsnr..U.UN 
commerce, then the statement merely begs the question. Ex parte CoMMUNIST 

Walsh and Jo/m,8()n (1) decides precisely that if the question is P·t~TY 
whether the law is upon the subject of trade and commerce, and THE 
the fact is that the Executive determines whether a person who ColUlON· 

in its opinion has interfered with trade aud commerce should be 
visited with some sanction, then the law is outside the subject 
of trade and commerce. The JeIwtJaIt', Witnesses Case (2) is 
binding and decides in principle that every part of an enactment 
including its consequences, must be examined before any part of 
the enactment can be deemed valid or invalid. The power to 
forfeit property under the Customs Act 1901-1949, ss. 228, 229; 
the Crimes Act 1914:-1941, s. 3OT, and the Unlawful Associations 
Act 1916-1917, S. 7E is quite distinct from the power exercisable 
under the present Act. The attempt to contend that s. 4 is valid 
merely because it is " upon the same subject matter" as ss. 5 and 9 
is entirely opposed to the established interpretation of the Consti-
tution for determining whether an enactment is within power. 
Th':l Act itself ma.kes no pretence of connecting s. 4 with consti-
tutional subject matter. Hence the fact that the defendant falls 
back upon the doctrine of " rational or logical " connection, which 
has never been applied to the Australian Constitution. This 
contention of the defendant reaches its climax when it is suggested 
that "it deals appropriately with those who may rationally be 
t.hought to sympathise with and be likely to support our potential 
enemy". The legislation regarded from the point of view of 
s. 51 (xxxix.) is comgletely alien and foreign to what is comprised 
in the Executive power of the Commonwealth exercisable by the 
King's representative. The contentions put forward by the 
defendants are completely opposed t.() basic statutes like Magna 
Carta, the Petition of Right, the Bill of Rights, the Act of SettJe-
ment and the Habeas Corpus Acts, all of which are limitations 
upon the powel'l! of the Crown in Australia as much. as in England. 
The power conferred by s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) is the very antithesis of 
legislative power. It is in no sense of a legislative character. H 
it were legislative the function of the Governor-General would be 
to state a rule or command known to all the world and capable of 
being obeyed by the people. Instead of that, the only rule is 
the rule which lies secret in the minds of the Executive Government. 
It is not the rule of law. It is the arbitrary fiat of a supreme 

(I) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. (2) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 116. 

W&l.LTH. 
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power which need never follow even its own rule but can adapt 
each finding or decision to suit the particular person or the particular 
occasion (cf. Ex parte WalsA and Jolm8on (1». Laws" to protect 
the body politic and its system of laws against actual and appre
hended threats to its eXistence" is, in a general way, a possible 
description of some of the laws which could be passed and have been 
passed under 8.51 (xxxix.). It is important, however, to insist that 
the constitution&! power of the Parliament is limited to what is 
expressly granted in the Constitution. Section 51 (xxxix.) covers 
the protection of all the organs of the Commonwealth, but in 
every cue the enactment as passed mm in truth be " with respect 
to . _ . matters incidental to the execution of the powers" 
which the Constitution itself vests in Commonwealth organs and 
certain persons. When an enactment is challenged, it is essential 
to measure the relationship between the enactment and the field 
or area covered by the exercise by Commonwealth organs of their 
lawful power. M'CtdlocA v. Mtwyland (2) deals with a different 
provision. But there, too, it is insisted that the enactment must 
be in accordance with the letter as well as the spirit of the Constitu
tion, and also that the enactment as passed must be "plainly 
adapted" to the end which the Constitution itself treats as 
"legitimate". But the claim of the Commonwealth in respect 
of s. 51 (xxxix.) as applied to the Executive power is of a very 
different character. It seeks through Parliamentary action to 
achieve an " illegitimate" end, i.e., to elevate the Executive into 
a position which would be supreme over the judiciary and over 
the people. The argument overlooks the over-riding effect of 
covering clause V. of the Constitution itself, for that makes the 
Constitution binding upon the Executive and it is particularly 
the duty of the Supreme Executive under the Constitution to 
obey the Constitution. Australian Natiooal ..A.inoays Pty. Ltd. 
v. TAe C(JfT/Tn.cm'llJtQltA (3); Bilk Bros. Pty. Ltd. v. State Electricity 
C&mff/:i88Wn of Vidona (4); and Fraser Hmleift.8 Pty. Ltd. v. 
Cody (5) have no application where striking out provisions would 
alter the legislative plan or the context of the particular enactment. 
None of them presents any analogy to the present case. The 
suggestion that it should not be inferred that Parliament" intended 
the Act to operate as to every matter in 8.5 or s. 9 or not at all," 
is not the correct tf-..st to be applied. The real test is whether 
there is an "inseparable context" and whether the rejection of 

(1) (1925) 37 C.LR .• at p. 136. 
(2) (1819) 4 Whnt. 316 [41.1111'. Ed. 

579]. 

(3) (1945) 71 C.L.R. 29. 
(4) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 1-
(5) (194.'\) 70 C.LR .. at p. 127. 
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the invalid part would cause a different operation of the remaining H. C. ~r A. 

provisions or in some other way produce a difIerent result. Here 1950~51. 
the proposed severance would produce a' result very difIerent from A1iSTJIALIAlI 

that which the entire enactment would have produced had it been COJOlnOlST 

valid (Bank of New SouIA Wales v. The Commcmwea1J.h (1». It is P~TY 
in a sense true that s. 4: is severable from the remainder of the THE 

Act. :Sone the less, if s. 4 is invalid both s. 5 and s. 9 are invalid ~~~:: 
for reasons already given. This is not even a case where s. 10 (1) (a) 
and Cb) can be supported independently &8 an exercise of the power 
of the Parliament to deal with the Commonwealth's executive offi-
cers. It is admitted that a law could be passed giving the Executive 
power to terminate the services of such officers and in many respects 
such a power exists at present. But this part of the Act has not 
been framed to effect such a purpose but to apply consequences 
merely because of the 8econd part of the Governor-General's 
declaration under s. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2). The plaintiffs are not 
directly concerned in this contention of the Commonwealth,. but 
cases like Attorney-General (01" Ontario v. &ci.procal lmurer8 (2) 
and those already cited would appear to indicate the absurdity and 
repugnance to the whole scheme of the statute if sanctions applied 
after the elaborate processes involved in the composite declarations 
of persons were treated as applicable in respect solely of one set 
of consequences which could have been enacted under the Public 
Seroice Act, or a similar provision. There was not any emergency 
in Atrorney-General (01" tM Commonwealth of Australia v. Colonial 
Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. (3). The Court is bound by the decision 
in Ex parte Walsh and Joh'll.8fm (4), which is decisive on the main 
features of this case so far as s. 5 (2) and.s. 9 (2) are concerned. Unlike 
this case there was a situation of imminent peril or an emergency 
in Llhyd v. Wallach (5), N aklr:tu1a Ali v. J ayarame (6) and Li'Vef"l'idge 
v. Amlersfm (7). The question of constitutional power did not 
arise in Ex parte Walsh (8). There is nothing like the situation in 
World War H., when there were nearly 1,000,000 Australians 
under arms, which the Court can take into account when comparing 
that external situation with Ex parte Walsh and Johnsun (4). A 
statutory authority given to the Governor-General to come to a 
conclusion which will authorize a declarat.ion made by him is not 
legislation by Parliament of a subordinate character. The regula-
tion in Reid v. Sinderberry (9) was subordinate legislation. The 

(1) (1948) 76 C.L.R., at p. 371. 
(2) (1924) A.C. 328. at pp. 346, 347. 
(3) (1914) A.C. 237; 17 C.L.R. 644. 
(4) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(5) (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 

(6) (1951) A.C. 66. 
(7) (1942) A.C. 206. 
(8) (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(9) (1944) 68 C.L.R. 1104. 
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Court 'has never decided that a rational connection with defence 
is the test of validity of legislation in connection with s. 51 (vi.) of 
the Constitution. Section 9 (2) depends entirely upon the opinion 
of the Governor-General" which according to its terms is entirely 
unexaminable and that is a false basis. The expression .. security 
and defence of the Commonwealth " in the ninth recital does not 
mean the Commonwealth as a separate body. Under both s. 1) (:!) 
and s. 9 (2) those matters are to be determined by the Governor
General alone, and he must determine the matters as including 
what ,is involved in activities prejudicial to the security and defence 
of the Commonwealth. It is not a law with respect to the security 
and defence of the Commonwealth, but it is a law with respect 
to the Govemor-General's opinion about the security and deff'nce 
of the Commonwealth, which is not the same thing. Security 
goes beyond defence. There has heen added to the concept of 
defence in s. 51 (vi.) a concept of security, and that does not mean 
external security. Internal security was the problem in B~,ms '-. 
Ransley (1) and R. v. Sharkey (2): see also Quick alliJ Garrall (l9tI1), 
pp. 561, 565, and Live1'sidge v. Allderson (3). The Governor-G~u(>ral 
may re.gard an activity as being prejudicial to security and def,:>nce 
which is not an activity sufficiently related to the constitutional bead 
of power, namely, naval and military defence of the Commonwealth. 
It is intended under the Act that the Governor-General shall decid(> 
everything. He decides the scope of the statutory power. and 
whether activities of the person come within it; he decides it 
finally and ..... ithout appeal. He not only decides whether the 
activities are prejudicial to the security and defence of the Com
monwealth, but he also decides whether they are prejudicial to the 
execution or maintenance of the Constitution, and again without 
appeal. The words are of the utmost vagueness. They are the 
words indicating the measure of certain powers referred to in the 
Constitution. That position similarly applies in connection with 
the maintenance of the laws of the Commonwealth. These features 
bring this case directly within the authority of Ez :ptJrU Wal,A and 
Joknson (4). Thus the Act is not a law with respect to the defence 
of the Commonwealth or a law under s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitu
tion. The sections cannot be read down under s. Hit. of the .Acts 
lmerpretation .Act. It has been said that the bona fides of the 
King's representative cannot be challenged in the King's Court 
(Duncan v. TModMe (5) ). 

(1) (lW9) 79 C.L.R. 101. 
(2) (1W9) 79 C.L.R. 121. 
(3) (lW2) A.C., at p. 232. 

(.) (192$) 37 C.L.R., at pp. 59, 66, 
67. 

(5) (1917) 23 C.L.&. 510, at p. 5K 
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[WILLIAJlS J. referred to B. JO}/I/.80n « Co. (BuiltkTB) Ltd. V. H. c. OF A. 
Minister of Health (l).J 1951'1·1951. 

The Act imposes sanctions and civil laws by reason solely of A(T~JC 
the opinion of the executive government that persons are in its eo ... UKrST 

opinion likely to be injurious in some way to the constitutional P':.TY 
functions of the Commonwealth. There must be a real tangible THE 
connection between the enactment and the head of pO\\'er, and it ~=:: 
is not possible, by vagueness or indefiniteness, to get outside the 
constitutional provision (Huddarl., Parker et Co. Ptg. btL v. 
lfloore1uJo,d (2». The Act is not a. law with respect to any head 
of power. The Act evidences a complete usurpation of the authority 
of the legisla.ture. The Court looks at the operation of the enact-
ment and then, in the circumstances, sees whether it is in truth 
and in fact a law with respect to a subject mattet mentioned in 
the Constitution. A law which provides that no perSOIl shall be 
guilty of any conduct prejudicial to defence or the maintenance 
of the Constitution could not be a law within power because it 
would simply be a law the meaning of which no one could ascertain. 
There would be no sufficient connection with the subject matter 
of power for it to be regarded as a law and a topic. Never has 
there been such a law. Section 5 and s. 9 were purposely enacted 
in vague terms. Ex parte WGlsk and Joknson (3) clearly invalidates 
s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) and coDsequential sections. In measuring 
every enactment that is challenged the Court does not ignore the 
machinery of the enactment and the point of view of any notions 
which would appeal to the organs of the judicial power (Je1rouoJa', 
Wt'tnuses CGle (4». An analysis of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) shows 
that the purpose of the Act is to make provision for certain persons 
who have had or have some association with the Australian Com-
munist Party to be ejected from office in trade unions as and when 
the Government thinks fit. The Act is not a law justified in 
relation to the executive power and that brings down the whole 
Act. As to whether the Governor-General is satisfied on a point 
is a question of construction. There is not in the first part of the 
declaration contemplated by 8. 6 (2) anything to indicate the 
ground of satisfaction in regard to the body bUg a body to wllich 
the section applies. The real significance is the question of eevera-
bility. Section 9 gives a right to follow the formula and establishes. 
the· duty of doing it. As regards 8. 9 (2) the first thiDg is to inter-
pret the word "accordingly n. There is nothing in the Act that 
requires the Governor-General to indicate more than is contained. 

(1) (lN7) 177 L.T. 45.\ at p ••• 
(~) (11109) 8 CoLA, at p. 411S. 

(3) (1926) 37 C.L.R. 38. 
(4) (JM3) 87 c.L.B. ue. 
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H. C. OF A. in the section. The general plan of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) is the 
l~l. same. The Governor·General does not give any particulars as 

AVITIlALLUI to how the section applies. It is intended by the scheme of appeal 
CO)l)ll1NtST that the individual or the body concerned should be referred to 

P.ARTr in accordance "ith the form of the statute and no other, and that 11. 

THE when the matter comes to the Court, if there is an appeal, the pro-
CollllllOll. 
""UL'l'H. ceeding is not like a case where a charge is made against the body or 

the person. The declaration is prima·facie evidence. The incidental 
power is covered by the principle in Ez parte WalBk Gnd JolaMtm (1) 
G fortiori. The exercise of a diicretion or the formation of an 
opinion by any non-judicial pel'8On can never have any effect in 
bringing a Federal statute within the Federal legislative power. 
A fortiori a statute which enables the executive officer or the 
Minister or the Governor-General to impose or to make an order 
or declaration which results in detrimental consequences to the 
individual, can never be based upon the opinion of the Minister 
or the Governor·General as to some interference with the consti
tutional subject matter (OommontDetJltk v. Oolonial OMnhiflg, 
Spinniflg Gnd Wet.wiflg 00. Ltd. (2». Laws as to the matters 
incidental to the exercise of the executive power cannot be made 
under the legislative power in s. 51 (:axix.) of the Constitution 
(Bums v. Raniley (3); R. v. Skarkey (4); R. v. KidmGn (5». 
Although there are legal limits of the executive power of the 
Commonwealth under s. 61 of the Constitution, power may be 
taken to include the operation of the prerogative referable to 
Commonwealth power (Bonama Oreek GoliJ Mining 00. Ltd. v. 
'l'be King (6». The common law power is very narrow (Lclw 
Quarterly RetJiew, vol. 34, p. 89:l, Atto-mey-Generol v. De Keyser's 
Royal Hotel Ltd. (7». The Act, 88. {; (2) and 9 (2), is not a law with 
respect to matters incidental to the carrying out of the executive 
power. On the face of it it is a matter relating to the carrying 
out or execution not of the executive power itself but of what the 
Executive deems to be the executive power of the Commonwealth. 
It is not correct to say that the subject matter of 88. 5 (2) and 9 (2) 
ia subversive organizations. The notions of the discretion have 
a character completely· arbitrary, completely unlimited, and are 
absolutely alien to the law. It is not denied that s. 51 (xxxix.) of 
the Constitution permits of additions to legislation in relation to 
the executive power (Le M esttrier v. O'Oonnor (8); R. v. K id",an (5) ; 

(1) (1926) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(2) (1922) 81 C.L.R. 421. 
(3) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 101. 
(4) (1949) 79 ('.I .. ft. 121. 

(a) (1915) :!O C.I •. R. 426. 
(6) (1916) 1 A.C. 566, at pp. r~i. rl87. 
(7) (1920) A.C. 508. 
(8) (1929,42 ('.L.R. 481. 
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Commonwealth v. Colonial Combing, Spmning eJttti Weaving Co. B. Co or A. 

W. (1». Primarily in Australia the suppression of domestic 19liO-191i1. 

violence and disorder is exclusively a matter for the States. The AU;::;.IAN 

Commonwealth's powers are powers to act either in aid of the CO)I)U:NIST 

States upon request, or when its own institutions or officers are P ... ~TY 
threatened. Dealing with the matter in relation to what might be THE 

called a situation of emergency in the country and the Common- ~!~~:~ 
wealth's powers in relation to it, s. 51 (um.) does enable strong 
powers to be exercised. However, they must be relevant to what 
are the lawful powers of the Executive or 80me other organ of 
Government. What par. (xxxix.) aims at more than anything else 
is the protection of Parliament as an institution. 

[DIXON J. referred to AtWmey-GeMral fur tM CommonWGltA of 
Australia v. Colonial Sugar Refining Co. LtD.. (2).] 

Paragraph (xxxix.) is an important power. The incidence of the 
other subject matters is substantially covered by the subjects 
themselves. A law with respect to a subject matter must contain 
within it, or contemplate" within it, the inclusion of the incidents to 
it; things that are incidental and 80 close to it: that is the basis 
of the emergency power (Fort Fra'nCU Pulp t.md POtJJer Co. Ltil. v. 
Manitoba. Free P"U8 Co. LtD.. (3); Hamt.7.tun. v. Kentucley Dis
tilleriu·an4 Wa,.ekowe 00. (4». Whatever enactment is passed by 
the Commonwealth Parliament, it must be referable to one or 
other of the various heads of power, but under par. (um.) the 
broad power de.als with the protection of institutions which are 
carrying out their responsibilities under the Constitution, but it 
does not give the Executive power to say that if in its opinion 
a person might turn out to be or is likely to be a menace to those 
institutions he shall be deported from the country or thrown out 
of his employment or his property taken from him. The Court 
should have regard to the whole of the enactment. 

[DIXoN J. The common law position of Colonial Parliaments 
was dealt with in Barl.on v. Tay1m (5).] 

The principle is self-protective (WiUiB v. Perry (6». Neither 
8. 5 (2) nor 8. 9 (2) is authorized, either by the defence power or 
by the incidental power as applied to the exercise of the executive 
power. Ez faci.e s. 9 would not apply to the persons mentioned 
in 8. 9 (1) (a) if s. 4 were invalid because the date of the dissolution 
of the Party would not arrive. The bodies referred to could not 

(1) (J922) 31 C.L.R. 421. 
(2) (1914) A.C. 237. 
(3) (1923) A.C .. at PI)' 703. 706. 
(4) (J919) 2lil U.8. 146 [64 lAW. Ed. 

1N). 

(5) (1886) 11 App. Cas. 197; 7 I •• R. 
(N.B.W.) 30. 

(6) (1912) 13 C.L.R. 592: 12 S.R. 
(N.B.W.) 470. 
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H. c ..... A. be declared unlawful just because they were affiliated or in some 
)!lflO·19iH. way connected with a body which is not unlawful because s. 4 

Al1s:::'::'I.~~ fails. The provisions are closely connected. The subordinate or 
n'M~WXIST associated body would not be in the vie\\' of Parliament regarded 

I'ART\' as a fit subject for dissolution and forfeiture of property if the 
t". 

Tlly. parent body is not. The recitals, under one view, are findings of 
(:<>I01i.)(· Parliament intended to be incontrovertible and conclusive. That 
1I\'JI:!\I.TII. 

would be a finding of facts and a usurpation of judicial power by 
Parliament in charges of crime and therefore could not be con
clusive. Parliament cannot by expressing an opinion create a 
link with power: see R. v. Taylor (1). There must always be 
a factual connection between the power and the enactment. 

[LATHAK C.J. referred to Reid v. Sinderberry (2).] 
The Court takes judicial notice of the dimensions of a conflict 

(JekooaJ,.'s Witnesse8 Case (3); Sten.1wuse v. Coleman (4». Other 
views of the recitals are: (i) that they are persuasive and are 
partly rebuttable; or (ii) that they are expressions of opinion. 
The opinion of Parliament &8 to the dangerous nature of an 
organization operating in the C-ommonwealth in relation to defence 
matters is completely irrelevant in itself as a basis for any legisla
tion. So far as subversive associations are concerned the Com
monwealth Parliament has no power to deal with them unless it 
remits the determination of.the facts and the adjudication thereof 
to a court, except, perhaps, on occasions like Jekot)a,k's Jrltnl'.88es 
Case (5). It is the function of the Court to determine the matter 
not only in regard to facts alleged to be relevant, but also in relation 
to the reality of the danger to the community. The very nature 
of the recitals and the charges involved in them shows that they 
should be completely ignored. Recitals cannot be used for the 
purpose of establishing power or linking with the subject matter 
of power something that is completely inconsistent with the 
Federal constitutional system. The existence of an emergency 
in fact may enable the legislature to do certain things, but the 
judgment of the legislature &8 to whether any emergency exists is 
irrelevant. The emergency does not give the legislature any 
additional power to make a finding or something of more persuasive 
effect than otherwise would be the case. An" emergency period " 
was dealt with in Gratwi.ck v. Jo'ltn8on (6) and Ex pam WallA ani 
JoknMm (7): see also Chitty on Prerogatit;e8 of tJae Crowm (1820). 
pp. 43, 44. The principle laid down in Ex parte Walsh anri 

(1) (lM9) 79 C.I..R. 333. (') (l~) 69 C.LR.. at pp. 471. '72. 
(2) (1~) 88 C.l ... R. Mt. (6) (1rH3) 67 C.LA. 118. 
(3) (lrH3) 67 C.LR .. at pp. 161 (6) (lNli) 70 C.L.R., at pp. 11. 12. 

et aeq. (7) (1926) 37 C.L.R •• at p. 134. 
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Johns(m (1) was then applied to an executive power, but the H. C. or A. 

reasoning (2) shows it applies in the appropriate circumstances to 19~51. 
the legislative power itself. That principle applies in this case AUSTRALIAN 

to SS. 4, 5 (2) and 9 (2). An enactment of the Commonwealth eoaUllfl'll!<T 

Parliament has no support in constitutional subject matter if the PI.:'Tll 
declaration or recital or whatever it is depends upon the Executive TRK 

or legislative opinion as to the constitutional subject matter and ~o~~~:~ 
that is challengeable: see R. v. Oom11lonweoitk Oourt of Oonciliation 
and Arbitration; Ex parte Victoria (3) and Bank oJ NetIJ Sou.tk 
Wales v. The Oom'l'1Wf'&wealth (4). An application of the principle 
in a slightly different form is shown in WiUiamson v. Ah On (5). 
Persons adversely affected by a recital are entitled to show that it 
is in fact false (EarlofLeicuter v. Heydon (6». The recitals in 
the Act are merely expressions of opinion or could be regarded 
as a statement of reasons and therefore cannot in themselves 
constitute the link with the subject matter necessary to give 
them constitutional validity (South Awtralia v. Tile Oommon-
'U'eaWt (7)). The recitals are silent as to many aspects of the factual 
operation of the Act relating, inter alia, to ss. 5, 7 and 9, including 
information as to membership, "communist" as defined, or what 
constitutes "activities". Evidence on those matters is clearly 
admissible and necessary if they were regarded as relevant to any 
question of validity, to show some nexus matter of powers. The 
importance of looking at the framework of an enactment to 
ascertain to what it is addressed is shown in Australian Rail-
tcays Union v. Victorian Railways Oommissioners (S); HtMldarl 
Parker Lw. v. The Oommonwealth (9); and Atwrney-General Jor 
Ontar·i.o v. Reciprocal If&8Urers (10). Nothing happens until the 
mntt.er reaches the Governor-General. It may never reach him 
or do so only after the lapse of a great length of time and very 
remot.e from a person's membership of the Party. The subject 
of loyalty tests and guilt by association was dealt with in 61 Harmrd 
Law Review, p. 592. There is not any link between the person 
described in s. 9 and the subject matter of the power that is asserted 
-and not even ~rted-in the recital; the same applies to 
the affiJiated bodies. An inquiry would be necessary to determine 
what are the activities of the Party and whether those activities 
are (a) wholly lawful, or (b) partly lawful and partly unlawful, 

(I) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(2) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at pp. 61·72. 
(3) (1942) 66 C.L.R •• a.t pp. 5Of., 509. 
!4) (19~) 76 C.L.R., a.t pp. 183·187. 
(5) (1926) 39 C.LR. 95. 
(6) (14)71) 1 Plow-o 384r [75 E.R., at 

pp. 603, 605,6(6). 

(7) (1942) 65 C.L.R., at pp. 432,465, 
466. 

(S) (1930) 44 C.L.R .• at p. 386. 
(9) (1931) 44 C.L.R., at pp. 512, 513. 

(10) (1924) A.C., at p. 347. 
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H. e. OF A. or (c) wbolly unlawful. On the narrowest grounds ... 4, 5 and 
1~1. 9 fail. because if 88. 5 (2) and 9 (2) are looked. at afresh with 

AUSTlU.LlAft' 8. 4, the link has not been actually proved. of subversive conduct 
OeUUlllNJST on the part of the body or on the part of the person, but on the 

PA:.n executive opinion about it or Parliamentary opinion about it-
THE wrongly assuming against the main argument-the principle 

~!~~:: of JeIwvo1a', WjtMlIU OGlle (1) is exactly applicable here. 
The correct test as to whether an enactment is within the 
defence power is: .. I. the law one with respect to the defence 
of the Commonwealth 1" (Bonk of Net/} &utA Wala v. The 
Commonuult1& (2); T~ Kiflg v. OommontDeCJltA Oourt of Can
ciZU.Iticm atNl Arbiwalitm; ~,..,. VictOria. (3». 1'bat demands 
a factual or substantial collllection with defence. The division 
by the defendants of the defence power into two topics is quite 
artificial. The Court must alwaya have regard to the enact
ment. either as a whole or as to what is done under an enactment; 
all those things. are relevant: see. inter alia. J i/,owl', W rmeues 
OG8e (4). To aay that the immediate subject matter of the Act 
.. is conduct, activities, both organized and individual. prejudicial 
to the defence of the country" is completely wrong. factually. 
The subject matter of the Act is not co conduct and activities ": it 
is the opinion of the executive or the Parliament as to that subject 
matt-er. Bow Parliament deals with organizations and persons in 
relation to their conduct or activities is as much part of the enact
ment as the subject matter of the enactment. As to topic. there 
is only one question-is the enactment relevant to defence, in 
respect of defence' The" consequences" said by the defendants 
to follow upon the dec1are.tion are not relevant consequences; 
they extend far beyond relevance. There is not any basis for 
8. 4 except in the recitals, and there is not any tangible basis there. 
If the Act can only be supported as to defence. &c., and if 88. 5 (2) 
and 9 (2) leave it open to the Governor-General to make the 
necessary declarations although he is satisfied onIy all to execution 
and maintenance of the Constitution, then the whole Act is bad. 
Section 27 postulates a choice at some time after the Act became 
law. The real substance of 8. 10 (1) (a) .nd (b) is not public 
service but a declaration of disloyalty. Judicial power does not 
depend on going through the forms of courts (Labotw RtlolionB 
BorJrd of SaskatcMwan v. Jolm Ea .. Iron WorD 1Ml. (5». As 
relating to the Constitution it means a power which cannot be 

(I) (19C3) 87 C.L.K., at. pp. 106, 187. (4) (l~) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(2) (INS) 76 C.L.R. I. (a) (UN9) A.C. 134. 
(3) (UN!) 66 C.LoR. 488. 
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exercised by the Executive or the Parliament: lIarrilJm& Moore, H. C. OF A. 

Constitution of tlte Conunonwea1t/" ~nd ed. (1910), p. 319. The 19~51. 
forfeiture of property is the very e.ssence of judicial power in this AUSTJULlAN 

context. Political organizations and individuals are within the (~M)(I;NlST 
subject matter protected by s. 92 of the C.onstitution (Btmk of PA:'TY 
New South Wales v. The Commonwealth (1); James v. The Cotn- TIlB 
tltonwea1.tk (2». Under the Act there is an absolute prohibition ComrOlf-

of activities, inter-State or otherwise, and, in the ease of an 
individual, a 1088 of his inter-State avocation. It is a complete, 
absolute, unconditional, final prohibition of all activities. ildair 
v. United Stoles (3) is not now received as an authority on the 
topic: see Hwldart Parker Ltd. v. The Commonweal.th (4). 

F. W. Pa/,e1'8O'n, in reply. Responsible government is funda
mental to all State Constitutions. That rests upon the right of 
citizens of each State to organize themselves into political parties, 
888Ociations and organizations to select or support candidates for 
State Parliaments, to advocate policies for incorporation in State 
legislation or execution by State Governments. Although it is 
within the power of States themselves to control those bodies, 
any extra-State law abrogating their existence or the existence of 
any of them in whole or in part is a direct invasion of the State 
constitutional right of self-government. The indicia of judicial 
power are correctly stated in the propositions submitted by 
Webb K.C. In the absence of any pre-existing standard or rule 
of conduct, even impliedly, how was it possible to determine 
whether the Party should be dissolved ~ Parliament must have 
formed some opinion about the Party, that opinion must relate 
to something which was done: and must be that the Party had 
done something prejudicial to defence. It must have been a 
determination of fact and of law, otherwise it would not have 
known whether the determination of fact came within the con
stitutional power, and by doing that it instantly affected the 
rights of every member of the Party. On the principle of R. v. 
LJcol Government Board for Ireland (5) this is a clear case of an 
exercise of judicial power by Parliament in s. 4 and an exercise of 
the judicial power by the Governor-General in s. 5 and s. 9. The 
prohibition of the Party which is engaged in inter-State trade and 
intercourse, is in conflict with s. 92 of the Constitution. The 
extent to which the Party is engaged in subversive activities, if 

(1) (1948) 76 C.I •. R. J. (3) (1908) 208 U.S. 161 [52 La". Eel. 
(2) (11136) 55 C.L.R. 1; (1936) A.C. .a6]. 

578. (') (1931) " C.L.&. '93. 
(5) (100-2) 2 1.R. M9. 

WJULTH. 
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H. C. O~ A. at all. should be determined. by evidence (TfJ8frIania v. Victoria (1) ). 
1~6J. The prohibition is all-embracing and applies equally to the Party's 

AV8T&.tLUN harmless activities &8 to activities which may be regarded, doubtless 
CoIlllWNI8'1' wrongly, by Parliament, as harmful. Whether or not the Party 

P~:'TY is a healthy political organization is a matter which should be 
Ta. determined by the court before which the matter of the validity 

CoIUIOJl. of the Act is in question. The Act is punitive. Any action taken 
W&lLD. 

under the heading of preventive must be reasonably necessary for 
the circumstances (Barton v. Taylor (2». It is not reasonably 
necessary to forfeit the property of an aasociation no matter how 
bad that association might be, if its badness arises only during a 
temporary period. In R. v. Halliday (3) and Llbyd v. Wallach (4) 
the preventive action was only during the time of the war, or 
until the war was wound up_ The very basis of the validity of 
preventive action is that it must be reasonably necessary; therefore 
it is the duty of the Court to inquire into whether the consequences 
are commen.su.rate or incommensurate, and whether Parliament's 
requirements could be obtained without resorting to drastic 
measures. The Act, being punitive, is invalid as an invasion of the 
judicial power. General control over thoughts and liberties of the 
people is vested in the States; particular control is in the Common
wealth only under some specific power which must be proved 
(Attorney-General j(Yf' the Co-mmonwealtk of Australia v. Colonial 
Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. (5». There is not any mention in the Act of 
any emergency. The doctrine of 8alus populi ut suprema lez does 
notapply(Ezpam WalskandJohmon (6); Gt-atwickv.Joknson(7». 
With reference to s. 4 the situation must be the situation as it 
existed on the date of the passing of the Act, namely, 20th October, 
1950. Until the character and nature of the Act is decided, it 
cannot be decided whether the Act is within any power in s. 51 of 
the Constitution. A declaration under s. 4 is an unchallengeable 
determination. The point raised in Question 1 (a) of the case 
stated does not depend only upon a judicial determination or 
ascertainment of the facts in the recitals, but it depends on other 
facts and questions, which have to be determined by evidence. 
The validity of an Act cannot be determined on the basis of 
psychology or an inner consciousness. Nor can the Act be 
determined on the basis of the facts alleged by the defendants to 
be notorious. 

(1) (I9M) 52 C.L.R. lli7. 
(2) (1888) 11 App. Cas. 197: 7 L.R. 

(N.B.W.) 30. 
(3) (1917) A.C. 260. 

(4) (1915) 20 ('.L.R. m. 
(5) (1914) A~C. 237; l7 C.L.R. 644. 
(6) (1925) 37 C.L.B. 36. 
(i) (I~) 70 C.L.R. 1. 
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C. A. Wuton K.C., in reply. The arguments addreued to the Ho C. or A. 
CoOm on behalf of the defeudants on the topic of the ezaminability lNO-l851. 

of the opinion of the Governor-General, are inconsistent ,,... •• A~II 
OoMMmrIST 

Cur ••••• 

The following written judgments were· delivered :-
UTJIAJI C.J. In theae proceediDp the Court • req.ured to 

adjudicate upon the validity of the Communist Party DiMolution 
Ad 1950. The question comes before the Court upon a cue stated 
under the JtuliciGry Ad 1903-1948, s. 18, by which IN;on J. has 
referred to tbe Court two questiOD8 which arise in each of eight 
actions in which the plaintitJs claim declaratioD8 that the Act is 
invalid. The questions submitted to the Court are &8 folloWB;
" 1. (a> Does the decision of the question of the validity or invalidity 
of the provisions of the Communist PG", Diuolvlion Ad 1950 
depend upon a judicial determination or ascertainment of the facta 
or any of them stated in the fourth, fifth, sinb, seventh, eighth 
and. ninth recitals of the preamble of that Act and. denied by the 
pJaintUJs, and (b) are the plaintiffs entitled to adduce evidence in 
support of their denial of the facta 80 stated in order to establish 
that the Act is outBide the legislative power of the Commonwealth , 
2. If no to either part of question 1 are the provisioD8 of the Com
munist PGrty Dis.olution Act 1950 invalid either in whole or in 
some part affecting the plaintiffs t " 

Tht' plaintiffs in the actions are the Australian Communist Party, 
certain trades unions registered under the CommontDeGltla COfI
ciliation and ArlritrGtion Ad 1904-1949, a trade UDion not 80 regis
tered, and individual persons who hold positiOD8 &8 officers of one 
or other of the plaintiff unioD8. The Communist Party is not 
shOWD to be a legal person and therefore is not a competent plaintift. 
But there are individual persOD8 &8 co-plaintiffs in the action to 
which it purports to be a party. 

1. I propose first to 8IlJD.II1&rize the provisions of the Act. 
The Act if' introduced by a preamble which states, inter Glia, 

that the Australian Communist Party is a revolutionary party 
using violence, fraud, sabotage, espionage and treasonable or 
subversive meaD8 for the purpose of bringing about the overthrow 
or dislocation of the established system of government of Australia 
amd, particularly by means of strikes or stoppages of work, causing 
dislocation in certain industries which are declared to be vital 
to the security and defence of Australia. The Act dissolves the 
Australian Communist Party and forfeits its property (s. 4). The 

VOL. LXXX1I1.-\t 

PAa'l'Y 

IIaIda t. 
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H. C. cw.A. Act provides, object to a declaration by the Governor-General, 
. l~l. means for the disaolution of bodies of persona aaaociated in the 
AuaT..u.w. maDDer specified in the statute with the Communist Party or 
CoJOnJlQ8T communism (8. 5) and for the forfeiture of the property of such 
p~ aaaociatioDl (a. 8). The Act also contains provisions penalizing 
TIlE acta which are directed towards the continuance of the activities 

~=:~ of an aaaociation (a. 7). The Act (as. 9 and 10) deals also "ith 
individual persona and provides, subject again to a declaration by 

Wbam Col. the Governor-General, that persons with specified CODllDUnist 
&8IIOCiatioDl shall be ineligible for holding office under or for employ
ment by the Commonwealth or for holding office in an industrial 
organization which the Governor-General declares to be an organiza
tion to which a. 10 applies. 

An &8IIOCiation can be declared to be an unlawful assooiation 
under the Act only if it falls within one of the deacriptioDl contained 
in a. 5 (I). These proviaiODl all specify some degree of association 
with the Communist Party or with communiam. Further, it ia 
neceaaary (a. 5 (2» that the Governor-General should be satisfied 
that the body of per80DI to which it i8 proposed to apply the law 
ia a body of per80DI to which the section applies and that the 
continued existence of that body of persona would be prejudicial 
to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or to the execu· 
tion or maintenance of the Constitution or of the Jaws of the 
Commonwealth (a. 5 (2». Where these conditioDl are satisfied 
the Governor-General may declare the body of persons to be an 
unlawful association. 

Section 5 (3) contains a. provision that the Executive Council 
shaD not advise the Governor-General to make such a declaration 
unless the material upon which the advice i8 founded has first 
been considered by a committee conaisting of the Solicitor-General, 
the Secretaty to the Department of Defence, the Director-General 
of Security and two other persona appointed by the Governor
General in Council. This committee coDSista of responsible person.'S 
but it i8 not a court and the Governor-General is not a judicial 
ofti.cer. 

Section 5 ('), (5) and (6) provide for an application to a court 
to set aside the declaration on the ground that the body in question 
i8 not a body to which the·section applies. ThUl. body would 
be able to challenge before a court the declaration that it was 
uaociated in the manner set out in a. 5 (1) with the Q,mmunist 
Party or with C9JIlDluniaQl, but would not be able to chaneoge 
in a court the declaration of the Governor-General as to the other 
element w'hich is the condition of making a declaration, namely 
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t.hat the continued existence of the body would be prejudicial to H. C. 0.' A. 

defenc.e or to the maintenance and execution of the Constitution, &C. 19.'"~.jl. 
(The defendants have argued, it is true, that the decision of the AUSTRAt,tAN 

GO~'ernor-General as toO the last-mentioned matter is examinable CoIUW!fIST 

in a court to some extent. I deal with this question later.) P~T'l 
In the case of individuals, their disqualification for union office THE 

('.oIlIlON· 
or employment by or under the Commonwealt.h is governed by WEALTH. 

s.9. This section applies to persons who have the association with 
communism specified in s. 9 (1). Section 9 (2) provides that 
where the Governor-General is satisfied that the person is a person 
to whom the section applies and that that person is engaged or is 
likely to engage in activities prejudicial to the security and defence 
of the Commonwealth or to the execution or maintenance of the 
Constitution or of the law8 of the Commonwealth, the Governor
General may make a declaration accordingly. This section contains 
provisions corresponding to those contained in s. 5 with respect 
to the consideration of material by a committee and an application 
to a. court to set aside the declaration on the ground that the person 
is not a person to whom the declaration applies. As in the case of 
s. 5, s. 9 does not provide for any application to a court, in respect 
of the declaration that the person is engaged or likely to engage 
in the prejudicial activities specified in the section. 

2. I will now summarize the prim:ipal arguments adduced on 
behalf of the plaintiffs and then set out the provisions of the Act 
in greater detail. The plaintiffs were represent.ed by several 
counsel and the arguments presented on behalf of them respectively 
were naturally not identical. 

First, it is objected by the plaintiffs that the Act is invalid 
because it is not 8 law with respect to any subject with respe,ct to 
which the Commonwealth Parliament has Jegi8lative power. More 
particu!arly it is contended that it i8 not a law which is authorized 
by s. 61 (vi.) and s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitution. These para
graphs provide that the Commonwealth Parliament may make 
laws with respect to-" (vi.) The naval and military defence of the 
Commonwealth and of the several States, and the control of the 
forces to execute and maintain the laws of the Commonwealth: 
• • • (xxxix.) Matters incidental to the execution of any power 
vested by this Constitution in the Parliament or in either House 
thereof, or in the Govenunent of the Commonwealth, or in the 
Federal Judicature, or in any department or officer of the 
Q,mmonwealth. ,. 

Section 61 of the Constitution provides :-" The executive power 
of the Commonwealth is vested in the Queen And is exerciseable by 

Lllth,ulI C.l. 
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H. C. ot A. the Governor-General as the Queen's representative, and extends 
1~851. to the execution and maintenance of this Conatitut.ion, and of the 
A~. Jaws of the Commonwealth." 
CoIlK1J1fJIIT In support of this objection the plaintiffs rely upon many 

Pa'I'Y decisions of the Court that there must be a real and substantial 
11. 

Tu connection with the subject matter of power before a law can be 
Co_o.· held valid. It is contended that, apart from the preamble to the 
~. 

Act, there is nothiJag to show that the existence of the Communist 
LaUlam C.J. Party or of aftiliated organizatiOna or the continuance in offices 

of persons belonging to or &88OCiated with that Party have any 
relation to defence or to the maintenance of constitutional govern
ment. It is contended that the statements contained in the 
preamble are irrelevant to all questions affecting the validity of the 
Act because the Commonwealth Parliament is unable to create 
legislative power under the Constitution by purporting to determine 
some particular fact or set of facts in a particular way. 

Secondly, it is contended that if the allegations contained in the 
preamble to the Act are relevant to the determination of the 
question of tbe validity of the Act evidence is admissible to show 
that the recitals are untrue. It is argued that the fact that 
Parliament was satisfied that they were true is irrelevant to the 
question of the validity of the Act. 

Thirdly, under the Act the Parliament purports, it is said 
illegitimately, to exercise judicial power in (a> dissolving the 
Australian Communist Party by direct enactment, and (b) making 
the provisiona of s. 5 (relating to unlawful associations) and s. 9 
(relating to individuals) dependent upon the opinion of the 
Governor-General 

Fourthly, it is argued that the provisions for forfeiture of 
property are contrary to the provisions of s. 51 (xxxi.) of the 
Constitution, which provides that the Commonwealth may make 
Jaws with respect to the acquisition of property .. upon just terms " 
and not otherwise. 

Fifthly, it is contended that as the plaintiff unions are Federal 
unions and they and their officers have many inter-State activities, 
I. 92 of the Constitution prohibits the enactment of any Jaw which 
prevents the carrying out of thOle activities. It has been argued 
that no Jaw, Federal or State, can control the inter-State operations 
of political parties, of unions or of officers of those parties or of 
officers of unionl. 

8ixthly, it has been argued that no Federal legislation can, by 
IDe&D8 other than a judicial decision, put an end to the existence 
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of any voluntary association if that association has some lawful Ho C. or A. 
objectives. 186().}951. 

Seventhly, it has been contended that no Federal legislation can A'l:::'Ulf 
by any means put an end to the existence of any voluntary organiza- CoIDl11lU8T 

tion which has political objectives and is a political party. Laws P~TY 
which do so are, it is said, not authorized by the Commonwealth Tu 
Constitution and, further, if the political party is interested in 00.1010., 

'lBALTK. 
State politics, such a law is inconsistent, it is said, with the Consti· 
tutions of the States. Latbam C.1. 

3. I now state the provisions of the Act in greater detail. 
The Act is mtroduced by a preamble which consists of nine 

paragraphs. The first three paragraphs recite the terms of' the 
Constitution, s. 51 (vi.), s. 61 and s. 51 (xxxix.), to which reference 
has already been made. The other recitals are as fonows:-
4. " And whereas the Australian Communist Party, in accordance 
with the basic theory of communism, as expounded by Marx and 
Lenin, engages in activities or operations designed to assist or 
accelerate the coming of a revolutionary situation, in which the 
Australian Communist Party, acting as a revolutionary minority, 
would be able to seize power and establish a dictatorship of the 
proletariat:" 5." And whereas the Australian Communist Party 
also engages in activities or operations designed to bring about the 
overthrow or dislocation of the established system of government 
of Australia and the attainment of economic industrial or political 
ends by force, violence, intimidation or fraudulent practices:" 
6. " And whereas the Australian Communist Party is an integral 
part of the world communist revolutionary movement, which, in 
the King's dominions and elsewhere, engages in espionage and 
sabotage and in activities or operations of a tre&80nable or 8Ub

versive nature and also engages in activities or operations similar 
to those, or having an object similar to the object of those, referred 
to in the last two preceding paragraphs of this preamble:" 
7. " And whereas certain industries are vital to the security and 
defence of Australia (including the coal-mining industry, the iron 
and steel industry, the engineering industry, the building industry, 
the transport industry and the power industry) : .. 8 ... And whereas 
activities or operations of, or encouraged by, the Australian 
Communist Party, and activities or operations of, or encouraged 
by, members or officers of that party and other persons who are 
communists, are designed to cause, by means of strikes or stoppages 
of work, and have, by those means, caused, dislocation, disruption 
or retardation of production or work in those vital industries: .. 
9 ... And whereas it is necessary, for the security and defence of 
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H. C. OF A. Australia and for the f'.%ecution and maintenance of the Constitution 
19~51. and of the laws of the Commonwealt.h, that the Australian Com· 

AUBTULLt.'lf munist Party, and bodies of per80ns affiliated with that Party, 
C'-oIlIlUlQST should be dil!8Olved and their property forfeited to the Common

Pun wealth, and that members and officers of that Party or of any of 
tI. 

Tu those bodies and other persons who are communists should be 
<:=:~ disqualified from employment by the Commonwealth and from 

holding office in an industrial organiAtion a substantial number of 
Lathllfll C.1. whose members are engaged in a vital iDdustry:" It. will be 

observed that. theae recitals refer not only to the Australian 
Communist Party &8 a party operating in Anstralia, but also to 
the basic theories of commUDism,in accordance with which it is 
alleged that that Party engages in activities in order to bring 
about a revolutionary situation (par. 4). The Party is stated tG 
be an integral part of the world communist revolntionary move
ment (par. 6). Persons who 8l'e comtnunists are said to be engaged 
in activities designed to C&1l8e dislocation, disruption or retardation 
of work in vital industrie8 (par. 8). Thus the recitals are not 
limited to allegations with respect to the Australian Communist 
Party. They contain allegations with respect to communism 
generally and with respect to the association of the Party with 
communism, and with respect to persons who are communists. 
Paragraphs 4 to 8 consist of allegations of fact. Paragraph 9 
expresses the opinion of the Commonwealth Parliament that it is 
necessary for reasons of defence and the maintenance of the 
Constitution to enact the provisions of the Act. 

The Act came into operation on 20th October 1950 and the state
ments in the preamble must be regarded as relating to matters 
as at or about that date. 

Section 3 of the Act defines "communist It as a person who 
supports or advocates the objectives, policies, teachings, principles 
or practices of communism &8 expounded by Marx and Lenin. 
" Industrial organization " is defined as meaning " an organization 
of employers or employees al!8Ociated for the purpose of protecting 
and furthering their interests in relation to terms and conditions of 
employment or for purpoaea including that purpose". .. The 
Australian Communist Party" is defined as meaning" the organiza
tion having that name on the specified date, notwithstanding any 
change in the name or membership of that organization after that 
date." "The specified date" means 10th May 1948. "Unlawful 
al!8Ociation " means "the Australian Communist Partv Qr a bodv 
of pe1'8Qns declared to be an unlawful association'~ under th'e 
Act. 
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Sec-tion 4 of the Act deals Vtith the Australian Communist Party. H. c. OF A. 

Sub-section (1) declares the party to be an unlawful &88OCiation l~lIJl. 
which by force of thE: Act is dissolved. Sub-section (2) provides AVSTBALUN 

for the appointment by the Governor-General of a receiver of the· Colun:NI"'T 
property of the party. Sub-section (3) provides for the veeting P~TY 
of the property. of the party in the receiver. These consequences THE 

are produced by direct enactment. The Act does not leave it eoM»ON-
WULTH. 

to any court to determine whether the Australian Communist 
Party should or should not be suppressed. Parliament h&8 made J.nUIADI U. 

it.s own decision on that subject. 
Section 5 provides that the bodies of peraons described in sub-s. (1) 

may he declared by the Governor-General to be unlawful &88OCia
tions if he is satisfied 8S to certain matters specified in sub-a. (2). 
Before he can make such a declaration the material upon which the 
advic(' of the Executive Council to the Governor-General is founded 
ml1st be considered by a committee. There may be an application 
to a court to set aside the declaration-but only upon the ground 
that a body is not a body to which the section applies. . 

The defendants sought to support these provisions by finding in 
sub-so (2) a basis for the Act. That basis W&8 said to be the opinion 
of the Governor-General that the continued existence of the body 
would be prejudicial to the defence of the Commonwealth or the 
maintenance of the Constitution, &c., provided that the decision 
of t.he Governor-General could be shown, if challenged, to be an 
opinion in relation to a matter which W&8 "in fact and in law " 
comprehended within the subjects mentioned-defence and main
tenance of the Constitution, &c. I do not agree with this contention. 
For reasons which I state hereafter I find what I regard &8 a good 
basis for s. 5 in sub-so (1) and, though it is not necessary for me to 
do 80, 1 am of opinion that such a basis can also be found in sub-so (2), 
even though sub-so (2) is interpreted in a maDDer which the defend
ants disclaim and the plaintiffs support-namely, &8 making the 
opinion of the Governor-General unexaminabJe as to all the matters 
ment.ioned in sub-s. (2) except the matter &8 to which an application 
to a court is allowed. In order to deal with the various arguments 
which were based on s. 5, I set out the whole of the section, which 
is as follows :-" 5. (1) This section applies to any body of per8Ons, 
corporate or unincorporate, not being an industrial organiJ:ation 
registered under the law of the Commonwealth or a State-(a) which 
is, or purports to be, or, at any time after the specified date and 
before the date of commencement of this Act was, or purported 
to be, affiliated with the Australian Communist Party; (6) a 
majority of the memben of which, or a majority of the members of 
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H. C. OF A. the committee of management or other governing body of which, 
19.",0·1951. were, .at any time after the specified d&.te and before the date of 

At'S:::-UAN commencement of this Act, members of the AUBtralian Communist 
COMMUNIST Party or of the Central Committee or other governing body of the 

PA:TY AUBtralian Communist Party; (c) which supports or advocates, or, 
1'11£ at any time after the specified date and before the date of com· 

~o;:~:~ mencement of this Act, supported or advocated, the objectives, 
poliCies, teachings, principles or practices of communism, as 

l .... tham C.J. expounded by Man and Lenin, or promotes, or, at any time within 
that period, promoted, the spread of communism, as 80 expounded ; 
or (d) the policy of which is directed, controlled, shaped or influ
enced, wholly or substantially, by persons who-{i) were, at any 
time after the specified date and before the date of commenceme-nt 
of this Act, members of the Australian Communist P a.rty or of 
the Central Committee or other governing body of the Australian 
Communist Party, or are communists; and (ii) make use of that 
body as a means of advocating, propagating or carrying out the 
objectives, policies, teachings, principles or practices of com· 
munism, as expounded by Marx a.nd Lenin. (2) Where the 
Governor-General is satisfied that a. body of persons is & body of 
persons t.o which this section applies and that the continued exist· 
ence of that body of persons would be prejudicial to the security 
and defence of the Commonwealth or to t,he execution or main
tenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Commonwealth, 
the Governor-General may, by instrument published in the Gazette, 
declare that body of persons to he an un1a:W{ul association. (3) The 
Executive Council Rhall not advibe the Governor-General to make 
a declaration under the last preceding sub-section unless the 
material upon which the advice is founded has first b~ considered 
by a committee consisting of the Solicitol-General, the Secretary 
to the Department of Defence, the Director-General of Security, 
and two other persons appointed by the Governor-General. (4:) A 
body of persons declared to be an unlawful association under sub
section (2) of this section may, within twenty-eight days after the 
publicatIon of the declaration in the Gazette, apply to the 8 ppro
priate court to set aside the declaration, on the ground that the 
body is not a body to which this section applies. (5) At the hearing 
of the application, the applicant shall begin; if evidence is given 
in person by such officer or officers of the applicant aB the court is 
satisfied is or are best able to give full and admissible evidence as 
to matters relevant to the application, the burden nhan be upon 
the Commonwealth to prov- that the applicant is a body to which 
this section applies, but, if evidence is not so given, the burden 
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shall be upon the applicant to prove that the applicant is not & H. C. OF A. 

body to which this section applies. (6) Upon the hearing of the ISes)· 

application, the declaration made by the Governor-General under AUSTB4LUN 

sub-section (2) of this section shall, in 80 far as it declares that the Co •• UNIST 

applicant is a body of persons to which this section applies, be P"':.TY 
prima-facie evidence that the applicant is such a body." TIlE 

All the bodies referred to in pars. (a), (b), (c) and (d) of s. 5 (1) ~=~:~ 
possess the characteristic of being associated in 80me degree with 
the Australian Communist Party or with communism-both of LaUlam ('.1. 

which have been defined by Parliament in the preamble to the 
Act as public da,ngers. If Parliament has the power to suppress 
any such body by direct legislation, it might have done 80 by 
declaring them, as well as the Australian C-ommunist Party itself, 
to be unlawful associations and dissolving them. Parliament has 
not done so. It has required that other conditions also be satisfied, 
namely, that the body should, in the opinion of the Government 
(the Governor-General advised by the Executive Council) be a 
body the continued existence of which would be prejudicial to 
defence, &c. Another condition is that the material on which the 
Government ads should have been considered by 9. committee. 
A further condition is that the declaration may be set aside by a 
court upon the ground that the body is not a body to which the 
section appliE's. All these conditions operate to limit what would 
otherwise have been a more extended operation of s. 5. 

Section 6 pro,>ides that when a declaration is made with respect 
to a body of persons it shall, upon the expiration of twenty-eight 
days after the publication of the declaration in the Gazette, be 
dissolved. Sub-section (2) provides means for postponing the 
dissolution of the Party in the case of there being an application 
to a court to set aside the declaration. 

Section 7 creates offences with penalties. They are all associated 
with attempts to carry on the activities of an unlawiul association 
which has been dissolved. As examples I mention s. 7 (1) (a)
a person shall not knowingly" become, continue to be, or perform 
any act as an officer or member of an unlawful association", 
and "(d) in any way take part tn any activity of an unlawful 
association or carry on, in the direct or indirect interest of an 
unlawful &ssociatioD, any activity in which the unlawful association 
was engaged, or could have engaged, at the time when it became 
an unlawful association." It was argued that the effect of this 
latter provision was to pre,>ent any person t.aking part in future 
in an activity of any kind in which the association had been 
engaged or should have engaged. For example, an association 
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might ('ollt'Ct money for hospitals. It· "·&S argued that this section 
would m"ke it an offence for any person, after the association was 
dedllred. tu co)]ect money for hospitals. This argument find~ no 
support ill the words of t.he section. What is prohibited under 
par. (d) ii! taking part in any activity Cl/ an u1l1awfuZ tJ8sociation, 
tlutt is to say, 3.'1 8uc-h an activity, and it also prohibits carrying 
on activitie$ of t.be association in the direct or indirect interest 
of an unlawful a.WX'iation. Accordingly there is no ground for 
the content.ion that the Act prohibits the doing by any person of 
anything t·hat nn unlawful associ .. tion has done or could do, howew'r 
innocent. 

Section 8 relat.es to the appointment of a ~iver of the property 
of an 11nla"ill1 a88O<'iation. Section 9 is a section dealing with 
indhidual pt'rsOllS corresponding to 8. 5, "'hieh deals wit.h associa
tions. The section contains the following provisioll'" :--" (1) This 
section applies to any pers(ln·-(a) who was, at any t.ime after the 
specifif.'d datt' and before the date upon which the Australian 
C.ommuuiht Party is dissolved by this Act, a member or officer of 
the Australian Communist. Party; or (b) who is, or was at any time 
aft.er the specifie(l date, a communist. (2) Where the Governor
Ckneral is satisfied that a person is a person to whom this section 
applies and that that person is engaged, or is likely to engage, in 
activities prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common
wealt.h or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitntion or 
of the laws of the Commonwealth, the Governor-General may, by 
inst.rument published in the GazeUe, make a declaration accord
ingly." (Section £I (1) (a) cannot come into operation unless the 
Act does effectively dissolve the Australian Communist Party.) 

These provisions are followed by provisions requiring an examina
tion of material by a committee and giving a right to apply to a 
court to set aside a declaration made in respect of an individual 
"on the ground that he is not a person to whom this section 
applies ". The comments made upon s. :; apply also to s. 9. 

Section 10(1) pro\ides that a person in respect. of whom a 
declaration is in force under the Act-" (a.) shall be incapable of 
holding office Wlder, or of being employed by, the Chmmonwealth 
or an authority of the C~mmonwealth; (b) shall be incapable of 
holding office as a member of a body corporate, being an authority 
of the Chmmonwealth; and (c) shall be incapable of holding an 
office in an industrial organization to whieh this section applies or 
in a branch of sucb an industrial organization." 

Section 10 (3) provides-" Where t.he Governor-General is 
satisfied that a substantial number of the members of an industrial 
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organization are engaged ill a vita.l industry, that it! to say, the H. e. or .-'. 

coal-mining indust.ry, t.he iron and steel industry, the engineering 19:~9,j1. 
indu[.;1.ry, t.he building industry, the t1'4nspfJrt industry or the A118TULl .... " 

power industry, or auy other industry which, in the opinion of the CO)Ull'NN 

Go\'ernor-General, is vital to the security and defence of Australia, PA,~T\" 
the Governor-General may, by instrument published in tlle Ga:.etU, THE 

declare that industrial organization to bEl an industrial orgnniY.ation ~~~~~~:,~ 
to which this section applies." 

Se(:tion 11 provides in sub-so (1)-" If, upon the making of a Lat./lam 1.'.:. 
decla'l'l1.tion in re.spect of a pe~J1 under this Act, that person holds 
any office referred to in sub-section (1) or the last preceding section 
or is employed by the Commonwealth or by an authority of the 
Commonwealth, that person shall, by force of this Act, be 8U8pendE\d 
from the office or employment." 

Section 12 provides that if nn industrial organization is declared 
under s. 10 (3) any office in that organization held by a declared 
person shall hecome V8(l&nt. 

These sections deprive declared persons of contractual rights 
and limit the power of appointment to offiCt'.l! in Commonwealth 
employment and in industrial organizations. 

Se!:t.ion l5 provides that it shall be the duty of the rec.eiver of an 
unlawful association to take possesair.n of the Ilroperty of the 
association, to realize it, to discharge the liabilities of the associa
tion and to payor transfer the surplUB to the Commonwealth. 

Set·tion lfj provides for an applicat.ion to the High Court to 
determine any question relating to the property or liabilities oi the 
association or to the performance of his duties or the exercise of 
his pow€.'rs under the Act. 

Section 27 provides as follows :--" Where the Governor-General 
is satisfied that. the continuance in operation of this Act is no longer 
necessary either for the 8ecmity and defence of Australia or for 
the execution and maintenance of the Constit.ution and of the laws 
of the Commonwealth, the Goyernor-General shall make a Procla
mation accordingly and thereupon this Act shall be deemed toO 
have been repe..aled." 

4. By pleading and by affidavit the plaiutiff8 have denied the 
statements contained in t.he fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth and ninth 
recitals of the preamble to the Act. The plaintiffs propose to 
adduce evidence in support of these denials with & view to establish
ing that the Act is not authorized. by the legislative power of the 
Commonwealth and is therefore void. An affidavit of one of the 
plaintiffs sets out. the allegations, contrary to the recitals, which 
that plaintiff desires to establish by evidence. Further affida\;ts 
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show that the Australian Communist Party, the plaintiff unions 
and their officers engage in substantial inter·State acti~;tif's, 
including inter-State corrf'spondence. 

5. The principal argument of the plaintiffs related to me alleged 
connection of the Act ... ith the subjects of defence of the C-ommon
wealth (Constitution, I. 51 (vi.) ) and protection of t.he constltutions) 
government of the Commonwealth (Constit.ution, s. 51 (xx.~ix.) 
and s. 61). It has been decided on many occasions that C'..ommon· 
wealth legislation can be valid only if it has a real connection with 
a subject matter of legislative power which is assigned to the. 
Commonwealth Parliament by the Commonwealth Constitution. 
Many cases might be cited in support of this proposition. I refer 
only to the following cases among those upon whi<ili the pLlintitTs 
particularly rt"lied Wicton'a ". The Oomnwntckalth (1); Victorian 
Ohamber of MantJ!ad.ures v. TI,e Commonwealth (2); Batik of 
Net/) Sotdh Wale.! v. The Cmllmonwcalth (3) ). 

The plaint.iffs 111110 relied upon decisions of this Court toO the 
effect that Parliament cannot define or er..end its constitutional 
power by reciting facta or by a legisla.tive !Statement of connection 
between a particular law and a head of power. The powers of the 
Commonwealth Parliament are defined, a.nd therefore limited, by 
the Constitution. The (:(Iurt has ht-Id on several occasiOll8 that 
the opinion of the Parliament or the opinion of the Governor· 
Genera) or of a Minister that a particular matter is ... ithin the 
legislative power of the Commonwealth Parliament did not affirma· 
tively establish that the matter actually is within such power. The 
plaintiffs relied particularly upon Ex parte lfla1sh and JoJmson (4). 
See 111so Sott.th Australia y. The Commonwealth (Uniform Tax 
Case) (5); Reid v. Binderber.y (6). It is therefore argued for the 
plaintiffs that the statements in the preamble to the Act eertlfinly 
cannot be taken td be conclusive proof of the facts stated and, in
deed, that they are not even prima-facie proof-that the Court 
itself must be satisfied that they are true before they can f-orm a 
foundation for such legislation as that ('.ontained in the Act. Thus 
it is argued that the Act really operates in a vacuum by dissolving 
the Australian Communist Party. no connection betweeon the 
continued existence of the Australian Communist Party or of the 
other associations mentioned in the Act and the subject of defence 
or maintenance of the Constitution, &c., being shown. In relation 
to such other associations and t.o individuals, the operation of the 

(1) (1942) 68 C.L.R. f88, at pp. 506, 
rHI.509. 

(2) (lN3) 67 C.L.R. '13. 
(3) (INS) 76 ('.L.R. I, at p. 188. 

I') (1925) 37 C.L.R. 38. 
(6) (1942) 6Ii C.L.R. 373, at p. ~:t~. 
(6) (19''') 68 C.L.R. 506.' 
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Act depends, not only upon the conditions of ss. 5 (1) and 9 (1) H. c. OF A. 
being satisfied, but also upon the opinion of the Governor-General 19.~951. 
that t.he association or the individual is concerned in activities AUSTIULIAI( 

prejudicial to the matters mentioned in the Constitution, s. 51 (vi.) Co)/)Il·SI",. 

and (xxxix.), that is, defence of the Commonwealth and main- PA.:'TY 

tenance of the Constitution and laws of the Commonwealth. Such Tn 
an opinion, it is said, cannot establish a real connection of the Act 
with the subjects to which it purports to relate. 

The defendants did not dispute the authority of the cases 
mentioned, but, relying upon statements in those cases that a 
statement by Parliament should be treated with respect, though 
not as conclusive, argued that, unless the Court had judicial notice 
of facts which showed those statements to be untrue, the state
ments should be a.ccepted as conclusive. The defendants also 
asked the Court to take judicial notice of the truth of a series of 
propositions relating to communism, communist propaganda and 
motives, and generally as to dangers of war in the existing inter
national situation. It was contended that the facts stated in those 
propositions provided a constitutional basis for the Act. 

6. Before examining the relevance to the present case of the 
authorities cited I propose to refer to some general considerations 
affecting the nature of the defence power and of the power to make 
laws to protect the existence of constitutional government. 

These powers are, I propose to show, essentially different in 
character from most, if not all, of the other legislative powers of 
the Commonwealth Parliament. The exercise of these powers can 
be intelligent only when they are used in relation to some national 
objective which is concerned with protecting the country against 
what is regarded as a danger. The most important question which 
arises. in these cases is whether legislation for such a purpose 
approved by Parliament cannot be valid unless it is also approved 
by a court after hearing evidence as to the existence of national 
danger. 

These powers are perhaps the most important powers intrusted 
to the Parliament of the Commonwealth. The continued existence 
of the community under the Constitution is a condition of the 
exercise of all the other powers contained in the Constitution, 
whether executive, legislative or judicial. The preservation of 
the ~existence of the Commonwealth and of the Constitution of the 
Commonwealth takes precedence over all other matters with which 
the Commonwealth is concerned. As Cromwell said, cc Being 
comes befo~ well-being ". The Parliament of the Commonwealth 
and the other constitutional organs of the Commonwealth cannot 

COllUIOI(· 
WEALTH. 
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H. Co OF A. perform their functioD14 unlp.8S tlle pec.ple of the Commonwealth 
11).)(}~51. are preserved in dafety and security. 

AC'~ra.'L1.t~ Any Government which acts or a..-ks Parliament to act against 
\.·I)!II~\!Nll;r treason or sedition has to meet the criticism that it is seeking not 

r.IRT' 
t.. t.o prot.ect government, but to protect the Gooerntnent, and to 

"filE keep itself in power. Whether sUl'h a criticism is justified or not 
~:~~~~:: is, in our system of government, & matter upon which, in my 

LatMm C.J. 
opinion, Parliament. and the people, and not the courts, should 
pass judgment. The content.ion that such an argument affect.s 
the validity of a law reminds me of the decision of a court in another 
country, when I was there, in a ease of alleged treasonable con
spiracy. The Court held that the accused did not intend to destroy 
govenlment, but only to bomb public offices and assassinate ministers 
and generals and others. As they intended to take over the task 
of governing the country themseh'es, they were not guilty. I did 
not then, and do not now, agree with such a decision. 

The exercise of these powers to protect the community and to 
preserve the gOyemmellt of the country under the Constitution 
is a matter of the greatest moment. Their exercise from time to 
time must necessarHy depend upon the circumstances of the time 
as viewed by some authority. The question is-re By what 
authority-by Parliament or by a court? " 

The defence power is, it has been held by t.his Court, a power 
which is essentially related to purpose. There is no differenee in 
this respect between the defence pow-er and the power to protect 
the community against. attacks upon or undermining of consti· 
tutional goYernment. The exercise of either power may affect 
the rights and duties of persons in Australia, whether or not t.he 
country is at war. W'hat I say in this judgment about the former 
power applies equally to the latter power. 

I therefore proceed to consider what matters are, or normally 
JDay be, taken into account in ascertaining whether dangers exist 
against which laws passed under the defence power may be directed. 

Defence policy depends upon the identification in some manner 
of dangers against which, it is thought, the community should be 
protected. No defence policy can be determined merely upon an 
examination of facts proved by legally admissible evidence. 

<a> In the first place, there must be a decision as to the objectives 
of national policy. What are to be regarded as dangers to be 
guarded against! If the national policy aims at, for example. an 
aIliance with Russia, the identification of the dangers against which 
legislation should be directed will be entirely dift'erep.t from the 
identification of such dangers if policy is directed to the creation 
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or deveJopllll.'!nt. of friendfl.hip wit,h certain othf>r (~()lIllt,ril's. If t.he I!.. ('. "" .\. 

policy is for communism, there will he Ont! (:olllplt'x of ri'aI or J!I.~;;l. 
apprebended dangers. If t.he poliey is I1gain~t cOllmlUni~m. tlH~re ,\"STIIAl.IAN 

win be a complet'l'ly differellt. complex of ~lUch da.ngers. Thus the C":II!IIl1NIST 

d P.\KT\, accept..ance of ROmc national objective is t,h(\ gO"'erning consi era- n. 

tion in determining against what dangers the Commonwealth 1'"1': 

should be guarded by t,he exercise of one or hot.h of the If'gislativc ~:~~~~~~ 
powers now under c.onsideration. Policy frequently aims at the 

f I d· .Lntl .. ~m C.J changing 0 facts in accordance with ideas. Persons wit 1 liferent 
ideas upon national policy will almost certainly approve different. 
policies in relat.ion to the same facts. No finding of facts by a 
court can provide an anSWl'r to the problt>tn of identifying national 
dangers against which the people are t.o be defended. Thus the 
most important question in these cases is whether t·he Parliament 
of the Commonwealth. responsible to the people, has the decisive 
power to determine whether Australia is for communism or against 
communism, and to legislate in accordance with its decision, or 
whether it can do so only if a court agrees with its decision. Pre-
cisely the same question would arise if Parliament had legislated 
against Nazism or Fascism at a. time when. in the judgment of 
Parliament, it was thought wise to do so. My reasons for judgment 
would be the same in any such case as in this case. 

(b) In the next place. defence policy includes defence against 
internal enemies and Against real or suspected internal agents 
or supporters of actual or potential external enemies. The power 
of defending the people committed by the Constitution to the 
Commonwealth would he a weak protection if it did not extend to 
protecting the people aga.inst internal attack by means of sub
versive and treasonable activities. Such activities may assume 
many forms. In addition to actual assistance given to an enemy 
in time of war, fifth-column work prepares the way for an enemy 
by undermining the morale of a people and by hindering the exercise 
of governmental powers in the community. It is a great help to 
a potential enemy to have inside a country a body (with activities 
which are ostensible and innocent) which engages in propaganda 
designed to make people think that potential invaders will be 
actual liberators. This is a well-established form of revolutionary 
technique. One of t,he most effective forms of fifth-column work 
is to use a.ny real or pretended dispute-political, industrial or 
religious-as a means of promoting social confusion and dislocating 
the economy of a country. The aim will be to prevent the pro
duction of ~l and steel for military and other purposes and 
particularly for munitions and to make it impossible to build up 
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reserv'3S of oil, coal, steel and other materials which are essential in 
modern war. July interference with industries vital to defence wiU 
help any external enemy. 

(c) Thus, in determining whether there should be legislation 
against what the adoption of a policy has decided are national 
dangers against which defence is necessary, many circumstances 
may, and generally will, be taken into consideration. There may 
be extensive examination of the international situation, the views 
upon which may determine whether ~on should be taken against 
an external power or against persons who are regarded as agents 
for an 'external power which is a potential future enemy and against 
which cautionary actifln, or possibly even war, is necessary. 
Whether another country is a friend or not-whether a change in 
its government or in the policy of its government is likely-these 
are mattel'8 of judgment, not of fact in the ordinary sense. It can 
only be a question of opwon and not a question of fact upon which 
a court can make a decision as to whether the international situation 
is " set fair" or "stormy" and in what quarter a storm is likely 
to arise. A person with one set of political ideas may approve 
an existing international situation, whereas a person with another 
set of political ideas may take an exactly contrary view. These 
are not matters for a court to consider. 

(d) In addition to information of all kinds relating to the inter
national situation and opinions with respect to such information, 
the capacity of a country to defend itself will be taken into account. 
Thus it will be necessary before determining upon a particular 
course of action in relation to defence matters, external or internal, 
to consider the strength and readiness of the naval, military and 
air forces, the peaceful or disturbed state of the industry of the 
country, its material resources, the morale of the country, the 
readiness of the people to fight, their ideas upon what is nationally 
right and wrong, their national hopes and fears, emotions and 
apprehensions; all of these matters will enter into the consideration 
of defence policy. Thus the internal situation may be a matter of 
the greatest importance. The responsible authorities, in making 
up their minds upon these matters, will act upon diplomatic reports, 
intelligence reports from many countries, security reports, rumour, 
suspicion-upon much information which is necessarily secret
and upon other material which is highly relevant but which could 
not poeaibly be proved or used in any way in accordance with 
legal rules of evidence. No Government could produce such material 
in a court. Much of it would be derived from friendly foreign 
chancelleries and would necessarily be highly confidential Reports 
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from its own representatives and officers would, in the interests H. c. OF A. 
of public safety, also neceasarily be confidential, and the identity 19~1. 
of the security officers who made the reports could not be disclosed. AUITIlAWlI 

Publication of such reports might well bring about a situation of Collf)lrNIST 

aggravated danger which they were designed to prevent or forestall. "f'A:'TY 
This is the kind of material which lies at the basis of any THt: 

responsible defence policy. No authority can make a sensIble ~oB~~~=: 
decision in relation to such policy unless such material is available 

J.atbnm (' .J. 
to it. Such material cannot be made public in a court and most 
of it would be inadmissible in evidence. 

(e) The next stage in determining policy consists in answering 
the question whether the situation as so estimated and assessed 
contains elt-ments of danger to the country. Upon this question 
there are always different opinions. What to some is a dangerous 
threat is to others a promise of paradise. Even men who agree 
in general policy may have different ideas as to whether real danger 
exists. Such a question cannot possibly be determined merely by 
evidence as to facts. The plaintiffs' argument really means that 
in Australia such debates as took place between Pitt and Fox and 
between Burke and Paine must take place, not only in Parliament 
and before the people, but ultimately, and then only with fiDal 
significance, in the courts. 

(f) If, upon the basis of what are regarded by Ministers and 
Parliament as relevant matters, it is considered by the Govern
ment and Parliament that there is a danger to the country, the 
next question is whether legislation should be passed to meet the 
danger or whether it is wiser to ignore it. As to the proper 
character and extent of that legislation opinions will differ. 

The Government and Parliament a.re responsiblt! to the electorate 
for the policy of " fight" or " not fight" which they adopt after 
such consideration as is thought proper has been given to all the 
above matters. 

The matters mentioned under the above headings (a) to (£) are 
mainly matters purely of policy and of opinion. They are not 
actual or objective facts which can be " found" by a court. Such 
matters of " fact " as are involved have no significance except in 
relation to some policy. Many of the relevant matters, as already 
stated, could never be made public. The plaintiffs contend that 
the view of the Goverpment and Parliament, based upon the 
considerations mentioned, is irrelevant when the validity of legisla
tion is to be determined. If a court agrees with Parliament that 
certa~n legislative action is really for the defence of Australia the 
Court will hold an Act to be valid. If the Court disagrees with 
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'H. C. ow A. the view of Parliament, then it must, it is argued, hold the Act 
1~1951. to be invalid . 

...."... 
At'S'R.4LIAN That this is the question involved in these ~ was most clearly 
ColUltlNlST put on behalf of the Australian Communist Party. In a written 

PARTY. argument submitted on behalf of that plaintiff' the following ". Tu submission is made with reference to legislative measures sought 
CoXlION. to be supported as laws for the purpose of maintaining the C.onsti
W'B.U.TH. 

La\ham C.J'. 
tution :-" It is for the Court to determine (a) whether the measures 
might reasonably be considered to be necessA1'Y, and (b) wbat is 
the nature and extent of the actnal threat to the maintenance 
of the Constitution and the execution of the Jaws of the Common
wealth." It is obvious that as a matter of principle the same 
argument must apply to the defence power, and the case was 80 

argued on behalf of all the plaintiffs .. I take the following state
ment, in relation to the defence power, from the reasons for judg
ment of my brother William& :-" 'The legislation would have to 
define the nature of the conduct and the me:ms adopted t.o combat 
it, so that the Court would be in a position to judge whet.ber it 
was reasonably necessary to legislate with respect to such conduct 
in the interests of defence and whether such means were reasonably 
appropriate for the pUrpose." In my opinion t.his proposition 
accurately <'..xpresaes the principai contention against the \·alidity 
()f the Act. The plaintiffs contend that wben it is sought to support 
legislation under the defenc.e power, before a court can hold the 
legislation to be valid, the court. first must be satisfied upon legally 
admis..uble evidence as to the existence of the " actual or objective 
facts" relied upon as a basis for the legislation; secondly, the 
Court IDu&t be satisfied that those facti constitute a danger tG the 

,Commonwealth; and thirdly, the Court must be satisfied that the 
legislation is reasonably necessauy for the alleged defensive purpose; 
that is, to repeat what was said in argument, the legislation must 
not " go too far " or " be incommensurat.e " or .. be too drastic ". 

All the arguments fot: the plaintiffs upon this question dt'pended 
upon the acceptance of a principle that it was fora court and not 
for a Government or a Parliament to determine whether inter
ference with, resistance to, and undermining of a defence policy 
approved by a Government and by the Parliament to which it was 
responsible was proved to exist by admissible evidence of actual 
happenings and whether it was ~eiently dangerous to the 
community to justify an exercise of the defence power for the 
purpose of destroying what the Government and Parliament 
regarded as a hostile and traitorous organization. 
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7. I proceed to consider what" upon the basis of the acceptance H. c ..... A. 
of this contention, would be the function of a court in considering 19~;j1. 
the validity of any Commonwealth statute directed against a body AU8TlULlAl' 

whicb was alleged to be subversive or traitorous. The question CoX.WHIST 

may conveniently be considered in connection with the recitals P,!T¥ 
contained in the Act now before the Court. THE 

Co)l)lON· 
There are three possible views with respect to the allegations 'WEALTH. 

contained in the recitals. 
O . ....; .. 1., 11 ad' . h I h 1 ... lh"lII (,.J. (a) ne commurust ~t we Ullt Wlt out any apo ogy t at 

tbe recitals were all true, but would contend that they represented 
an entirely justifiable protest, to the point of revolution, if neces
sary, age.inst an intolerable condition of society. To a. person 
holding such an opinion the proof of the truth of the recitals would 
not establish the existence of any real danger to Australia, and 
therefore could not possibly justify any legislation under the 
defence power. History shows many instances of the application 
of a principle that a moderate amount of assassination, and civil 
war itself, is quite justifiable in an endeavour to create a better 
world. Wnether suppressing communist organizations and organiza
tions as.'JOCiated with them can be regarded &8 action in defence of 
Australia or not depends, wluuever facts may be established by 
evi,dence, on the political opinion with respect to communism of 
the judge or 'other person who anSToers the question. 

(b) Another communist might ,·jgorously deny the truth of 
the recitais and argue that therefore the alleged danger did not 
exist. If legally admissible evidence did not show that the recitals 
were true, then, on the plaint.iffs' argument, the Act would be 
invalid. This is the attitude which, in these proceedings up to 
the present time, the plaintiffs have adopted. It would be open 
toO them later to change their ground, and, if the facts asserted in the 
recitals were proved against them, to argue that what was being 
done was being done in the true interests of Australia, and that it 
was not shown that the proved activities constituted a danger 
which justified legislation under the defence power. Then the 
Court would have to decide whether or not it was in the true interests 
of Australia that there should be a revolution. This would be a 
decision npon' policy and would necessarily depend upon the 
political views of the judge. 

(c) An anti-communist,might say that the recitals, or many of 
them, were true, and that the facts thp.rein stated obviously showed 
the existence of a very grave public danger against which defence 
was expedient and reasonable and, indeed. necfl8S8ry. Judges who 
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H. C. 0) A. were anti-communist in political opinion would agree with this 
1950·1951. proposition. 

AtrS:;:;.u •• '( Accordingly the question whether the defence of Australia 
CoKK1TJfl8T requires the suppression of communist activities cannot possibly 

PUTT be determined by any decision upon facts. Facts which are viewed 
tI. 

THE with abhorrence by persons of one political opinion are greeted 
Co_ON- Z • h 
WJU1.TH. with applause by their opponents. It is not Lor a court eJt er to 

abhor or applaud. Even if all the facts stated in the recitals in 
LathAm C.I. the present Act were proved to be true the decision as to whether 

the Australian Communist Party could constitutionally be sup· 
pressed or not would, upon the arguments for the plaintiffs, be 
made to depend entirely upon the political opinions of the judges. 
The Court should, in my opinion, have no political opinions. 

It will be protested that the arguments for the plaintifts do not 
really involve the proposition that a court should make up its 
mind upon any question of policy. In my opinion the express 
arguments of the plaintiffs 00 necessarily involve the consideration 
by the Court of what must be a question of policy and not of law. 
In addition to what I have already said I suggest that it may 
1l8efully be considered what the duty of the Court would be in 
relation to the present" Act if the Act had been so framed as to 
allow a court to determine what the plantiftB contend m1l8t be 
determined by a court before such an Act could be held to be valid. 
Let it be supposed that the parties adduced evidence with respect 
to the truth or untruth of the recite.ls. Let it be supposed that 
the C.ourt found that some of the recitals were true, and that 
others of them were false. What wowd be the position then ? 
Obviously on the argument of the plaintiffs the Court would have 

. to determine whether enough facts were left to constitute a danger 
which called the defence power into operation. The decision upon 
8uch a question would inevitably and necessarily depend upon the 
political opinion of the judge 88 to whether communism W88 a 
good thing or a bad thing-whether what was proved showed a 
real danger to the people. 

I am aware that it is sometimes said that legal questions before 
the High Court should be determined upon sociological gronnds
political, economic or social. I can understand courts being 
directed (as in RU88ia and in ~rmany in recent years) to determine 
questions in accordance with the interests of a particular political 
party. There the court is provided with at least a political standard. 
But such a proposition 88, for example, that the recent Banking 
Cue (1) should have been determined upon political grounds 

(I) (INS) '76 C.L.R. 1. 
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and that the Court was wrong in adopting an attitude of detach- H. C. OF A. 

ment from aD political considerations appears to me merely to ask 19~1. 
the Court to vote again upon an issue upon which the electors and AU8TR&LlAN 

Parliament had already voted or could be asked to vote, and to CoMMUNIST 

determine whether the nationalization of banks would be a good PARTY 
11. 

thing or a bad thing for the community. In my opinion the THE 
Co)()(oJ(· 

Court has no concern whatever with any such question. In the W&&LTJI. 

present case the decision of the Court should be the same whether 
the members of the Court believe in communism or do not believe LAUaam C.J. . . 
ID commurusm. 

In my opinion the arguments for the plaintiffs show no adequate 
appreciation of the functions of the executive and of Parliament 
in a system of government Imder a Federal constitution. The 
governing questions in relation to defence and to the protection 
of constitutional government are questions of policy with which a 
court has nothing to do. It is net the case that aD the questions 
which arise in government are " questions of fact" or " questions 
of law "-the former possibly for a jury and the latter for a court. 
When those responsible for the safety of the country determine 
to go to war they may be moved by all kinds of considerations and 
circumstances, many of which could never be stated in the form 
of categorical propositions which would be capable of proof by 
legally admissible evidence. Entry into a war may be determined 
from one point of view readily and easily as a matter of self
preservation. But where some people take this view others may 
take a contrary view. It is notorious that in 1939 and 1940, 
though Parliament and the Government considered that the 
defence of Australia made it necessary to fight Germany, there 
were those in Australia and elsewhere who cont~ded that the war 
was merely an" imperialiBt adventure" that had nothing whatever 
to do with the defence of Australia. 

8. It is in the light of these considerations that I come W the 
decisions of this Court upon which the plaintiffs rely. 

Upon the arguments submitted by all the plaintiffs in this case 
it would have been open to a defendant who was prosecuted under 
the War Precautions Ad 1914 or the NatWnal &curity Act 1939 
to contend that it was wrong for the Court to consider merely 
whether the legislation had a real connection with the prosecution 
of the war, and that the Court should consider and decide whether 
the war itself was reaDy a.u operation for the defence of Australia. 
Neither in the First World War nor in the Second World War did 
the Court ever consider any such matter. The Court in each case 
accepted without question the determination of those responsible 
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H. C. OF A. for the defence of the Commonwealth that these wars were wars 
19~51. fought in defence of the Commonwealth. Entry into war as being 

.AUIITRALUN for the defence of Australia was a purely exeL'Utive act. It was the 
CoMllUNJeT decision of the Govemment, and not the decision of any court, 
P~~TY that the war undertakefi was for the defence, or cc could reasonably 
THE be thought to be .. for the defence of Australia, which provided the 

CoIUION- th d-~ 
WEALTH. constitutional foundation for legislation under e Clence power. 

In such legislation the Parliament adopted and approved the 
Latbam <".1. executive act. It was not open to any court to pass upon such 

action of the Government or of the Parliament. 
The exercise of the power to make Jaws with respect to defence 

has never been held in this Court to be dependent on the actual 
existence of war at the time when the legislation was passed. 
The Defence Act itself was passed in a time of peace, and prepara
tion for war and against war is included within the defence power. 
The power does not cease to be available when actual hostilities 
cease (AuArcIliGn Ta:tiIa ~. lJ.d. v. TAe Oommonwealth (1); 
DmDson v. TAe OommontDtSlth (2); Real BItaU luitute of New 
BotII.h Wales v. Blair (3); Hume v. Higgin. (4) ). 

The defence power authorizes the Commonwealth Parliament 
if it thinks proper to enact laws not only to punish but also to 
prevent injurious activities. It is not necessary for the Govern
ment and Parliament to wait until war is actually raging and a 
crisis is npon U8 before preparing for war contingencies and legis
lating against hostile acts, whether internal or external, and whether 
actually performed or only apprehended. I repeat as to this matter 
what I Mid in the case of Adelaide Ctnnpcm.y of JekotxiA', WitnuBes 
Inc. v. The Commonwealth (5) :_CC In pursuance of the powers 
80 conferred [by s. 51 (vi.) and 8. 61 of the Constitution], the 

. Commonwealth can defend the people, not only against external 
aggression, but also against internal attack, and in doing 80 can 
prevent aid being given to external enemies by internal agencies. 
No organized State can continue to exist without a Jaw directed 
against treason. There are, however, subversive activities which 
fall short of treason (aCCOl"d.ing to the legal definition of that term) 
but which may be equally fatal to the safety of the people. These 
activities, whether by way of espionage, or of what is now called 
fifth column work, may assume various forms. Examples are to 
be found in obstruction to recruiting, certainly in war-time, and, in 
my opinion, also in time of peace. Such obstruction may be 
both punished and prevented." 

(1) (1966) 71 C.L.IL 161. 
(2) (UN8) '73 C.L.B.. U}i. 
(3) (190&8) 73 C.L.B.. 213. 

(4) (IMA) 78 C.L.R. 116. 
(a) (l1N.,) 67 C.L.B.., at p. 132. 
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See also Bums Y. Ransley (1) and R. v. Sharkey (2), where the 
Court. held that the Commonwealth had power to legislate against 
such activities. 

In my opinion the defence power, executiye and legislative, 
would enable the Government to act and the Parliament to legislate 
with respect to a civil war. These constitutional organs, and not 
the judiciary, would decide whether or not fighting on\ one side 
or the other was defending the Commonwealth and the Constitution. 

The plaintiffs do not contend that there is no . power to pass some 
laws dealing with traitorous and subversive activities. Such la'ws 
may provide for the punishment of individual persons. But it is 
argued that a voluntary association cannot be suppressed and its 
property forfeited unless a court (as well as Parliament) determines 
that it is engaged in proved activities as actual and objective facts 
(i.e., as actual happenings), and unless the courts, as well as Parlia
ment, are satisfied that the proved facts constitute a real danger, 
legislation against which is reasonably necessary. Unless ~hese 
propositions are established to the satisfaction of a court, it is 
argued that no real connection with the subject matter of defence 
or prot,ection of the Constitution is made out. The substance of 
the plaintifiS' arguments is that Parliament cannot legislate against 
an enemy unless the Court decides on evidence legally admissible 
(and the Court can have no other evidence) that it is an enemy 
and that the law is necessary or reasonable. In my opinion it 
is for the Government, subject as it is to the control of Parliament 
and the electors, and not for any court, to identify the enemies 
of the Commonwealth, internal or external. 

In my opinion these arguments, based as they purport to be 
. upon many decisions of this Court, are answered by the considera
tion to which I have alreadyadverted, namely that the Court did 
not in any case consider whether the war which was being fought 
was really a war in defence of Australia. That question was dealt 
with and determined by the Government and by Parliament itself. 
This Court accepted the decision of the executive and legislative 
authorities upon the question of policy. The decisions to fight 
Germany and Japan were not made by the Court. The Court 
was not asked, and did not presume, to hold law8 valid or invalid 
on the ground that the war was or was not really a war for the 
defence of Australia. The laws were held valid not because the 
Court. agreed with the policy of the Government and Parliament 
in regarding Germany and Japan as enemies, but because the 
legislation was held to ha"e a real connection with the war against 

(1) (l949) 79 C.L.R. 101. (2) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 121. 
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Germany and Japan. In other words, the action of the Govern
ment in declaring war and of Parliament in adopting that decision 
and legislating in pursuance of it itself created a deJenu situation 
which pr01J'ibJ. a basi8 Jor the legislation. Upon the basis of the 
recognition of this fact; actually created by the political decision 
of the Government and Parliament, the Court in its decisions 
applied a rule that there must be a real and substant.ial connection 
between the legislation and the deJenu situation 80 created in order 
that the legislation could be valid, but the Court never considerE.'d 
whether what Germany and Japan had done or might do could 
be regarded as a danger to Australia so as to warrant legislation 
under the defence power. The end to be pursued-t.he object 
to be achieved, namely, winning a particular war-was determined 
by the Goyernment and Parliament. The only question which the 
Court conaidered in any of the eases referred to was whether a law 
had a real connection with that end or object. 

The Court acted upon the same basis as Lord Parka- when he 
said in The Zamom (1) :-" Those who are responaible for the 
national security must be the sole judges of what the national 
security requires. It would be obviously undemable that such 
matters should be made the subject of evidence in a Court of law 
or otherwise discussed in public." 

In my opinion the Court had no authority to review the entirely 
political decisions in 1914 that Germany was an enemy of the 
Commonwealth, or in 1939 and 1941 that Germany and Japan 
constituted a danger to the Commonwealth. No distinction can 
be drawn between defence against external a~ and defence 
against internal attack, which is more insidious than direct extema! 
attack and in some respects, because it is often secret, more difficult 
to combat. If Parliament decides that there is an internal danger 
sufficiently serious to justify legislation, in my opinion the Court 
has no authority to overrule Parliament upon the ground that 
Parliament has made a mistake as to "the facts ". or that, even 
if Parliament is right as to the facts, the facts show no real danger 
to Australia. The Government is responaible to Parliament and 
Parliament is responaible to the people for such deciaions. If 
Parliament disagrees with the Government, or the people disagree 
with either the Government or the Parliament, our system of 
government provides a political means of changing the policy. 
The courts have nothing whatever to do with such decisions. 

For the reasons which I have stated those who wish to challenge 
the truth of what Parliament has said in the recitals in this Act 

(1) (1918) 2 A.C., at p. IOi. 
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caD do so in Parliament and before the people, but, in my opinion, H. C. Cl)' A. 
not before any court. 1950·} 9.5 I. 

It is not in my opinion a function of a court to determine whether AUS~.N 
legislation "goes too far" or "is incommensurate" or "is too CoIIlIUNIS'r 

drastic" or "is or is not reasonably necessary". The only P~TY 
function of a court when the v&lidity of l~gislation is challenged THE 
as ultra vires the Commonwealth Constitution is to determine COMMON· 

WEALTH. 
whether it is legislation "with respect to" a specified subject 

Latham C.J. matter. If a law has a connection "ith a subject matter which 
is real, it is not the function of a court to ask whether the law was 
in fact "reasonably necessary". In the recent case of Bank 
of New Soldh Wales v. The Commonwealth (1) the Court had to 
consider the validity of the Bar~killg Act 1947. Some sections of 
that Act pFovided penalties of £10,000 per day in the case of certain 
conduct, but no argument was heard (in a case which was fully 
argued) that the legislation" went too far". I agree with what 
Dixcm J. said in Milkr v. The Commonwealth (2) :-" On a question 
of ultra vires, when the end is found to be relevant to the power 
and the means not inappropriate to achieve it, the inquiry stops. 
'''nether less than was done might have been enough, whether 
more drastic provisions were made than the occasion demanded, 
whether the financial and economic conceptions inspiring the 
measure were theoretically sound, these are questions that are not 
in point. They are ma.tters going to the manner of the exercise 
of the power, not to its ambit or ext-ent." 

This decision was gl"en with respect to a law of a financial and 
economic character enacted in reliance upon the defence power. 
The principle stated IS applicable in the Case of all Commonwealth 
legislative powers. On this aspect of the case I refer to what 
GriJliih C.J. said in Farcy v. Burvett (3) :-" It is then contended 
that the necessity and desirability of making the law are questions 
of fact to be adjudged by the Court. In answer to that argument 
I refer to another well-known passage in the judgment of Marshall 
C.J. in M'CttUoch v. Maryland (4); also quoted by my brother 
Barton in the Jumhunna Case (5) :-' Where the law is not pro
hibited, and is really calculated to effect any of the objects entrusted 
to the Government, to undertake here to inquire into the degree 
of its necessity, would be to pass the line which circumscribes the 
judicial department, and to tread on legislative ground.' " 

(1) (1948) 76 C.L.R. 1. 
(2) (19i6) 73 C.L.R. I1l7. at p. 203. 
(3) (1916) 21 C.L.R. 433. Ilt p. 443. 

(4) (18111) " Wheat. 316, at p. U3 
[4 Law. Ed. 579). 

(5) (1908) 6 C.L.R. 309. At p. 345. 
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1 respectfully agree with GriJlith C.J., Barlml J. and Mar8hall 
C.J. The contentions of the plaintiffs are, in my opinion, incon
sistent with the principles stated in the passages which I have 
quott-d. 

The cases relied upon by the plaintiffs in their main ar&t1IIlent 
accordingly, in my view, when their significance is properly appre
ciated, do not support that argument but, on the contrary, provide 
an effective reply to it. Legislation of the character of the Act 
now under consideration may be an abuse of power. For abuse of 
power the Parliament is answerable to the people. 'When the 
validity of a law is challenged in the courts, the courts are con
cerned .only with the question whether the law was, as a matter 
of law, within the power of Parliament. 

1 summarize my conclusions upon this matter by saying that it 
is not for a court (either at the present stage of these cases, or at 
any lat.er stage) to ask or to answer the question whether or not 
it agrees ,vith the view of Parliament that the Australian Com
munist Party and organizations and persons associated with it 
are enemies of the country. It is for the Government and Parlia
ment to determine that question, and they have already determined 
it. Whether they are right or wrong is a political matter UPOD 

which the electors. and not any court, can pass judgment. The 
only question for a court, therefore, is whether the provisions of 
the Act have a real connection with the activities and possibilities 
which Parliament has said in its opinion do exist and do create 
a danger to Australia. 

9. In my opinion there is no difficulty in answering this question. 
Section 4, dissolving the Australian Communist Party, is the most 
obvious means of preventing its activity. It is equally obvious 
that the dissolution of the bodies mentioned in s. 5 (1) and the 
exclusion from the offices and employments mentioned in s. 10 of 
the persons referred to in s. 9 are directly and immediately con
nected with the suppression of that against which Parliament has 
decided the community is to be defended. 

In order that the suppression of the associations in question 
should be effective the associations must obviously be deprived 
of their means of action, that is, of their property, and the fact 
that this deprivation is permanent in my opinion constitutes no 
sound objeCtion to the legislation. It was put that this legislation 
was legiSlation to meet a temporary emergency. It is, in my 
opinion, wrong to base a judicial decision upon an assumption 
that, if there is an emergency, it is only temporary. I do not 
know how anybody knows that it is a temporary emergency. 1£ 
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the aJlegations 111 the recitals are true-as to which, as I ha,-e H. c. or :lo. 

said. it is not for the Court to give any decision in these cases- 1!I,;O·l!l·iJ. 

the l'u('ce.r;s of the Australian Communist Party would present At'I<:::.i.\'s 

Ausf.ralia with a permanently altered system of government. Cnmn'S'''T 
This (~annot seriously be denied. Why opposition to the Australian I'AI~T\" 
Communist Party and protection against subversive activities THE 

should be described as necessarily temporary in character I am (;o)()Jos· 
WEAI.TH. 

unable to understand. Whether the alleged emergency is tem-
d d h h h li f P I 1 •• tl"'RI t·,J. porary or not may epen upon w et er t e po 'cy 0 ar iament 

succet"ds or fails. It is suggested that the property of unlawful 
a8SO('iations ought to be held in trust for them so that later on 
the~' will be able to re-establish themselves and resume their 
operations. This is not like legislation for the winding up of a 
company. It was enacted to meet what Parliament has declared 
to be a national peril.. The very object of the Act is to put the 
associations out of existence and to prevent their re-establishment. 
Such legislation is most directly connected with the defence of the 
community against the activities of these bodies. Many people, 
perhaps most people, particularly in our hitherto peaceful com-
munity, do not like such legislation. But that fact has nothing 
to do with its validity. 

If, however, the Act ought to be regarded as legislation" intro
duced to meet a temporary emergency", I do not agree that it 
cannot be allowed to have permanent effects. Defence legislation 
which has been upheld because it was passed to meet a particular 
emergency which has proved to be temporary most obviously can 
have permanent results. An ex-serviceman who obtains a war
service home retains the home after the war is over. A traitor 
who assists an enemy during what may be a quite short war and 
has been shot remains dead after the war is over. It may be added 
that while a war is in progress no-one can say whether the war 
will be " temporary" or whether it will go on for many years. 

10. The plaintiffs on many occasions referred to the old saying 
which is quoted in Chitty on The Pret'ogatives oJ the Crown (1820), 
p. 43-ubi bellwl/ non est pax est. In my opinion the events 
of recent years require a reconsideration of this maxim. Actual 
fighting in the Second World War ended in 1945, but only fe1\' 
peace treaties have been made. The Court may, I think, allow 
itself to be sufficiently informed of affairs to be aware that any peace 
which now exists is uneasy and is considered by many informed 
people to be very precarious, and that many of the nations of the 
world (whether rightly or wrongly) are highly apprehensive. To 
say that the present condition of the world is one of .. peace " 
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may not unfairly be described as all unreal application of what has 
become an outmoded category. The phrases now used are" inci· 
dents", "affairs", "police action ", "cold war". The Govern
ment and Parliament do not regard the present position as one of 
perfect peace and settled security, a.nd they know more about it 
than the courts can possibly know as the result of considering 
legally admissible evidence. I have already referred to the 
authorities which show that neither the technical existence of 
war nor actual fighting is a condition of the exercise of the defence 
power. At the present time the Government of Australia is 
entitled, in my opinion, under the defence power to make prepara
tions against the risk of war and to prepare the community for 
war by suppressing, in accordance with a law made by Parliament, 
bodies believed by Parliament to exist for the purpose (inter atia) 
of prejudicing the defence of the community and imperilling its 
safety. It is immaterial whether the courts agree with Pa.rliament 
or not. 

11. The result of what I have said is that, in my opinion, it was 
competent for Parliament to identify communist organizations and 
associated persons as internbl enemies of the Commonwealth and 
to legislate for the purpose of pre"enting the continuance of the 
existence of such organizations and for suppressing their activities 
and forfeiting their property. Th,us (subject to some other 
arguments still to be considered) I am of opinion that s. 4, dissolving 
the Australian Communist Party, is valid. 

I am further of opinion that ss. 5 and 9 are valid by reason of the 
provisions contained in sub-so (1) of those sections. Sub-section (1) 
in each case states that the section applies to bodies of persons 
or to individuals who have certain communist assoc~tions. Sub
section (2) then limits the application of the sections in respect 
of bodies of persons or individual persons to such of those bodies 
or persons as the Governor-General has declared in pursuance of 
sub-so (2) of the sections to be acting in a manner prejudicial to the 
defence of the Commonwealth or the maintenance of the Constitu
tion. In my opinion it is not necessary to go to sub-ss. (2) of ss. 5 
and 9 to provide a constitutional basis for these provisions. These 
sub-sections operate by restricting the Qperation of the Act within 
a smaller sphere than would have been the case if they had been 
absent. The legislation, in particular ss. 4, 5 (1) and 9 (1), upon 
the view which I have stated, is brought within the defence power 
and S. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitution by the Parliamentary con
demnation of communism. When the sections are 80 construed 
the fact that the operation of ss. 5 and 9 depends in part upon the 
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opinion of the Governor-General cannot be an objection to the H. c. or .,. 
validity of the sections. The opinion of the Governor-General 19~;;1. 
upon any matter may validly be made a condition of the operation Al!~R.,LI.\!'I 
of the legislation. Section 5 (2), for example, might have pro- COllllnrw 

G PART\, vided for a proclamation of the overnor-General based upon ". 
any matter whatever; for example, provision might have been THE 

('O)l)lOX. made t.hat the Governor-General shonld not declare an organization \\,,£.\LTn. 

under the section unless it had a certain proportion of foreign-born 
b un! . h d . ed f f t J.~tf\llnl ('.J. mem ers or ess It a eXIst or ten years or or twen y years 

or unless the Chief of the General Staff or a State Commissioner 
of Police made a report to him on the matter. 

12. Other arguments raised other points with respect to 88. 5 (2) 
and 9 (:!). What is said as to s. 5 (2) applies also to s. 9 (2). The 
only difference between the suh-sections is that under s. 5 (2) the 
declaration made is simply that an 888OCiation is an unlawful 
association, whereas under s. 9 (2) the Governor-General is author
ized to .. make a declaration accordingly" -i.e., that he is satisfied 
as to the matters mentioned in the sub-section. I quote s. 5 (2) 
again :-" Where the Governor-Gen~ral is satisfied that a body of 
P"'JlSons is a body of persons to which this section applies and that 
the c·ontinued existence of that body of persons would be pre
judicial to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or to 
the el't'Cution or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of 
the Commonwealth, the Governor-General may, by instrument 
published in the Gazette, declare that body of persons to be an 
un1a\\-fuJ association." It was argued for the plaintiffs that all 
the matters mentioned in this sub-section are remitted to the 
unexaminable opinion of the Governor-General except in the case 
of tIle first element, namely, whether a body of persons was a body 
to which the section applies, in respect of which element there is 
proyi",ion for an application to a court. But the plaintiffs con
tended that the section left it to the Governor-General to deter
mine conclusively whether the continued existence of the body 
would be prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common
wealth or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution. 
etc. It was argued that this left it to the Governor-General 
to determine what was the defence of the Commonwealth and 
what was the execution or maintenance of the Constitution, kc_. 
and also to determine whether the continued existence of the body 
wouJd be prejudicial to such matters. Similarly under 8. 9 (2) 
the plaintiffs contended that the Governor-General determined 
finally what activities the person was engaged in and whether 
those activities were prf'judicial to what the Governor-General 
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considered was the defence of the Commonwealth or the execution 
or maintenance of the Constitution, &c_ The plaintiffs relied 
upon what has been said on this matter in a number of authorities. 
It is sufficient perhaps to refer to I1eUl v. Sinderberry (1). 

The defendants did not dispute the rule laid down in these 
decisions, but contended that the opinion of the Governor-Gtmeral 
was examinable in part. It was said to be examinable in relation 
to the question whether what was considered by the Governor
General to be defence, or execution or maintenance of the Constitu
tion was really defence, &C. This contention meant that a court 
would be able to consider whet.her the Governor-General had a 
correct conception of the meaning of defence and the execution, 
&c., of the Constitution. It was said that if this element in the 
Governor-General's opinion were shown tv be correct a sufficient 
connection with the subject DlIitter of power was established. I 
did not fully appreciate this argument. The question whether the 
Governor-General had a proper c-onception of defence, &.c.. could 
arise only in a particular ease. If he were sho\\'ll to be wrong, it 
would be the declaration, and not the A.ct, which, upon thi" view, 
would be invalid. 

In my opinion the contention of the plaintiffs as to the construc
tion of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) is correct. On the words of the sub
sections it is impossible to draw a distinction between any of the 
matters (other than the first element) as to which it is required 
that the Governor-General shall be satisfied. There is no ground 
for distinguishing in the case, {or example, of s. 9 (2), between the 
exam inability of his opinion as to what is defenc.e and his opinion 
as to wbetber a person is or was a communist or wbether he has 
been ellgaged in particular activities or whetber those acti\ities 
are prejudicial to defence. From a practical p'..>int of view it would 
be very difficult indeed to give effect to the oontention of the 
defendants. It was not suggested that any means ensted for 
discovering what the Governor-General's conception of defence or 
of the maintenance of the Constitution, &c., was. 

Tbus I agree with the plaintiffs' argument upon the constructi~n 
of ss. 5 (2) and 9 (2) in this respect, but this conclusion does not 
necessarily provide a reply to the argnment that the opinion of 
the Governor-General (which is really the opinion of the Go\-ern
ment of the day, because the Governor-General acts upon the 
advice of his Ministers--see s. 9 (3) cannot in itseU provide 
sufficient support for the provisions contained in ss. 5 and 9. I 
deal with this matter in par. 16 hereafter. 

(1) (1944) 68 C.L.R • .50'. 
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13. Argument was hea.rd as to whether the Governor-General n. (!. IIF A. 
had to be satisfied under both sections, and make a declaration 19r1l).I\I;)I. 

under s. 9 (2) specifically, as to matters affecting defence and also AU~N 
as to matters affecting the maintenance of the Constitution, kc., eollNtTJUST 

or whether it would be sufficient for him to be satisfied as to one I'A~TY 
only and (under s. 9 (2» to cc declare accordingly". In my Tu 

opinion this question of construction cannot affect a decision as <:=:~ 
to the validity of the Act upon. the view which I take of the 
operation of s. 5 (1) and (2) and s. 9 (1) and (2). Whether a par- JAtllam c .... 
ticuJar declaration is valid or not is a question which arises only 
after a declaration has been made. If the question should arise 
it should, in my opinion, be answered by simply following the 
decision in Welsbach Light Co. of Australasia Ltd. v. The Common-
fI1fIlIlth (1). 

14. The plaintiffs relied very greatly upon the decision ill Ex 
ptUte Walsk arul Joknson (2) as a decision that no legislation could 

. depend for its validity upon any opinion. except that of a court, 
to establish a connection with a subject matter of Federal legia
lative power. But if sub-ss. (2) of ss. 5 and 9 are read in the 
manner which I suggest, that is as merely providing a condition of 
the application of ·other operative provisions which are themaelves 
valid, the objection based upon Ex ptsrte WOOk and Johnson (2) 
ceases to have any application. In Ex parte Walsk and Jokmon (2) 
the Court expressly approved the decision· in R. v. MrM;farlane; 
Ex parte 0' Flanagan and 0' KeUy (3). There the Court held that 
s. SA of the Immi!Jration Act 1901-1920 was valid. The operation 
of that section (authorUing deportation) depended upon cc the 
Minister being satisfied" that within three years after the arrival 
in Australia of a person who was not born in Aost.ralia that person 
was a person who advocated the overthrow by force or violence 
of the established government of the Commonwealth or of any 
State or of any other civilized country, &C. Thus the application 
of the section depended upon the opinion of the Minister. It was 
held that the law was a law with respect to immigration and was 
valid. In Ex parte Walsk and JOkflMm (2) the Court had to consider 
the validity of s. 8AA in the ltnnhgration Act 1901-1925. That 
section was held to be valid as a law with respect to immigration, 
but not as a law with respect to other matters. The validity of 
8Ub-S. (1) \\'88 not challenged, although tbe cue was most exhaus
tively argued. Sub-section (1) of s. BA.&. was in the following 
terms :-"1f at any time tbe Governor-General is of opinion that 

(1) (1916) 22 C.L-R. 268. 
(2) (1925) 37 C.L-R. 38. 

(3) (1923) 3:! C.L.R. iUS. 
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H. C. 01' A. there exists in Australia a serious industrial disturbance prejudicing 
1900.191i1. or threatening the peace. order or good government of the Common

AtT;;:;LlAX wealth, he may make a Proclamation to that effect . . ." 
C'oIUltl!rtllT The application of the rest of the Act depended upon such a 

P":'TY a proclamation being in force. It will be observed that the 
TUB pl'OC'lamat.ion required was in most general tenus. It referred to 

;0;::: the cc pear.e, order or good government of the Commonwealth .. 
and not to any specific power. It was not suggested that such a 

tat/111ft. (~ . .J. proclamation could not be a condition ef the operation of legisla
tion ot~erwise within power. Section 8.u (2) of the Act provided 
that when any such proclamation was in force the Minister. if he 
were satisfied as to any of various matters-obstruction of transport 
of goods or passengers, provision of 'service by departments or 
public authorities of the Commonwealth, &c., might call upon a 
person to show cause why he should not be deported from the 
Commonwealth. This section was held to be valid in its applica
tion to persons who really were immigrants. It. was not held that 
the fact that its operation depended upon the opinion of a Minister 
88 to transport or the pro\ision of services by the Commonwealth, 
&c., prevented the Act from being valid. A distinction ,between 
this case and the case of Ex parte Walsk and John801l (1) is that. 
in that ease it was considered that the alleged law prohibited .no 
act, enjoined no duty, created no offence, imposed DO sanction for 
disobedience to any command and prescribed no standard or rule 
of conduct (per Knoz C.J. (2». This Act does prohibit acts, 
create duties and offences, provide for sanctions and prescribe 
rules of conduct. It prohibits the continued activity of certain 
associations-it forfeits property: it creates disqualifications for 
office: and it creates offenc.es with penalties. All of these tnatters 
relate to defence if Parliament has, as the Act assumes, the consti
tutional right to decide fogainst what defence should be provided. 

16. The argument for the defendants sought to support s. 4, and 
conseq\1entially 88. 5 and 9, upon the basis of alleged facts of which 
(it was said) the Court should take judicial notice. These allegations 
of fact were made by Mr. Baf'tllid in the course of argument and 
"Were challenged by the plaintiffs. They were stated in propolli
tions lettered from (a) to (t). They referred to international 
tension and to tension with Russia. They included allegations 
that certain States, including ChiIla, were satellite States of Rl18sia, 
that forces against which Australia was fighting in Korea were 
communist-supported forces, that an extension of that conflict 
was feared, that communism "'as a world movement, was 8upra-

(1) (1126) Si C.L.B.. 36. (2) (1925) 3i CoLB.., At p. 19. 
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national in character, and that communists sympathized with H. C. OF A. 

Soviet RUSBia, the great communist State. In my opinion the 1~51. 
matters referred to in these statements are matters which a govern- AUSTRALIAN 

ment and parliament may properly consider in reaching a decision CoJrlNt'NI~T 

upon policy, though some of them would be incapable of proof by P.::.n 
any legal evidence. None of them, in my opinion, are matters THE 

of which the Court should take judicial notice, except perhaps the ~~:: 
general statement that the world is in a state of uneasy appre
hension and that war preparations (always stated to be defensive) 
are going on throughout the world. The Court may be allowed 
to know as much as that. but I can see no justification for the 
Court taking judicial notice of the other disputed and disputable 
propositions which Mr. BaMc1c has submitted. The Court can 
take judicial notice of notorious facts, and one thing which is 
notorious about what Mr. Banoick has submitted is that the 
allegations are matters of vigorous dispute. 

16. I have stated my opinion that the validity of 88. 4. 5 and 9 
and the associated proviSions may be established without relying 
upon the declaration of the opinion of the Governor-General, for 
which provision is made in 88. 5 (2) and 9 (2). But, apart from 
what I have already said as to ss. 5 (1) and 9 (1) being within 
power, I do not agree that an opinion of an executive authority 
is irrelevant when the question under consideration is that of 
connection with defence or with the maintenance of the C'.onstitu
tion. Operations against an enemy (external or internal) are 
conducted by the Executive Government under the control of 
Parliament and not by courts. They require action. They often 
require prompt and decisive action. What action should be taken 
must frequently be left to the judgment of a responsible person. 
It is true, ss has been held in this Court, that Parlia..."Ilent cannot 
extend its powers with reference to trade and commerce by passing 
laws about something which is not trade and commerce, though, 
in the opinion of a Minister, it is trade and commerce, and that 
Parliament cannot by enactment make a man an immigrant if he 
is not an immigrant. But in the case of defence the opinion of 
those responsible for defence may validly be made by Parliament 
the crucial matter in determining under a law whether particular 
action should be taken to protect the community. Thus, in Lloyd 
v. Wallack (1), the Court considered the validity of a provision in a 
regulation that where the Minister for Defence "has reason to 
believe that any naturalized person is disaffected or disloyal, he 
may, by warrant under his hand, order him to be detained in 

(1) (1915) 20 C.JhR. 299. 

, ~. 1·, XX1TI.-· ; 

Latbam C.J. 
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military custody in such place as he thinks fit during the continu
ance of the present state of war ". It was held that the regulation 
was valid and that the Minister could not be called upon as a witness 
to state the grounds of his belief. Gri.fliJ.h C.J. said :-" Having 
regard to the nature and object of the power conferred upon the 
Minister, and the circumstances under which it is to be exercised, I 
think that his belief is the sole condition of his authority, and that 
he is the sole judge of the sufficiency of the materials on which 
he forms it" (I). His Honour added :-" Having regard to the 
nature of the power and the circumstances under which it is to be 
exercised, it would, in my opinion, be contrary to public policy, 
and, indeed, inconsistent with the character of the power itself, to 
allow any judicial inquiry on the subject in these proceedings." (2). 
1~Q,(U;$ J. agreed, saying that the Minister is "the sole judge of 
what circumstances are material and sufficient to base his menta) 
conclusion upon, and no one can challenge their materiality or 
sufficiency or the reasonableness of the belief founded upon them. 
He is presumed to act not arbitrarily nor capricioualy, but to 
inform his mind in any manner he considers proper" (3). This 
decision was followed I!ond applied in Ex parte Walsh (4) and in 
Littk v. Th£ Commqnweauh (5) by Dixon J. The latter was also 
a case of internment, and his Honour said that he did not think 
that the order was examinable upon any ground aifecting the 
Minister's opinion short of bad faith. In Wel8back Light Co. of 
A.ustralasia Uti. v. Th£ Commonwealth (6) the Court considered the 
question of the validity of a Tradirl1J with the Enemy A.ct which 
applied to companies which became identifiable only by means of 
a proclamation of the Governor-Gen~ral and a declaration of the 
Attorney-General that a company was in his opinion managed or 
controlled, &c., by persons of 'enemy nationality. The Act "'as 
held to be valid. In all of these cases it was the opinion of the 
Governor-General or of a Minister as to the relation between a 
person and the defence of the Commonwealth in a particuIa.r war, 
and nothing else, which provided the constitutional foundation for 
the law. These cases must, in my opinion, be overruled if the 
arguments for the plaintiffs on the point now under consideration 
are accept~ Otherwise they become unintelligible exceptions to 
a supposed universal rule that the opinion of a Government or a 
Minister or a Parliament-on either fact or law-cannot pro\;de 
any link between a law and & subject of legislative power. 

(1) (1915) 20 C.L.R., at p. 304. 
(2) (1915) 2OC.L.R., at pp. 304, 305. 
(3) (1915) 2OC.L.R., at pp. 308, 309. 

(f) (UN2) A.LR. 359. 
(5) (IN7) 75 C.L.R. N. 
(6) (1916) 22 C.L.R. 2G1l. 
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Such exceptions cannot be made intelligible by saying that in H. c. (IF .0\ • 

.. times of crisis ", when there is" an enemy in our midst"t much J9~;;1. 
must be left. to the discretion of other than judicial authorities. The AUSTRALIAI' 

doctrine for which the plaintiffs contend means that the courts, CoMMnilST 

h PARTY and not .. merely" the Government and the Parliament of t e ,'-
country, should be satisfied that there real1y is a crisis of sufficient THE 

COiolMON' significance to justify the law-that there really is an enemy in WEALTH. 

our midst. A court, in reaching a conclusion upon such an issue, 
should', the plaintiffs contend, take into account both facts of which J..:.th:IIIll'.I. 

the Court can take judicial notice and facts duly proved by 
admissible evidence. The defendant&, on the other hand, argue 
that the Court should be limited, in relation to this issue, to the 
consideration of facts of which it can take judicial notice. In 
my opinion, as already stated, the problem as to whether there is, 
or is likely to be, a crisis or position of danger requiring the exercise 
of the defence power or the power to protect constitutional govern-
ment is a question which Parliament may properly determine for 
itself. H it is held that it can be determined only by a court, I 
have difficulty in seeing how a conclusion could be based only upon 
fads of which the Court could properly take judicial notice. A 
court could not take judicial notice of a " crisis" before the crisis 
had happened. A court could not take judicial notice even of 
widespread espionage and sabotage, most of which would in any 
case be secretly organized. A oourt ('AmId not determine, by the 
application of any doctrine of judicial notice, whether 8. particular 
interference or R series of interferences with production in vital 
industries was really industrial in character (as some would assert) 
or really political and subversive (as others would t.llege). The 
limitation of the principle of judicial notice to facts which 8.re 
notorious-which are 80 clear that no evidence is required to 
establish them--appears to me to prevent a court from ever 
reaching a conclusion based only upon such facts with respect to 
an issue of actual or potential p~!>lic danger calling for the exercise 
of the legislative powers now under consideration. ,On the other 
hand, if evidence is admissible, as the plaintiffs contend, to prove 
or to disprove the actual or possible existence of such a danger, the 
validity of Commonwealth laws will be decided upon the basis of 
the evidence which litigants choose to submit in particular cases. 
Upon the evidence called in one case, the law would be. held to be 
valid. Upon the evidence called in another case the same law 
would be held to be invalid. According to the plaintiffs' argu-
ments, if the Court, after hearing such evidence as was brought 
before it, thought that the suggested crisis was imaginary, or that 
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R. C. - A. it WM DOt IIdIicieutly aerious to justify particular legislation, it 
UNIO-Itll. ahoald hold that the law WM invalid, notwithstanding the contrary 
A~ opiDion of Parliament upon both pointa. 
~ Thie conclusion cannot be eecaped (whether the Court is limited 
p~ to the CODIIideration of facta judicially known or not) by reference 
To to anach Cice!onian apophthegma &8 •• Silmt .i,.. • i1Iter tJrm4 " 

eo-OJf- &Dd" &lu -~i _prenta ., le ". Such pithy proverbt repre-watL'I'II. I"'r-
I8Ilt not an application, but a negation, of law. In my opinion 

J.ata.a C..J. the Coutitution of the Commonw_Ith h&8 not been 80 impedectly 
&amed that, in what the Govenunent and Parliament consider 
a time of criaia when the national uiBtence is at stake, they can 
act promptly and effectively, by me&D8 of executive action and 
legialation, only by breaking the law. Upon mY1Dlderstanding of 
their functions and of the nature of the defence power, they can 
act within the law to meet the criBia without being 8ubject to the 
riIIt of being told by a court that they were acting inegally. In 
auch a cue, the Government and Parliament are not left by the 
Constitution to action under a cloud of legal doubt. It might 
well happen that the criBia would be over-one way or the other
before the Court had heard the evidence (which could easily be 
made very lengthy) uPon the question whether there W88 .really 
a criaia or not. In my opinion the Constitution does not create 
such perilous aituatious. 

17. The cue of Bz ptJffe WcWA mad Joltuon (1) is not, in my 
opinion, incouaiatent with the Jaat.mentioneci decisions. That cue 
in its relevant aapecta wu a decision with respect to the ilDlDigr&.tion 
power, the trade and commerce power, the power to legislate with 
respect to Commonwealth departments, and with respect to the 

. interpretation of a general phraae referring to an Commonwealth 
legialative powers, whether they had been actually exerciaed or not. 
It wu there held that the Minister'8 opinion that a man W88 an 
immigrant could not make him an immigrant if he really wu not an 
immigrant and that similarly the Miniatm'8 opinion that certain 
mattera fell within the subject of trade and commerce would not 
bring them within that subject if in fact they did not faD within it
and 80 a1ao u to the other subjects mentioned. But, for reasons 
which I have already stated, the position is quite crurerent in the cue 
of the defence power. The Government of the day decides matters 
of defence policy subject to parliamentary control and, in 80 doiDg, 
it determines what the people are to be defended agaiDat. Sach 
a decision is not a finding of fact or &11. opinion upon law. It i8 
• deciaion of policy &8 to what ought to be done in the interests of 

(1) (ItJI) 1'7 C.L.R. as. 
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the country. Often action must be taken upon the opinion of • B. C. 01' A. 

responsible authority-sometimes upon suspicion and not upon I~l. 
proved fact. When, for example, a Mm.ister, under the Acta Av8TLU.WI 
mentioned in the cues referred to, or the Governor-General. under CoIDIOlQllT 

the Act now under consideration, declares that a person is acting P~TY 
prejudicially to the defence of the Commonwealth, he is engaging Taa 
in the diacharge of a function which is committed by the Parlia- CoIOlOB-

~TB. 

ment to the Executive Government, and his opinion in itself may 
legitimately bring the law within the constitutional power. LUham CJ. 

It was said in the House of Lords by Lord .At.aMon in R. v. 
Halliday (1) :-" .As preventive justice proceeds upon the principle 
that a person should be restrained from doing something which, if 
free and unfettered, it is reasonably probable he would do, it must 
necessarily proceed in all cases, to some extent, on lI08picion or 
anticipation as distinct from proof." His Lordship went on to 
say that it was not necessary to wait until a pe.non performed 
an act by which the public safety and the defence of the realm 
might be prejudicially affected, and that after the Minister recelved 
a recommendation with respect to a particula.r pe.non, and came 
to the conclusion that by reason of his hostile origin or asaociation 
it was expedient for securing the public safety and the defence of 
the realm that he should be interned, it would be " as mischievous 
as absurd to require that the Minister, though fully warned, should 
remain quiescent and look on helplessly, waiting for the time when 
one of the crimes mentioned in [the regulations] should be com
mitted, and the perpetrator, if caught, and if sufficient proof were 
forthcoming, should be brought to justice and punished." (2). 

In my opinion the arguments for the pJainti1rs which I have 
been considering do not show that any of the provisions of the 
Act are invalid. 

18. It is now necessary to refer to other arguments adduced 
on behalf of the plainti1rs or on behalf of some of them. It was 
argued that no Pederallaw could permanently SUppre88 a voluntary 
association. It was conceded that individuals might be punished 
for subversive or traitorous activities, but it was said that Parliament 
itself could not suppress any voluntary association of people 
associated for any objects. This contention was supported by the 
a.rgument that defence legislation, aaaumed to be valid only in 
respect of what was called "a temporary emergency"t could not 
be allowed to have " permanent" effects. I have already stated 
my opinion &8 to this proposition. The plaintiffs were ahle to 
concede, for the purposes of the present case, that a court could, 

(I) (1917) A.C. 260, at p. 275. (2) (1917) A.C .. at. It. :l76. 
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if authority were given to it under a statute, perhaps auppress 
a voluntary association, but contended that Parliament could not. 
Thus, if Parliament had said that, if a court were satisfied of the 
existence of the facts alleged in recitals Nos. 4: to 8, the Court 
might dissolve the Australian Communist Party, such a law might 
possibly be valid. As this Act; is not such a law the concession. 
had no significance. I therefore only record my dissent from the 
frequent statements in the course of argument that only the 
opinion of a court as to a fact and that only the opinion of a court 
on a matter of law can produce legal consequences. I refer to 
what I say hereafter on the subject of judicial power. 

19, It was argued that political parties and trade unions, because 
they are political parties and trade unions, enjoy some form of 
exemption from law-though the proposition was not put in that 
precise form. The Court heard many protests against the Act 
based on the fact that it applied to a political party and to trad~ 
unions. It was put that, even if such organizations engaged in 
subversive activities, they also had innocent activities, and that 
Parliament could not by closing them down prohibit their innocent 
activities. A subversive or traitorous association would naturally 
keep its significant activities secret until it was strong enough to 
declare them, and i:1 the meantime would pose as an innocent and 
well· meaning political party or cultural society or 8Qmething like 
that, simply and sincerely striving for a better world. The fact 
that such bodi. may have innocent activities as well as activities 
of the character described in the statute i .. not, any more than in 
the case of individuals, a ground for excluding the application of 
laws de!!igned either to prevent or to punish unlawful activities. 
A burglar does not secure t'xemption from the law because he is a 
~ood father. 

It is further contended that the legislation affects civil rights 
of union officers and others by terminating contracts of employ· 
ment. This is certainly the case, but I am nnable to understand 
why it should be thought to be an objection to the validity of 
legislation. Most legislation afTects civil rights. If such an 
obvious proposition requires support from authority it is sufficient 
to refer to Wut v. Gwynne (1), where Buc1cley L.J. said: cc Most 
Acts of Parliament, in fact, do interfere with existing rights". 
There is no constitutional ground whatever for holding that Federal 
legislation with respect to matters within Federal power cannot 
affect civil rights, proprietary and others. 

(I) (1911) 2 Ch. I, at p. 12. 
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It wat' said that the legislation interfered with the" fundamental 
right .. of trades unions to choose their own officers. It certainly 
pla.cefl limitations upon the right which the law has hitherto allowed 
to t.radE's unions to choose their own officers. This right, however, 
exists only by reason of law and depends entirely upon law. It is 
!;ubje<:t to control by laws made by Parliaments which have power 
with rE'~pect to the matters to which the laws relate. 

Similar questions have arisen in the United States of America. 
SomE' of them were considered in American Ccmmlunicaticms 
Associatum v. Douds (1). In that case the Supreme Court upheld 
a statut.e which provided that, as a condition of a union utilizing 
the provisions of a Labor Management Relations Act 1947, each of 
its officers should file an affidavit stating that he was not a member 
of the Communist Party or affiliated with it and that he did not 
believ€' in, was not a member of or supported any organization 
that ht-lieved in or taught the overthrow of the United States 
Government by force or by any illegal or unconstitutional methods. 
:Much of the reasoning in the judgments relates to provisions in 
the Constitution of the rnited States which are not present in the 
Australian Constitut.ion. Apart from these matters, the case deals 
with several matters which have been discussed in the case now 
under eonsideration. The statute was passed under the trade &ond 
commerce power. It was held that Congress had power to remove 
obstructions to inter-State commerce consisting in "political 
strikes .. , namely" strikes instigated by communists and others 
proscribed by the statute who infiltrate union organizations not to 
support and further trade union objectives, including the advocacy 
of chanl!e by democratic methods, but to make them a device by 
which commerce and industry might be disrupt~d when the dictates 
of political policy require such action". The Supreme Court 
further declared that notwithstanding the express protection given 
to fI1*'dom of speech by the Cons*ution of the United States, 
,. those who, 80 Congress had found, would subvert the public 
interest. cannot escape all regulation because, at the same time, 
they canyon legitimate political activities ". It was also held that 
CongrE'S8 and not the courts was primarily charged with the deter
mination of the need for regulation of activities affecting inter
~tatE' commerce. It was objected that the law was invalid because 
it would bring ahout the removal of union officers who refused to 
take the prescribed oath. This objection was not upheld. Congress 
had legi!;)at~ to protect unions from domination and control by 
emrl<.yers. Without expressing any agreement with the general 

(I) (1950) 339 tT.S. 3~:? [94 lAW. Ed.925]. 
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H. C. 0 .. A. judgment of Jacbon J., I quote what he aid upon this particular 
1950-1951. matter :-" I C&DI1ot believe that Congreu has less power to protect 
.~c;::J.u, a Iabor union from Communist Party domination than it has from 
CoUUIIIST employer domination" (1). These matters are related not only to 

PARTY foreign and inter-State trade and commerce, but alao to defence and 
17. 

THE the maintenance of the Constitution. ID my opinion the Common· 
~~=: wealth Parliament has the same power to protect unions in Australia 

&It in America. Opinions may differ as to the wiadom or desirability 
Latham ('.1. of such protection (and it has not been welcomed by the plaintifFs). 

but that fact has nothing to do with the validity of the legisJatioo. 
20. The case W&8 argued by 80me COIlD88laa if the Commonwealth 

Constitution contained provisiODB corresponding to thOle contained 
in certain other conatitutionl. In the Constitution of the United 
States of America there are provisions preventing the enactment 
of laW! impairing the obligation of contracts or depriving persons 
of life, liberty or property without due process of law. In the 
Canadian Constitution .. property and civil rights within the 
province" is a subject aa to which the provincial Iegialaturea are 
declared to have exclusive power (lJritu/a Nt1rl.Ia AfMI"iora Act 1867, 
s. 92). None of these provisions appear in the Constitution of the 
Commonwealth, and in my opinion there is no basis whatever for 
the attempt to create such provisions by arguments baaed upon 
the judicial power and s. 92 of the Constitution and the natural 
dislike of suppressive law8. The Act does affect civil rights. It 
does affect proprietary rights. It does af[ect contracts of eQlploy. 
ment. But there is no reason why it should not do all of these 
things if it is legislation with respect to a subject upon whieh the 
Commonwealth Parliament has power to make IaWl-an aspect of 
the case with which I have already dealt. 

21. It was argued that no Federal legislation could aboJiah a 
body which bad Federal political objectives or State political 
objectives. It could not suppress a body in the former case because, 
it was contended, the Federal Constitution, which provided for 
voting by electors. impliedly provided that there should be political 
parties and therefore impliedly provided that the electors should 
have the constitutional right to vote for any body of perIOna which 
was a political party and that therefore the Constitution impliedly 
provided for the existence of any political parties whieh any persons 
ehose to form and, accordidgly, that the Commonwealth Parliament 
had no power to suppress any party. Jt waa argued that if a 
political party had State objectives aa well as Federal objectives, 
if the Commonwealth Parliament suppressed the party altogether 

(1) (1950) 339 t:.S •• at p. 433 [IN La .... Ed .. at p. 98!J. 
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there was an interference with the constitutions of the States. It H. C. or A. 

~as conceded that the constitutions of ~he States,like. t~e Consti.tu- lor~51. 
hon of the Commonwealth, say nothing about pobtlC&) partIes. AUST1W.IA!l 

It is also true that the Commonwealth Constitution gives a plenary CO:lUlUNlST 

power to the Commonwealth Parliament to legislate upon the PARTY ". 
subjects committed to it. But it was said that the State constitu- 'fal: 
tions, like the Commonwealth Constitution, assumed the existence CoIDION. 

WI:.U.TU. 
of political parties and that therefore all political parties can 
continue to exist notwithstanding any legislation directed against Latbam Col 

them. It is obvious that the objections to Federal legislation 
directed against a body which took part in State politics would 
equally apply to State legislation directed against 8 body which 
elected to take part in Federal politics. The conclusion of these 
arguments is that bodies, however traitorous and subversive, are 
entitled to continue to exist if they are political parties though 
individual persons could be punished if they were prosecuted for 
and convicted of offences. 

It is difficult to deal with an argument so insubstantial. The 
Commonwealth Parliament has full power to make laws with 
respect to traitorous and subversive activities of persons, whether 
thev act individuallv or in association. If that be so, the fact that 
the" bodies have other characteristics-political, athletic, artistic, 
literary &c.-cannot possibly exclude the application of such laws. 

22. Section 92. The plaintiffs submitted an argument based on 
s. 92 of the Commonwealth Constitution. The Australian Com
munist Party and the industrial organizations to which the Act 
refers, like most other bodies of any con.sequence in Australia have 
inter-State activities and write letters from one State to another. 
Also union officers travel from State to State in pursuance of their 
duties. It is argued that they are exempt hom any law which 
inhibits those activities. 

The Act says nothing about trade, commerce or intercourse. 
When the Act operates it will restrict various activities, including 
inter-State activities, of the persons to whom it applies. So also 
does an Act which provides for imprisonment for any offence. So 
also does any Act which requires persons to take out licences or to 
possess qualifications before they can follow certain occupations in 
a particular State. So do quarantine Acts. So do scores of other 
Acts. In all such cases the relation to inter-State trade and 
commerce is " remote" within the meaning of the Banking Oa.~e : 
The Oomwmu-eaJth v. Bank of New South Wa1e.s (1). In that case 
the Privy ('.ouncil held that 8. 92 did not prevent the exclusion 

(1) (1930) A.C. 235; 79 C.L.R. 497. 
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H. C. OF A. from passage across the frontier of a State of creatures or .things 
195~;~:j). calr.ulat.ed to injure its citizens. Thus the transit inter-State of 

AU8T.ULTAlf dise&.Sed cattle and noxious drdgs could be prevented by JaW' 
COMlfU!fY!'J' consistently 'With s. 92. There can be nothing more injurious and 

PARTY d h' d h' . . . If' d t.. angercus t an traItorous an 8U yerslve actlVltIes. , m or er 
THx to stop them, cl'!rt.ain action is thought necessary by Parliament, if 

COJOlON. " • h' h 
WItALTH. It is otherwls~ within power it is no objectIon to sue act.lon t at 

it has the effect of p!eventing all those activities and other activitit>.s. 
Lalllum r.J. whether inter.State or jntra.State. 

23. Acquisition of Properly. The Act forfeits the property of the 
Australian C.ommuIlist Pa.rty and provides for the forfeiture of the 
property of the associations declared to be unlawful. Section 
51 (xxxi.) of the C.onstitution provides that the Parliament may 
make laws for the acquisition of property upon just terms. It has 
been held that this is the only power of the Parliament to legislate 
fOT the acquisition of p!'operty (Johnston Fear & Kingllam & TIlt! 
Offset P7-inti'1lg Co. Pty. Ltd. v. Tile Cmnmonwealtk (1». The Act 
f'lrieits the property because the party or the 888ociation engages in 
or is connected \\"ith activities of the kind described in the recitals, 
that is, activities which are considered by Parliament to be traitorous 
or ftubvt'rsive. If this is to be regarded as a. la'" " for the acquisition 
of property" I fail to !ICe anything unjust. in Parliament forfeiting 
t.he property of an association 1\'hich in the opinion of Parliament 
POl'sesses tllose characteristics. This legislation is seen to be very 
mild when it is compared with the common form of legislation in 
l!~any countries with l"espect to espionage, sabotage and the like 
activitit'-8 directed against the state, the penalty for which is often 
death. 

24. Judicial Powet·. It is argued on behalf of the plaintiffs that 
the Act contravenes s. 71 of the Constitution, which provides that 
the judicial power of the Commonwealth shall be vested in courts. 
It 11'&8 said that whenever any decision as to either a fact or a law 
produces a legal consequence that decision must. be made by a 
court. Reference was made to Rola 00. (Amtralia) Pty. Ltd. v. 
The Commo'tlwealth (2) and other cases. Upon this ground 8. 4, 
dissolving the Australian Communist Party, was attacked. It was 
argued that the Australian Communist Party could be dissolved 
-only by a court because the dissolution affected the rights of persons. 
Section 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) were also attacked upon this ground 
becr..use it was said that the opinion of the Governor·General could 
not be made an element in determining any matter affecting the 
rights, "civil or proprietary", of any person. The contention of 

(1) (1943) 67 r.L.R. 314. (2) (1944) 69 C.L.R. l~,;. 
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the plaintiffs really is that every determination of a question of H. C. OF .~. 
law and every determination of fact where the determination 19tJ4)·J9aI. 

produces any legal cOllileqllenCea is a matter for a court. This AV;:;' .. ,,-S 

proposition, interpreted and applied universally and with precision. (:O:ll"("S'''l' 

would not only prohlbit much quite ordinary legislation which l'A/~n 
affects civil rights, but would also mean that no right or duty could l'HE 

b COXlION-e lllade to depend upon a decision of any adII"Juistrative officer. \\'ULTH. 

The acceptance of such a proposition would make administ·ration 
. . hI E da dm' ffi Id' J.dtJun" \'..1. unpractlC3 e. .,very y a ullstrative 0 • cern app y all\. mter-
pret laws and make decisions as to facte;. The position stands B.<; 

they detertJIine it, with the results whir-h fo!low aecording t~) law 
from their determination. The position validly so stands unless 
for some reason it is set aside by superior (l.uthority or is determined 
by a court to have been made wit,hout authority. If a der.ision al' 
to the m~ning of a statute or as to) the exi3t-enc-e of facts (many 
hundreds of which are made every clay in the ordinary COUl'3e of 
administ.ration) is an exercise of judicial power then such decisions 
of administrative officers should count for nothing, independently 
altogether of the result of any subseqnent. challenge in a court. 
They could not he legitimated by subsequent judicia! decieion th~t 
they happened to be right. They ".'QuId 9till, according to the 
argument of the plaintiffs, be an unauthorized exercise of judicial 
power and therefore entirely invalid. 

All eflective answer to the plaintiffs' arguments on this aspect 
of the case is in my opinion to be founci in B~iJ,ish lmperiol Oil Co. 
Ltd. v. Federal Commis:nontr of Taxction (1), wnere the question o{ 
the nature of judicial power was fully consider<!<l. 1&aaC8 J. said that 
" some matters so clearly and distinctively appertain to one branl}h 
of government a,,, to be incapable of exercise by another. An 
appropriation of public money, a trial for murder, and the appoint
ment of a Federal Judge are instances. Other matters may be 
subject to no a priori exclueive delimitation, but may be capable 
of assignment by Parliament in its discretion to more than one 
branch of government" (2). The case itself upheld the validity 
of decisions of a Commissioner for Income T~x and of a Board of 
Review upon questions of fact and of law in detennining liability 
to income tax. His Honour gave otherexamplea from the Trade 
Marks Act, the Patmts Act, the Commo,m'ealtlt Public Seroice Act 
and the Commonwealth Ba7~k Act of perlJOns empowered to exercise 
" the functions of deciding between contestants qnestions of fact 
and discretion and of doing so with the effect in some way of 

(1) (l9'16) 38 C.L.R. 133. (2) (1926) 38 C.L.R., at p. 178. 
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H. C. OF A. binding the righta of one or more of the contestanta" (1). The 
J9~961. judgment of llaGCl J. was approved upon appeal to the Privy Council 

AVSTJW.JAN (Shell Co. of Australia lMl. v. Federal Commissioner of TazatWtI (2) ). 
Co)fIlUNIST In the High Court Higgim J. put the matter very succinctly when 

P.a.:,TY he said :-" The fact that a policeman has to consider the law as 
THE well as the facts in exercising his power to arrest does not make 

CoIUIOS. him a J'udicial officer" (S). 
WULTH. 

LaUlAm C.J. 
The Parliament might have remitted to a court, if it had thought 

proper to do 80, the decision of the question whether a body of 
persons was subversive or traitorous. But, as I have said, it was 
not bound to do 80. It,is not difficult to think of reasons connected 
with the nature of the subject matter of the legislation which may 
have been regarded as relevant by Parliament as reasons for legis· 
lating directly, without prescribing the intervention of a court. 
Parliament may have thought that prompt action was necessary. 
It may haV., been influenced by the obvious circumstance that a 
propagandist subversive body believed to be working in conjunction 
with similar bodies in other countries could ask for nothing better 
than an opportunity to give evidence and produce argument in 
court upon such matters &8 have been tabulated under headings (a) 
to (f) in par. 6 of this judgment. It is not necessary, in order to 
hold that the legislation is valid, that a court should agree with 
these or any other suggested reasons for the particular form in 
which Parliament has framed the law, if the law is within power. 

25. The Court has been invited to treat this Act as if it were an 
Act of Attainder or an Act of Pains and Penalties. Such legislation 
is always unpopular with those against whom it is directed and in 
general ~ detested. An Act of Attainder imposed the penalty of 
death by legislative action and an Act of Pains and Penalties 
inflicted a less penalty, again by legislative action. The 
Parliament of Great Britain adopted a practice of hearing the 
person with whom the bill dealt, but the result was secured by 
legislation and not by judicial action. In the Constitution of the 
United States there is a prohibition of such legislation. Article I, 
s. 9, provides .. No Bill of Attainder or e:t poIt fado law shaD he 
passed ". There is no such provision in the Commonwealth 
Constitution and it has expreasly been decided in the High Court 
in R. v. KUltfUJft (4) that e:t poItfacto laws mry be passed. But the 
present Act' is in no sense an Act of Attainder or of Pains and 
Penalties. It does not convict or purport to convict any person 
of any act, nor does the Act itself subject him to any penalty. He 

(I) (1926) 38 C.L.R., at p. 179. il) (1926) 38 C.L.R., .& p. JOl. 
(2) (1931) A.C. 275; 44 C.L.R. 530. (~) (l915) JO C.L.R. 425. 
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may be convicted of an offence against the Act if he is prosecuted H. C. or A. 

before a court, but the Act itself does not produce any of the l~l. 
results of an Act of A~..ainder or of an Act of Pains and Penalties. AUIITIlALIAtf 

26. Section 10 of the Act relates to the disqualification of declared COKKl'"IfI!lT 
PARTY persons for employment by the Commonwealth or an authority of 11. 

the Commonwealth and &8 an officer of an industrial organization THE 

engaged in a vital industry: see s. 10 (3). From what I have ~=:~ 
already said it follows that in my opinion s. 10 is valid. But even 
if other provisions of the Act are held to be invalid, such a conclu
sion does not have any bearing upon the full power of the Common-
wealth Parliament to make laws with respect to employment by the 
Commonwealth and to provide by statute, &8 it thinks proper, for 
qualifications and disqualifications for the holding of office in 
industrial organizations registered under the Oommonwealth Oem-
ciliation and .Arbitrati<m .Act 1904-1949. The Acts Interpretation 
.Act 1901-1948, S. 15A, provides in substance that even if part of 
a statute is held to be invalid the rest of the statute shall be held 
to operate &8 far &8 possible. Even if the rest of the Act is invalid, 
s. 10 may in my opinion properly be held to be valid &8 a law apply-
ing to persons in or seeking Commonwealth employment and to 
officers of registered industrial organizations. Section 5 of the Act 
distinguishes between such organizations which are registered and 
unregistered organizations. But in one respect s. lO depends upon 
ss. 4 and 9. If s. 4 is invalid persons described in s. 9 (1) (a) will 
not be subject to s. 10, because the application of s. 9 (1) (a) depends 
upon the Australian Communist Party having been dissolved by 
the Act (i.e. by s. 4) upon a certain date. 

27. Section 27 of the Act provides that when the Governor
General is Satisfied that the continuance in operation of the Act is 
no longer necessary either for the security and defence of Australia 
or for the execution and maintenance of the Constitution and of the 
laws of the Commonwealth, the Governor-General shall make a 
declaration accordingly and that thereupon the Act shall be deemed 
to have been repealed. Sections 5 (2) and 9 (2) provide that before 
declarations are made under the Act the Governor-General must be 
satisfied with respect to prejudice to eiiher of the two matt.ers 
mentioned-defence of the Commonwealth or maintenance of the 
Constitution &c. The condition would be fulfilled if he were 
satisfied &8 to either one or both. The plaintiffs contended that 
these provisions show tha.t the intention of Parlia.ment W&8 that 
the Act should not operate unless it could be supported &8 legisla
tion with respect to both of the subjects mentioned, and that there
fore if it could not be supported under the latter head it ceased to 

Lath.~'n ("'J. 
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H. C. CIF A. operat.e sa a defence measure, and M ~8a, and therefore in either 
19,~9;;I. case ceased to operate altogether. In. my opinion these sections 

A\;STJULU,N ha.ve the ('.Ontrary effect. Sections 5 (2) and 9 (2) provide that the 
COIOlUlflST Govemor-General may make a declaration if be is satisfied as to 

PARTY the cha.racter of an association or of a person in relation to either v. 
THE of two matters. If therefore he is satiafied as to one of them the 

('OMIION- • 'd th h th 
WEUoTH. sections &re to operate. Section 27 pro"l ea at w en e opera-

tion of the Act is in the opinion of the Governor-General no longer 
l""fham C.l. th necessary in relation to either of those subjects e Act is repealed. 

It appears to me that the intention of Parliament is quite clear that 
the Act shall operate 10 long as in the judgment of the Governor
General it is necessary for either purpose. This question, however, 
is unimportant if the Act is valid in all its terms in rela.tion to both 
of the subjects mentioned, and iu my opinion the Act is so valid. 
Accordingly it is unnecG88&ry for me to consider whether any 
difficulty in maintaining the validity of the Act would arise if for 
some reason it were held that these sections prevented any sever
ability of the provisions of the Act 80 as to bold them valid in 
relation to one subject but not in relation to the other subject. 

It was argued that these three sections deal with two subjects. 
The Govemor-General might make a declaration upon the basis of 
one of them, subject A, and, if the Act were valid only in relation 
to subject B, the Act would be misapplied. Upon the view which 
I have taken of the Act it is unneceesary to consider this argument, 
hut if the Act is construed (as I think it should be construed.) upon 
an assumption of honesty in the Governor-General IUch a question 
cannot arise. 

Finally, I do not see that a provision that a statute is to be 
deemed to be repealed in a certain event, whatever that e\'ent may 
be, can in allY way affect the question of the initial and continuing 
validity of the statute until such repeal takes place. The time 
for repeal of a statute may be fixed by reference to any event 
whatever. The nature of that event cannot in my opinion poesibly 
affect the question whether the statute was validly eJl&CteIl. 

28. For the reasons which I have stated I answer all the questions 
in the case-No. 

DUON J. In these proceedings the validity of the Communist 
Party DiBBOltaitm Act 1950 is in question. The primary ground 
upon which its validity is attacked is simply tbat ita chief pro
visions do not relate toO matters falling within any legislative power 
expresSly or impliedly given by the Con8titut~on to the Common
wealth Parliament hut relate to matters contained within the 
residuf' of legislative power belonging to the States. 
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The leading provision in the Act carriE'8 out. the int.('ntioll indicated H. (' .••• ' .\. 

by the short title. By direct enactment. it purports to dissolve 19;~~.~.u . 
the Australian Communist Party eo nomitle. The provision i'i Al1STR4Lwr 

s. 4, which says t.hat the Australian Conununist. Part.y is declared Cl)XAll111lST 

to be an unlawful assxiation and by force of the Act. toO be dissolved. I'ARTY v. 
The section goes on to require the appointment by the Governor- THB 

Gene.."&l in Council of a receiver of the property of t.he body ar..d upon <;>1:~~:: 
the ga.zettal of the appointment to vest the property in the receiver, 

I ~~~ subject in the case of and to registration of title. 
It is of course true, as a general statement, that the la\v governing 

the formation, existen(',c and dissolution of voluntary associations 
of people falls within the province of the States. The legislative 
power of the CoOmmon wealth does not extend to the subject as 
such, and if any part of it may be dealt with constitutionally by 
Federal statute it is as incidental to some matter falling within the 
specific powers conferr~d upon the Parliament of the Common
wealth. To sustain the validity of s. 4, it is therefore necessary to 
find a subject of Federallegialative power to which the enactment 
of such a provision is fairly incidental. The powers upon which 
for this purpose reliance is placed in support of s. 4 are two. 
Primarily it is sought to refer s. 4: to the power conferred by s.51 (vi.) 
of the Constit;~ti(l" to make laws for the naval and military defence 
of the Cormnonv ealth and oi the several States, and the control 
of the forceg tt:'. tl:~ecute and maintain the laws of the Commonwealth. 
But reliance is also placed upon the power which the Federal 
legislature undoubtedly possesses to make laws for the protection 
of the Commonwealth against subversive designs, whether that 
power be attributable to the interplay of s. 51 (xxxix.) with s. 61 
or forms part of a paramount authority to preserve both its own 
existence and the supremacy of its laws necessarily implied in the 
erection of a national government. 

The purpose shown by s. 4: of the Communist Party Di88olution 
Act of dissolving associations of communists as unlawful is carried 
a step further by s. 5 of the Act. Section 5 is directed against 
bodies of persons possessing communist affiliations or connections 
of certain forms, which are defined, but it does not apply toindus
trial organizations registered under the law of the Commonwealth 
or of a State. If a body possesses anyone of the required forms 
of communist affiliation or connection, then by sub-so (1) the 
section is made applicable to the body. The body is not, however, 
made unlawful by reason only of ita falling within the section. 
""hethp.r it is to be declared unlawful is a matter confided to the 
decision of the Governor-General in Council. It is to be done in 
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H. C. 0., A. pursuance of a power conferred by sub·s. (2), which is expressed as 
1960-1961. follows :_cc Where the Governor-General is satisfied that a body of 

AV.'::'LlAN persons is a body of persons to which this section applies and that 
CoIlUlt'NJ8T the continued existence of that body of persons would be prejudicial 
P~TY to the security and defence of the C.ommonwealth or to the execution 
TaJ: or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common-

(»1I110N· wealth, the Governor-General may, by instrument published in the 
WItALTB. 

Gazette, declare that body of persons to bean unlawful association." 
DixOll J. By the next sub-section (sub-s. (3) ) an ofti~ial committee is set up 

and a direction is given to the Executive Council not to advise the 
Governor-General to make a declaration unless the material on 
which the advice is founded has first been considered by the 
committee. It does not restrain the Governor-General in Council 
from making a declaration unless such a declaration is recommended 
by the committee. All that is made necessary is that the materials 
shall first be " considered" by the committee. By sub-so (4) the 
body is given an appeal to a court from a declaration by the 
Govern.or-General, but the appeal is confined to the question whether 
the section applies to the body, that is to say to the question whether 
the body possesses any of the defined forms of connection or 
affiliation with the Australian Communist Party or communism. 
There is no review of the Governor-GEOnera!'s opinion that the 
continued exist.ence of the body would be prejudicial to the security 
and defence of the Commonwealth or to the execution or mainten
ance of the Constitution or of the laws. The section contains two 
further sub-sections; they deal with the hearing of the appeal 
and give directions as to the right or duty of the appellant to begin 
and as to the testimony and presumptions. 

In stating the kinds of communist connection or affiliation which 
will bring a body within the application of S. 5, sub-so (1) embraces 
two periods; a period of some two yeal"$ and five months before 
the operation of the Act, beginning on 10th May 1948 and ending 
on the day when the Act was assented to and took effect, viz. 
20th October 1950, and secondly the period of its operation pros· 
pectively. The date 10th May 1948 is chosen because the national 
congress of the Australian Communist Party was then held and the 
constitution adopted. It is enough if the conditions the sub-section 
specifies are satisfied after the Act comes into operation or if they 
were satisfied at some time in the antecedent period of two years 
and five months. The conditions which sub-so (l)specifies con
sist of four alternative sets providing four tests, fulfilment of any 
one of which will suffice. The first set of the specified conditions 
upon which the application of S. I) depends is that the body either 
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is or purports to be affiliated with the Australian Communist Party H ('. or A. 

or at any time during the antecedent period was or purported to be 19~'il. 
50 affiliated. There is no definition of the rather vague word At'STR.\I.I\'; 

., affiJia.ted", but in Bridges v. Wixon (1) the Supreme Court of CmDlna-
d h difti PARTY the llnited States sai of t e word when used in a not very erent •. 

~ontext that it imported less than membership and more than TH t: 

sympathy and that acts tending to show affiliation must be of a COlDIO:O<· 

quaJity indicating adherence to or furtherance of the purposes of 
the proscribed body as distinguished from mere co-operation with 
it in lawful activities. The second alternative set of the specified 
conditions takes membership of the Australian Communist Party 
or of its central or governing committee by a majority of members 
of the body to which s. 5 is to apply or by a majority of the com-
mit.tee of management of the body or other governing body and 
makes any of such descriptions of common membership a test of 
the application of s. 5. Again it is enough if the required situation 
exist.ffi at any time after the Act begins to operate or at any time 
within the antecedent period. The third in the list of conditions 
upon which the application of s. 5 depends relates to the support 
of communist doctrine or the spreading of communism by the body. 
It will ('ome within s. 5 if the required support of doctrine is given 
or t.ht' spreading of communism is done after the commencement of 
the Act or at any time within the antecedent period, The required 
suppon may take the form of the advocacy or support by the body 
either of the objectives the policies the teachings or the practices 
of coDllllunism. The communism must be as expounded by Marx 
and Lenin. Theoretically there may be a difficulty in saying how 
the pro"ision applies if the body subscribes to some but not to all 
of thE' objectives, policies, teachings or practices, but probably it 
has no practic.al importance. The fourth alternative set of con-
ditions specified depends upon the communistic character of the 
persons who govern the policy of the body to which s. 5 is to apply 
and t.he use they make of the body. It is enough that the policy 
of tLl' body is either directed, controlled, shaped or influenced 
whoHy or subst.antially by them. But their communistic character 
must t:onsist in membership of the Australian Communist Party 
or in being persons who are communists in the sense that they 
suppon or advocate the objectins, policies, teachings, principles 
or practices of communism as expounded by Marx and Lenin 
(s. ~ (1), s.v. communist). Again it is only necessary that the 
('Laraeter of a member of the party or communist as defined shou1d 
exist at some time after the commencement of the Act or at some 

(11 (194.)1 32ti Cl'. 13!i. at p. 143 [~!I Law. Erl. :H03. lit p. 2109]. 

\~.i4. LXh ........... -.~ 

WEALTH. 

HixUII J. 
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H. C. of·A. time within the same antecedent period. But there is an additional 
1950-1951. requirement, namely that they must make use of the body as a 

Alls:::'lAN means of advocating propagating or carrying out the object.ives, 
COMMUNIST policies, teachings, principles or practices of communism as 
PA~TY expounded by Marx and Lenin. This appears to mean that as 
THE at the time of the application of the section to the body the llE'rsons 

~~~~=~ must make use of the body for the purpose stated. 
It will be seen from the foregoing account of s. 5 that it provides 

lJlxrtn J. tests of communistic connection or affiliation which must be 
satisfied in fact before the body becomes liable to be declared 
unlawful and it prescribes the manner in which the body may apply 
to the courts if it deniM that it possesses a character fulfilling the 
tests. Section 23 (3) requires that such an application. should be 
dealt with by a single judge whose decision should be final and 
conclusive, but that is not presently important. In sharp ('ontrast 
with this objective nature of the tests for the application of s. ;; 
to the body the actual decision of the qUl".stion whether the body 
ought to be considered unlawful and dissolved accordingly is left 
completely to the final determination of the Execut.ive. Bejng 
satisfied that s, 5 applies to the body, a matter which t.he hody can 
submit to a single judge tor review, the Governor-Generlll in eouuil 
by sub-so (2) is then to be s.'l.tisfied of what m:ly be c:an~ a compound 
proposition and tLereupon under the word " may" is to exercise 
a diS('retion as to oeclaring the body unl:lwful. The compound 
proposition is expres:5ed indefinitely and r.overE a !IUg!1 field v.ith 
no certain ·boundaries. It cont.'lins a number of 8It~rnut;yes. The 
proposition is t.hat the cGnt.inued exirrtence, that is th.~ continuance 
of the association, of the body of persons would be pxejudicial to 
·the security and defence d the Commonwealth or to the execution 
or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common
wealth. 

Two things appear to me to be clear abcut this. The first· is 
that it leayes to the opinion of the C'TOyernor-GeneraJ in Council 
every element involved in the application of the proposition. 
Thus it would be for the Governor-General in Council to judge of 
the reach and application of the ideas expressed by the phrases 
" security and defence of the Commonwealth ". " execution of the 
Constitution". "maintenance of the Constitution ", "e.''Cecution 
of the laws of the Commonwealth ", "maintenance of the laws of 
the Commonwealth" and " prejudicial to", In the second place 
the expression by the Governor-General in Council of the result in 
a properly framed declaration is conclusive, In the caSf' of the 
Governor-General in Council it is not possible to go behind Imch 
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an execlltive act done in due fornt of law and impugn its validity H. c. 0.· A. 

upon the ground that the decision upon which it is founded has 19.50~iH. 
been reached improperly, wheiher because extraneous considera- AVlITBALIAN 

tions were taken into account or because there was some misconcep- CoJlD(UNIST 

tion of the meaning or application, as a court would view it, of the PA:'T\" 
statutory description of the matters of which the Gonmor-General THE 
in Council should be satisfied or because of some other supposed Co_ON· 

miscarriage. The prerogative writs do not lie to the Governor-
General. The good faith of any of his acts as representative of the 
Crown t'.n·nnot be quest.joned ill a court of law (Duncan v. Tkeodme 
(1): cf. (2)). An order, proclamation or declaration of the 
Goyernor-General in Council is the formal legal act which gh-es 
effect to the advice tendered to the Crown by the Ministers of the 
Crown. The counsels of the Crown are secret and an inquiry into 
the grounds upon which the· advice tendered proceeds may not be 
made for the purpose of invalidating the act formally done in the 
name of the Crown by the Governor-General in Council. It matters 
not whether the attempt to invalidate an order, proclamation or 
other executive act is made collaterally or directly. One purpose of 
vesting the discretionary power in the Governor-General is to ensure 
that. its exercise is not open to attack on such grounds and the 
inference that such a purpose animates sub-so (2) is confirmed by 
sub-ss. (4), (5) and (6) giving as they do a special and guarded means 
of obtaining relief from the conclusion of the Governor-General ill 
Council that the communistic connections of the body would bring 
it within the application of s. 5 and from that conclusion only. 

As part of an argument that sub-so (2) was in itself based upon 
the legislative power with reference to defence either alone or 
together with that enabling the suppression of subversive designs 
and combinations, two contentions were advanced as to the 
meaning and effect of sub-so (2). The first was that it did not 
intend to make the opinion of the executive decisive as to all the 
elements making up the compound proposition sub-so (2) contains, 
but that some of them must have an independent existence in 
fact. Unless, therefore, the facts existed independently of the 
opinion the declaration would be ineffectual. 

The contention was put forward in a form which presented 
more than one choice as to the amount of objective fact the sub
section should be construed to require. But the point of the 
cont.ention was, so to spiak, to transfer from the realm of opinion 
every matter of fact and law affecting the question whether the 
operation of sub-so (2) might extend beyond proper subjects of a 

(J) (1917) 23 C.L.R. 510, at p. 544. (2) (1919) A.C. 696, at p. 706. 

WZALTH. 

nlxon J. 
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H. C. OF A. law with respect to defence or a Jaw directed against subversh'e 
19:iO-1951. actions or designs. 

AU;;:;.IA,N The second argument was that, although no prerogative writ 
CoJUro'}rIS'I' could go to the Governor-General in Council, yet in a suit for an 

PA.:'TY injunction or in collateral proceedings the validity of a declaration 
THE under s. 5 (2) could be impugned by invoking the same principles 

CoIOlON· as govern discretionary powers confided to subordinate adminis
WEALTH. 

trative officers or bodies. ThCl8e principles have been explained 
Dlxon J. and applied in this Conrt in a succession of cases beginning perhaps 

with the judgment of o'Oonnor J. in RtmdaU v. NortIicote Oorpora
tion (1). the latest being Water OcmsertKJtima and Irrigation Com
muBion (N.s. W.) v. BrotImi'"9 (2), except for .Aoon lJoton8 Pty. 
LIIl. v. Fede.rtJl OommiBBitYAer 0/ Tazation (3). where sitting as a 
primary judge I dealt with the matter. 

These two contentions were pressed, but all I shall say about 
them is that the first depends upon a construction or constructions 
of the provision of which it is clearly incapable and the second 
upon applying to the Governor-General in Council rules of law 
which have never been applied to him and are inapplicable as 
well as being inconsistent with the plain meaning of the sub-
section. . 

The consequences of the making of a declaration under s. 5 
are prescribed by other prolisions. By s. 6 the body is dissolved 
at the end of the time for appealing or when an unsuccessful appeal 
is disposed of, Section 8 requires that the declaration shall be 
accompanied by the appointment of a receiver of the property 
of the body. When it is gazetted the property is to vest in the 
receiver. subject, in the case of land, to registration of title. Sec
tion 7 imposes certain negative obligations upon officers. members 
and others as a result of a body becoming an unlawful association 
and some further negative duties as a result of the dissolution of 
the body. The section applies to the Australian Communist 
Party, which s. 01 dissolves as an unlawful association as well as 
to bodies which may similarly be dealt with by the Governor
General in Council under s. 5. The effect of I. 7 is to make it an 
offence once a body has become an unlawful association for anyone 
to act as an officer or member. to contribute or solicit lubscriptions 
for ita benefit, or tab part in any of ita activities. or, in ita interest 
direct or indirect. to carry on any activity open ~ it; and to 
make it an offence once the body has been dissolved for anyone 

(I) (1910) 11 C.LR. loo. lit pp. 109- (2) (IN7) 74 C.LR. 492. 
111. (3) (IM9) 78 C.LR. 353, At p. 360. 
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to seek to(} maintain it in existence or to continue its activities or 
to treat it as if it were not dissolved. 

In aid of the attack upon the validity of the Act a very wide 
operation was ascribed to this provision and it was sought to give 
it a meaning which would make it an offence for anybody to do 
almost anything which an unlawful or dissolved association had 
ever made one of its activities. But it seems clear enough that 
to be an offence the thing must be done or carried on &8 an activity 
of the unlawful or dissolved body or in its interest. A matter of 
more importance is the fate of the property vested in the receiver. 
By s. 15 (1) it is made his duty, after realli:ing the property and 
discharging the liabilities of the unlawful aasociation, to payor 
tre.n.sfer the surplus to the Commonwealth. There ia thus a 
forfeiture which ia neither part of a punishment for a breach of 
the law nor an aoquiaition for the pu..~ of the Commonwealth 
upon just terms but something in the nature of a final or permanent 
deprivation of property as a preventive measure taken by direct 
legislative or executive action. A number of provisions are made 
with reference to the powers, duties and responsibilities of a 
receiver under the Act and for the purpose of preventing the 
defeat of his rights and interests, but the provisions are c0nse

quential and in the view I take need not be discU88ed (see 88. 15 (2), 
16, 17, 18, 19,20,21,22). The remaining provisions of importance 
are concerned not with associations of persons but with the dU
qualification for certain offices and positions of individuals whoare 
or have been members of the Australian ('.A)mmunist Party or 
communists. Section 9, which in form is constructed after the 
general .pattern of s. 5, vests in the Governor-General in Council 
the power of bringing about the disqualification. Sub-section (1) 
brings within the application of the section first any person who 
between 10th May 1948 "and before the date upon which the 
Australian Communist Party ia dissolved by this Act tt, and 
second any pel'llOn who is or was at any time a.fter 10th May 1948, 
a communist, an expression defined to mean a person who supports 
or advocates the objectives, policies or teachings, principles or 
practices of communism as expounded by Marx or Lenin (s. 3 (1) ). 
Then sub-so (2), which closely resembles S. 5 (2), makes the following 
provision :-" (:2) Where the Goyerncr-General is satisfied that a 
person is a person to whom this section applies and that that pers6n 
is engaged, or is likely to engage, in activities prejudicial to the 
security and defence of the Commonwealth or to the execution or 
Il'iaintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common-
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wealth, the Govern(lr-GeneraJ may, by instrument published in the 
GazeUe, make a declaration accordingly." 

Sub-sections (4), (5) and (6) of s. 9 follow the plan of sub-ss. (4), 
(5) and (6) of s. 5. The appeal with which they deal is limited 
t<I the application of s. 9 to the person affected by the declaration 
made under sub-so (2) and does not allow of his appealing against 
the opinion of the Governor-General in Council conoo!1ling the 
prejudicial character of his activit4es. It will be seen that sub-so (:!) 
of s. 9 differs from sub-so (2) of S. 5 in the kind of declaration w 
be made. In the fonner case the declaration is that the body is 
an unlawful association; in the latter the Governor-General, jf he 
decides to exercise his power, is to "make a declaration accord
ingly ", which means in accordance with the conclusion he has 
reached in conformity with sub-so (2). There is a question whether 
he must declare that he is satisfied in the terms of the provision 
with all its alternatives or whether he must condescend upon 
one or other of the alternatives. I should think that he could do 
either and that a declaration in either of the two forms would 
comply with the section. But I pass this question by as one 
which, in the view I take, is unimportant. 

What may be of more importance is that, as with S. 5 (2), the 
authority which sub-so (2) of s. 9 is designed to confer on the 
Governor-General in Council would enable him to express a con
clusive decision covering every element iti.volved in the application 
to a given case of any or every limb of the alternatives contained 
in the formula concerning the actual or potential prejudicial 
acth;ties of the person declared. The consequences which ensue 
from the making of a declaration under S. 9 in reference to a 
person are given by ss. 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. Briefly the person 
declared becomes incapable of holding an office or employment 
under the Commonwealth or an authority of the Commonwealth, 
whetber incorporated or not, and, if the Governor-General declare 
an industrial organization to be one to which S. 10 applies, then 
he cannot hold any office in that organization or in any branch of 
it. The section may be so applied to an organization if a sub
stantial number of its members are employed in a vital industry. 
The yital industries are coal mining, iron and steel, engineering, 
building, transport, power and any other industry which, in the 
opinion of the Governor-General in Council is vital to the security 
and defence of Australia. As the declaration of the prejudicial 
nature of a man's actual or probable activities may be made 
before or after the declaration of a vital industrv and as at the 
time when the second is made he may be in pro~ess of appealing 
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from the first declaration on the ground that s. 9 (1) does not 
apply to him, and, further, as he may be an officer of the industrial 
organization when the later of the two declarations is made, special 
provisions are made for these \'arious contingencies. The effect 
is t·o suspend him pending the final outcome and then, if the 
declaration against him stands, to vacate his office. For the 
purpose of his rights to any superannuation or retirement benefit, 
it il' t>nacted that he shall be deemed to have resigned (s. 11 (5) ). 
An injunction may be granted against him restraining him from 
performing any act, duty or function or exercising any right as 
tht> holder of an office in such an industrial organization. 'While 
a declaration against him is in force, the man may not contract 
or agree with the Commonwealth in respect of any services on his 
part for reward (s. 14). It is to be noticed that s. 9 is not limited 
to persons who occupy or are likely to be appointed to or engaged 
for any of the offices or employments mentioned in s. 10 (1) or 
who contract for services with the Commonwealth or are ijkely 
to do so. It enables the Executive to make a declaration against 
anybody falling within the description of sub-so (1) of s. 9, although 
there may be no prospect in his case of a situation to which the 
consequences are rele\'ant ever arising. 

The Act is to remain in operation until the Governor-General 
makes a proclamation that its continuance is no longer necessary. 
He must be satisfied that it has ceased to be necessary for the 
security and defence of Australia and for the execution and main
tenance of the Constitution and of the laws of the Commonwealth 
(s. 2;). The duration of the Act is therefore indefinite and the 
power of the Governor-General under S. 5 (2) and his power under 
S. 9 (2) will remain exercisable for possibly a long time after the 
Occurrence of the facts which in the former case bring the body 
of persons within the application of S. 5 and in the latter case the 
individual within the application of s. 9. 

From the foregoing discussion of the Act and its meaning it 
will be seen that in the cardinal provisions the Act proceeds against 
the bodies and persons to be affected, not by forbidding a particular 
course of conduct or creating particular offences depending on 
facts so that the connection or want of connection with a subject 
matter of Federal legislative power may appear from the nature of 
the provision. but in the case of the Australian Communist Party 
itself by direct enactment and in the case of affiliated organizations 
and persons by empowering the Executive to act directly in a 
parallel manner. In the one case there is the judgment of the 
I~gislature itself t.hat the body is to be dissolved as unlawful and 
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H. C. 0." A. in the other cases there is the judgment of the Executive that tht" 
J!J'-~51. affiliated bodies are to be similarly dissolved as unlawful or that. 

:\n'TRALlAN a declaration shall be made against the persons who art" to bt" 
COMMUNIST thereby disqualified for certain classes of post. The consequences 

PARTY 
!\ t"nsue automatically, the dissolution of the bodies, the forfeiturt" 

THE of their property and the unlawfulness of conduct tending to keep 
~~~~~~=~ them or their activities alive, tbe loss of office by the individuals, 

their disqualification and their incapacity to contract with the 
Hixhn J. 

Commonwealth for services. The Commonwealth Parliament has 
power to legislate with respect to the public service and under 
s. 51 (xxxv.) it may impose conditions upon the registration of 
industrial organizations under the Comrrumwealth Conciliation and 
Arbitration Act. But I shall put aside for subsequent examination 
the possibility of a justification being found in these powers for 
s. 10 (1) and in relation to it of s. 9. Subject to this reser\'ation 
the validity of the chief provisions of the statute can find no support 
unless in the power to make laws with respect to the defence of the 
Commonwealth or in s. 51 (xxxix.) or in an implied power to 
legislate for the protection of the Commonwealth against sub
versive action and preparation. For otherwise the subject with 
which the law deals, the dissolution as unlawful of voluntary and 
corporate associations of people, whe.ther because of their purposes 
and tendencies or for other reasons, and the disqualification of 
persons for descriptions of employment, does not in itself form 
part of any of the enumerated powers of the Parliament. Further, 
it cannot in itself, that is to say, because of its nature, lie within 
the defence power. It can fall within it, if at all, only as a means 
to accomplish or further some end which because of its nature is 
within the proper scope of defence. In the same way it can fall 
within the power to legislate against subversive actions and designs 
only as a melms to the end for which that power exists. That is 
to say, constitutional support for the law must be sought not 
within what may be called the substance of any power but in the 
authority of the Parliament to enact what is ancillary or calculated 
to bring about an end within its legislative competence. 

An attempt was made thus to sustain the law upon the ground 
that s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2) in terms require the Governor-General 
to be sat.isfied of matters which, it was said, must fall within one 
or other of the two legislative powers mentioned and that of 
themselves or with the aid of the preamble and context they 
showed that s. 4 was based upon a legislative satisfaction of like 
matters in relation to the Australian Communist Party. 
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The matters of which the Governor-General is to be satisfied 
are described most indefinitely-activities prejudicial to security 
and defence. activities prejudicial to the execution or maintenance 
of the Constitution or of the laws of the Commonwealth. The 
source in s. 61 of the Constitution of much of the la.nguage of the 
second expression and the frequent use in relation to the prosecution 
of two actual and existing wars in statutory instruments of expres
sions like the first do not make it less true that as they are used 
here they express no specific connection with the subject matter 
of the defence power and no specific connection with any definitt' 
course of subversive conduct or design. The sub-sections commit 
to the Governor-General in Council complete authority over the 
application of these vague expressions; and how they are applied 
is left to depend upon the conceptions of the Executive Govern
ment. Under those conceptions conduct to which specific legisla
tion could not be validly directed in purported exercise of the 
power to make laws with respect. to defence might be treated as 
.. prejudicial to the secnrity and defence of the Commonwealth". 
It must be borne in mind that what may be regulated from time to 
time in pursuance of the defence power must often depend on the 
closeness or distance of the connection seen between the matter 
to be regulated and the purposes of the power. The decided 
cases provide many examples of this in the midst of war and in the 
course of restoring a country organized for war to conditions of 
peace. The decision of this Court with respect to the continuance 
of petrol rationing and the regulation of women's employment 
and of landlord and tenant (R. v. Foster (1)) supplies the most 
recent illustration and contains a discussion of the nature and 
application of the power. There is nothing unreal in the possibility 
that the degree of connedion constitutionally necessary might be 
misconceived and misapplied administratively. For in the com
plexities governing the life of a community some connection may 
bEl traced between the defence of the country and the greater 
number of factors which go to make up or influence any part of 
its economy or of its thought. But even at a time when war 
placed the greatest strain upon the national life a regulation for 
determining the number of students who might be enrolled in a 
faculty in a university a.no gi\-ing no directions what the rest should 
do was held t.o be too remote from the purposes of the power 
(R. v. University of 8ydt1ey; Ex part.e Drummond (2) ). 

It is' thus appa.rent that in committing to t.he Executive Govern
ment an authority to say whether the cont.inued existence of a 

(I) (1949) i9 C.L.R. ~3. (:!) (1!l43) 6i C.L.R. !l.3. 
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uody or t.he urtivities of a person are prejl1dirial to the security 
or defence of the Comlllonwealth, the sub-sections provide a most 
uncertain criterion depending on matters of degree. However 
much ('are and re.~traint there nlight he in tile use of the power, 
the likelihood would remain yery great of matters hcing considered 
prejudicial to security and defence which could not pwssibly he 
made the subjert of legislation. Unlike the power conferred by 
S. 5 of the Natiollal Security Act 1939-1943, the present power is 
administrative and not legislative, it is not directed to the conduct 
of an existing war, and its exercise is not examinable and is not 
susceptible of testing by reference to the constitutional power 
above which it cannot validly rise. 

So much of the sub-ss. (2) of 88. 5 and 9 as refers to prejudice 
to the execution or maintenance of the Constit.ution or of the 
laws of the Commonwealth exhibits no apparent connection with 
the defence power. Its apparent reference is to s. 61 of the 
(onstitution as affording a subject upon which s. 51 (xxxix.) might 
operate. But it is hardly necessary to say that when the country 
is; for example, actually encountering the perils of war measures 
to safeguard the forms of government from domestie attack and 
to secure the maintenance and execution of at least some descrip
tions of law might be sustained under the defence power, even if 
it were thought that their nature took them outside the scope of 
s. 51 (xxxix.) in its application to s. 61. 

There is eyen less ground in my opinion for the claim that the 
econd pnrt of the formula used in sub-ss. (2) of ss. 5 and 9 may 

ue sustained as enacted in exercise of a power given by a combina
tion of s. 61 and s. 51 (xxxix.) than can be seen for the claim to 
base the first part upon the ower to nmke laws with respect to 
defence. In the first place s. 51 (xxxix.) relates to matters arising 
in the course of executing the power to which the paragraph is· 
applied, in this case the executive power, to incidents in its exercise. 
This ill shown by the language of the paragraph and is confirmed 
by the decision of the Privy Council in Attorney-General for the 
Commonwealtll of Austmlia v. Colonial Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. (1). 
See further the discu~ion of incidental powers in Le Mesuriel' '0. 
Connor (2). Some specific matter, or reasonably definite descrip
tion of event, act or thing must be dealt with by the law as an 
incident attending or possibly atte ding the execution of the 
power, in this case the executive power, in aid of which s. 51 (xxxix.) 
is invoked. The sub-ss. (:.>.) gin no such specific or reasonably 

(1) (1914) A.c. 23i; (1913))7 (2) (l9;.>!!) -12 ('.I •. R. 4RI. at PI'. 497, 
C.l •. R. 644. 4H~. 
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definite deseription of any act, matter, thing or event, attending 
the ('xercise of the exeehtive power. There is nothing but the 
"ajZut' or intangible conceptif)n of the existence of a body or the 
:tcth'it,ies oi a man being prejudicial to the executive power. 

:\~ain, if the seope given for the opinion of the Governor-General 
in ('ounei! as to what is prejudicial to the security or defence of 
the Commonwealth is incapable of legal restraint within the limits 
of com:titutional power, what is to be said of his opinion as to 
what i1' llrejudicial to tht' maintenance of the Constitution, to its 
execution, to the maintenance of the laws of the Commonwealtk 
or t.o their execution? The facility with which the laws are 
administered as a whole or this or that pro\'ision of the voluminous 
laws of the Commonwealth is executed might appear to the 
Executive Government to be impaired by an "activity", mani
fested in speech or deed, or by the purposes for which an association 
of persons exist, although in point of objective fact it could never 
be held a matter which a law made under s. 51 (xxxix.) might 
\'3lidly eover. 

J am unable to see that the adoption of these formulas in s. 5 (:2) 
and 1<. 9 (2) affords any reason for sustaining the grant of power 
to tht' executive to make the declaration~ whieh s. 5 and s. 9 assume 
to authorizE' or the imposition of the consequences consisting in the 
dissolution of the bodies as unlawful associations, the forfeiture 
of their property, the restriction upon the actions of officers and 
others and the disqualification of individuals for certain offices and 
employments. 

For mysE-lf I do not think that the full power of the Common, 
wealth Parliament to legislate against subversive or seditious 
courses of conduct and utterances should be placed upon s. 51 
(xxxi.x.) in its application to the t'xecutive power dealt with by 
E. tJ1 of the Constitution or in its application to other powers. I 
do not doubt that particular laws suppressing sedition and sub
versive endeavours or preparations might be supported under 
powers obtained by combining the appropriate part of the text 
of s. 51 (xxxix.) with the text of some other power. But textual 
combinations of this kind appear to me to have an artificial aspect 
in producing a power to legislate with respect to designs to obstruct 
the course of government or to subvert the Constitution. History 
and not only ancient history, shows that in countries where 
democratic institutions have been unconstitutionally superseded, 
it haE been done not seldom by those holding the executive power. 
Forms of government may need protection from dangers likely 
to arise from within the institutions to be protected. In point of 
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constitutional theory the power to legislate for the protection of 
an existing form of government ought not to be based on a con
ception, if otherwise adequate, adequate only to assist those 
holding power to resist or suppress obstruction or opposition or 
attempts to displace them or t,he form of guvernment they defend. 
As appears from Bums v. Rans'ky (1) and R. v. S/w,rkey (2), I 
take the view that the power t.o legislate against subversive conduct 
has a source in principle that is deeper or WIder than a series of 
combinations of the words of s. 51 (xxxix.) with those of other 
constitutional powers. I prefer the view adopted in the United 
St.ates, which is stated in Black's AmenCan ConstitutwnallAw (1910), 
2nd ed., s. 153, p. 210, as follows :-". . . it is within the 
necessary power of the federal government to protect its own 
existence and the unhindered play of its legitimate acti\;ties. 
And to this end, it may provide for the punishment of treason 
the suppression of insurrection or rebellion and for the putting 
down of all individual or concerted attempts to obstruct or interfere 
with the discharge of the proper business of government . . ." 

In the United States the power is deduced not only from what is 
inherent in the establishment of a polit.y but from the character 
of the polity set up and more particularly from the power of 
Congress to make laws which shall be necessary and proper for 
carrying into execution the powers vested in Congress by the 
Constitution and in the Government or in any Department or 
officer thereof. Putting aside occasional reliance on a Federal 
police power, the considerations gi";ng rise to the implied power 
exist in the Commonwealth Constitution. 

My reason for referring to the view I take of the source of the 
legislative power to put down subversiye activities and endeavours 
is that it perhaps embodies a somewhat different principle, and 
one to which those who seek to support ss. 5 and 9 on the basis of 
sub-ss. (2) may appeal. But I think that the appeal must be in 
vain. The extent of the power which I would imply cannot 
reach to the grant to the Executive Government of an authority, 
the exercise of which is unexaminable, to apply as the Executive 
Government thinks proper the vague formula of sub-ss. (2) relating 
to prejudice to the maintenance and execution of the Constitution 
and the laws, and by applying it to impose the consequences which 
under the Act would ensue. I need not repeat reasoning which 
I think is equally true of the insufficiency of the legislative power 
I have described to support legislation of such a character. It 
may, however, be desirable to add that no analogy exists between 

(I) (1949) 79 C.I •. R., at p. 1111. (2) (194.9) 79 C.L.R., at pp. 1'8. 1411. 
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legislation of the kind under consideration and legislation which H. c. OF A 
dt'a!s wit.h an unquestioned subject of legislative power and in the 19~1. 
course of doing so gives a discretion to the Executive or to an AUST1ULUN 

administrative officer the exercise of which affects rights and CoM!\Inn~'" 
PARTY liabilitit's which must lie within the subject of the po""er and 

tht'refore may be made to depend on any event or matter the 
legislature may choose, including administrative opinion. Of 
this there are many examples in Tax Assessment Acts. The 
power to tax is exercised. whether such an opinion enters into the 
prescribed basis of the tax or not. So when s. 52 of the Custom.s 
Art ]~O]·1947 prohibits the irr..portation of various kinds of goods 
it deals with commerce with other countries and it does so none 
the less because wide discretionary powers are given to the 
administration to add to the imports prohibited: Rtviio Corpora
t1'on Pty. Ltd. v. The Com.mcmwealth (1). Nothing I.}an be pro
hibited but what are in truth imports and imports are necessarily 
a subjt'tt of the power given by s. 51 (i.). 

For thp, reasons I have given I am of opinion that it is not 
possible to sustain the Act on the ground that sub-ss. (2) of s. 5 
and ~. ~ are based in t.erms upon matters falling within the defence 
power or the incidental power in relation to obstructions to the 
executlye power or otherwise. Indeed I think it may be said 
that if the validity of the Act can be supported it is rather in 
spite of than because of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2). 

The difficulty which exists in referring the leading provisions of 
the Act to the defence power and the power to make laws against 
subHr"j"e action evidp,ntly did not escape the notice of the legis
latuTl'. For that and perhaps other reasons the Act is prefaced 
with an elaborate preamble. 

The preamble contains nine recitals. Of these the first three 
do lllJ more than set out portions of ss. 51 (vi.), 61 and 51 (.xxxix.) 
of tht' Constitution. The fourth states that the Australian Con
muwst Farty, in accordance with the basic theory of communism, 
as expounded by Marx and Lenin, engages in activities or opera
tions designed to assist or accelerate the coming of a revolutionary 
situation in which the Australian Communist Party, acting as a 
revolutionary minority would be able to seize power and establish 
a dictatorship of the proletariat. The fifth says that the same 
body also engages in activities designed to bring about the over
throw or dislocation of the established system of government of 
Australia and the attainment of economic, industrial or political 
~nds by force, violence, intimidation or fraudulent practices. TJie 

(1) (193i) 511 C.L.R. 170. 
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sixth recital contains a statement that the body is an integral 
part of the world communist revolutionary movement which, put 
shortly, engages in espionage, sabotage, treasonable or subversive 
activities and activities like those imput.ed in the previous recital. 
The seventh rf\Cital relat.es only to what are industries vital to the 
security and defence of Australia and the eighth recites, in effect, 
that activities or operations of or encouraged by the Australian 
Communist Party and by its officers, members and others. being 
comttlunists, are designed to cause by means of strikes and stop
pages of work, and have 80 caused, dislocation, disruption or 
retardation of production or work in those vital industries. The 
ninth recital stat.es that it is necessary for the security and defence 
of Australia and for the execution and maintenance of thp. Consti
tution and of the laws of the Commonweslth that the Party and 
bodies affiliated with it should be dissolved and that officers and 
members of the Party and those bodies and other persons who are 
communists should be disqualified from employment by the 
Common" .. ealth a.nd from holding office in an industria.l orgar.ir.ation 
a substantial number of whose members are engaged in a vital 
industry. 

Now it appears to Ine thRt the effect of this preamble is to put 
forwa:.-d the Act as an exercise of one or other or both of the legis
lative powers invoked by the firEt three recitals and to give the 
reason why such pow'ers should apply by ~tating the nature of the 
doctrines, designs ::nd activities of the AU!:ltralian Communist 
Party, affiliat.ed bodies and office!".; and IDp.mbers thereof and other 
communists. 

By making the aims and adiolls of organized communi,;;m the 
matter bringing into play the defence power nud the incidental 
power, s. 4 a.'l the leading provision in the Act is plac.ed upon an 
intelligible, even if an insufficient, constitutions! foundation. The 
same foundation is made available for tl. 5 and s. 9 in virtue, not 
of sub-ss. (2), but of sub-SI>. (1) of those sections. Doubtless t.he 
reference in sub-ss. (2) to security and defence and to the execution 
and maintenan~e of thp. Constitution al1d the laws as."ilrt.s in showing 
what the recitals in effect say, namely, that conmlUnism is dealt 
with as a source of danger to the safety of the country and its 
institutions. But because all is maae to rest upon the opinion 
and discretion of the Goverllor-Geners.l in Council by s. 5 (2) and 
s. 9 (2), those sub-sections leave the two se.ctions and the prl)visions 
by which the consequences are attached to the declarations with 
no Letter support as laws with resp",:ot to defence or to matters 
incitlental to t!le exec,~tion of the pO"'ers of the Executive t,han has 
s.4_ 
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Seeing in the recitals the foundation upon wl1ich the Act had heen 
pla.ced as a law 'With respect to defence or with respect, to matters 
incident.a.l to the executiv~ power, the plaintiffs in the eight actions 
in which these proceedings arise, alleged that the recitals were not 
in accordance with fact and proposed to go into evidence for the 
purpose of disproving them. It appeared to me that the validity 
or invalidity of the Act might not depend upon the truth of the 
recitals, and the actions being before me upon interlocutory applica
tions, I stated a case for the Full Court raising the question. That 
is the proceeding now before us. It is obvious that the Full Court 
could not pass upon the validity of the Act if the Court was of 
opinion that the decision of the question depended upon a judicial 
determination or ascertainment of the facts stat.ed in the preamble 
or that the plaintiffs were entitled to adduce e,,-idence in support 
of their denial of the facts so stat.ed in order to establish that the 
Act is outside power. So that question is asked first. If, however, 
the Court is not of that opinion then the question of the validity 
of the Act is submitted for decision. But the order of t.he questions 
cannot airect the logical course which an inquiry into the validity 
of the Act must take. For, in order to conclude that the question 
of the validity or invalidity of the Act does not depend on the 
correctness in fact of the preamble or that evidenre to controvert 
the recitals cannot be offered, the inquiry must be pursued to the 
point of excluding on the one hand the possibility of the Act heing 
valid although the facts are not in truth as recited and on the 
other of its being invalid although they or some of them may be 
as recited. That was shown by the course of the argument. For 
the defendants, supporting the Act, maintained, not that, the pre
amble was conclusive of the facts it recited and that on that ground 
the Act was VII-lid but that, treating the preamble as conclusive 
only as to the f'\xistence of the legislative opinions it disclosed 
and of the reasons it indica.ted for passing the Act, the validity of 
the Act. was to be sustained. On the part of the plaintiffs and 
int.erveners who impugned the validity of t,he Act, the invalidity 
of the Act was said to appear irrespective of the truth of the facts 
recited. But the plaintiffs were prepa.red to fall back if need 
be upon an issue as to the correctness of the facts recited. On the 
other hand, the defendants made no proposal to establish facts by 
evidence in order to provide a sufficient connection between thp 
defence pow~r and the Act, whether facts statl'd in the r~cit&.!8 
or other facts. 

It will be seen from an examination of the reritals that, in spite 
of the initial reference to the p%<;ession of a po"'er t.o mako laws 
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with respect to defence there is no direct allusion to any appre
hension of external danger. The validity of the Act must be 
tested as at the date of the royal assent, 20th October 1950; and, 
so far as public events may be noticed and relied upon, what has 
happened since cannot be used in support of the validity of the 
Act. 

The sixth recital associates espionage, sabotage and subversive 
activities in the King's dominions and elsewhere with a world 
communist movement of which the Australian Communist Party 
is stated to be an integral part. The eighth recital refers to 
obstructions to vital industries which the seventh recital says are 
vital to the security and defence of Australia. There is nothing 
among the matters recited closer to defence in relation to dangers 
from outside the Commonwealth than the references in the sixth, 
seventh and eighth recitals. This may be of some significance if, 
as I think must be the case, the power to legislate against subversive 
conduct and designs, whether it be based on s. 51 (xxxix.) or on 
wider considerations, will not suffice to sustain the validity' of the 
Act on the footing that the operation of ss. 4, 5 and 9 is against 
communist hodies and communists and that because of the precepts, 
purposes and actions of such bodies and such persOJlS they become 
ex sua natura subject to the power. If the Act can besupported 
by a t:-ain of reasoning of such a kind it must be under the defence 
power or not at all. The other power is concerned primarily with 
tbe prot.ection of Federal authority against action or utterance by 
which it may be overthrown, thwarted or undermined. It covers, 
needless to say, conduct antagonistic to the maintenance of Federal 
institutions and authority, whether its source is abroad or at 
home, but its central purpose is to allow the legislature to de.al 
with manifestations of subversive conduct within Australia. Wide 
as may be the scope of such an ancillary or incidental power, I 
do not think it extends to legislation which is not addressed to 
suppressing violence or disorder or to some ascertained and existing 
condition of disturbance and yet does not take the course of for
bidding descriptions of conduct or of establishing objective stan
dards or tests of liability upon the subject, but proceeds directly 
against particular bodies or persons by name or classification or 
characterization, whether or not there be the intervention of an 
Executive discretion or determination, and does so not tentatively 
or provisionally but 80 as to affect adversely their status, rights 
and liabilities once for all. It must be borne in mind that it is an 
incidental or ancillary power, not a power defined according to 
subject matter. I have said before that in most of. the paragraphs 
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of s. 51 of the Constitution the subject of the power is described H. c. or A. 
either by reference to a class of legal, commercial, economic or 19~5I. 
social transaction or actjvity (as trade and commerce, banking, AnTRA-W.s 

marriage), or by specifying some class of public service (as postal CoM)ll'SIS'l' 

installations, lighthouses), or undertaking or operation' (as railway PA:.n 

construction with the consent of a State), or by naming a recognized TilE 

category of legislation (as taxation, bankruptcy): Stenhousc v. ~E~~~=: 
Coleman (1). In a law operating upon or affecting such a given 
subject matter or fulfilling such a given description, as the case 
may be, the legislature is at large in the course it takes, that is 
provided it observes the restrictions arising from specific consti-
tutional provisions such as s. 55, Chapter IlL, ss. 92, 99 and 116. 
But, in considering whether a law is incidental to an end or opera-
tion, no such test is supplied. It would, for example, be quite 
erroneous to say Drst that communism is within the incidental 
power and next that therefore any law affecting communism is 
Yalid. The power is ancillary of incidental to sustaining and 
carrying on govemment. Moreover, it is government under the 
Constitution and that is an instrument framed in accordance with 
many traditional conceptions, to some of which it gives effect, as, 
for example, in separating the judicial power from other func,-tions 
of government, others of which are simply assumed. Among 
these 1 think that it may fairly be said that the rule of law forms an 
assumption. In such a system I think that it would be impossible 
to say of a law of the character described, which depends for its 
supposed connection with the power upon the conclusion of the 
legislature concerning the doings and the designs of the bodies 
or person to be affected and affords no objective test of the applic-
ability of the power, that it is a law upon a matter incidental to the 
execution and maintenance of the Constitution and the laws of 
the Commonwealth. Indeed, upon the very matters upon which 
the question whether the bodies or persons have brought them-
selves within a possible exercise of the power depends, it maybe 
said that the Act would have the effect of making the conclusion 
of the legislature final and so the measure of the operation of its 
own power. Nor do I think that if a wider basis for the power 
than s, 51 (xxxix.) is accepted, the power itself would extend to a 
law like the present Act, using as it does, the legislature's character-
ization of the persons. and bodies adversely affected and no 
factual tests of liability and containing no provision which inde-
pendently of that characterization would amount intrinsically to 
un exercise of the power,. To deal specifically with named or 

(I) (19''') fl9C.I,.R .. nt p. 4i1. 
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H. C. 0,.0.4. identifiable bodies or persons independently of any objective 
1950-1lml. standard of responsibility or liability might perhaps be possible 

AV':::'1A.N under the power in the case of an actual or threatened outburst of 
ColllIITJ1fI8T violence or the like, but that is a question depending upon different 

P4RTY consideratitms. 
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TJfJt The foregoing discUBBion narrows the inquiry as to possible 
~=~;~ support for the validity of the legislation to what may briefly be 

described as the use of the defence power against communism as 
J)txon J. such, that is treating communistic character and connections as 

at once the sufficient and the sole substantial ground for invoking 
the defence power for the purpose of a declaration by statute 
that the Party was unlawful and di880lved and, subject. to the 
Executive discretion, for a similar declaration concerning affiliated 
bodies and a declaration of disqualification for individuals. The 
central purpose of the legislative power in RSpect of defence is the 
protection of the Commonwealth from external enemies and it 
necessarily receives ita fullest application in time of war. It is a. 
legislative power and therefore affords but the means of establish
ing all the legal machinery and making all the legal provisions 
considered necessary and appropriate for the purpose. The 
responsibility fo~ the pri.cti('.al measures taken in order to protect 
the country must belong to the Executive. The prosecutien of a 
war is of necessity an executive function and has always been so con
ceived. It is needless after our -recent experiences of war to enlarge 
upon the extent to which it is necessary in modern war to transfer 
both power and rt'.sponsibility to the Executive. The conduct of 
such a war carries with it the direction and control of men and their 
affairs in every aspect capable of affecting in any degree the 
prosecution of the war. A conspicuous purpose of legislation in 
exercise of the defence power must 'be to Invest the Executive. 
for the purpose of carrying on a war, with the necessary powers, 
legislative and administrative. The delegation of legislative power 
has involved no difficulty because, as I have already said, not only 
ill there a definite war but any exercise of the delegated power 
ill examinable againat 11. 51 (vi.). But, under the delegated power, 
and sometimes by direct enactment, the very widest discretions are 
vested in ministers, administrative boards and officers and in 
officers of the armed services. Common experience, therefore, 
shOWI that,in time of war at all events, a provision made by or 
under statute ill not regarded as neceasarily outside power because 
a minister or an agency of the Executive is authorized aceording 
to his or its opinion of the relation of some act, matter or thing 
to defence or some aspect of defence to give directions or determina-
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tions in d~rogation of the freedom of action and the personal 
rights of men and of associations of men. For example, I think 
that at this date it is futile to deny that when th~ country is heavily 
engaged in an armed confiict with & powerful and dangerous 
enemy the defence power will sustain a law conferring upon a 
minister power to order the detention of persons whom he believes 
to be disaffect.ed or of hostile associations and whom he believes 
that it is necessary to detain with a view to preventing their 
acting in any manner prejudicial to the public safety and the 
defence of the Commonwealth: see LWyd v. WaUach (1); Ex 
parte Walsh (2); and Little v. The Commonul('41th (3). The reason 
is because administrative control of the liberty of the individual 
in aspects considered material t.o the prosecution of a war is regarded 
as a necessary or proper incident of conducting the war. One 
man may be compelled to fight, another to perform directed work, 
a third may b~ suspected of treasonable propensities and restrained. 
But what the defence power will enable the Parliament to do 
at a.ny given time depends upon what the exigencies of the time 
may be considered to call for or warrant. The meaning of the 
power is of course fixed but as, according to that meaning, the 
fulfilment of the object of the power must depend on the ever
changing course of events, the practical application of the power 
will vary accordingly. Hitherto a marked distinction has been 
observed between the use of the power in war and in peace. "But 
this Court has never subscribed to the view that the continued 
existence of a formal state of war is enough in itself, after the 
enemy has surrendered, to bring or retain within the legislative 
power over defence the same wide field of civil regulation and 
control as fell within it while the country was engaged in a conBict 
with powerful enemies" (R. v. Foster (4)). Correspondingly it is no 
doubt true that a mounting danger of hostilities before any actual 
outbreak of war will suffice to extend the actual operation of the 
defence power as circumstances may appear to dema.nd. Through
out this case I have been impressed with the view that the validity 
of the Act must depend upon the possibility of bringing into applica
tion as at the date of the assent to the Act the conceptiolls as to the 
operation of the defence power which hitherto have been generally 
regarded as appropriate only to a time of serious armed conBict. 
Unless this were possible I have failed to see a way of reconciling 
it with constitutional principle. 

(l) (1915) 20. C.L.R. 299; (191,» (3) (1947) 75 C.L.R .• at pp. 102·104. 
V.L.R. ,"6. (4) (1949) 79 C.I •. R., at pp. 83, 84. 

(2) (1942) A.L.R. 3;3!l. 
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H. C. or A. At the date of the royal assent Australian forces were involved 
19~51. in the hostilities in Korea, but the country was not of course upon 

AUSTULUN a war footing, and, though the hostilities were treated as involving 
CoIOnl'lfIST the country in a contribution of force, the situation bore little 

PARTY h v. relation to one in which the application of t e defence power 
Tu expands because the Executive Government has become responsible 

Co_ON. for the conduct of a war. I think that the matter must be con
WULTH. 

Dixon J. 
sidered substantially upon the same basis as if a state of peace 
ostensibly existed. Is it possible, however, to sustain the Act 
on the ground that. under the infiuence of events the practical 
reach and operation of the defence power had grown to such a 
degree as to cover legislation providing no objective standard of 
liability relevant to the subject of the power but proceeding directly 
first by the pronouncement of a judgment by means of recitals 
and then in pursuance of the recitals acting directly against a 
body named, and bodies and persons described, in derogation of 
civil and proprietary rights ! 

Just as courts may use the general facts of history as ascertained 
or ascertainable from the accepted writings of serious historians 
(cf. &ad v. Bi8Jwp of Lincoln (1), and the note to Evans v. 
Getting (2)), and employ the common knowledge of educated 
men upon many matters and for verification refer to standard 
works of literature and the like (cf. Darby v. Ouseley (3) ), 80 we 
may rely upon a knowledge of the general nature and development 
of the accepted tenets or doctrines of communism as a political 
philosophy ascertained or verified, not from the polemics of the 
subject, but from serious studies and inquiries and historical 

. narratives. We may take into account the course of open and 
notorious international events of a public nature. And, with 
respect to our own country, matters of common knowledge and 
experience are open to us (cf. Ex parte Liebmann (4) ). But we 
are not entitled to inform ourselves of and take into our considera
tion particular features of the Constitution of the Union of Socialist 
Soviet Republics, per Ble$8e1' L.J., AIB Rendal v. Arco8, Ltd. (5) ; 
and per Lord Wrigllt S.c. (6). 

It is needless to enter into a discussion of the avowed principles 
of communism, whether in earlier stages of development or in 
their present state. In a political theory based upon the supposed 

(1) (l89~ A.C. 644, at p. 853. 
(2) (ISM) 6 Car. & P. 537 [172 E.R. 

1376]. 
(3) (1867) 1 H. & N. I, at pp. 8 
(~) &Dd 12 rIli6 E.R. 
1093, at pp. 1096. 1098]. 

(4) (1916) I K.B. 268. 
(5) (1936) 1 All E.R. 623. at pp. 630. 

631. 
(6) (1937) 3 All E.R. 5;;. at PT" r>R2. 

583. 
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irreconcilable antagonisms inherent in a capitalistic system, the Ho C. OF A. 

inevitability of its decomposition, the neceesity of a period of l~l. 
revolutionary transformation from a capitalist to a communist Al1lTULW1' 

society, the 8truggle between bourgeoisie and proletariat, the CoIOlUIUST 

dictatorship of the proletariat during a longer or shorter period of P~TY 
further evolution, the progressive extension of the revolutionary Tu 

process over the earth and the need to assist and expedite its =::~ 
spread not merely that its supposed benefits may be more widely 

. DlI:onl. 
enJoyed but for the protection of e:xisting systems of communism 
from counter action and the revolutionary proceaa of development 
from delay and temporary defeat; in such a political theor, there 
are beliefs calculated to produce action and the interpretation 
which a parliamentary government places upon events domestic 
and foreign will be affected by the complexion it gives to the tenets 
and precepts of the adherents of the philosophy. That complexion 
need not be the same as the adherents themselves would claim 
for their doctrines. A harsher or more sinister interpretation may 
be placed upon some of the sentiments than commu:n.ista them-
selves may say is correct. But that is beside the point. The 
significance of such things must be judged by the Government in 
the light of all the circumstances of which it is informed. 

If it is unnecessary to discuss the principles of communism, it 
is even less necessary to examine notorious intemational events. 
The communist seizure of Czecho-SIovakia, the Brussels Pact of 
We.etem r nion, the blockade of Berlin and the airlift, the Atlantic 
Pact, the passing of China into communist control, the events in 
reference to the problem of Formosa, the entry of the North Korean 
forces into South Korea and the consequent course of action adopted 
by the United Nations, and the sustained diplomatic conflict 
between communist powers and the Anglo-American countries and 
other westem powers at meetings of the Security Council and the 
General Assembly are all too recent. So far as the intemal affairs 
of this country enter into the question whether events had extended 
the operation of the defence power, it is enough to refer to the 
serious dis)ocat~ons of industry that have occurred-& matter the 
significance of which it would be within the province of the Govem
ment to judge, availing itself of its sources of information. 

I t ought not, I think, to be denied that the events of the time, 
some of which I have brie1iy enumerated, bring within the practical 
application of the defence power measures which would not have 
been considered competent-for example, in the state of atrairs 
prevailing when this Court held its first sittings. But hitherto 
it has been supposed that only the supreme emergency of war 
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itself would extend the operation of the power 80 far as to support 
a legislative provision which on a subject not by its own nature 
~thin the defence power affects the status, property and civil 
rights of persons nominatim or by other identification without 
any external test of liability upon which the connection of the 
provisions with power will depend. 

The question remains, however, whether nevertheless, by reason 
of the application of s. 4 and s. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2) to the Communist 
Party, a.ffiliated bodies and communists as such, a sufficient con· 
nection with the defence power can be established on the footing 
that recent events had at the date of the Act called the defence 
power into such wide play as to supply a constitutional justification 
for the form of the Act. Although this question was not developed 
in the argument before us, it must be decided. In deciding it 
there are three considerations to be urged in support of an affirma
tive answer. They complement one another. In the first place 
it may be said that the proper view of the defence power is that 
in a situation such as events had created when the Act became 
law the power places within the authority of the legislature the 
decision of all the questions concerned with the defence of the 
country which may determine legi&lative action, questions affecting 
the extent of the (Jperation of the constitutional power. It may 
be said, further, that public events of common knowledge, without 
more, made it a matter for the decision of the Parliament what 
WIiS the real nature of the activities and designs of the Australian 
Communist Party, of 1cindred bodies and of communists, what 
part they played in the dangers considered to threaten the country 
and what and how great those dangers were. In such a view the 
decision of the Parliament is to be seen in the recitals and in the 
provisions of the Act. The decision it would be said leaves no 
room for any question of power. In the second place it is a com
monplace that while the extent of the operation and the application 
of a power, including the defence power, must be decided by the 
Court, the reasons why it is exercised, the opinions, the view of 
facts and the policy upon which its exercise proceeds and the 
possibility of achieving the same ends by other measures are no 
concern of the Court. In the third place, in all matters relating 
to defence, not only does the responsibility lie with the Executive 
Government and thus ultimately with Parliament, but the informa
tion at the command of the Government, which often cannot be 
made public, places it in a special position to judge of what the 
public interest requires. 
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In aJl the cases concerning the validity of statutory regulations H. c. OF A. 

made for the war of 1914-1918 and for the war of 1939-1945 the prin- 19~51. 
eiple was acknowledged or assumed that it was for the Executive AUSTBALlUI 

Government to decide what was necessary or expedient for the' COldldl'NI"T 

purpose of the war and in doing so to act upon its opinion of the p.t.:.n 
eircumstances and conditions that existed and of the policy or THE 

eourse of action that should be followed. Variously formulated ~~~~~=~ 
as the tests have been for deciding whether regulations made under 
the war powers were within the power to make laws with respect Ilb:ou J. 

to deft'nce, they have uniformly been based upon the principle 
that there is to be no inquiry into the actual effect the regulation 
\vould have or be calculated to have in co~ducing to an end likely 
to advance the· prosecution of the war and that it was at least 
enough if it tended or might reasonably be thought conducive or 
rf.'levant to such an end. 

But, in Farey v. BunJett (1) Griffith C.J. said: "In making the 
inqumy the Court cannot shut its eyes to the fact that what. could 
not rat,ionally be regarded as a measure of defence in time of pe&Ct' 
may be ob\;ous)y a measure of defence in time of war." Barton J. 
said: .. It is argued that the defence power has the same meaning 
at nU times, whether in peace or in war. I doubt that, but it may 
not be necessary to determine it, for the true question is whether 
many things that cannot aid defence in peace and when no enemy 
is in view, are not urgently necessary when an enemy has arisen 
who must be defeated if the nation, Or family of nations, is to 
live" (2). His Honour's view treated the power as possessing a 
fixed meaning with a changing application, as a fixed concept with a 
changing content. 

It would, I think, be an error to draw a de1inite line between 
a period aftel' the commencement of actual hostilities and the period 
before they commence. It is inappropriate to the altered character 
of war and the changes that appear to have taken place in the 
manner of commencing war. Imminence of war will enlarge the 
application of the fixed concept of defence. 

I have now completed my statement of the train of reasoning in 
support of the Ac4" based upon ss. 4, 5 (2) and 9 (2) as law8 with 
respect to communism. I believe that, from the form in which 
I have stated the reasoning, its full force will appear. But, after 
giving much consideration to the question whether it will suffice 
to sustain the Act I have reached the conclusion that it will not. 
The re8.bOns for that conclusion may be briefly given. When s. 4 
names a voluntary lIoSSOCiation, declares it unlawful and by force 

(I) (1918) 2J C.L.R •• at p. 442. (2) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at p. "8. 
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of the Act dissolves it, and when 88. 8 and 15 (1) attach the conse
quence of deprivation of property and s. 7 attaches the consequence 
of a restriction of the civil rights of the members, it proVides for 
matters which, considered as specific subjects, &r& not of their 
own nature within any of the enumerated powers of the Common
wealth Parliament and prima facie lie only within the province of 
the States. If the operation of the law upon the right of &a8OCia· 
tion, the common property and the civil rights of the members 
were made by the statute to depend upon the actual existence or 
occurrence of any act, matter or thing having a specific relation 
to the purposes of the power with respect to defence, then, not
withstanding that the immediate subject of the provision did not. 
of its own nature form part of the subject matter of the power, the 
provision would be brought within it as ancillary to the main 
purpose of the power. Again, prima facie no opinion of the 
Parliament as to the actual existence or occurrence of BOme matter 
or event which would provide a specific relation of the subject 
of a law with power can suffice to give the law that relation. It 
would, for example, be impossible for the Parliament by reciting 
that a society for research in radio physics planned or carried on 
experiments causing or likely to cause an interference with wireless 
transmission to bring within s. 51 (v.) (postal, telegraphic. kc. 
services) an enactment naming the society and dissolving it brevi 
manu. It would be impossible to bring under s. 51 (xviii.) (patents) 
a direct grant (If a monopoly for a specified manufacturing process 
by reciting that it was an invention. The pronounOAlllents by 
Parliament which the r~jtals in the Act contain, combined with 
the declaration of unlawfulness and decree of di880lution made by 
s. 5 and the forfeiture imposed by s. 15 (1), were said by the plain
tiffs to amount together to an invasion or usurpation of judicial 
power. In the case of s. 15 (1) it was also said that, except by a 
lawful exercise of judicial power, such a forfeiture C()uld not be 
imposed by reason of s. 51 (xxxL) of the Constitution. As I am 
deciding the case on the ground of want of affirmative legislath'e 
power, I shall not deal with these arguments, but I mention them 
because they illustrate the substantial effect and nature of the 
provisions in question. There should be no confusion about the 
essential nature of the connection with the defence power which 
the recitals seek to supply. Essentially it consists in the past 
acts, the tenets and opinions and the present propensities or 
tendencies of persons and associati6ns of persons. 

Where legislation, subordinate or principal, purporting to exercise 
the defence power has stated the purpose for which it was enacted 
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or adopted, t.his expression of purpose has received eft'ect. In H. c. OF A. 

relation to a power largely directed to purpose ita importance is l~l. 
evident. It is true that the expression of the nature and existence AUfTlWdAN 

of the purpose has left open the question whether nevertheless the COIIMU!UST 

legislation failed as an exercise of the defence power, because of the P~TY 
nature of the provisions, the prevailing situation, the facts, the THE 

remoteness of the means adopted from the avowed object, or some ~=~=: 
other consideration. But here, so far as the preambles express 
h h I 1 Dlxon I. t e existence and the nature of the purpose animating t e egis a-

tion, that may be conceded. It is, however, but a small step. 
What is in question is so much of the recitals as concern not the 
opinions and purposes of the legislature, but the opinions and 
purposes of the persons against whom the provisions are directed 
and their past actions. Again, the case is not one where a course 
of conduct is required or forbidden but only a knowledge of facts 
outside judicial notice would enable the Court to see how the 
pursuit of that course of conduct would promote or prejudice, as 
the case may be, an object within the defence power. It is enough 
to mentionSlnan v. Pollard (1) and Jenkim v. TheOommonweaitk (2), 
the facts of which provide sufficient illustrations. In such a case 
the result which the rule laid d own produces or is calculated to 
produce is within the defence power and all that is lacking is an 
understanding of the process of causation between the conduct 
prescribed or prohibited and the result. That can be proved. 
There is no need to stop t.o inquire precisely how much effect a 
recital by the legislature of facts of such a nature should receive ; 
for it is not this case. But, t.() my mind, recitals of such a charac-
ter, stating how a law will operate, Ot for that matter recitals 
stating the purpose for which an enactment is made, stand on an 
altogether different footing from what is the esaential matter 
here. The essential mat.ter here is a statement to the effect that 
persons or bodies of persons have been guilty of acts which might 
have been penalized in advance under the defence power and have 
a propensity to commit like acts, this being recited as affording a 
supposed connection between the defence ppwer and the operative 
provisions enact.ed, provisions dealing with the persons or bodies 
directly by name or descripti~n. 

At the risk of repetit.ion it is perhaps desirable to add that the 
ease is not one where the legislation is dealing with a subject 
matter un~eniahly within power. If the legislature directly' 
dissolved a marriage .between named part,jes, it would at all events 
be dealing with divorce, whatever other objections might be found 

(1) '(1947) 7.'; C.L.R. 44;). (2) (1947) 7. C.L.R.t at p. 402. 
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to the Act. If it directly enacted that a named alien should be 
.!t·emed naturalized or that a person or persollB named or de8Cribed 
should be denied the use of the postal, telegraphic and telephonic 
services, it would likewise be upon the very subject of power. 
Whatever recitals it thought tit to make would have such ~ffect 
as it was taken to intend, and whatever conditions it imposed 
would bt' valid, subj~ct always, of course, to the relevance of 
positive restrictioll~ that. might be found elsewhere in the Consti
tution. 

It must be evident that nothing but an extreme and exceptional 
extension of the operation or application of the defence power 
will support provisions upon a matter of its own nature prima 
fa.cie outside }<'ederal power, containing nothing in themselve~ 
disclosing a connection 'With Federal power and depending upon a 
recital of facts and opinions concerning the actions, aims and 
propensities of bodies and pt"rsons to be affected in order to make 
it ancillary to defence. 

It may be conceded that sllch an extreme and exceptional 
extension may result from the necessities of 'War and, perhaps it 
may be right to add, of the imminence of war. But the reasons 
for this are to be found chiefly in the very naturt' of war and of the 
responsibility borne by the government. charged \\;th the prosecu
tion of a war. "The paramount consideration is that the Common
wt'alth is undergoing the dangers of a world war, and that when a 
nation is in peril, applying the maxim salus populi $uprema lex, 
the courts may l'oncede to t.he Parliament and to the Executive 
which it controls a wide latitude to det.erllline what legislation is 
required to prot~t t,he safety of the realm "--per WiUiams J., 
Viclol"io;n Cl/amrer of JlullufactuTell Y. The C(mllllo-nt("('alth (1). 

A war of any magnitude now imposes upon the Government the 
necessity of organizing the resources of the nation it! men and 
materials, of controlling the economy of the country, of employing 
tht' full strength of the nation and co-ordinating its use, of raising, 
equipping and maint.aining forces on a scale formerly unknown 
and of exercising the ultimate authority in all that the conduct of 
hostilities implies. These necessities make it imperat.ive that the 
defence powt'r sh(.uld pro\'iqe a source whence the Government 
may druw authority O\'er an immense field and a most ample 
discretion. . But they are necessities that cannot exist. in thr same 
form in a period of ostensible peace. Whatever dangers are 
experienced in such a periud and however well-founded appre
hensions of danger may prove, it is difficult to see how they could 

{lj (I!I43) 6; l'.I •. R., nt p. 400. 
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give rise to the same kind of neces.o;ities. The Fetleral Ilaturt' of 
the Constitution is not lost during a perilous war. 1£ it is obscured, 
the Federal form of government must come into full view when the 
war ends and is wound up. The factors which give !luch a wide 
scope to the defence power in a desper&l.te conflict are for the most 
part wanting. 

The considerations I have enumerated must, of course, have 
their effect upon the operation to be attributed to the power, but 
what ) have described as t.he extreme or exceptional exten~ion of 
the o}Jeration or application of the power De<>.essary to support 
the Act in virtue of ss. 4, 5 (1) and 9 (I) cannot, I think, be justified. 

In tlle result I am of opinion that 88. 4 and 5, together with 
ss. 6, 7, 8 aud 15, are invulid. I reserved ior determination I:l 

s}lCcial comideration affecting s. 10 (1) which might be said to 
suffice to sustain ss. 9, 10 (partially), 13 and 14. Subject to th&t. 
mat.ter I think that those se~tions cannot he supported. 

The s};ecial ,~c.nside~(Otion affecting s. 10 (1) depends upon the 
classe!; covt>l'eli by p~ragraphs (a), (b) and (c). The Commonwealth 
Parliament, of COU1:se, has power to make laws .governing the 
Ft:'d()ral puhlic sen-ice and la.ws governing service or employment 
with any authority of the Commonwealth or any body corporate 
established by the Commonwealth. tiection 10 (1) (a) and (b) of 
the Act are as follows :._" A person in respect of whom a declara
tion in fon:e under this Act-(a) shaH be incapable of holding offb~ 
under, or of being employed by, the Commonwealth or an authority 
of the Commonwealth; (b) shall be incapable of holding office as II 
mem~r of a body corporate, being an authority of the Corwnon· 
wealth. . . ." 

It is clear that, upon the subject of who shall hold these offices 
and who shall be disqualified and why. Parliament has complet.~ 
legislative power in virtue of which any condit.ions or procedure 
can be prescribed, that is, subject to any specific restraints such as 
s. 116 of the Constitution. If s. 9 were confined to serving thE' 
purposes of s. lO (1) (a) and (b) the provisions could be sustained 
as legislation with respect to the public service and Commonwealth 
authorities, corporate or not. Section 10 (I) (c) enacts that a person 
in respect of whom a declaration is in iorce under the Act shall be 
incapable of holding an office in an industrilll organization to which 
the section applies or a branch of it. The industrial organizations 
covered include organizationR registered under Part VI. of the 
Commonwealth CmtC~iliation on.d Arbitration Ar:t 1901-1949. Sec
tion 51 (xxxv.) of the Constitution hl\.S been interpreted asauthoriz
iug some law.~ hfiecting bodies 50 registered and the que.'ltion arises 
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H. C. OF.-\. whether s. 10 (1) (c) can be thus supported in part. The question 
J9~51. is whether by the application of s. 15,& of the Acts Interpretation 

An'TRALu,Jf Act 1901-1948 it can be confined to registered organizations and 
('nMMl'lWI,. upheld as an exercise of the power conferred by par. (xxx",.). 

P.'~Tl· It is convenient to deal with this question at once. I think that 
THt: to uphold it under s. 51 (XXX".) is impossible on the simple ground 

('U~)lOS- that it is not with ~. to the subJ' ect of that parJUn'Rph that the WE.U.TIl. .-t"~~ -,:I--

hh;,.t. J. 
law is enacted, it is not a law with respect to conciliation and 
arbitration for the prevention and settlement of two-State industrial 
disputes. The only way in which the power can be made applicable 
is through ~tion_ The legislature authorizing registration 
may, as an incident of the power in virtue of which it does so, 
impose ·conditions. But s. 10 (1) (c) speaks entirely independently 
of registration, which it ignores as an irrelevancy. It is not 
addressed to the organization but to the declared person. No 
condition or duty is imposed on the body in relation to registration 
or otherwise. It simply incapacitates the man. 

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of s. 10 (1) stand in quite a different 
situation. The legislature possesses a power in relation to serving 
the Commonwealth and contracting with the Commonwealth 
which is well exercised by a law with respect to the capacity of the 
individual and it can place that incapacity on any ground and use 
any procedure. But in this instance I think that the difliculty 
lies in s. 9. That section ought not, in my opinion, to be sustained 
as a law enacted with respect to the public service or persons 
contracting with the Commonwealth for services to it (s. 14). It 
deals with persons who fall within sub-s. (1) and of whom a declara
tion is made according to sub-so (2). A declaration Dlade in pur
suance of S. 9 (2) about a man, if validly made, is an absolutely 
privileged statement in the Gazelle of a most disparaging description. 
It DlUst be remembered that this ,",ouId be its legal and practical 
nature, whether the opinion of the Executive that the man falls 
within one of the descriptions of sub-s. (1) is correct or is sho\\'D 
under sub-ss. (4), (5) and (6) to be wrong. It may be published 
of anybody, whether or not he is in the seryice of the Common
wealth or an authority of the Commonwealth or whether or not 
there is any chance of his ever entering such a service. ~uch a 
provision cannot, in my opinion, be referred to the power over 
those serving the Commonwealth or Federal bodies or agencie:s 
simply because one consequence assigned to the declaration is 
that it disqualifies the declared man for such service. I am there
fore of opinion that no sufficient support can be found for these 
llrovisioDs. Holding 88 I do l.hat ss. 4 to 15 (1) are invalid it 
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follow,; that. the rt'maining sections of the Act, which are only 
conllE"qllential, fall with them. This conclusion may be thought 
to hear out Dicey's well·known statement that Federal go,"erlllnent 
means weak ~o\"ernlllellt: Diuy's IAU' of the Cmlstitution, 1st ed. 
(1885). p. 15;; 9th ed. (1950), p. 171. But it is necessary to 
rememher that. we are not here concerned with the extent to which 
the deft'nce power allows of the suppression of definite conduct as 
distinguished from definite people and of the dissolution of bodies 
offending against definite prohibitions or failing to conform to 
definjt~ requirements as distinguished from bodies made definite 
by dlt' identification of the legislature or of the Executive. Nor 
is there any question here of the validity of provisions reglllating 
the burden of proof in legal proceedings. 

For the foregoing reasons I answer questions (1) (a) and (b) No 
and question (2) Yes. 

lkTJERNAN J. This stated case raises the question whether the 
Cmr,munist Party Dissolution Act 1950 is valid or invalid and also 
a preliminary question which relates to the recitals forming the 
part of the preamble of the Act beginning with the fourth recital. 
This preliminary question is whether the decision of the maiu 
question depends on the judicial det.ermination or ascert.ainment of 
the fact~ statt'd in those recitals. Neither of these judicial processes 
is n prt-requisite to the Court's not.icing the recitals. The Court 
giw,," t{. recitals the effect which they have as such and no judicial 
inquiry· int.o the facts stated in them is necessary to determine 
that matter, the effect of the recitals. Their effect is that they 
conhlin Parliament's reasons for passing the Act: express the 
0Fir:iljn~ which Parliament held; they conclusively show Parliament 
held those opinions and believed, presumably, that what is recited 
is trll(-. The recitals are in no way decisive of the question whether 
the Aet is valid or invalid, for that is a judicial question "'hich only 
the judicature has the power to decide finally and conclusively. 
If any fact stated in a recital is material to the question whether 
the A<,t is valid or invalid, the fact would need to be judicially 
detl'nnined or ascertained. The recitals are not judicial findings 
and do not bind the judicature on any question within its own 
exclusive province. The judicature, of course, treats the recitals 
'nth respect and regards the views which they express as possible 
but cannot concede that they are probative of any matter of fact 
,,"hich is material to the question whether the Parliament had or 
had not the power to pass this Act. The Constitution does not 
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allow the judicature to cOflceO.e "h~ principle tba.t. t·be Parliam!lnt 
can conclusively .. recite itself" into power. 

It i3 not. the case that the decision of the validity of &.n Act C8.D 

never. depend upon the judicial finding of any fact. If the Court 
has not judicial notice, without proof, of the circumstances in 
reference to which an Act is passed or of the characteristic of some 
material thing to "'mch an Act applies, evidence of these cireum
stances or those characteristics, as the case may be, is admissible 
to show in either case that the Act has, for example, a purpose 
which is.connected with defence. The ComJnUfl.i,o;t Party Dis80l't
tion Act applies to a class of persons upon the assumption that 
m~rely as members of that class they have a C'.onnection wit.h 
defence. It cannot be assumed that e"ery person, like every 
specimen of a material thing, has particulaT characteristics, 
although, of course, different persons may do the same class of 
acts. Thf'.Be acta may be of such a kind that persons who do them 
come within the range of the defence power or of some other 
legislative power. But acts done by persons are not made the 
criterion of the application of the present legielation. The con
nection between specified conduct and the subject matter of a. 
legislative power is capa.ble of proof by evidence or the Court may 
be able to take judicial notice of the connection. But if the 
legislature lea.ves out of account the acts of persons and deals with 
them solely on the assumption that they are per Be related to a. 
subject matter of power it is difficult to see how evidence could 
establish the a.ssumption or demonstrate that any restrictions 
which the Parliament imposes on the persons, as such, have any 
connection in fact with defence or any other subject matter of 
legislative power. Of course, the persons who are being discussed 
are not a. category which is one of the specified ,ubjects \\ith 
respect to which the Constitution says that the Parliament has 
powers to make laws. I think, therefore, t.hat the nature of the 
Oommunist Party DisBOlttl.«m. Act.is such that the decision of the 
question of ita va.lidity or invalidity cannot be aided by ... vidence 
as to the activities alleged in the recitals. 

n is implicit in the Act that Parliament is of opinion that the 
persons to whom it applies are indiscriminately per Be a danger to the 
Commonwea.lth. This opinion is insufficient to connect the Act 
with any subject matter of legislative power and to justify the 
restriction of their civil liberties. In a period of grave emt>.rgency the 
opinion of Parliament that any person or body of persons is a danger 
to the safety of the Commonwea.lth wollld be sufficient to bring his or 
their civil liberties under the control of the Commonwt>alth; hut in 
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war, the position is otherwise because the Constitution has not !fI~.;l. 
specifically given thp Parliament power to 1lIR.kf. Jaws for t.he gen~ral AU~TRALl.\!" 
control of civil liberties and it cannot be regarded as incidental to l'<I~UII!J(IST 

• l'ART\-
the purpose of defence to impose such a control in peace time. ". 

TH!:: To decide that the present Act is good tinder the defence power 
would radically disturb the grant of Jegil>lative power made by ~o~:~~~~ 
the Constitution to the Commonwealth Parliament. Indeed the 

~IcTirril~1I J. 
general control of civil liberty whirh the Commonwealth may be 
entitled to exercise in war time under the defence power is among 
the first of war-time powers that would be denied to it when the 
transition from war to peace sets in, hecause then there is DO 

emergency to support the constitutional power to maintain a 
control of t.hat nature. It is, of course, for Parliament to measure 
the emergency confronting the Commonwealth and to take the 
legislative measures which are required to meet it. The only 
question for the Court is whether the measures have a reasonable 
relation to the emergency, and on that question the Court naturally 
gives very great. weight to the opinion of Parliament; but it could 
not allow the opinion of Pa.rlis.ment to he the decisive factor, 
that is to determine the matter finally and conclusively, without 
deserting its own duty under the Constitution. 

Parliament. however, has not declared in the Com.munist Party 
Di.ssolution Act that it was passed for the prosecution of any war 
present or future, or that there is any immediate or present danger 
of war. At the time the Act came into force the Commonwealth 
was not engaged in any hostilities except in Korea. The state of . 
affairs was peace not war. Indeed the constitutional position was 
that the deff'nce power had declined from the zenith to which it 
had risen in the crisis of the last war practically to the level proper 
to it in time of peace. The Court has frequently declared, since 
the end of hostilities in the last war, that the defence power stands 
in that position. But it was said in argument that when the 
present Act became law there was tension in international affairs 
which might suddenly lead to war and therefore there was an 
emergency which drew the persons dealt with by the present Act 
within the scope of the defence power. 

The Court was asked to take judicial notice of the existence of 
an emergency of this grave character. There was argument 
and counter-argument at the bar table as to the state of international 
relations and as to what they foreboded. A confusing mass of 
events from which the Court was invited to draw its conclusion was 
discussed. It does not seem to me that this is the proper way to 
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establish the existence of such an emergency as that by which 
it was sought to support this Act. I think it would have been 
better if the Court had had the guidance of a formal statement 
made by the Executive Government of its appreciation of the 
international situation. The Court would be bound to give very 
great weight to such a statement, particularly if it positively said 
that there was an impending danger of war. The existence of an 
emergency of that nature at the time this Act was passed would 
contribute enormously to its validity, especially if the enemy 
was to be the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics, the enemy fore
casted in argument. For there are a number of well-known facts 
relating to the Communist Party which I think are either within 
judicial knowledge as historical facts or so well known that the 
Court may take judicial notice of them. The Communist Party 
is the name of a world-wide movement which is organized as a 
political party in many countries and is the major and dominant 
party in the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics; the Australian 
Communist Party, like the communist parties in other countries, 
is a political party formed in accordance with Lenin's conception 
of a world-wide political movement which would strive to establish 
a proletarian dictatorship and to impose Marxism everywhere; and 
by reason of these circumstances the Australian Communist Party 
manifests strong sympathy with the foreign and domestic policy of 
the government of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics. It 
follows that if war occurred in which that State was the enemy or 
there was imminent danger of such a war, the Commonwealth could 
take preventive measures against communists and communist 
bodies just as it could against alien enemies resident in this country. 
But I cannot agree with the view that at the time this Act was 
passed there was a situation which provided a constitutional 
foundation for this Act. It is important to notice an observation 
which was made by Rome,. L.J. in Driefcmtein Consolidated Golil 
Mines Ltd. v. Janson (1) :-" I think that the intention of a 
foreign Government at any given time ought to be treated by these 
Courts, for such a purpose as that I am now considering, as con
clusively determined by the way in which our Government chooses 
or has chosen to deal with that foreign Government and its acts, 
and that, where our Government has not treated the foreign 
Government as being hostile at a particular time, our Courts ought 
not to try to ascertain, even by merely regarding its acts, what 
was then in the minds of the King, President, or responsible 
Ministers or authorities of the foreign Government". This 

(I) (lool) 2 K.B. 4111, lit pp. ~9. 44(1. 
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observation was regarded with favour in the House of Lords (1). 
In that case the question was as to the effect of expected hostilities 
on legal rights. Perhaps in the present case mere diplomatic 
relations should not have the same weight with the Court. But 
at a time when it is the policy of the Government not to treat a 
foreign power as hostile, that fact makes it very difficult for the 
Court to divine that the power, even if it is armed to the teeth, is 
about to sho'\\" them. 

The substantial effects of the Communist Party Dissolution Act 
are produced by s. 4, then by ss. 5 and 6 and finally by ss. 9 and 10. 
Section 4 singles out the Australian Communist Party by name. 
The section applies solely to the Party, declares it to be an unlawful 
association, breaks up the association of persons who form it and 
provides for the forfeiture, upon dissolution, of all its property 
to the Commonwealth. The effect of the section is to deprive the 
members of the Party of their right of association, their interest 
in the property of the Party and other civil rights. Sections 5 
and 6 are directed against bodies, other than trade unions, which 
are supposedly allied in a fashion to the Australian Communist 
Party or who have communist connections. These sections author· 
ize the Government of the Commonwealth to take action against 
any body in these selected categories if it is satisfied that "the 
continued existence of that body of persons would be prejudicial 
to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or to the execu· 
tion or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the 
Commonwealth". This action has the same effect on the body 
against which it is taken and its members as s. 4 has on the Australian 
Communist Party and its members. Sections 9 and 10 authorize 
the Guvernment of the Commonwealth to disqualify Communists 
from holding trade union office in certain industrial spheres and all 
Commonwealth positions. The Government is authorized to take 
this action against any communist to whom s. 9 applies where it is 
satisfied that he " is engaged or likely to be engaged in activities", 
described as "prejudicial" to the above· mentioned interests of 
the Commonwealth. The effect of these sections is to deprive the 
persons and the trade unions affected by their operation of a 
contractual capacity and of civil rights in respect of employment. 
The criterion adopted by the legislature for the application of 
8. 4 is that the persons 1;<> whom it applies are collectively known 
8S the Australian Communist Party. The application of the 
section does not depend upon anything that the association might 
do. The same thing is primarily true of ss. 5 and (i and ss. 9 and 10. 

(1) (190:?) A.C. 4~. 
VOL. LxxXtII.-14 
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The recitals in the preamble set forth many activities and 
operations which, in the opinion of the Parliament, are pursued by 
the Australian Communist Party and its officers, members and 
other Communists. But the condition of the application of the 
Act to the AustraHan Communist Party or any association or person 
is merely that it is communist or ha@ communist associations. Thl' 
connection of the Act with legislative power depends upon the 
aims and objects which communism implies, rather than upon the 
actions of the Party, or of its allies, or of individual communists. 
The scope and operation of the principal sections of the Act 
determine that it is merely a law with respect to communists of 
the Lenin-Marx school. The Court may take judicial notice of 
the fact that persons of this class manifest strong sympathy with 
the Soviet and sharp antagonism to the existing social and political 
orders and are desirous of overthrowing them. But their mere 
aims as communists, apart from their actions, are not sufficiently 
substantial to give the Commonwealth Parliaml;lnt a foot-hold on 
which to enact laws to deprive all the members of the class of 
civil liberties which in peace time are immune from Commonwp.alth 
(',ontrol. The Commonwealth might, in an emergency of a ('ertain 
kind (as I have already said) have the constitutional power to 
assume this control. 

It haR been shovm that ss. 5 and 6 and ss. 9 and 10 are brought 
into operation where the Government of the Commonwealth is 
satisfied of certain matters. The scope of these matters depends 
in the first place upon the meaning of t,he words security and 
defence. This combination of words nooessarily has a wider 
meaning than the single word defence. The first word, security, 
in its application to national interests, is capable of referring to 
political, socia.l, economic, financial or military security. The 
constitutional power of the Commonwealth extends to security 
through military preparedness against an enemy and in war time 
to other forms of security, for then it is necessary to maintain public 
order, social security, industrial peace, financial and economic 
stability for the successful prosecution of war. But, even if the 
words security and defence mean in the present (,,ontext no more 
than is connoted by the word defence, and they cannot mean less, 
the Act leaves it to the Executive Government to interpret the 
meaning and scope of that subject matter in the course of executing 
the Act. There can be no doubt that Parliament legislated on 
the basis of .the constitutional practice governing the perfonnance 
by the Executive Government of its high duties of state. For this 
reason there is the strongest presumption that Parliament did not 
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inrend that the decision of the question of prejudice to securit.y 
and defence which it authorized the Executive Government to 
make, should be examined by a court-a process which would 
obviously be objectionahle on grounds of public policy. The very 
framework of the section confirms this prf'.sumption because it 
expressly allows the review by a court of the decision of the 
Executive Government on the other question, whether the body 
or the person a.s the ca.se may be, against whom the executive 
action was taken, is within the scope of the Act. The result is that 
t.he Executive Government is itself the final judge of the other ques
tion, that is, of how far it may go in operating these provisions. It 
may be correet for Parliament to authorize the Executive to bring 
into operation an Act, whiC'h is within legislative power, but it is 
clearly another thing and constitutionally wrong for Parliament 
to authorize the Executive to decide finally as to the exrent of 
any legislative subject matter enumerated in s. 51 of the 
Constitution and to bring the Act into operation in such ca.ses 
as it decides to he within the suhject matter. Sections 5 and 6 
and ss. 9 and 10 should fail also for the reason that in effect 
they constitute the Exec.utive Government an arbirer on consti
tutional power. This ground cof im·alidity applies with even 
greater force to the authority which the Act giver! to the Executive 
Government to decide whether there is matter" prejudicial" to 
the" execution or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws 
of the Commonwealth". It is surely for the Court to decide 
finally and conclusively what is meant by these expre..~ions whiC'h 
indeed are copied almost verbatim from the Constitution. 

The Act was rested also on the power conferred upon the Parlia
ment by par. (xxxix.) of s. 51 of the Constitution. In the case 
of Attorney-General for the Oomtrlmtwealth of Australia v. Ookmial 
Sugar RefinifI!J 00. Ltd. (1) the Judicial Committee said: "These 
words do not seem to them to do more than cover DllI.tters which 
are incidents in the exerci~e of some actually existing power, 
conferred by statute or by the common law". The meaning of 
this paragraph is also explained in the same way in Le MeauNer 
v. Ccmnor (2). In the present ca.se it is Decessary to apply the 
,;;ub-paragraph to the power which s. 61 of the Constitution vests in 
the Executive Government. This ~ction gives it power to exercise 
the executive power of the Commonwealth and says t.hat this power 
extend!! to the execution and mainrenance of the Constitution and 
of the laws of the Commonwealth. By the combined effect of 

(1) (1914) A.C., at p. 256; 17 C.L.R., (2) (1929) 42 C.L.R.. at pp. 497, 498. 
at p. 665. 
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the 8uD-paragraph and 8. 61 of the Constitution the Parliament 
has power to punish crimes against the Commonwealth and to 
make laws to aid the Executive Government in the execution of 
its authority to protect the C.ommonwealth against violence or 
acts that would directly lead to violence (Bums v. Ransky (1) ; 
R. v. Sho,rkey (2». The present Act has not the character of a 
law on any matter which arises in the course of the execution of 
the power vested by 8. 61 in the Executive Government. The 
AUBtralian Communist Party and other bodies and communists 
are made liable or subject to the measures which it provides for 
dealing with them independently of any conduct which would call 
for the exercise of the executive power of the Commonwealth. It 
cannot be doubted that the Commonwealth Parliament could 
make laws, punitive or preventive, for dealing with them on the 
basis of their· activities; if their activities are shown to be of the .. 
required description. The criteria upon which bodies other than 
the AUBtralian Communist Party are brought within the Act and 
upon which peraons are claaaified as communists are in some 
respects arbitrary and might strain a power, if it existed, to legislate 
just on communists. 

As regards 88.9 and io, I was pressed by the consideration that 
the exigencies of modem warfare make it necessary for the Common· 
wealth to rely on industrial undertakings, whether conducted by 
itself or privately owned, for the production of the war materials 
which are essential t.o national preparedness and the defence of 
the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth has an interest in 
protecting any industrial undertaking which is engaged or is likely 
to be engaged in the production of war materials for the Common
wealth and this interest attracts the defence power. The power 
extends to the prevention or punishment of specific acts of conduct, 
whether committed by communists or any other persons, which is 
detrimental to the safety or productiveness or efficiency of these 
undertakings. But I cannot see that the operation of ss. 9 and 10 
is confined to industrial undertakings which positively have this 
character. If these sections were intended to be a law with respect 
to industrial undertakings within the ambit of the defence power, I 
am afraid that their language leaves the sections open to many 
objections on the acore of ita width and vagueness. But it seems 
to me that the sections, in pith and substance, are a law with 
respect to communists and that the criterion of industries vital 
to security and defence, even if it does not over-pass the limits 
of the subject matter of defence,.is used only as a peg on which to 

(I) (1M9) 71 C.L.R. 101. (!) (lN9) 79 C.L.R. 121. 
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hang the disqualification of communists from trade union office H. C. 0,. A. 

and Commonwealth employment. 1950·}951. 

The legislative power which the Commonwealth has in respect of At1~4li 
organizations registered under the Commonwealth Conciliation and CoIOlUIOST 

Arbitration Act will not justify 88. 9 and 10, because these sections 
apply indiscriminately to registered and unregistered ind118tria1 
organizations. 

Sections 9 and 10 also provide for the disqualification of com
munists. The Commonwealth Parliament has .ample power under 
s. 52 of the Constitution to make laws to bar from Commonwealth 
positions persons who, r.ccording to any reasonable standard which 
the Parliament may prescribe, are unfit for Commonwealth em
ployment. The question whether the provision made by 88. 9 and 
10 for the disqualification of communists from Commonwealth 
employment could be justified under s' 52, and, if valid thereunder, 
it could stand despite the invalidity of 88. 5 and 6 and the rest of 
ss. 9 and 10, was not specially argued. But s' 9 goes far beyond, 
dealing with persons within s. 10 (1) (4) and (6). It would operate 
at large to enable the Govemor-<kneral in Council to declare 
anybody, however remote the possibility of his even seeking to 
become a public servant or an officer of a Commonwealth authority. 
It cannot be regarded as a law with respect to the public service 
or the service of Commonwealth authorities. It is a law with 
regard to the subject of " declaring" communists to have prejudicial 
tendencies. Section 14 is invalid for the same reasons; it depends 
on s. 9. 

All of the other provisions of the Act inevitably fall with ss. 4, 
5 and 6, and 9 and 10. 

For these reasons I answer questions 1 (a) and 1 (b) Ne, and 
question 2 Yes, that is, that the Act is invalid. 

WILLIAMS J. We have before us certain questions asked in a 
case stated by Dizon J. in eight actions brought to obtain declara
tions that the provisions of the Communist Party Dissolution Act 
1950, which came into force on 20th October 1950, are ultra vires 
the Constitution and iIlvalid and injunctions restraining the 
Commonwealth and the Ministers named as defendants from acting 
thereunder to the prejudice of the plaintiffs. The questions 
asked in the case stated are as follows :-" 1 (a) Does the decision of 
the question of the validity or invalidity of the provisions of the 
Communist Party Dissolution Act 1950 depend upon a judicial 
determination or ascertainment of the factIs or any of them stated 
in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth recitals of the 
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preamble of that Act and denied by the plaintiffs, and (b) are the 
plaintiffs entitled to adduce evidence in support of their denial 
of the facts so stated in order to establish that the Act.' is outside 
the legislative power of the Commonwealth? (2) If No to either 
part of question 1, are the provisions of the Communist Party 
Dissolution Act 1950 invalid either in whole or in some part affecting 
the plaintiffs 1 " 

The Communist Party DisBOlution Act contains a number of 
recitals. The first three recitals refer to the powers of the Com
monwealth Parliament to make laws for the peace, order and good 
government of the Commonwealth with respect to the naval 
and military defence of the Commonwealth (s. 51 (vi.) of the 
Constitution), the executive power of the Commonwealth (s. 61 
of the Constitution) and the incidental power (s. 51 (xxxix.) of the 
Constitution) and are of a formal nature. The next six recitals 
refer to the alleged aims, objects and activities of the Australian 
Communist Party. They allege that this Party, in accordance 
with the basic theory of communism, as expounded by Marx and 
Lenin, engages in activities or operations designed to assist or 
accelerate the coming of a revolutionary situation, in which the 
Australian Communist Party, a.cting as a revolutionary minority, 
would be able to seize power and establish a dictatorship of the 
proletariat. They also allege that the party engages in activities 
or operations designed to bring about the overthrow or dislocation 
of the established system of government of Australia and the 
attainment of economic, industrial and political ends by force. 
violence, intimidation or fraudulent practices. They also allege 
that the Australian Communist Party is an integral part of the 
world communist revolutionary movement, which, in the King's 
dominions and elsewhere, engages in espionage and sabotage and 
in activities or operations of a treasonable or subversive nature. 
They also allege that activities or operations of, or encouraged by 
the Australian Communist Party and its members or officers and 
other persons who are communists, are designed to cause, by means 
of strikes or stoppages of work, and have, by those means, caused 
dislocation, disruption or retardation of production or work in 
certain industries vital to the security and defence of Australia 
(including the coal-mining industry, the iron and steel industry, 
the engineering industry, the building industry, the transport 
industry and the power industry). 

The ninth recital states that it is necessary for the security and 
defence of Australia and for the execution and maintenance of the 
Constitution and of the laws of the Commonwealth, that the 
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Australian Communist Party, and bodies of persons affiliated with H. C. OF A. 

that Party, should be dissolved and their property forfeited to the 19~5J. 
Commonwealth, and that members and officers of that Party or of Al'STRALIAN 

any of those bodies and other persons who are communists should ColOlrNlST 

be disqualified from employment by the Commonwealth and from P~Tr 
holding office in an industrial organization a substantial number of THE 

h be d . . I' d COllUION· W oS(> mem rs are engage m a vlta m ustry. W£4LTH. 

Section 3 of the Act defines "communist" to mean a person 
who supports or advocates the objectives, policies, teachings, WlIliam. J. 

principles or practices of communism, as expounded by Marx and 
Lenin. It defines "the specified date" to mean the tenth day 
of May, One thousand nine hundred and forty-eight, being the 
last da~' of the National Congress of the Australian Communst 
Party by which the constitution of the Australian Communist 
Party was adopted. It defines" unlawful association" to mean 
the AUl$tralian Communist Party or a body of persons declared to 
be an unlawful association under this Act. 

The Act has three main branches. In the first branch there is 
8. 4. which declares the Australian Communist Party to be an 
unlawful association, dissoh-es it, and provides for the vesting of 
its property in a receiver. 

In the second branch there are ss. 5, 6 and 8. Seetion 5 (1) 
provides that the section applies to anybody of persons, corporate 
or unincorporate, not being an industrial organization registered 
under the law of the Commonwealth or a State-(a) which is, or 
purports to be, or, at any time after the specified date and before 
the date of commencement of this Act, was, or purported to be, 
affiliated with the Australian Communist Party; (b) a majority 
of the members of which, or a majority of the members of the 
conunittee of management or other governing body of which, were, 
at any time after the specified date and before the date of com
mencement of this Act, members of the Australian Communist 
Party or of the Central Committee or other governing body of the 
Australian Communist Party; (c) which supports or advocates, or. 
at any time after the specified date and before the date of commence
lDent of this Act, supported or advocated, the objectives, policies, 
teachings, principles or practices of communism, as expounded by 
Marx and Lenin, or promotes, or, at any time within that period, 
promoted, the spread of communism, as so expounded; or (d) the 
policy of which is directed, controlled, shaped or influenced, wholly 
or substantially, by persons who-(i) were, at any time after the 
specified date and before the date of commencement of this Act, 
members of the Australian Communist Party or of the Central 
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Committee or other governing body of the Australian Communist 
Party, or are communists; and (ii) make use of that body as a 
means of advocating, propagating or carrying out the objectives. 
policies, teachings, principles or practices of communism, as 
expounded by Marx and Lenin. 

Section 5 (2) provides that where the Governor-General is satisfied 
that a body of persons is a body of persons to which this section 
applies and that the continued existence of that body of persons 
would be prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common
wealth or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution or 
of the laws of the Commonwealth, the Governor-General may, by 
instrument published in the Gazette, declare that body of persons 
to be an unlawful association. The words" security and defence" 
do not, in my opinion, connote more than defence and refer to 
defence against external aggression, while the words .. execution 
or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common
wealth" are a composite expression taken substantially from s. 61 
of the Constitution and refer to the internal security of the Com
monwealth. The words "the laws of the Commonwealth" refer 
to the system of laws enacted under the Constitution and, so to 
speak, to the Constitution in action. The sub· section therefore 
authorizes the Governor-General to make a declaration if he thinks 
that the continued existence of the body would be prejudicial 
to the external or internal security of the Commonwealth. There 
was some discussion during the argument as to whether the 
Governor-General could make the declaration if he was satisfied 
that the continued existence of the body would be prejudicial to 
one or other of these purposes without being satisfied as to either 
purpose in particular. But it seems to me that before the Governor
General could make a declaration he would have to be satisfied 
that the body is a body of persons to whom the section applies 
and that he would also have to be satisfied that the continued 
existence of the body would be prejudicial either to the security 
and defence of the Commonwealth or to be satisfied that the 
continued existence of the body would be prejudicial to the execution 
or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common
wealth and that he could be satisfied that the continued existence 
of the body would be prejudicial to both these purposes. This 
construction fits in with s. 27 of the Act, which provides that 
when the continuance in operation of the Act is no longer necessary 
either for the security and defence of Australia or for the execution 
and maintenance of the Constitution and of the laws of the Com
monwealth, the Governor-General shall make a Proclamation 
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accordingly and thereupon the Act shall be deemed to have been H. C. OY .". 

repealed. Parliament must, therefore, have intended that the 19~1. 
Act should continue in operation until the Governor-General is AUSTlW.Lt.N 

satisfied that it is no longer required for either purpose. If a eo •• Il1JUST 

POsition should arise in the future where the Governor-General is PARTY 11. 

satisfied that the Act is no longer necessary for the one purpose, THE 
but still necessary for the other, it must necessarily follo\17 that he ~=:~ 
could only make a declaration where he is satisfied that the con-

WIIlIaIIIs J. 
tinued existence of the body would be prejudicial to the purpose 
for which it is still necessary to keep the Act on foot. But s. 5 (2) 
does not provide that the declaration should state the ground or 
grounds of the Governor-General's satisfaction and alJ that the 
instrument need declare is that the body of persons is an unlawful 
asaociation. 

Section 5 (3) provides that the Executive Council shall not 
advise the Governor-General to make such a declaration unless 
the material upon which the advice is founded has first been 
considered by the committee therein mentioned. This committee 
acts in a purely executive capacity, for the threatened body of 
persons is not gi"en an opportunity to appear before it or see or 
criticize or deny or supplement the material which the committee 
is considering. 

Section 5 (4) proyides that a body of persons declared to be an 
unlawful association may, within the specified time, apply to the 
appropriate court to set aside the declaration on the ground that 
the body is not a body to which this section applies. This sub
section confers a right to apply to the court to have the declaration 
set aside on one ground only and s. 5 does not confer a right to 
apply to the court to set aside the declaration on the ground that 
the continued existence of the body of persons would not in fact 
and law be prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common
wealth or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution or 
of the laws of the Commonwealth. 

Section 6 provides that a body of persons in respect of which a 
declaration has been made under the Act, in the absence of a 
successful application to a court to set aside the declaration, shall, 
by force of the Act, upon the expiration of twenty-eight days after 
the publication of t,he declaration in the Gazette, be dissolved. 

Section 8 provides that the instrument under the Act declaring 
a body of persons to be an unlawful association shall appoint a 
recdiver of the property of that body and that upon the day upon 
which that instrument is published in the Gazette the property 
of that body shall, subject to the section, vest in the receiver. 
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Section 15, which applies to the parliamentary declaration by s, 4 
that the Australian Communitlt Party is an unlawful astIociation 
and to bodiel! of persons declared to be unlawful astIociations by 
the Governor·General under s, 5, provides that it shall be the 
duty of a receiver of an unlawful association to take possession of 
the property of the al!sociation, to realize that property, to discharge 
the liaLilitie!l of the association and t.o payor transfer the surplus 
to the Commonwealth. 

The third branch comprises ss, 9 to 12 inclusive and relates to 
individuals, Section 9 (1) provides that the section applies to 
any person (a) who was, at any time after the specified date and 
before the date upon which the Australian Communist Party is 
dissolved by the Act, a member or officer of the Australian Com· 
munist Party: or (b) who is, or was at any timt' after the specified 
date, a communist. 

Section 9 (2) provides that where the Governor·General is satisfied 
that a person is a person to whom this section applies and that 
that person is engaged, or is likely to engage, in acth'ities preju
dicial to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or to the 
execution or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the 
Commonwealth, the Governor·General may, by instrument pub
lished in the Gazette, make a declaration accordingly. It seems 
to me, applying the same reasoning 'U/'Utatis '/1i·utandis as in the 
ease of s. 5 (:2), that under s. 9 (2) the Goyernor·General, before he 
eould make a. declaration, would have to be I!8tisfied that a person 
is a person tu whom the section applies and that that person is 
engaged or likely to engage in activities which are either prejudicial 
to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or to be satisfied 
that that person is engaged Or likely to engage in activities which 
'Would be prejudicial to the execution or maintenance of the 
Constitution or of the laws of the Commonwealth, and that he 
could be satisfied that that person is engaged or likely to engage in 
activities prejudicial to both these purposes. The section does 
not prescribe the contents of the declaration, but it does provide 
that the Governor-General shall make a declaration accordingly. 
In the case of s. 9, therefore, unlike s. 5, it would be necessary for 
the Governor-General specifically to state the grounds of his 
satisfaction. 

Section 9(3) provides that the Executive Council shall not 
advise the Governor-General to make such a declaration unless 
the material upon which the advice is founded has first been con
sidered by the committee therein mentioned (this is th~ same 
committee as that mentioned in s. 5 (3)). Under this sub-section, 
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as in the (:ase of s. 5 (3), the committee acts in a purely executive 
ca.pacity and the threatened person is not given an opportunity 
to appear before it or see or criticize or deny or supplement the 
mat.erial on which the advice is based.. 

Sp,ction 9 (4) provides that a person in respect of whom such a 
declaration is made may, within the specified time, apply to the 
appropriat,e court to set aside the declaration on the ground that 
he is not a person to whom this section applies. This sub-section, 
like s. 5 (4), confers a right to apply to the court to have the 
declaration set a.side on one ground only, and s. 9 does not confer 
a right to apply to a court to have the declaration set aside on the 
ground that the person was not a person who is engaged or is likely 
to engage in activities prejudicial to the security and defence of 
the Commonwealth or to the execution or maintenance of the 
Constitution or of the laws of the Commonwealth. 

Section 10 (1) provides that a person in respect of whom a 
declaration is in force under this Act-(a) shall be incapable of 
holding office under, or of being employed by, the Commonwealth 
or an authority of the Commonwealth; (b) shall be incapable of 
holding office as a member of a body corporate, being an authority 
of the Commonwealth; and (c) shall be incapable of holding all 
office in an industrial organization to which this section applies 
or in a l:>ranch of such an industrial organization. 

Section 10 (3) provides that where the Governor-General is 
satisfied t.hat a substantial number of the members of an industrial 
organization are engaged in a vital industry, that is to say, the 
coal-mining industry, the iron and steel industry, the engineering 
industry, the building industry, the transport industry or the 
power industry, or any other industry which, in the opinion of the 
Governor-General, is vital to the security and defence of Australia, 
the Governor-General may, by instrument published in the Gazett.e, 
declart- that industrial organization to be an industrial organization 
to which this section applies. 

Section 12 (1) provides that upon the publication under sub-so (3) 
of S. 10 of the Act of an instrument declaring an industrial organiza
tion to be an industrial organization to which that section applies, 
any office in that industria.l organization or any branch thereof 
held by a person in respect of whom a declaration is in force under 
this Act shall, by force of this Act, but subject to this section, 
become vacant. The section goes on to pro'\;de that if the officer 
applies to the cowt to have the declaration set aside he shall be 
suspended from office pending the determination of the application 
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and, if the application is dismissed, the office shall become vacant 
on the date of dismissal. 

The Act contains a number of other important provisions, but 
they are mostly ancillary t.o the provisions to which I have referred 
and the latter provisions are sufficient, I think, to indicate the 
manner in which the Act operat.es in its three main branches. The 
outstanding character of the Act is that, in the words of Kflox C.J .. 
in Ex parte Walsh and Johnson (1), the enactment in its main 
provisions" prohibits no act, enjoins no duty, creates no offence, 
imposes no sanction for disobedience to any command, prescribes 
no standard or rule of conduct". It operates to dissolve the 
Australian Communist Party and to forfeit its property to the 
Commonwealth, and to make other bodies of persons who were 
in the prescribed period or are likely to be tainted with communism, 
corporate or unincorporate, liable to be dissolved and their property 
forfeited to the Commonwealth, and to make persons who were 
in the prescribed period or are communists liable to be deprived 
of important contractual righta without creating any offence the 
commission of which will entail such consequences, and indeed 
without proof that they have committed any offence against any 
law of the Commonwealth, without a trial in any court, and 
without such bodies or persons having any right to prove that 
they have not done anything prejudicial to the security and defence 
of the Commonwealth or to the execution or maintenance of the 
Constitution or of the laws of the Commonwealth. In the case 
of s. 5 (2), it is provided that the Governor-General must be satisfied 
that a body of persons is a body to which the sect.ion applies and 
that the continued existence of the body would be prejudicial to 
the security and defence of the Commonwealth or the execution 
or maintenance of the Constitution or of t.he laws of the Common
wealth. In the case of s. 9 (2), it is provided that the Governor
General must be satisfied that the person is a person to whom the 
section applies and that that person is engaged in, or is likely to 
engage in, activities prejudicial to such security and defence or to 
the execution or maintenance of the Constitution and of such laws. 
In the case of s. 4 there need be no similar satisfaction and the 
basis of the section is that Parliament is satisfied from material 
within its knowledge, as the ninth recital indicates, that it is 
necessary for the security and defence of Australia and for the 
execution and maintenance of the Constitution and of the laws of 
the Commonwealth that the Australian Communist Party should 
be dissolved and its property forfeited to the Commonwealth. 

(1) (1925) ~7 C.L.R .• at p. 69. 
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Accordingly the Act. is in effect an assertion by Parliament that it H. ('. or A. 
can decide for itself or leave it to some authority other than a 19~51. 
judicial organ of the Commonwealth to decide that facts exist Al'STIlALUN 

which are sufficient in law to create a nexus between the particular CoMlIl'IO>;T 

legislation and such one or more of the constitutional legislative Pj,:'TY 
powers of the Commonwealth as are relied upon to support the THE 
legislation. Such an assertion nises a constitutional que.'!tion of COMMON-

WEAI,TH. 
profound importance. 

It was contended on behalf of the defendants that such an WIUlURl8.T. 

assertion does not arise in the case of ss. 5 (2) and 9 (2) because 
these sub-sections on their tnle construct.ion impose a condition 
which does not make the satisfaction of the Governor-General 
conclusive as to the whole proposition formulated in sub-so (2), but 
makes it necessary that certain elements should exist in fact and 
in law. Thus according to the contention it would be necessary 
in the case of S. 5 (2) that the continued existence of the body 
of persons would be in fact and law prejudicial to what is defence 
in fact and law, and in the case of S. 9 (2) that the persons are 
engaged or arc likely to engage in activities which are in fact and 
law prtljudicial to what is deftlnce in fact and law. In my opinion 
it is impossible to place such a construction on the sub-sections. 
The plain grammatical meaning of their provisions is that the 
Governor-General is to have an unfettered administrative discretion 
to decide whethtlr the continued existence of the body of persons 
would be prejudicial or the person is engaged or is likely to engage 
in activities prejudicial to the security and defence of the Com
monwealth or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution 
or of the laws of the Commonwealth. Further, if there could be 
any doubt, it is entirely removed by the provisions of ss. 5 (4) 
and 9 (4), giving the declared bodies of persons and persons the 
rig]jt to have the declarations set aside on the ground that they are 
not bodies or persons to whom the sections respectively apply. 
It would be altogether unreasonable to attribute to Parliament an 
intention that the satisfaction of the Governor-General should be 
open to review to this limited extent if it were intended that it was 
to be open to review in other respects. The words are apt and 
apt only to leave the whole decision to the Governor-General without 
any qualification. See the illustrations of the effect of similar 
expressions given by Lord Atkin in Lif)ersUlge V. Anderson (1). 
The effect of such a discretion in the case of a Minister of the Crown 
is described by Lord Greene M.R. in B. Johnson &: Co. (Builders) 
Ltd. v. Mini8ter of Hea'Uh (2) as follows: "every Minister of the 

(I) (19'2) A.C., at pp. 232, 233. (2) (1947) 177 L.T. 455, at p. "-;9. 
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H. ('. 01' A. Crown is under a duty, constitutionally, to the King, to perform 
J9~51. his functions honestly and fairly, and to the best of hi!' abilit.y; but 

ArSTRALIAli his failure to do so, speaking quite generally, is not a matter with 
l'OM)JUlfIST which the courts are concemed at all. As a Minister, if he act8 

PA,~TY unfairly, his action may he challenged and criticized in Parliament ". 
THE This description would, I should think, apply a !01tiO'l'i to a di",-

('U)JlIOlf. 
WT.ALTH. cretion given to the Governor-General, that is, to the Governor-

WiIIlam_ 1. 
General acting with the advice of the Federal Executive Council. 
Sections 5 and 9 express a plain intention to keep the courts. out 
of the arena except t() the limited extent prescribed. Parliament 
has sought to decide for itself or to COIJfer on the Governor-General 
power to decide whether the continued existence of certain bOOies 
of persons or the acthities of certain individuals is prejudicial to 
the security and defence of the Common"'ealth or the execution 
and maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the C.om
mon'wealth. But it is clear to my mind that it is the duty of the 
C()urt. in every constitutional case to be satisfied of e\'ery fact 
the existence of which is necessary in law to pro"ide a constitutional 
basis for the legislation. In the case ()f sonle legislative powers 
it may only be necessary that one fact should exist. In tbe case 
of s. 51 (xix.) it is sufficient that a person is ill fact and law an 
alien to authorize the Parliament to I'ubjP.Ct him t() a law which is 
in c.haracter and effect 3 Jaw wit.h respect to aliens. In the ca'lEi 
of s. 5] (xxvii.), it is sufficient tha.t a person is in £&(,1; and law an 
immigrant to authorize t.he Parliament. to subject him to a law 
which is in character and effect a law "'ith respet~ to immigration. 
In the case of 11. 51 (xxxv.), there must be an industrial dispute 
which is in fact and law an industrial dispute extending beyond the 
limits of anyone State before the Parliament can legislate under 
this paragraph. The principle is the same in the case of the 
defence power, s. 51 ('\i.). If legislation under this power is 
challenged, the Court must besat.iBtied that the fact or facts exist 
which bring the legislation within the scope of the power. As 
the power is one of indefinite extent and expands and c()ntracts 
according to the dangers to the security of Australia that exist 
from time to time, the power is peculiarly one with l'espect to which 
it is the duty of t.he Conrt to be sa.tisfied of such facts. The 
commencement cf hostilities, especially if the . confiagratioll is 
widespread and in close proximity t() Australia, authorizell legisla
tion w!llch would not be justified in times of peace. In recent years 
it has been the duty of the Co~ during the second world war 
Ilnd its aftermath to decide on numerous occasions \vhether legisla
tion wa9 within the scope of the defence power. In those years 
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the problem was to determine its extent during hostilitit's and during 
the period of transition from hostilities to pt'sce. In times of 
peace Parliament can pass all le/rislation reasonably nect'.ssa.ry to 
prepare for war, and it is clear, I think, that the extel'lt of the 
power will inerease in times of peace where the international 
situation is such that it can reasonably be apprehended that 
hostilities, especially hostilities on a large scale, are likely to brt'ak 
out in the near future. As I>ix,(W/ J. succitl.Ctly said in Swan v. 
Po1l4rd (1), the operation of the defence power and the ascertain
ment of the practical measures which it authorizes " must continue 
t{) depend upon the facts as they exist from time to time". It is 
not the function of the Court to decide what measures are required 
from time to time. Questions of policy are not for the C-ourt but 
for the Parliament and the Executive. But it is the imperative 
duty of the Court t{) examine the character and effect of the law 
and decide whether it is a law wit,h respect to the naval and military 
defence of the Commonwealth. During hostilities there are many 
facts which in the public interest cannot. be disclosed, and it is 
necessary that the Parliament and the Executi\'c charged with 
the defence of t,he nation should be accorded the widest possible 
latitude of discretion. In this period the Court should, in my 
opinion, uphold the legislation if, in aecordance wit h the test laid 
down in Farey v. BurtJetl (2), per lsaar.s .T., " the measure questioned 
may conceivably in such circumstances e\-en incidentally aid the 
effectuation of the pow('r of defence". In peace time the public 
interest is not usually such that the relevant facts cannot be 
disclosed and the test may possibly he more aptly described by 
substituting the word" reasonably" for the word" cOD('.eivahly ", 
and in peace time the legislation, t-o he reasonably capahle of 
aiding defence, must be reasonably necessary for the purpose of 
preparing for war. But tht': distinction is a slight one (PeactJCk's 
Case (3) ), 

It follows from what I have said that, in order that s. 4 of the 
Communist Party Dt-ssoiutiorl Act could be authorizt"d by the de~ence 
power, it lDUst be proved that facts existed on 20th October 1950 
which made it reasonably nece&.qary in order to prepare for the 
defence of Austra.lia that as a. preventive measure the Austra.lian 
Communist Party sho1lld be dissolved and its property forfeited to 
the Commonwealth. The validity of this section raises a problem 
which is, I think, similar to those which arise wit.h respect to ss. 5 
and 9 of the Act, for thert" is in essence no distinction bet,ween 

(1) (19'7)"75 C.L.R., at p. 471. 
(2) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at p. 4:35. 

(3) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 4!!. 49. 
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Parliament acting in this way on its own initiative and Parliament 
delegating the initiative to some person or body. This leads to a 
consideration of the effect of the recitals. In a valid Act recitals 
should have, in my opinion, the effect that Parliament intends 
them to have. Parliament can, if it expresses a clear intention, 
make the facts narrated in the recitals conclusive for the purposes 
of the Act whether such facts are correct or not. But ordinarily 
recitals would at most be taken for truth until contradicted and 
are therefore only prima-facie evidence of the facts: Halsbury.'8 
LaW8 of England, 2nd ed., Vol. 31, pp. 568, 569; Maxwell on The 
Interpretation of Statutt'-8, 9th ed. (1946), p. 319; C'Ylies on Statuu 
Law, 4th ed. (1936), pp. 41-44. But where the constitutional 
validity of an Act is impeached, it is difficult to see how the recitals 
could be in any different position to the operative part of the Act. 
In Attorney-General Jor the Comm01lweaUh oJ Australia v. Colonial 
S'U9ar Refining Co. Ltd. (1), the Privy Council pointed out that the 
burden rests on those who affirm that the capacity to p888 an Act 
was put within the powers of the Commonwealth Parliament to 
show that this was done. The Commonwealth Parliament cannot 
by including recitals in an Act discharge this burden. Accordingly, 
where the constitutional validity of an Act is in issue, the recitals 
cannot, in my opinion, be more than a statement of the reasons 
why Parliament enacted the law. They indicate to the Court 
what Parliament believes to be the constitutional basis of the Act. 

As the Chief Justice said in the UniJorm Tax Case (2), "The 
Court should treat. this expression of the view of Parliament with 
respect. . . . But such a deciaration cannot be regarded as 
c.onclusi\"e ". Where the constitutional validity of an Act is 
challenged, it is the actual facts and only the actual facts which 
count and the real question that arises is as to the actual facts 
which are relevant and the legal effect of those facts. During the 
recent hostilities the only facts before the Court were, in most of 
the cases, notorious public facts of which the Court could take 
judicial notice. They were few in number and were confined to 
such facts as that hostilities were raging, the proximity to Australia 
of the conflict from time to time, the need for production of war 
materials, the necessity of making the best use of the available 
manpower, and the effect upon the national economy of the :arge 
number of men and women engaged in the armed forces and the 
production of munitions and the shortage of essential civilian 
requirements, particularly houses and certain kinds of goods. It 

(1) (1914) A.C •• at pp. 254. 2rl5; 
17 C.r •. R .• at· p. 663. 

(2) (1942) 6.'> C.L.R •• at p. 432. 
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was the existence of these facts or some of them which induced H. C. OF A. 

the Court to hold that many regulations under the Nati01lal Security 19~51. 
Ad were valid during hostilities which in times of peace would be AVSTlULIA~ 
beyond the scope of the defence power. But it does not seem to Co)()(VNI~T 
me that the Court should be confined to notorious public facts P~t~T"f 
()f which it can take judicial notice. All the facts which are relevant THt: 

to the decision of the constitutional issue must be admissible in CoMMoti. 
WEA.LTH. 

evidence and the fact that the Court can take judicial notice of 
Th WUliaDIs J. some facts merely expedites the manner of their proof. e 

:facts which are not capable of proof in this way must be proved 
in such other ways as the laws of evidence allow. Such facts were 
proved and acted upon in Jenlcins v. The Commonwealth (1) and in 
SWan , ... PoUa".d (2). 

C()uld there be any relevant facts, notorious or otherwise, suffi
cient to bring the Communi8t Party Dissolution Act within the 
scope of the defence power on 20th October 1950 ~ In my opinion 
there ('ould not. The defence power in peace time authorizes any 
legislation which is reasonably necessary to prepare for war, 
including, as I have said, any legislation which would be authorized 
by an expansion of the power in view of the increasing probability 
of imminent war. Any conduct which is reasonably capable of 
delaying or of otherwise being prejudicial to the Commonwealth 
preparing for war would be conduct which could be prevented or 
prohibited or regulated under the defence power. Amongst such 
conduct there could be included, I should think, most, if not all, 
of the seriousmisdoings with which communist bodies and com
munists are charged in the recitals. But the legislation would 
have to define the nature of the conduct and the means adopted 
to combat it, so that the Court would be in a position to judge 
whether it was reasonably necessary to legislate with respect to 
such conduct in the interests of defence and whether such means 
were reasonably appropriate for the purpose. The Communist 
Party Dissolution Act does none of these things. On the basis of an 
assertion by Parliament or the Executive that communist bodies 
and communists are acting and are likely to act in a manner 
prejudicial to security and defence the Act proceeds to dissolve 
these bodies and deprive communists of certain contractual rights. 
Section 4 of the Communist Party Dissolution Act is in substance 
simply a law for' the winding up of the Australian Communist Party 
and distribution of its assets. Section 5 is in substance simply a 
law for the winding up of the bodies therein mentioned and 
distribution of their assets. Sections 9, 10 and 14, which are 

(1) (1947) 74 C.L.R. 400. (2) (1947) 75 C.L.R.~. 
VOL. Lxxxm.-15 
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interdependent and must be read together, are in substance simply 
a law for the deprivation of certain individuals of certain contractual 
rights. Legislation for the winding up of bodie!l corporat.e and 
unincorporat.e and the distribution of their assets and for the 
deprivation of individuals of contractual rights is not legi!!lation 
which in general falls "'ithin the !!phere of the Commonwealth 
Parliament but is reserved to the States. As was said br this 
Court in R, v. Foster (1) in analogous circumstances, " apart from 
the defence power, control of these matters is in most respects 
outside Commonwealth legislative power and within State legis
lative power. Such matters come within Federal power because 
legislation with respect to them is legislation upon incidents in the 
exercise of the power with respect to defence". See also The 
University Case (2); The Industrial Lighting Regulations Cose (:3) ; 
CrotWk v. The Commonwealth (4). Sections 4, 5, 9 and 10 of the 
Communist Party Dissolution Act can only come within the defence 
power if legislation with respect to them is legislation upon incidents 
in the exercise of the defence power. The defence power can only 
invade subjects which are in most respects within the domain of 
State legislation to the. extent to which it is reasonably necessary 
to do so for the purposes of defence. It is therefore largely a 
matter of degree. The overt acts set out in the recitals alleged 
to be prejudicial to the security and defence of Australia are that 
the Australian Communist Party is part of a world communist 
revolutionary movement which engages in espionage and sabotage 
and in activities or operations of a treasonable or subversive 
nature and promotes strikes and stoppages of work and..so retards 
production in vital industries and by inference interferes wit.h 

. preparing Australia for war. But none of this conduct is prevented 
or prohibited or made an offence by the operative provisions of the 
Act. If the Act did this, the Court could consider the conduct 
prohibited and decide whether it was capable of being so prejudicial 
and, if it considered that it was, pronounce in favour of the coMti
tutional validity of the Act. As a preventive measure the Act 
could then provide that injunctions should be granted restraining 
bodies of persons or persons so conducting themselves and as a 
punishment the Act could provide that bodies of persons or persons 
convicted of such conduct in a court should be punished. inte'l" 
alia, in the manner provided by the Communist Party Dissoluti()n 
Act or in some other manner. In my opinion legislation to wind 
up bodies corporate or unincorporate and to dispose of their assets 

(1) (1su,9) 79 C.L.R., at p. 81. (3) (1H3) 67 C.L.a., at pp. ~7. 428. 
(2) (1H3) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 113·115. (4) (1948) 77 C.L.R., at p. 350. 
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or to deprive individual!! of their civil rights or liberties on the H. C. OF A. 

mere assertion of Parliament or the Executive that they are con- 19/50·19;;)' 

ducting themselves in a manner prejudicial to security and defence, At,;:::.1AS 
is not authorized by the defence power or the incidental power in C,oKMt:SIST 

peace time. Legisla.tion of this nature can only be valid in times P~T1' 
of grave crisis during hostilities waged on a large scale, and it must, THE 

even then, be limited to such preventh-e steps as are reasonably COMMON. 
WEALTH. 

necessary to protect the nation during the crisis. 
T hi h h ..•. .l d' h WilliullIS .1. wo cases w c were muc canv~ unng t e argument 

were Lloyd v. Wall.ack (1) and Ex parte Walslz (2). In my opinion 
the legislation there upheld is legislation which could only be 
justified during such a crisis. In LWyd v. Wallack (3) i8fUU',s J. 
said that the essence of the regulation was the power of detention 
in military control of naturalized persons where there was reason 
to believe they were disaffected or disloyal. This regulation was 
limited to naturalized persons, but the regulation in Ex parte 
Walsh (2) extended to any person with respect to whom the 
Minister was satisfied that he should be detained with a view to 
preventing that person acting in any manner prejudicial to the 
public safety or the defence of the Commonwealth. These cases 
are strictly only decisions that the regulations there in question 
were authorized by the War Precautions Act and the NatiO'nai 
Security Act respectively, and the nature and extent of the defence 
power itself was not discussed. But it necessarily follows, I think, 
from these decisions that it is incidental to defence that during 
such a crisis a person should be detained without a trial and without 
having been charged with any offence where a minister is sat.isfied 
that he is disloyal (Little v. The COtnmonweaUIz (4)). The case of 
ll'elsbach Light Co. of Australa.sia Ltd. v. Tlte CommonwealJ}, (5) 
was also much canvassed during the argument. The Court was 
there concerned with certain provisioll5 of the Trailing with the 
Enemy Ad 1914. Legislation which prohibits or regulates trading 
with the enemy in war time is obviously \'irithin the defence power. 
I t is unnecessary for me to express any opinion upon the correctness 
of the views expressed by the Court upon the points under the 
Trading with tile Enemy Act which actually arose during the 
argument. Assuming the case was rightly decided, it is not a 
case that has any bearing upon the extent of the defence power 
ill peace time. It deals with matters which may be left T'() the 
judgment of the Executive during hostilities. I cannot, however, 

(1) (19J5) 20 C.L.R. m. 
(.2) (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(3) (1915) 20 C.L.R., at p. 3;;7. 

(-') (1947) 75 C.L.R. 94. 
(5) il916) 22 C.T •. R. 268. 
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B: C. o. A. agree with the statement of I8(J(JC8 J. (1) that defence includes 
1930-1951. every act which, in the opinion of the proper authority, is conducive 
Atr~ to the public security. Such a principle was consistently repudiated 
CoJOroJn8T by this Court in all the cases with respect to the defence power 
P~TY decided during the recent hostilities. Section 13A of the Natinnal 
Tu Secu,riJ.y Ad 1939-1940 authorized the Govemor-General to makP 
=:~ such regulations making provision for requiring persons to place 

themselves, their services and their property at the disposal of the 
WIUlama 1. Commonwealth as appeared to him to be necessary or expedient 

for securing the public safety, the defence of the Commonwealth 
and the Territories of the (bmmonwealth, or the efficient prosecu
tion of any war in which his Majesty was or might be engaged. 
The Court never considered itself bound by any such opinion of 
the Governor-General, but examined the operation of the regula
tions which were made pursuant to that opinion and itself 
determined whether the regulations were in their operation justified 
as delegated legislation under the defence power. See, for instance, 
&iJ1 v. Sinderberry (2). The Trading with the Enemy Act at least 
laid down a standard of conduct because s. 3 provided that any 
person who traded witJi the enemy should be guilty of an offence. 
It is impossible, in my opinion, to rely on any of these cases when 
examining the scope of the defence power in peace time and, in 
any event, the legislation there discussed was legislation of a 
different character be<-,ause in Llhyd v. Wallach (3) and In re 
Walsh (4) the persons detained were not deprived of their con
tractual or proprietary rights and in the Welsbach Case (5) the 
penlOn had to be convicted of an offence against the Act before he 
could be imprisoned or fined or his property confiscated. 

The case of Adelaide Company of Jeh()f)(Jll,'s Witnesses Inc. v. 
The CommontlJefillA (6) was alsO much canvassed during the argu
ment. In that case rega. 3 to 6B, both inclusive, of the National 
Security (&bverBive Auociatiom) lUgt.tlatiom were held by RWh J. 
and myae1f to be beyond the powers conferred by s. 51 (vL) of the 
Constitution and the National SecuriJ.y Ad respectively. Sto.rke J. 
held that the regulations as a whole were inseverable and wholly 
invalid because they were beyond the powers conferred by the 
National Security Ad. His Honour said "Bodies corporate and 
unincorporate are put out of existence and divested of their rights 
and their property on the mere declaration of the Executive 
Government. The operative clauses of the. regulations, such as 

(1) (1118) 22 C.L.B., M po 180. (4) (1N2) A.L.R. 351. 
(I)· (lid) 88 C.L.B., M pp. Gll, GIG. (G) (1118) J2 C.L.B. 268. 

ale. al. (6) (lNa) 87 C.L.B. 116. 
(I) (111&) 10 C.L.B. Ill. 
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the provision relating to bank credits, forfeitures and unlawful H. C. or A. 

doctrines haye little, if any, real connection with the defence of the l~lil. 
Commonwealth or the efficient prosecution of the war. Accordingly, A178TB.4LU.N 

in my judgment, the regulations are beyond the power conferred e6lOOl1nST 

upon the Governor-Gener&l in Council by the National Securily dot P~TY 
1939-1940, and, even if enacted by tAt Parliament itself, they wou.Zd, Tu 
I tlenture to think, transcend the powers rnnJerred upon the ParZia- 00101011'-

W'tiLTH. 
ment by the Constitution" (1). (The italics are mine.) The regu-
lations there in question provided that any hody corporate or WfWama J. 

unincorporate, the existence of which the Governor-General, by 
order published in the Gazette, declared to be in his opinion 
prejudicial to the defence of the Commonwealth or the efficient 
prosecution of the war was thereby declared to be unlawful The 
regulations declared such a body to be dissolved and authorized 
the seizure of its properly and its forfeiture to the King for the 
use of the Commonwealth. The effect of the forfeiture was to 
destroy even the rights of creditors against the forfeited property. 
The power of the Governor-General to make the declaration did not 
depend upon the body carrying on activities which were in fact 
prejudicial to the defence of the Commonwealth or the efficient 
prosecution of the war. It depended upon his mere opinion that 
the existence of .the body had this effect. My own opinion was, 
and still is, that during the emergency created by a world war the 
defence power is wide enough to authorize a law empowering 
Parliament or the Executive to place such a body like an individual 
in a state of preventive detention, but that the power is not wide 
enough to authorize a law empowering Parliament or the Executive 
on its mere ipse dixit to liquidate an indiyidual or body or forfeit 
his or its assets to the Crown. I repeat the views expressed that 
"For the purposes of defence the Commonwealth can in times of 
war pass legislation affecting the l'ights of the States and of their 
citizens and corporations under State laws to a greater extent than 
it can in times of peace (South Australia v_The Commcmwealth (2) ). 
But the extent to which it can entrench upon these rights is limited 
by the reasonable necessities of defence during the period of the 
war. If it is necessary for the Commonwealth to acquire such 
property, it can do so subject to s. 51 (xxxi.) of the Constitution. 
But the mere fact that the corporation or individual or body of 
individuals is carrying on some activity, which, in the opinion of 
Parliament or of some Minister, is prejudicial to the defence of 
the Commonwealth, cannot, in my opinion, conceivably require 
that the Commonwealth should enact that the property of such 

(1) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 154. (2) (1942) 65 C.L.R., at p. 468. 
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corporation or individual or body should be forfeited to t.he Crown, 
and the rights of all corporators and creditors in t.hat property 
under State laws completely destroyed." (1). 

The fact that the Oommunist Party Dissolution Act preserveI:' 
the rights of creditors would not, in my opinion, distinguish this 
Act from the Subversive Associations Regulations. Furtber, the 
Act was not passed during ho&tilities but in peace time and my 
remarks apply a jlYftiori in times of peace. There. is a wide gulf 
between the reasonable necessities of defence in pe&ce time, even 
where there is an imminent. threat of hostilities, but hostilities have 
not begun, and during war time. .An imminent threat. of hostilitiea 
would no doubt authorize many precautionary measures, but could 
not authorize measures which would be beyond the 8(',ope of the 
defence power after hostilities hoo broken out. Before 88. 4, 5, 0 
and 10 of the Oommunist Party Dissolution Ad could be held to be 
valid, the Jehovah's Witnesses Oase (2) would need to be in E:fip.f.t 
overruled. They are not, in my opinion, valid exercises of the 
defence POWE:l' or the incidental power in relation thereto. 

The next que!!tion is whether the three main branches of the Act 
are authorized by s. 61 of the Constitution and the incidental power 
s. 51 (xxxix.) of till" Coru;titution. Section 61 provides that the 
executive power of fl·e Commonwealth is vested in the Queen and j~ 
exercisable by the Governor·General &8 the Queen's representative, 
and extends to the execution and mainteIl4Df;e of this Constitution, 
Ilnd of the laws of the Commonwe.!l.lth. The execution of the Consti .. 
tution in the section " means the doing of something immediately 
prescribed or authorized by the Constitution without the interven
tion of Federal legislation " (TIv. C(flllmonwealtk v. Col(mial Combing. 
Spinning atul Weavi11g Co. Ltd. (3». The maintenance of the 
Constitution therefore means the protection and weguarding of 
something immediately prescribed or authorized by the Constitution 
without the intervention of Federal legislation. The execution and 
maintenance of the laws of the Commonwealth must IDean the 
doing and the protection and safeguarding of something authorized 
by some law of the Commonwealth made under the Constitution. 
The executive power of the Commonwealth at the date of the 
Constitution presumably included such of the then existing pre
rogative powers of the King in England as were applicable to a 
body politic with limited powers. But it is clear th~t at the dat;e 
of the Constitution the King had no power by the exercise of his 
prerogative to dissolve bodies corporate or unincorporate or fc,rfeit 

(1) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 163. 
(2; (1943; 67 C.T •. R. 116. 

(:{) (19:!2) 31 C.L.R., at p. 4:)2. 
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their assets to the Crown or to deprive his subjects of their con- H. Co OF A. 
tractual or proprietary rights. Such action on his part would have 1950.!9;;1. 

been contrary to Magtla Carta and the subsequent Acts re-affirming A\;:;;:;.1.U1 
Magna Carta referred to in Halsbury's LaW8 of England, 2nd ed., Collll,'S'''T 

vol. ti. p. 450. Such powers to be valid would have to be conferred . PAK;\" ". upon the Executive by a valid law of the Commonwealth Parliament. THE 

In BUf'IIS v. Ransley (I) Latham C.J. said that s. 51 (xxxix.) of the ~~~~;~ 
Constitution authorizes the Commonwealth Parliament "to make 
laws wit.h respect to matters incidental to th.e execution of any W!lIJam. J. 

power vested by the Constitution . . . in the Go'\-ernment of 
the Commonwealth . . . or in any department or officer of the 
Commonwealth. Under this provision the Commonwealth Parlia-
ment may make laws to protect and maintain the existing Govern-
ment. a.nd the existing departments and officers of the Government 
in tht' executjon of their powers (see R. v. Kidrllan (2) )." Most, if 
not all, of the conduct referred to in the recitals could, I should 
think, be classed as conduct reasonably capable of obstructing the 
government in it!! powers and duties of executing and maintaining 
the Constitution and the laws of the Commonwealth, so that it 
would be an exercise of the incidental power to passlawB preventing 
or prohibiting or regulating such conduct. But the same difficulty 
again arises as that discussed in dealing with the defence power 
and the incidental power in relation thereto that 88. 4, 5, 9 and 10 
of the Communist Pariy Dissolution Act do not define the conduct 
alleged to be prejudicial to the execution or maintenance of the 
Constitution or the laws of the Commonwealth or the means of 
combating it. In this respect they differ from the legislation under 
discussion in Bums Y. Ransley (3) and R. v. Sharkey (4) because 
that legislation defined conduct the prevention of which could be 
seen to be reasonably incidental to combating obstructions to the 
execution of powers vested by the Constitution in the Parliament 
and the Government of the Commonwealth so that the legislation 
was a.uthorized by the incidental power. All that the sections do is 
to J.·rovide for the winding up of certain bodies, and the forfeiture 
of their assets to the Commonwealth, and for the deprivation from 
certain persons of certain contractual rights because Parliament 
or the Governor-General is satisfied the further existence of those 
bodies or the activities or likely activities of those persons would 
be prejudicial to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution 
or of the laws of the Commonwealth. But it is the function of 
the Court and not of Parliament or the Executive to decide whether 

(1) (1949) 79 C.L.Ro, at pp. 109,110. (3) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 101. 
(2) (1916) 20 C.L.R., At p. 440. (4) (1949) 79 C.L.R. 121. 
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H. C. OF A. the conduct complained of is of such a nature that it could reason-
1950-1951. ably be capable of interfering prejudicially with the powers and 
AUS~ duties of the Executive under s. 61 and therefore be conduct with 
CmlllltTNIST respect to which Parliament could legislate under s. 51 (xxxix.). 

PARTY Accordingly, these sectiollS are not valid exercises of that power 
v. 

TIIB in relation to s. 61 of the Constitution. 
(:Olll1ol0N· From what I have said it naturally follows that, in my opinion, 
WEALTH. 

the provisions of the CommunVt Party Dissolution .d.ct are invalid 
WiIliams J. except potl8ibly so far as a declaration could be made under s. 9 

which would be effective with respect to s. 10 (1) (a) and (b) of the 
Act and also s. 14, which provides that an agreement shall not be 
made by the Commonwealth or by an authority of the Common
wealth with a person in respect of whom a declaration is in foree 
under the Act under which a fee or other remuneration is payable 
in respect of the services of that person. Section 9 could only 
apply even to this limited extent to a person who, in accordance 
v.ith s. 9 (1) (b), is or was at any time after the specified date a 
communist, because s. 9 (1) (a) could have no meaning, since the 
Act fails to dissolve the Australian Communist Party. The Act 
purports, as I have said, to rely on the constitutional powers 
contained in s. 51 (vi.) and (xxxix.) and s. 61 of the Constitution, 
but this would not prevent the Act being valid to the extent to 
which it could be upheld by any other constitutional power (Moore 
v. Attorney Generul of the Irish Free State (1). The Commonwealth 
has full power under the Constitution to determine whom it shall 
employ and with whem it shall enter into contracts, so that it 
would seem that the Act may be valid to this extent. But no civil 
servant employed by the Commonwealth or any authority of the 
Commonwealth was represented beforf: us and the question of the 
validity of these provisions should, I think, be reserved. 

I would therefore answer questions 1 (a) and (b) in the negative, 
and question 2 that the whole of the provisions of the Oommunist 
Party Dissolution Act are invalid except the sections subject to this 
reservation. 

WEBB J. Section 4 of the Oommunist Party Di&soluticm Ad 
declares the Australian C.ommunist Party unlawful for the reasons 
stated by Parliament in the recitals, which link that Party with, 
among other things, espionage, sabotage and other treasonable 
activities. Sections 5 (2) and 9 (2) provide for declarations against 
bodies of persons, other than registered industrial organimtions, 
whose existence is, and against individuals whose activities are, or 

(1) (1935) A.C. 484, at p. 498. 
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are likely to be, shown, to the satisfaction of the Governor-General, H. C. o. A. 
to be prejudicial to (1) the security and defence of the Common. lNO-1951. 

wealth; or (2) the execution or maintenance of the Constitution or A~ 
of the laws of the Commonwealth; and who in effect are bodies 00KK171fI8T 
dominated by, or &re under the infiuence of the Australian Com- rABn 

tI. 

munist Party, or who &re communists, or were such after 10th May Tu 
1948. Such declarations &re followed by the dissolution (ss. 4 and 6) 00_0.-

WBALTK. 
and the forfeiture of the property of such bodies (s. 15), and, in 
the ease of individuals, by the disqualification from office or WebH. 

employment in the Commonwealth public service, including the 
defence force, and from office in industrial organizations associated 
with vital industries, including coal-mining, iron and steel, engi-
neering, building, transport and power (ss. 10 and 14). Section 7 
is directed to preventing the activities of the dissolved bodies from 
being continued by individuals. A declared body or pel'llOn is 
given a right to apply to a court to show the section does not apply 
to it or him (s. 5 (4) and s. 9 (4) ). 

Section 27 indicates that the Act may continue in force when it 
is requiTed for (1) or (2) above; not because it ceases to be within 
power, but because of the absence of any further necessity forit 
in the opinion of the Governor-General. That distinction between 
the power and the necessity is immaterial in ascertaining the 
intention of Parliament in 8. 27. The conclusion I draw from tb&t 
section and the recitals is, that if the Act is to have full operation 
it must be shown to be supported both by the defence power in 
s. 51 (vio) and by the incidental power in s. 51 (xxxix.) of the 
Commonwealth Constitution. If it is valid as an exercise of one 
power, but not of the other, the question of severability arises. 

It may be that in some circumstances legislation for the execution 
and maintenance of the Constitution and of the laws of the Com
monwealth would be within the defence power, and not within the 
incidental power; although I find it difficult to see how the power 
to legislate to protect the Constitution and the laws of the Com
monwealth ('.aD. be greater under the defence power than under 
the incidental power. What is incidental is a question of degree, 
which might be greater in war time but is still within the incidental 
power. A different position would arise if the words in ss. 5 (2) 
and 9 (2) "prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common
wealth or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution or 
of the laws of the Commonwealth" constituted a single composite 
expression. If they did eithe.r power could support both sections, 
as the class of conduct would then be so limited as to come within 
either power. As regards the defence power the requirement that 
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H. C. OF A. tlae conduct Mould also be prejudicial to the execution or main. 
1 e;,().ll1al. f h n... •• f h la f th Co ealth -......r tenance 0 t e \.-unatltntion or 0 t e ws 0 e mmonw 

At'STULIAX would be n me:oe limitation. So, too, &8 regards the incidental 
C'O:lOn.TlfIST power tbe requirement that the conduct should aJso be prel' udicial 

PARTY , 
r. to the s<:curity and aefence of the Commonwealth would be a mere 

Till': limitation: see Ex 1)Qrie Jral.tl, atul JoblJtm; In re Yatu (1). 
CO!DIOlf' 
WEJ.LTR. However, s. 27 sho" that there Ilre at least two composite expre&-

sior.s in the words quoted. This 'vas accepted by tbe defendants. 
\I'~b" .1 

:&fore deaJill£! separl\tely with these two powers I propose to 
('onsidel three suhr..lssio!18 of the plaintiffs: (1) that the Act is 
an infringement of s. 71 of the Constitution, which sect-ion requires 
the judicial power of the C',ommonwealth to be exercised, only by 
the courts it s~ifies, and does not pennit of itB exercise by 
Parliament or the Governor-General; (2) that ss. 5 (2) and 9 (2) 
pUl}>ort, t(l give tlle Governor-General power by his unexaminable 
satisflt!)~ion, to enlarge the limits of the legislative power in s. 51 (vi.) 
and s. f;l (xv:ix.), and so are invalid; and (S) that the Act infringes 
s. 92 of t!le Commonwealt.h Constitution, and is invalid. 

I dc· not thi:lk tbat the Comm.tmiBl Party Di8801ution ~ct is, or 
p.w' .. ides for, an exercise of the judicial power contrary to 8. 71 
of the ('om~nonv;ealth Constitution. The parts of the Act which 
the plaintiffs submit constitute an infringement of s. 71 are the 
~tlCit.'llr., t'he decw'a.tion that the Australian Communist Party is 
un1awful a.nd the pro,;sion for declarat:Clns in the case of cextain 
other bodies, corporate and unincorporate, and individuals, the 
dissolution o{ sach part.y aDd b:xlies and the appointment of 
receivers and forfeiture of their property, and the permanent 
di!lquH.Jifi..:ation of dec)arL-d persons from Commonwealth offices 
and employment and from holding office in industrial organizations 
sssoow.ted with vital industries. With the exception of the recitals 
and dioqualifications of individuals, these provisions were inclnded 
in the NtJiional Secu,·ity (Subv..>rat'!1e A88ociations) RegulatiOM, which 
this Court dealt with in Atl.t1oide Company of JeIlotJQ,/a', Wimusu 
ltw. '\'. The Commonfllealth (2). In that case Latham C.J. (3), 
&arke j. (4) and .Vcrierncn J. (5) held that s. 71 was not infringed 
by those regulations. "'illiam, J., with whom Rich J. (6) aaid 
he WM disposed to agrep., thougat that certain provisions of the 
reg'.llat.i,:ms \\·hlch. how-ever, are not repeated in the Cotmnuni8t 
P~rly Di8sol'ldilJfl Act, infringed s. 71. AA already stated, there 
were no recitals to those regul&tions or disqualifications of persons 

(1) (1926) 87 C.L.R. 38-
(2) (l943j 87 C.L.R. 161). 
(3) (1IH3) 87 C.L.R., Ai p. Jas. 

(') (le.s) '" c.L.R .. at p. 166. 
(/i) (19-t8) 87 C.L.R .. at }to 15;. 
(8) (19*3) 67 C.L.R .. at p. 1aG. 
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similar to the recitals to, &:ld disqualifications providfld for in this 
Act.: but I do not think t.hac that is a material difference, atJ I 
am nnt. prepared to bold that the recitals to this Act are actually 
nn indictment, or 4 seri(l8 of charges, and fmdings of fact, and 
reveAl t·he a.ttempted exercise of judicial power by Parliament; 
or t.hat the disqualifkatiolls reveal any exercise of judicial power, if 
withvut. t.hem there is no such indication. There is nothing in the 
form of the recitals which suggests that they are bnything more 
than Parl;,unent'3 reasons for the enactment. That is the ususl 
PU!'J.)r)IS" of r~dtuls, and we are not "'·a..."l'&llted iD. gt'&tuitously 
tl'f'.ating t.hem as an indictment and finding;. 80 as to bring about 
the inw.lidit.~, of the Act, or part of it, as being an infring(>ment of 
s. 71 I..If thf! C.onst:tutio:l. 

Nor do I think that the Act, or part of it, ios invalid all p11rp<,Jrting 
t.o con(e:- on the Governor-General nn unexarninahle, and so 
uncontronabt~, discretion to extend the limit.s of the Icgiuth'e 
p0w-eTE of d.e Commom7ealth. more parti"ularly by s. 5 (2) and 
s. n (2). 
~on 5 (2} pro\'id~s :_U Where the fk.verno:-Gencral is sa.tis

fiNf that a Lo..-iy (If perso.os is f\ hooy of persons to which this s8(ltion 
appHl's aId th~).t th~ cO::ltiuued existcuce ;)[ th ... t hcdy of per60l1S 

would be pr.."jlldi(·ial to the ~urity and de:ence of the Commoti
wl?31t.h or to tile f\xooution or mahtenal'.ce of t.he (!('faRtitntion, the 
Go\'ernor-G"nel'&l ma.y, by instrument PUb1i;ibed in the Gazette, 
declare thlit hody of persons t.o be an uniav..t'.ll AII.sool.at.ion." 

Section 9 (t) I'.rovides :--" Where tu€. tioyernor-General is satisGed 
that 3 person ill a peJ'S{ln to wnom t.his 8ect;ol~ allplies and that 
thll.t· Jl'!!'SOn il!l Engaged, or is likely to enga.ge, in activities prejudicial 
to the security and d~fence of the Commonwealth, or to the 
execution or mn.intena.nce of the C.onstitntioll or of the laws Cif the 
Commonwealth, the Gov~mor-Gene .. al may, by instrument published 
in t·be G(Izet!.e, make a declarationacl'ordingly." 

I n each of the&e sub-sections the Govemor-Gener&.l has to be 
satisfied that t.he continued existl'nce of the body is, or the activities 
of the person ~r~, or are likely to be, prejudicial in the way indicated. 
If the powe!"3 of the Federal Pal.Jb.ment were unlimited this 
satisf8(;tion would, I think, be une..xtl.mina.ble. J draw that con
clusion from the rea~)jning of t.heir Lordships, including Lord. 
Atldtt, in LiverMgc v. A1idersor. (1). It is not necessary for the 
plaintiffs to rely, itS they do, on allY approva.l of the dissenting 
speech of I.ord .1tkin t.hat U!uy appear in the judgllleut of I.ord 
Radcliffc for the Privy Cou:lcil in NaH'lIdda ..4.li \". Jayaratae (2). 

(1) 11M2) A.C'. lOG. (:tj (1931) .\.i.'. 66. 

H. C. Of A. 
IIJ5O.1B.i,. 

"-,rJ 

Al'8Ta.~LI.~ 'l 
(loXllCSl:!T 

l'AR"Y 
r. 

TUf: 
GOJUION. 
"'ULTR. 

W .. bhl. 
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H. C. OF A. But, &8 the powers of the Federal Parliament are limited, to make 
19~51. the Governor-General's satisfaction unexaminable &8 to whether 

AU8TLU.UN such existence is, or such activities are, or are likely to be, preju· 
Co.UItJ'lfIST dicial in the way indicated would purport to place him in the 
P~TY 

11. position of being able to exceed, without check, the limits of the 
THE powers of Parliament. Such legislation would he invalid. See 

CoMMON. 
WEALTH. In re WalBh and Johnson; Ez parte Yate.s (1). In that case, how-

W.bh J. 
ever, the words in s. 8ll (2) of the Immigration Act, "any person 
not born in Australia ", were held by the whole Court to be confined 
to immigrants. For this construction Isaacs J. (2) relied on thE: 
maxim ut"ea mogu vakat quam pereat and on Macleod v. Attorney· 
General (3). But bis Honour (4) also applied that maxim and 
decision t.o the part of s. 8u (2), which would make it an attempt. 
to enlarge the constitutional area of the subject matter, i.e., the 
trade and commerce power in s. 51 (i.) of the Constitution; although 
a majority of the Court appear to me to have thought that that 
part of s. 8ll was invalid, t'-xcept under the immigration power, 
because the Minister's opinion was made unexaminable. 

However, in Reid v. S·inderberry (5) this Court had to consider 
s. 13.& of the National Secl.mty Ad 1939-1943. Section 13.& 
provided that :._". . . the Governor-General may make such 
regulations making provision for requiring persons to place them· 
selves, their services and their property at the disposal of the 
Commonwealth, as appears to him to be necessary or expedient for 
securing the public safety, the defence of the Commonwealth 
. . . or the efficient prosecution of any war in which His 
Majesty is or may be engaged." 

Ina joint judgment Latham C.J. and JlcTierllon J. said :-" It is 
not necessary to construe the section as intended to provide 
that the opinion of the Governor-General should be made a 
criterion of constitutional validity. Regulations made under s. 13.& 
cannot be valid unless they appear in the opinion of the Governor
General to be necessary or expeclient for what may be described 
as purposes of defence. But the act that the Governor-General 
has such an opinion still leaves open all questions of constitutional 
validity. A regulation, though complying in tenns with the 
section as being necessary for defcnce purposes, in the opinion of 
the Governor-General, could nevertheless not be held to be valid 
if it was shown that the Governor-General could not reasonably be 
of opinion that the regulation W&8 necessary or expedient for such 

(1) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(2) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at p. 93. 
(3) (1891) A.C. 455. 

(4) (11123) 37 C.L.R., .t pp. 96, 9i. 
(r.) (194:4) 68 C.L.B. 504. 
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purpoSt'8. It was not the intention of Parliament when it enacted H. C. OF A. 

s. 13A t·o authorize the ma.king of regulations upon the basis of an 1~51. 
opinion which no reasonable man could hold." (1). AUIITB.ALIAlf 

WiUimns J., with whom Rich J. agreed, had no doubt that s. 13A CollMrNIST 

was valid. The validity of the regulations-and necessarily of P~TY 
s. 13A-'was unanimously upheld by the Court consisting of five THII: 
Justice~. Co_O!\'· 

In Stenlwuse v. Oole-man (2) the Court consisting of five Justices 
unanimously upheld a Minister's order under leg. 59 of the NatWnal 
Security (General) Regti/4tions made under s. 5 of the National 
Security Act 1939·1943. Section 5 provided :_U The Governor-
General may make regnlatiqns for securing the public safety aud 
the defence of the Commonwealth . 0 • and for prescribing 
all mat,ters which are necessary or convenient to be 
prescribed for the .more effectual prosecution of any war in which 
His Majesty is or may be enga.ged." 

Regulation 59 provided :-" (1) A Minister, so far as appears to 
him to be necessary in the interests of the defence of the Com
monwealth or the efficient prosecution of the war, or for main
taining supplies and services essential to the life of the community, 
may by order provide-Ca) for regulating, restricting or pro
hibiting the production, . . . movement 0 • • distribu
tion, sale, purchase . . . of essential articles" (U essential 
a.rticles" was defined as meaning: "appearing to a Minister to be 
essential for the defence of the Commonwealth or the efficient 
prosecution of the war, or to be essential to the life of the com
munity"). 

An order by the Minister under this regulation requiring bakers 
and others to be licensed was held valid. 

L"tham C.J. said (3) :_u An identical argument was con
sidered by this (,,(I11rt in ReiIi v. Sinderberry (4). There the Court 
considt'red s. 13A ..•. It was argued that this section waR invalid 
because it purported to authorize the making of regulations which, 
though in the opinion of the Governor-General might be necessary 
for the purposes stated, yet were not in fact necessary for those 
purposes. My brother McTiernan J. and I· 0 • 0 pointed 
out that the power of the Commonwealth Parliament in relation 
to defence was a power to make laws with respect to naval and 
military defence, and not a power to make laws with respect to 
any matter which in the opinion of a Parliament or of an authority 
to which Parliament might confide a power of subordinate legis-

( I) (l~) 68 C.L.Ro, at po 612. 
(2) ()~) 69 (lL.R. ~'i. 

(3) (1944) 69 CoL.R., at p. 463. 
(') (1944) 68 C.L.R. liOIo. 

1B4LTH. 

WebbJ. 
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H. C. UF A. lation was navAl or milit!iry defence. But ,,'e proceeded to II/ly 

111.;0·1951. tha.t the section should not be oonstrUed all int<>.nde.:i t.o pro\·ide 
At.,,:::'LlAX that the opinion I)f the Governor-General should bt' made a crit.erillu 
c ·U)l) ... ~:r1lT of constitutional validity. . . ." 

1·A.,~T\, Dixon J., who WA~ not. a member of t.he C011rt in R~ ,'. 
'fifE Sindet'berry (1), rt'ferrillg to s. 13A, said :-" But tha.t is an enact-

~~~':~~;.' ment made under the congtit.util)Jml po":('r with respect to defence 
and cannot extend the power or aft'oot thp. criteria or the materia I;; 

W~'''., J. that must be used in judging whether a regulation ~de by the 
Governor-Gent'.ral in Council falls outside the ambit of the cOllSti
tutjonaJ power itself" (2). 

It follows, I think, that if s. 13A was not invalid becaUSl' of the 
scope it gave to the opinion of the Gonrnor-General, s. !j (2) Ilnd 
s. 9 (2) are 110t invalid because of the scope they give to the 
Govemor-General's se.tisfa.ction. If the Governor-General's opinion 
was examinable for power under s. 13A his satisfaction.is examinable 
for power under s. 5 (2) and 8. 9 (2). 

It is true that. the Govemor-C'-reneraJ. has to be satisfied of two 
things: (1) that the particular body or person is within s. I) (1) 
or a. 9 (I), as the caae may be; and (2) that the existence of the 
body is, or that the activities of the person are, or are likely to be, 
prejudicial to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or 
to the execution or maintenance of the C-onstitution or laws of the 
C-ommonwealth. It is alao true that the right to apply to a court 
is given as to (I), whilfl the Act is silent as to (2). However, as 
the decision of the Governor-General is always examinable for 
coll.8titutional power, as Parliament knows, an express provision 
in the Act is not required for that purpose; and so, I think, no 
implication arises from the apparently limited right to apply to a 
court given by s. 5 (4) and s. 9 (i) that excludes the application of 
any doctrine or rule of const.ruct.ion intended to sustain the consti
tutionality of statutes of legislatures with limited powers. Really 
the right to apply to a court. is intended to liberalize the statute, . 
ie., to give such right when the declaration is within po\,"er. This 
does not, I think, render it more vulnerable to attack on consti
tutional grounds. 

It may be thought that there are not only two but three matters 
on which the Governor-General must be satisfied in the case of 
peraons under s. 9. the further matter being that the pel:8OD. is 
engaged, or likely to be engaged, in certain acthitit'.8, apart from 
their prejudicial character; but that would be, I think, a reflne
m~t haYing no effect on the inference to be drawn from thl! 

(1) (19«) 88 C.L.R. 504. (2} (1944) 69 C.ThR., at p. 470. 
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omission of this additional matter as 1\ Ilubject of a right to apply H. c. ut' .4. 

to a court. It would be like drawing a distinct.iou bet~P.en::m ]IWC~.}!. 
offence and the acts which constitute it, a1ll1 D'Ulkil'.g them separll.te .At18TILlU"~ 
issues. In any event it would not apply to bodies \m~er s. :>: CO)IMITmS'1' 

a right to apply to a court on the question vhether the applicant Pun' ". existed would be a quaint provil>ion. Tn 
In the Jelwvah'g Witnes,e.! Case (1) Starke .1. t.hought that a ~:l~~=~ 

regulation declaring unlawful any body, corporate or unillcorporat1!, 
the existence of whicb the Governor-General declared to be in his Webb J 

opinion prejudicial to the defence of the Commonwealth or the 
efficient prosecution of the war, standing alone, was not iD\-alid. 

In Ex parte Wal.,h (2) this Court, consisting of five Justices, in 
refusing special leave to appeal, unanimously treated reg. 26 (1) of 
the N ation.al Security (General) R~ions as valid. 

Regulation 26 reads :-" The Minister may if &l.tisfied with 
respect to any particular person that with a view to prevent that 
person acting in any manner prejudicial to the safety or the defence 
of the Commonwealth it is necessary to do so make an order (c) 
directing that he be detained in such place and under such circum
stances as the .Minister from time to time determines and any 
persons shall while detained, . . . be deemed to be in legal 
custody". 

In that case the Court applied LWyd v. Wallach (3), where, 
however, the regulation provided: "'Vhere the Minister has 
reason to believe that any naturalized person is disaffected or 
disloyal he may . . . order him to be detained . . . ". 

It will be observed that this regulation did not give the Minister 
power to explore and determine the limits of the defence power: 
disaffected and disloyal naturalized persons were cJearly within the 
power. But the fact remains that reg. 26 (1) was unanimously 
treated &8 valid. 

Ex parte WalBh (2), the JelwvaA', WitnaseB Cue (4), &id v. 
Sinderberry (5) and Stenhouse v. Coleman (6) were decided in 
war time. But a state of war does not enable the limits of the 
defence power itself to be extended by·Parliament or its delegate. 
War does not change the meaning of words or the rules of oon
struction. In my opinion, although the content of the defence 
power increases in W8.1' time according to the needs of the situation, 
there is no alteration by war of the concept of the power. 

(1) (1943) 67 C.L.R., at p. 152. 
(2) (194.2) A.L.R. 359. 
(3) (1916) 20 C.L.R. 299. 

(') (1943) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(5) (1944) 68 C.L.R. 6<K. 
(6) (1944) 69 C.L-B.. ~7. 
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H. C. OF A. In none of the four last-mentioned cases did their Honours 
1900·1951. find it necessary to state their reasons for what appears to me to 
AI18~It.N have been a rejection of the views of the majority in Ex parte 
Co1OlI1NJST Walsh and JohnsO'fl (I). I respectfully suggest that their Honours 
P~TY impliedly adopted the reasoning of lSOQCs J. in that case, and 
TuE applied the maxim tIt res magis 'VQleat quaf/t pereat and Macleod v. 

Oo1Ol0N· AUorney-General (2). But, whatever may have been their Honours' 
WULTJl. 

reasons, I intend to follow these four decisions as I understand 
Webb J. them. 

Then as to s. 92: it affords protection to industrial organizations 
and their officials and employees; but it cannot prevent the 
operation of the defence power or the incidental power under s. 51, 
for the same reasons that it cannot prevent the operation of the 
Crimes Act. The effect on inter-State trade, commerce or inter
course of laws made under the defence power or the incidental power 
is remote. Such laws do not regulate or prohibit inter-State trade, 
commerce or intercourse contrary to s. 92. They are not laws 
about inter-State movements or operations. The Banks Case (3) is 
distinguishable. 

Dealing next with the defence Fower: t l.e diss(.)ution of bodies 
corporate and unincorporate, and the forfeiture of their property, 
are, the plaintiffs submit, such extreme measures as to be unrelated 
to the defence power and invalid in the absence of proof, or of 
judicial notice, of the matters in the reeitals involving the Australian 
Communist Party. If Parliament had made offences of the things 
it seeks to prevent by this Act the extreme nature of any penalty 
it might have attached to those offences would not have been a 
ground for holding that the creation of the offences was beyond 
power; but that, I suggest, would be because legal punishment is 
retributive as well as deterrent. If this Act is to be held valid 
it is because it is only preventive. If the measures taken by this 
Act were punitive they would call for the exercise of judicial power. 

In the Je1tooah's Witnesses Case (4) a majority of the Court 
held that certain regulations made under the National Security Act 
were beyond the defence power and invalid because they were, in 
their Honours' opinion, of such an extreme nature as to be un
related to the power: they did not have a real connection with 
defence. The test of validity of Federal legislation is, I think, its 
real connection with the power of Parliament to legislate. See 
Victoria v. The Commqnwealtl, (5), per Latham C.J. 

(1) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. (4) (1943) 6i C.L.R. 116. 
(2) (1891) A.C. 455. (11) (1942) 66 CL.R., at. p. 508. 
(3) (1950) A.C. 235; 79 C.L.R. 49i. 
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In the JiJwvaJ,'s Wilnu't8 Case, Starke J. said :-" hy body in !L C. 01' A. 

respect of which a declaration is made is, by force of the decLuation, 1~1. 
dissolved. A regulation providing for the precautionary detention AV8'l'auIAW 

of individuals has been upheld under provisions such aB in the CoMX11NJl!T 

National SecuriJ,y Act. • • • hd, 80 I apprehend, could P":.TY 

regulations controlling the activities or operations of any body Tu 
mentioned in the StdNerBive ..4.sB0Ciati0n8 P-..l,.,WM, as was done CoIDION-.&..,,-- ....... LTH. 

in the case of enemy subjects by the Trading fIJ'iIA tM Enemy A.ct. 
. . . But here are regulations of a temporary character which W.bb J. 

dissolve the body and wind it up. . • . hd any property 
• . • is forfeited to the King. . . • It is not a precautionary 
detention of property, but a forfeiture of property to the Crown, 
though no offence is created. • . • A regulation might be 
legitimate if merely precautionary, but the operation of the Regu-
lations . . . is to forfeit property to the Crown, even though 
the property be not that of the declared body but only used on 
behalf of or in its interests . . . Bodies corporate and unincor-
porat.e are put out of existence and divested of their rights and their 
property on the mere declaration of the executive Government. 
The operative clauses . . . such as the provision relating to 
. . . forfeitures . . . have little, if any, real connection with the 
defenc·e of the Commonwealth" (1). WiUiam8 J. said:" ... thE-
mere fact that the corporation or individual or body of individuals 
is carrying on some activity, which in the opinion of Parliament or 
of some Minister is prejudicial to the defence of the Commonwealth. 
cannot, in my opinion, conceivably require that the Commonwealth 
should enact that the property of such ('.orporation or individual 
or body should be forfeited to the Crown and the rights of all 
corporators and creditors . . . destroyed" (2). 

Rich J. said he was disposed to agree with the views of WiUiams J. 
Starke and WiUiams JJ. did not rely merely on the ~lution ~f 
bodies corporate and unincorporate, and on the forfeiture of ~eu' 
property: they relied also on the disregard of the rights .of credJt~r~ 
and others. But I think it is fair to conclude from theU" re&80nlnlZ 
that they would still have held the regulation bad even ~f t.ht' 
dissolutions and forfeitures had been prescribed withou! preJudJ('e 
to the rights of creditors and other third parties. Their HOlloun4 
contrasted the temporary war situation with tlle ~rmallellt 
consequences attached to the prejudicial conduct. Thl:5 wa.~, I 
think, the main line of their Honours' reasonin~, and tht' real 
ground of their decision. 

(I) (J943) 67 C.L.R., at pp. 152-154. (2) (1943) 6i C.I •. R .• at p. 16.1. 

VOL. LltXXDI.-16 
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H. C. 01" A. Without the aaaistance of their Honours' judgments I would. 
I~~~II. I think, have come to a different conclusion on the ground that, 

Al"ST&4U.lX once conduct comes within the defence power, Parliament is at 
ColUlV1llS'1' liberty to attach to it whatever consequences it sees fit. In 
p~ attaching extremely severe consequences Parliament might be 
Tu guilty of an abuse of power. But the courts are not at liberty =: to forestall abuses of power by hOlding the legislation invalid. 

They can interfere only to prevent a usurpation of power. Ho,,-· 
~~ h ever, in this matter of reconciling defence requirements with t e 

rights and liberties of individuals, I am satisfied to act upon the 
reasons shared by a majority of this Court in, a relevant case, a8 
I unders+..and those reasons. Moreover, those reasons prevent a 
conclusion that mere suspects can lawfully be liquidated and their 
property confiacated. Further, I respectfully 8'.Jgge...qt that one 
should hesitate long before rejecting the :reuoning of a majority 
for a decision of this Court in a case in point. That would be 
warranted if he were one of a majority holding the view that such 
reasoning was unsound; but there is, &8 far &8 I a.m aware, no auch 
majority in this case. 

If, then, ·the CommU!'Ut Party DiBlOlutiorl Ad can be connected 
only wi th a. temporary situation, I think that the J eMt:ak', W f~r.e8ee8' 
Cue (1) shows that ss. 4,6,6,9,10, 11 and 15, and indeed the rest 
of the Act, sre beyond power and invalid. But if it can be con· 
nected with a more or less permanent state of thin~, then I see 
no reason why pennanent consequences e:1nnot vl).1idly he attachp,d 
to the prejudicial conduct with whi('h it deals, wit.hout recourse to 
punishment and the judiuial power. If the ~~ustralio.n Communist 
Party call bp. shown to be wbt the recitals say it is, then it is an 

. evil which con.~t.ly threat-ens, in peace a5 well as in ,,-ar, the 
security and defence of the COmmonwealth, as well as tIt.- main· 
tenance a.nd execution of the C'lOnstitutioll and of tlH~ !e.,,'s of the 
Commonwealth; and so it can \-alidly ba declared unJamul and 
dissolved and its property can validly be iorfeited to the 
Commonwealth. 

In Ez parte WalI1 and Jo1t'flMm (2) the deportation of an 
immigrant, even of a British subject, was held to be within the 
immigration power. That was ~use Parliament had plenary 
power to deal with immigration. It was also held that deportation 
was a preventive measure, and not punitive. But the defence 
power is also plenary. Moreover, the dissolution of bodies, 
whether corporate or unincorporate, and even th~ forfeiture of 
their property. are mild' steps as compared with deportation. 

(1) (1843) 8'i C.LR. U8. (2J (19'»..5) 37 C.L.B. 38. 
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Dissolution of a subversive body is an effective means of pre
venting meetings of the body, and the forfeiture of its property 
preyents the property from being used by the body for 8ubversive 
purpo~s. 

Subject to what I have to say later about s. 4 and 88. 5 and 9, I 
think thp. Communib-t Party Dissolutiun Act can validly be enacted 
in peace time. In peace time it is lawful toO have a defence estab
iishment and to take steps to protect it against spies, saboteurs, 
fifth columnists and the like. In other words, it is lawful to 
prepare for war, and t.he extent to which such preparatiotlS should 
be made is a matter of policy dflpending upon the judgment of 
Parliament on t,be information it has from time to time. A court 
~s not at liberty, and is not in any case qualified. to revise that 
judgment of Parliament, which probably would be made, and 
properly so, on materials not admissible in evidence. And it is 
open to Parliament to legislate to prevent interference with those 
preparations by spies, saboteurs, fifth columnists and the like. 
The greater the preparations the more active &re such persons likely 
to become. Parliament is not obliged to rely solely on the Grima 
Act in dealing with them. It could, I think, legislate for the 
deportation of a .spy, a saboteur, or a fifth columnist as a preventive 
atep: see Ex parte Wal8h and Johnst:m (1), per lsaaca J. (2), and per 
Starke J. (3). As an immigrant is at all times within the immigra
~ion power, so too is a spy, sab.'lteur, or fifth columnist within the 
defence power at a.ll times, even if he is a British suhject. . 

I have already held that the satisfaction of the Governor-General 
under ss. 5 (2) and 9 (2) is examinable to see whether in the 
'particular ca8e there is a real connection with the power. The 
!l.Ction of Parliament already taken in 8. " against the Australian 
Communist P&l'ty is also exa.minnble for power, and must be 
zhown to have such re&l connection if it is to be held valid. Parlia
ment having already acted in 8. 4, it is for the Court now to see 
whether B. 4 has a real connection with the ddp-nce power. 

Section 4 declares the Australian Communist Party unlawful, 
dissolves it !Iond appoints a receiver of its property, with the 
consequence that the property is forfeited to the (""c,mmonwealth 
oy s. 15. The reason for this ac.tion appears in the recitals; but 
the recitals alone do not establish a real connection with the 
power, although they give the reasons of Parliament for the 
legislation, and t·he ('-ourt must take t.hese to be the true reasons. 
In a statute of a parliament of unlimited powers recitals are also 

(I) (1925) 37 C.L.R. 36. 
(2) (192/5) 37 c.r ... R~ .t J). 97. 

,3) (192.') 37 C.L.R., at pp. ! 32, 133. 
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Ho C. 01' A. prima-facie evidence.. (Craiu on SUMute Law, 4th ed. (1936), p. 39, 
1~96I. and M~U on T'M I~d4tw.n of ~tau.' 7th ed. (1929), p. 26~.) 

A.1111'r.ULlU And I think they are pnma-facie evidence ID a statute of a parlia-
001lllrUlQft ment of limited powers where the statute deals with a matter 

P.t.aTr within power. But the onus of proving that a statute of the Com-". Ta monwealth Parliament, being a parliament of limited powers, is 
CoIat05. within power is on those who affirm its validity, where, &8 here, 
'WlIIU.TB:. 

the Parliament &88Umes to exercise what are ordinarily State 
Webb 1. powers, i.e., the dieeolution of a body and the forfeiture of its 

property, not being a corporation created by or under a stat'llte 
of the Parliament (dttomey-General for I'M CommontDeGlth of 
dUltralia v. Colonial Suga.r &.ftnittg Co. Ltd. (1)). This burden 
of proof of constitutionality cannot be shifted by resorting to 
recitals: by putting the evidence and argument in recitala instead 
of to the courts. It is for the courts to examine and determine 
the question of constitutionality when that is challenged and for 
those who affirm constitutionality to prove it in the ordinary way. 

I am not prepared to hold that the statements in the recitals 
involving the Australian Communist Party are notoriously true 
and judicially notioed. It is, I think, incontestable that when 
this Act was passed' war among the Great Powers, with the 
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics on one side and the United 
Kingdom and the United States on the other side, was 
a distinct possibility within a few years; and, further. 
that if it occurred it was not ~ely that Australia would 
become a belligerent on the side of the United Kingdom. It is 
also incontestable that communists generally were suspected by a 
large section of the community of the things imputed in the 
recitals to the Australian Communist Party. Such being the case 
it would have been re&8Onablt! that Australia should prepare for 
war on a vast scale, and take all precautions to protect those 
preparations, by legislation and otherwise, against espionage, 
sabotage and fifth-column and such like activities. The defence 
power, being plenary, authorizes measures of prevention &8 well 
&8 of punishment; of prevention in the case of bodies and persons 
8U8peCted of subversive conduct, and of prevention and punish
ment in the case of those proved to be 80. In the recitals, however, 
no reference is made to the possibility of war; nor is there any 
such reference in the enacting part of the Act. But that does 
not prevent this Court, in determining whether the Act is valid, 
from paying regard to a public situation or emergency, 80 far &8 

it is judicially noticed, and its effect on the contents of the defence 
(I) (191') A..C •• at p. 255; 17 C.L.R., at p. 653. 
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power. However, the posaibility or probability of war among the B. c. or A. 

Great Powers, involving Australia as a belligerent, is not a more or lee!. 
less permanent state of affairs calling for action having permanent AvlT8..t.L1U' 
consequences against mere suspects, such as di8801utions and OOXM1Jlflft 

forfeitures, and disqualifications from office in industrial organiza- PUTT 
11. 

tions. Disqualification for the Federal public service and defence Tu 
force is a matter within power in any circumstances. =:: 

As I understand that the defendants do not intend to offer 
evidence to support s. 4, I hold it is invalid, and 80 the question of Webb 1. 

severability arises, unless that intention is changed. 
Section 15,& of the Acts Interpretation A~ 1901-1948 provides 

that: .. Every Act shan be read and construed subject to the 
Constitution, and 80 as not to exceed the legislative power of the 
Commonwealth, to the intent that where any enactment thereof 
would, but for this section, have been construed as being in excess 
of that power, it shall neverthel888 be a valid enactment to the 
extent to which it. is not in excess of that power." 

Before the enactment of s. 15,&, if part of a statute was folUld to 
be outside power the whole Act would be invalid, if di1l'erent conse
quences from what the legislature intended would result to persons 
and things affected by the part within power (see Vacuum Oil 00. 
Ptg. Lt4. v. Que.ensl4nd [No. 2] (1) per Dixon, J.). It might appear 
that s. 15,& means that the intention of Parliament &8 to such persons 
and things is to be disregarded if, nevertheless, the power exists 
to pass the enactment so far &8 it affects such persons and things: 
that the question is to be o.ecided &8 one of power and not of the 
intention of Parliament. Of course, Parliament could not require 
the Court to become· its draftsman and reframe the statute; but 
that is not involved if, when the section beyond power is eliminated, 
the remaining 8eCtions do not require redrafting to be made in
telligible. Now if s. 4 is struck out as invalid the remaining 
aections are intelligible as they stand. But, before coming to any 
conclusion from this. it is desirable to consider the views expreued 
in judgments of this Court &8 to the effect of s. 15,&. 

In Bank of Net/) SouiIt Wala v. TIt.e OommontDetJltA (2) Ihzm& J. 
said :-" The effect of such t'Jauses is to reverse the presumption 
that a statute is to operate &8 a whole. 80 that the intention of the 
legislature is to be taken prima facie to be that the enactment 
should be divisible and that any parts foUDd constitutionally 
unobjectionable should be carried into effect independeatly of 
thOle which fail. To displace the application of this new pre
sumption to any given situation arising under the statute by 

(1) (1935) 51 C.L.R. 677, at p. 692. (2) (1948) 76 C.L.R., At p. S7l. 
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H. C. 01' A. reason of the invalidation of part, it mDBt sufficiently ~ppear that 
19~51. the invalid provision forms part of an inseparable context. The 

AtJl!'rU.LI.lX geDeral provision contained in 3. 15A • • • produces tlili 
COln.tlMeT effect. . . • But in applying 8. 15A • • • the courts have 
P~Tr insisted that a provision, though in itself unobjectionable consti· 

1'111: tutionally, mU!t share the fate of so much of the statute . . . 
CoKKOlf- • f h 
WULrB. as is found to be invalid, once it appears that the reJection 0 t e 

WebbJ. 
invalid part would mean that the otherwise unobjectionable pro-
vision would operate differently upon the persons, matters or 
things falling under it or in some other way would produce a 
di.lIerent result. This consideration supplies a strong logical ground 
for holding provisions to be inseverable. • . . For the inference 
in such a case is strong that provisions so associated form an entire 
law and that no legislative intention existed that anything less 
should operate as a law. Further, where severance would produce 
a result upon the persons and m!ltters affected di...iferent from that 
which the entire enactment would have produced upon them, had 
it been valid, it might be said with justice that unless the legislature 
had specifically assented to that result, contingently on the failure 
of its primary intent, it could not amount to a law." 

It is remarkable if the Australian Communist Party is what 
the recitals say it is and yet remains free to continue its traitorous 
activities, whilst bodies dominated or influenced by it are declared 
unlawfuJ and dissolved and their property forfeited, and individuals 
are declared subversive and disqualified for office or employment 
in the Commonwealth public service and the defence force, and for 
office in industrial organizations in vital industries. Yet that 
follows if s. 4 is invalid and ss. 5 and 9 are not invalid. But the 
Act without s. 4 does not increase the liabilities of, or the conse
quences to, bodies or persons coming within other sections. They 
are exposed to no greater risk of action or to more serious 
consequences. 

However, there is a further test snggested by Di.:ron J. in VGCUttm 
Oil Co. Pty. Ltd. v. Que,enslmad [No. 2J (1). i.e., did uniformity of 
treatment enter into the determination of the legislative will t 
The answer is, I think, that there is no principle of construc--t;ion 
favouring uniformity of treatment among spies, saboteurs, fifth 
columnists or subversive or traitorous persons. 

I think the decisions on I. 15A, mort particularly the two judg
ments referred to, though helpful, do not dispose of the problem, 
which i8 8t.ti generis, due to the fact that Parliament has taken 
the unusual course of dealing directly with the Australian (;01&& 

(1) (1935) In C.L.R .• at p. 692. 
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munist Party. Parliament being in po88eS8ion of information H. C. or A. 

concerning the Party, as the recitals indicate, the Act may, perhaps, l~l. 
be regarded as providing merely for a division of responsibility A178'1'1WoUJ1(' 

between Parliament and the Governor-General, in which no legis- COJuwln8T 
lative intention can be found inconsistent with that expressed in PABTY 

fI. 
8. 15A. But it may also be taken to reveal that so determined was To 
Parliament that the Australian Communist Party should be =~ 
destroyed that it took the unusual course of itself declaring it 
unlawful, dissolving it and forfeiting its properly; that it went Webb 1. 

to the source of the evil to eradicate it as an essential step in 
coping with the situation, leaving to the Governor-General the 
task of dealing with contaminated bodies and individuals. And 
if the destruction of the Party was regarded by Parliament as 
essential it is impossible to impute to Parliament the intention that, 
even if the Party should survive, its satellites should succumb. 
However, when Parliament, believing it is dealing with an evil, 
seeks to eradicate it, a court should be slow to attribute to Parlia-
ment the intention, in the absence of a clear indication to· the 
contrary, that if its action against the evil fails in part it should 
wholly fail, Nevertheless, having regard to the Act as a whole, 
and more particularly to the recitals and to the fact that s. 5 (2) 
and s. 9 (2) are based on the assumption, express in the latter 
sub-section, and implied in the former, that the Australian Com-
munist Party has been dissolved, I am unable to resist the conclusion 
that the dissolution of the Party was thought by Parliament to be 
essential, and such dissolution being of the essence of the scheme, 
that the operation of s. 15A is exclu.ded. 

I t becomes unnecessary for me to deal further with the incidental 
power (Jr with other matters argued but not dealt with above. How
ever, I desire to state three propositions, based mainly on the plenary 
nature of the defence power, which, in my opinion, are incontestable: 
(1) that the purpose of Parliament may be expressed in a recital 
or preamble, as well as in the enacting part of a statute; (2) that 
in a preventive as distinct from a punitive statute a rule of conduct 
is not required (Lloyd v. WaUach (1) and Ex parte WallA (2) ) ; 
(2) that Parliament, as well as its delegate, may deal with a par
ticular case, subject to the examination by the courts of the facts 
of the case for constitutional power; otherwise Parliament would 
have less power than its delegate. 

By enacting a general statute, whilst having in mind the activities 
of the Australian Communist Party in particular, the Parliament 
might have empowered. the Governor-General to deal with the 

(1) (I915) 20 (".L.B. 299. (2) (1M2) A.L.B.369. 
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H. C. 01' A. Party among others, and in 10 doing ensured that any contest as 
19~51. to constitutional power would not be on the Act itself but on the 

AvllTUI.ol.d action of the Governor-General under ~e Act. That, however, 
OoIDl1nQ8T would have been a matter of choice and not of necessity. 
p~ I think the questions stated by lMxm J;''8hould be answered:-

TIn: Question 1 Ca). The decision of the question of the validity or 
00_01(. . di ia1 d 
WJW.TII. invalidity of s. 4: of the Act'depends upon a lU ·c· etermination 

Webbl. 
or ascertainment of the facts without any limitation by the recitals. 

Question 1 (b). The plaintiiU are entitled to adduce evidence 
to establish that I. 4: is outside the legislative power of the Com· 
monwealth. 

Question 2. In the absence of evideuce by the dE'lendants in 
I1lpport of I. 4: the whole Act is invalid. 

Futuo,u J. The Communilt Party Diuolution .A.ct 1950 
received the Royal Assent on 20th October 1950. Immediately 
after its enactment a number of actions were commenced in this 
Court by persona and bodies of persons affected by its provisions. 
The object of the actions is to obtain declarations that the Act is 
invalid and injunctions to prevent action being taken under it 
to the prejudice of the plaintift's. Applications for interlocutory 
injunctions came on for hearing before Di:rxm J. t who granted 
certain injunctioIUI and refuaed others, and stated a case for the 
opinion of the Full Court on certain questions, the answers to which 
mayor may not finally dispoee of the actions. The Act contains 
a preamble consisting of nine .. recitals ", as they have been 
called. The plaintift'a deny the truth or accuracy of what is stated 
in a number of these recitals. They submit that the Act is invalid 
irrespective of the truth or accuracy of any of the recitals, but they 
maintain, alternatively, that its validity can only be supported 
on the footing that statements of fact contained in the recitals 
are true, and on thil basis they desire to call evidence with a view 
to establishing that those statements are untrue or inaccurate. 
The questions stated for the opinion of the Full Court are-

"1 Ca) Does the decision of the question of the validity or 
invalidity of the provisiODB of the Oommunilt Pany Diuolution A.ct 
1960 depend upon a judicial determination or ascertainment of the 
facta or any of them stated in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, 
eighth and ninth recitals of the preamble of that Act and denied 
by the plainti1fs, and (b) are the plainti1fs entitled to adduce 
evidence in support of their denial of the facts 80 stated in order 
to establish that the Act is outside the legislative power of the 
Commonwealth 1 
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2. If no to either part. of question ), are the provisions of the H. C. or A. 
Communist Party Dt8Solul:ion Act invalid either in whole or in some )9~51. 
pnrt affecting the plaintiff!! ? " AtTlI'l'JU.LV.lf 

Before considering any of these questions, or even the proper CoIlDfVlfIIT 

approach to them, it is necessary to obtain a clear view of the P~TY 
substance o~ the provisions of the Act. Those provisions fall into THE 
h VOIDI'ON-

t ree group~. WZUoTH. 

The central section of the first, group is t... 4, which deals directly 
with the Australian Communist Party. ThE\ Australian Com
munist Party is defined by s. 3 as meaning the organization 
having that name on the specified date, which is 10th M.ay 1948, 
"being the last day of the National Congress of the Australian 
Communist Party by which the constitution of the Australian 
Communist Party was adopted". Section 4 declares that the 
Australian Communist Party is an unlawful association and is by 
force of. the Act itself dissolved. A receiver is to be appointed by 
the Governor-General and all the property of the Australian Com-
munist Party is vested in the receiver so appointed. The powers 
and dut.ies of the receiver are prescribed by s. 15, and a number 
of sections follow, which contain ancillary provisions dealing with 
his position. His primary dut.y is to take possession of the 
property of the Party, to realize that property, to discharge the 
liaHlities of the Party, and to payor transfer the surplus to the 
Commonwealth. Section 7 (1) prohibits, under penalty of imprison-
ment, the doing of a number of specified acts by way of adherence 
to, or in support of, the Australian Communist Party. 

The central section of the second group of provisions is s. 5. 
The terms of this section are elaborate. It is enough to say that 
it does not apply to any industrial organization registered under 
Commonwealth or State law, but does apply to all other bodies of 
persons corporate or unincorporate which (to put it extremely 
shortly and without any pretence to accuracy) are dominated by 
communists or by communist doctrine. Sub-section (2) provides 
that where the Governor-General is satisfied that a body of persons 
is a body of persons to which s. 5 applies and that the continued 
existence of that body of persons would be prejUdicial to the 
security and defence of the Commonwealth or to the execution. 
or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws of the Common
wealth, the Governor-General may, by instrument published in 
the Gazette, declare that body of persons to be an unlawful associa
tion. The Executive Council is not to advise the Governor-General 
to make a declaration unless the tnaterial upon which the advice 
is founded has first been considered by a committee consisting of 

FuUapr.T. 
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B. C. 0' A. certain designated person2. There is proyisio~ for an application 
1~961. to a court to set aside the declaration on the ground that the body 

AU8TJW,a» is not. a body to which s. 5 applies, but not on the ground that the 
CoMM17llIST continued existenc.e of the body would be prejudicial to the matters 

P"au mentioned in sub·s. (2). There is provision for the suspension of 
tI. 

Tu the consequences of the declaration pending the determination of =:: t·be application. Section 6 pro\ides that the effect of the declara
tion is to dissolve the body. Section 8 provides that the instru-

FuJlalBl' .T. ment making the declaration is to appoint a receiver of the property 
of the body, in whom the property of the body is to vest. There
upon s. 15 and the other sections relating to receivers (to which 
I have.a1ready referred in connection with the first group of pro
visions) come into operation. Section 7, to which I have also alresdy 
referred, also comes into operation in relation to the declared and 
dissolved body. 

The centre of the third group of sections is s. 9. This section 
deals with individual persons, whereaa s. l) deals with bodies of 
persons. Section 9 applies to any person who was, after 10th 
May 1948 and before the dissolution of the Party by the Act, a 
member or officer of the Australian Communist Party or who is 
or was at any time after the specified date a communist. Sub
section (2} provides that where the Governor-General is satisfied 
that a person is a person to whom s. 9 applies and that that person 
is engaged or is likely to engage in activities prejudicial t.o the 
security and defence oi the· Commonwealth (1f to the execution 
or maintenance of the Constitution Of' of the Jaws of the Common
wealth, the Goyernor-General may, by instrument published in 
the Gazette, make a declaration accordingly. The Executive 
Council is not to advise the Governor-General to make a declara
tion unless the material upon which the advice is founded has 
first been considered by a committee consisting of the same persons 
as are designated in s. 5; Again, there is provision for an applica
tion to a court to set aside the declaration on the ground that the 
applicant is not a person to whom 8. 9 applies, but not on the 
ground that he is not a person engaged or likely to engage in 
activities prejudicial to defence or to the execution or maintenance 
of the Constitution or of the laws of the Commonwealth. There 
is also again provision for the suspension of the consequences of the 
declaration .pending the determination of the application. Sections 
10 and 14 provide for the consequences of the declaration. Sec
tion 10 provides that a declared person shall be incapable of holding 
office under or of being employed by the Commonwealth or an 
authority of the Commonwealth or of holding office as a member 
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wealth. With regard to s. 4, however, which is the keystone of 
the first group, it seems quite clear tha.t, if it be regarded in vacuo 
a.nd without reference to extrinsic facts, it c&lUlot be supported 
as an exercise of any power conferred by the Constitution on the 
Parliament. It is not possible by means of anything that appears 
on its face to relate it. to any subject ma.tter which is not left by the 
Constitution exclusively within the legislative powers of the Stata. 
I n the argument before us much more time and attention were 
devoted to the second and third groups than to the first group. 
But both the long title and the short title of the Act, the preamble 
and the place of s. 4 in the forefront, show that the whole Act is 
directed prim!l.rily at the Australian Communist Party and com
munists, and one's first impression of the Act is that the fate of 
s. 4 is likely to seal, for weal or woe, t,he fate of the second and third 
groups of provisions. 

The obvious need of s. 4 of legs upon ,vhich to walk. and the 
possible similar need of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2), did not, of course, go 
unnoticed by those who framed the Act, and it is the obvious 
purpose of the preamble, to which I have referred in passing, to 
supply the legs. The preamble, as I have said, contains nine 
" recitals". These fall into three classes. The first three recitals 
constitute the first class. They refer to the legislative powers of 
the Parliament. They recite (1) the legislative power given to the 
Parliament by s. 51 (vi.), the" defence power ", (2) the conferring 
of executive power in the terms of s. 61, and (3) the conferring of 
the" incidental" legislative power in the terms of s. 51 (xxxix.) 
so far as it relates to the execution of powers vest.ed by the Consti
tution in the Parliament of the C-ommonwealth or in the Govern
ment of the Commonwer.lth. The next five assert certain doctrines, 
aims and activities as doctrines, aims and activities of the AustrlLlian 
Communist Party and communists. The ninth and last purports 
to relate the enactment to the powers invoked by virtue of what 
is asserted in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth recitals. 
The aims and activities asserted in those recitals include the 
overthrow of established government in Australia by means of 
force, violence, intimidation and fraudulent practices, espionage and 
sabotage, and deliberate dislocation, disruption and reduction and 
retardation of production in industries vital to the aecurity and 
defence of Australia. That such activities could be the subject 
of valid Commonwealth laws could, one would think, not be 
doubted. Some of them are indeed dealt with in Part lli of the 
Orima Act 1914-1946. But the great difficulty of the prellent case 
lies in the fact that the Act in question does not set out to deal 
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R. C. OF A. wealth. With regard to s. 4, howe,-et, which is the keystone of 
19~51. the first group, it seems quite clear that, if it be regarded ,:n vacuo 
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Fllllallar J. devoted to the second and third groups than to the first group. 
But both the long title and the short title of the Act, the preamble 
and the place of s. 4 in the forefront, show that the whole Act is 
directed primll.rily at the Australian Communist Party and com
munists, and one's first impression of the Act is that the fate of 
s. 4 is likely to seal, for weal or woe, t.he fate of the second and third 
groups of provisions. 

The obvious need of s. 4 of legs upon which to walk, and the 
possible similar need of s. 5 (2) and s. 9 (2), did not, of course, go 
unnoticed by those who framed the Act, and it is the obvious 
purpose of t.he preamble, to which I have referred in passing, to 
supply the legs. The preamble, as I have said, contains nine 
"recitals". Thf'-Se faU into three classes. The first three recitals 
constitute the first. class. They refer to the legislative powers of 
the Parliament. They recite (1) the legislative power given to the 
Parliament by s. 51 (vi.), the "defence power ", (2) the conferring 
of executive power in the terms of s. 61, and (3) the conferring of 
the" incidental" legislative power in the terms of s. 51 (xxxix.) 
so far as it relates to the execution of powers vested by the Conati
tution in the Parliament of the C-ommonwealth or in the Govern
ment of the Commonwealth. The next five assert certain doctrines, 
aims and activities as doctrines, aims and activities of the Australian 
Communist Party and communists. The ninth and last purports 
to relate the enactment t-o the powers invoked by vil::tue of what 
is asserted in the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh $ond eighth recitals. 
The aims and activities asserted in those recitals include the 
overthrow of established govemment in Australia by meana of 
force, violence, intimidation and fraudulent practices, espionage and 
sabotage, and deliberate dislocation, disruption and reduction and 
retardation of production in industries vital to the eecurity aDd 
defence of Australia. That such activities could be the subject 
of valid Commonwealth laws could, one would think, not be 
doubted. Some of them are indeed dealt with in Part lli of the 
Crimea Act 19a-1946. But the great difficulty of the present case 
lies in the fact that the Act in question does not Bet out to deal 
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wit.h those activities as such. It has an actual direct operation H. C. OF A. 

upon a particular a88OCiation of persons specified by name, and a 19~51. 
potential direct operation upon other associations and individuals AUBTULlAR' 

who become subject to it by virtue of an expression of opinion by ColOlUN1ST 

the Govemor-General. P.uTY 
tI. 

I think that the questions in the case are best approached by a Tu 

general consideration of the powt'rs invoked. It will be convenient ~=~=: 
to take the defence power first, because it has been much explored 
in recent years, and it possesses, I think, certain features which Fullapr J. 

differentiate it from all or most of the other legislative powers. 
In the first place, the power given by s. 51 (vi.) of the Constitution 

is givf-n by reference to the purpose or object of the law and not 
by reference to some concrete subject matter. Perhaps the b~3t
known statement to this effect is to be found in the judgment of 
Di:ron J. in Stenlwuse v. CoZe11la.n (1), where his Honour said that 
the power given by s. 5] (vi.) " involves the notion of purpose or 
object". Re said that' the connection of any law with defence 
" can scarcely be other than pt:.rpoSlve, if it is within the power ". 
He added; •. Ko doubt it is possible that the' purpose' here may 
be another example of what Lord Sumner described as 'one of 
those so-called intentions which the law imputes: it is the legal 
cODstruction put on something done in fact' (Commissioners of 
I nland Revenue v. BLott (~)). For apparently the purpose must br. 
collectE:d from the instrument in qUf'..8tion, the facts to whIch it 
applies, and thO! circuDlstallcrs which called it forth." Here thp
obvious purpose of t.he preamble is to put ion-ard facts to which 
the power applies and circumstances which call it fort.h. Whether 
it eau achieve this purpose remains to be seen. 

I n the second place, and perhaps partly because of its "pur
posi\"e" character, the power given by s. 51 (vi.) has two aspects. 
The tendency of the decisions of this Court, given in the course 
of two great wars and during the aftermath of each, has been to 
hold up t,he two aspects in sharp contrast one to another, and the 
dividing line between them has hitherto been regarded as sharp 
and clear-perhaps as sharper and clearer than it will ultimately 
be found to be. In its first aspect, e. 51 (vi.) authorizes the making 
of la!ws which have, as their direct and immediate object, the naval 
and military defence of the Commonwealth II.nd of the several 
States. This power is clearly not confined to time of war: see, 
e.g., Farey v. Burttett (3), per Isaacs J.; Adeklide Company of 
Jehovah's Witnesses Inc. v. The Commonu:ealth (4), per Latham 

(1) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 471. 
(2) (J921) 2 A.C. 171, at p. 218. 

(3) (1916) 21 C.L.R., at p. 453. 
(4) (1943) 67 C.L.R., t pp. 132,133. 
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H. C. 0)' A. O.J.; Hume v. Higgi,J,I (I), per Dixon .T.; and cf. the reference 
19~51. by William8 J. in KOOft Wing Lau v. Calwtll (2) to matters 

At18TJW.IA.!1' "which could reasonably be considered to be a threat to the 
COIlDlt1N1ST safety of Australia in the event of some future war." It is obvious 
P~TY that such matters &8 the enlistment (compulsory or voluntary) 
Tu and tl'&ining and equipment of men and women in navy, army and 

ColOlOlf. f f 
WULTH. air force, the provision of ships and munitions, the manu acture 0 

weapons and the erection of fortificationa, fall within this prima.ry 
hIJapr 1. aspect of the defence power. These things can be undertaken by 

the Commonwealth &8 well in peace 811 in war, because- they are 
ex fade connected with " naval and military defence". From any 
legitimate point of view of n. court their only possible purpose or 
object is naval and military defence. An interesting (and perhaps 
border-line) example of this prima.ry aspect of the defenoe power 
is to be found in Af;t,(wr~-General (Vict.) v. The CommtmweaUk (3). 
But (with or without t·he aid of s. 51 (xxxix.) ) the defence power 
in its primary aspect includes much more than the things I have 
mentioned. It could not, I think, be doubted that it includes a 
power to make laws for the preventil)n or prohibition and punish
ment of activities obstructive of the preparation by such means 
as I have mentioned of the nation for ~o.r-and this whether war 
a.ppears to be imminent or the internationd sky to be completely 
5ere:c.e. Here again, from any legit.imate point of .. iew of a court, 
i;he only possible purpose or objed of 811Ch It lBw is na,'a) and 
milits.ry defence. Th~ po68ibiiity of some extrinsic purpose or 
Illterior motive cal~~ot be investigated by " court (&cn1:.0U8e v. 
Ookman (4)). The la'9l" is It Jaw with respect to defence. 

What I ba-ve called the seconda!j aspect of the defence power 
has so far only been invoked and expounded in connection with an 
~t'.lal st'lte of war in which Australia has boon involved. It has 
hitherto, I ~hink. been tTeated in the casei! 86 coming into exisronce 
·apon the C'.ommencement or imm~i&te apprehenshn of war and 
continuing during war &Dd the period c.ecesaary for post-war 
ro..adjustment. In n. world of un.certe.in and rapidly changing 
intel'll&tion&l situations it may well be held to arise in some degree 
upon circumstan.cC8 which fall ahort of an immediate s.pprebension 
of war. In its secondary aspect the power extends to an infinite 
variety of IDstters which could not be regarded in the normal 
conditions of national life as hnving any connection with defence. 
Examples now lamil~ar are the prices oi goods and the rationing 
of goods, rents &IJd the eviction of teuants, the trsnsfer of interests 

(1) (19(9) 78 C.L.B., at pp. 133, 134. (3) (1911S) 52 C.L.B.. 533. 
tt) (J9'P) 80 C.L.B., at, p. 485. (4) (1'144) d9 C.L.B., at p. 4'71. 
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in land, and the conditions of employment in industry generally. 
It may be that, on its true analyt'is, this secondary aspect of the 
defence po\\'er depends wholly on s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitution. 
On this view, the effect of a national emergency is that. the matters 
which I have mentioned, and very many others, become" matters 
incidental to the execution" of the power of the Executive to dfOul 
·wit.h the emergency. Having in mind this secondary or eX~TlIled 
aspect of the power, Dixon J., in Andre1D8 v. HOioeU (1), said of the 
power given by s. 51 (vi.) :_IC Though its meaning dOf'.8 not change, 
yet, unlike some other powers, its application depends upon facts, 
and, as thoSE! facts change, 80 may its actual operation BS a power 
enabling the legislature to !Jl&ke a particular law. . . . The 
existence and character of hostilities, or a threat of hostilities, 
against the Commonwealth are facts which will determine the 
extent of th~ operation of the power." Other passages to a similar 
effect could be cited. In such passages the" facts" referred to 
are the basic facts which give rise to the extension of the power. 
Such facts have always hitherto been matters of public general 
knowledge, and matters, therefore, of which a court can and will 
take judicial notice. But, given t.he basic fact of (say) war, the 
question will still arise, whenever the validity of a particular law 
is in question, whether that law can be relat-ed to the extended 
power, or ,,"hether it is a law with respect to a nlatter incidental 
to the power of the Executh'e to wage war. The matter is, in 
effect, taken in two stages. At the tirst stage, the existence of war 
or national emergency is recognized as bringing into play the 
secondary or extended &''Ipect of the defence power. This is done 
simply as a matter of judicial notice, and it provides the justifica
tion for a presumption of validity which might not otherwise 
exist in the case of an enact.ment w-hich on ita lace bore no relation 
to any constitutional power. At the second stage the enactment 
in question is examined with regard to its character as a step to 
assist in dealing with the emerger.cy, a.nd "the presumption is, 
so to speak, reinfOrced by the respect which the court pays to the 
opinion cr judgment of t.he other organs of go'\"ernment, with 
whom the responsibility for carrying on the war rests. When, for 
example, it appears that a. challenged regulation is ~ means adopt.ed 
to secure some end relating to the prosecution of the war, the 
court does not substitute for that of the Executive its own opinion 
of t,he appropriateness or sufficiency of the mf'.ans to promote the 
desired end" (per Dizon, J. in Sten]u)'iJ,se v. Ookm4n (2». The 
quel!tion which arises at this second .,tage may itself turn on 

(I) (1941) 65 C.L.R., At p. 218. (2) (l94:i) 69 C.L.R., at p. '70. 
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B. C. O~ A. particular facta as distinct from the overriding general fact of war 
1~1. or national emergency. Such facta may relate to the operation 
Av~ of the law in question or to a state of affairs which calls for its 
CoKMVlIlIIT enactment. Whether any and what evidence of such facta is 

P':ft admisaible must depend on the circumstances of each particular 
Tu case. III Jenlcins v. The Oommonwealth (I), and in Sloan v. 

~=:: Pollard (2), evidence was admitted.. On the other hand, affidavits 
were rejected in the Uniform Tax Case (3) and in R. v. FoBUr; Ez 

J'uIIap,r.T. parte Rural Bank of New SootA Wales (4), the Court in each case 
confining itself to matters of which judicial notice could be taken. 
The Court will normally, I think, 80. confine itself. In StenJwu"e 
v. Colem4n (5) lJiz,cm J. said :-" Ordinarily the Court does not go 
beyond mattera of which it may take judicial notice. This means 
that for its facts the court must depend upon matters of general 
public knowledge." The reasons why this must generally be 80 

are stated in hi!! Honour's judgment. The taking of evidence 
might often involve disclosures which would be prejudicial to the 
steps being taken by the 'Executive to deal with the emergency. 
The Court, in any case, is bound by the legal rules of e\idence, and 
there are thus limitations upon the material which it can receive 
or take into account. It ma,Y perhaps be added that the" facts " 
will in many cases be of such a general character as to be difficult 
or impossible to prove or disprove by legally admissible evidence, 
while quite capr.ble of being judicially noticed. It is indeed a 
characteristic of a large class of matters which are judicially noticed 
that they are of this general character. In HoUand v. Jones (6), 
18aac8 J. said :-" Wherever a fact is 80 generally known that 
every ordinary person may be reasonably presumed to be aware of 
it, the Court ' notices' it, either simpliciter if it is at once satisfied 
of the fact without more, or after such information or investigation 
as it conaiders reliable and necessary in order to eliminate any 
reas(lnable doubt. The basic essential is that the fact is to be of 
a class that is so generally known as to give rise to the presumption 
that all persons are aware of it. This excludes from the operation 
of judicial notice wht are· not' general' but' particular' facts. 
. . . But, if the fact is of such' general' character as to give 
rise to the presumption mentioned, then a Judge is justified in 
• noticing' it." 

Closely connected with the foregoing and with each other are two 
other features of the defence power in its wider aspect. It is wen 

(1) (1947) 7. C.L.R . .ao. 
(2) (1947) 75 C.L.R ..... 'i. 
(3) (19.2) 66 C.L.R., at pp. 384,385, 

409. 

(.) (1949) 79 C.L.R .• at pp. lil, 52. 
(!i) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p • .eg. 
(6) (1917) 23 C.L.R., at p. 153. 
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established that the so-called separation of powers under the B. C. OF A. 
Constitution does not preclude the Parliament from authorizing l~l. 
in the widest and most general terms subordinate legislation under AUI':ILlUAlf 

any of the heads of its legislative power (Vtctorian SktJ«loring GM CoIDnnnIlT 

General Contracting CQ. Ltd. GM Meake8 v. Digno.n (1». But the PdTY 
tI. 

scope of permissible" delegation" of legislative power to the Execu- TIlE 
tive is almost certainly wider in the case of the defence power than Co_Oli· 

WZALTH. 
in the case of any of the other powers. Thus an Act giving a 
power •• to make regulations with respect to bankrUptcy". not Ji'uIIaIar I. 

given in aid of specific legislation by the Parliament, might well 
be held not to be a law with respect to bankruptcy. But an Act 
giving to the Governor-General a power " to make regulations for 
securing the public safety and the defence of the Commonwealth .. 
is a valid law with respect to the defence of the C-ommonwealth 
in time of war (WiBlaarl v. Fraser (2». In that case Dimn J. 
said: .• The defence of a country is particularly the concern of 
the Executive, and in war the exigencies are so many, so varied 
and so urgent, that width and generality are a characteristic of 
the powers which it must exercise" (3). Further-and more 
important for present purposes-power may validly be given by 
an Act, or by a' regulation under an Act, to a designated person 
or authority to make orders, declarat.ions and proclamations which 
are not themselves of a iegislative character but which carry legal 
consequences by virtue of the Act or regulation under which they 
are made. And such orders, declarations or proclamations may 
be authorized to be made on no more specific basis than the opinion 
of the donee of the power that they are necessary or desirable for 
securing the public safety and the defence of the Commonwealth. 
'('here could be no more striking illustration of the exceptional 
status of the defence power. For" when the operation of a law 
is made conditional upon the opinion, as to certain matters, of some 
person named or described, or on proof of certain matters to his 
satisfaction, the question whether his opinion is justified, or whether 
he should have been satisfied on the materials before him, is not 
examiflable by the Courts. The only question which can be 
examined is whether, acting bona fide, he formed the opinion or 
was satisfied with the proof" (Ez pane WalI/a GM Joknson (4), 
(pp-r K1Ioz C.J.». If the opinion is to be that of the Governor-
General, it cannot, in my opinion, be examined at all, for it is not 
open t-o impute mala fdes with respect to an act of the King by 

(1) (1931).6 C.L.R. 73. 
(2) (1941) S. C.L.R .• 70. 

VOL. LXXXUI.-17 

(3) (1941) S. C.L.R., at pp.~,.s5. 
(.) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at p. 67. 
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H. C. op·A. himself or his representative (Duncan v. Theodore (1) (per [1IQ.QC8 

1~51. and Powers JJ.) ). 
Acst'B.U.lU That under the defence power a law may, at least in time of 
COIDrolQ8T war, be made to operate upon the opinion of a designated person, 

PARTY 
1/. and that that opinion may supply the only link between the 

THE defence power and the legal effect of the opinion is well est.ablished. 
Oo_ON. It is sufficient to refer to D~·d v. Wallack (2) (cf. LitJeTsitlge v. WEALTH. >Vs' 

Anderson (3); Ex parte Walsh (4); LiItk v. The Commonwealth (5); 
and Reid v. Sinderberry (6». It may be thought that herein 
lies an exception to an elementary rule of constitutional la w which 
has been expressed metaphorically by saying that a stream cannot 
rise higher than its source. It was stated in Sknml/Mn v. The 
Commonwealth (7) in these terms :-" Finality, in the sense of 
complete freedom from legal control, is a quality which cannot 
be given under our Constitution to a discretion, if . . . it is 
capable of being exercised for purposes, or given an operation, 
which would or might go outside the power from which the law 
or regulation conferring the discretion derives its force." Cf. 
Dawso-fI, v. The Commonwealth (8). The" discretion" may, of 
course, be the discretion of the legislature itself, exercised by the 
very fact of the enactment of a law. Or it may be the discretion 
of the Governor-General or a Minister, intended to be legally 
effective by the operation of an enacted law upon it. The validity 
of a law or of an administrative act done under a law cannot be 
made t.o depend on the opinion of the law-maker, or the person 
who is to do the act, that the law or the consequence of the act 
is within the constitutional power upon which the law in question 
itself depends for its validity. A power to make laws with respect 
to lighthouses does not authorize the making of a law with respect 
to anything which is, in the opinion of the law-maker, a lighthouse. 
A power to make a proclamation carrying legal consequences with 
respect to a lighthouse is one thing: a power to make a similar 
proclamation with respect to anything which in the opinion of 
the Governor-General is a lighthouse is another thing. Whether 
the rule exemplified by LWyd v. Wallack (9) constitutes a real or 
only an apparent exception to the general rule is a matter which 
need not be considered here. It is enough to say that, on the one 
hand, it is established beyond all doubt, while, on the other hand, 

(J) (1917) 23 C.L.R •• at p. 544. 
(2) (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(3) (19402) A.C. 206. 
(.) (19.2) A.L.R. 359. 
(1\) (19407) 76 C.I •• R. H. 
(6) (11K4) 68 C.I •• R. 604. 

(7) (194,5) 69 C.LR .. pet'Di.zr1r& J .• at 
pp. 629, 630. 

(8) (lN6) 73 C.L.R., per Dv- J .. at 
pp. 181, 182. 

(9) (1915) 20 C.I •. R. 299. 
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it has never yet been invoked except in connection with that H. C. OF A. 

secondary aspect of the defence power which has so far been 1950~iil. 
regarded as depending upon a basic fact of emergency and ceasing Au8'1'JW.l.6.N 
when conditions created by the emergency have passed (R. v. OoIoroNIST 

Foster; Ez parte RUf'alBank oJ New &ulh Wales; Wagner v. P~TY 
GaU; CoUins v. Hunter (1) ). Tu 

The "defence" to which 8. 51 (vi.) refers is the defence of CoJOlOIf· 
Wlll..L'l'B. 

Australia against external enemies: it is concerned with war 
and the possibility of war with an extra-Australian nation or l'uUaaar J. 

organism. But it cannot, in my opinion, be doubted that there 
exists also a legislative power in the Parliament., which it is not 
easy to define in precise terms, to make laws for the protection of 
itself and theoConstitution against domestic attack. In R. v. 
Kidman (2) lltUIC8 J. said that the legislative power" may say 
that any attempted invasion by force on the field of Commonwealth 
executive powers may not only be resisted and prevented, but 
also punished." In the same case his Honour said (3) that the 
Commonwealth has "an inherent right of self-protection" and (4) 
that it "carries with it;..-ucept where expressly prohibited-all 
necessary powers to protect itself and punish those who endeavour 
to obstruct it." In Ez parte Walsh and JohnlOn (5) the same 
learned Justice, speaking of "deportation as a means of self· 
protection in relation to constitutional functions", said :-" This 
nation cannot have less power than an ozdinary body of persons, 
whether a State, a church, a club, or a political party, who associate 
themselves voluntarily for mutual benefit, to eliminate from their 
communal society any element considered inimical to its existence 
or welfare ". In R. v. HUBh; Ez parte Devanny (6) Rich J. said:-
". . . it is impossible to doubt the legislative power to prohibit 
&8Sooiations which by their constitutions or propaganda advocate 
or encourage the overthrow of the COnstitution of the Common-
wealth by revolution or of the established. government of the 
Commonwealth by force or violence. Section 51 (xnix.) of the 
Constitution includes matters incidental to the execution of powers 
vested by the Constitution in the organa of government. The 
survival of the Constitution appears to me to be a matter most 
incidental to the execution of power under it. But, apart from 
this, s. 61 of the C-onstitution expressly enacts that the executive 
power &ball extend to the execution and maintenance of the 
Constitution. To prevent penons &88OCiating together for the 

(l) (IN9)'9 C.L.R. fI. 
(2) (1915) 20 C.L.R., at p. 441. 
(3) (1915) 20 C.L.n., at p. 440. 

(4) (1915) 20 C.L.R •• at pp. '"- .uS. 
(5) (1926) 3' C.L.R., at p. N. 
(6) (1932) 48 C.L.R., at p. ftOO. 
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R. C._A. purpose of destroying the CoDStitution is a matter incidental to 
I~I. maintaining it." In that ease Riel J. took a different view of the 

A'OftIULWr facta from that taken by the other juRtiees, who did not find it 
Oolllmnft' neceuary to consider the question of constitutional power, though 
p~ EWJIt J. exprelllled doubt &8 to the existence of the power. But 
Tu in Buf"M v. Blmaleg (1) its e%istence was, I think. placed beyond 
~:- doubt. The relevaut passages are of great importance, but they 

. are aheady recorded, and I will quote only two brief extracts. 
I'n ..... l. LaI1uJ". C.J. said :-" Protection against fifth-column activities and 

subversive propaganda may reasonably be regarded as desirable 
or even neceuary for the purpose of preserving the constitutional 
powers and operations of governmental agencies and the existence 
of govermnent itaelf. The prevention and punishment of inten
tional excitement of disaffection against the Sovereign and the 
Govermnent is a form of protective law for this purpose which is 
to be found &8 a normal element in most, if not all, organized 
iocieties '0 (2). Dizrm J. (S) said :-" I do not suppose that it 
would be denied that the legislative power of the Commonwealth 
utends to measures for the suppression of incitements to the actual 
use of violence for th~ purpose of resisting the authority of the 
Commonwealth or effecting a revolutionary change in the form of 
government. In the same way I think that the legislative power 
authorizes measures against incitements to the use of violence for 
the purpose of effecting a change in our coDStitutional position 
under the Crown or in relation to the United Kingdom or in the 
Constitution or form of govermnent in the United Kingdom. Our 
institutions may be changed by laws adopted peaceably by the 
appropriate legislative authority. It follows almost necessarily 
from their existence that to preserve them from violent subversion 
is a matter within the legiaJ&tive power." Not less important 
are the statements to be found in R. v. 81w,r~ (4). The 8OUl'Ce 
of part of the power which I have been discussing may be found in 
s.51 (xuix.), read. with s. 61 of the Constitution, and it is here that 
the framers of the second and third recitals in the preamble to the 
Oom".",,'" Pq Diuolution. Act have found it. But I think that, 
if it ever becomes necessary to examine it closely, it may well be 
found to depend naJIy on an essential and inescapable implication 
which must be involved in the legal constitution of any polity. The 
validity of the Act, however, if it could be supported by the power, 
would not be affected by the fact that its framers had taken too 
narrow a view of the source of the power. 

(I) (1N1) 71 C.L.B. 101. 
(I) (1Nl) 71 c.I..B .... p. 110. 
(I) (1Nl)" C.LR:- .. p. '16. 

(') (I~) 71 C.L.R., at p. 148 per 
Di-. J. i .. pp. 167, 118, per 
Nef'i __ .T., "nd lit 1" 183, 
",~ Jr·r~ . 
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There has never yet been occasion to examine closely the scope B. C. 0" A

of this power. It may be that it is elastic in the same sense in l~l. 
which the defence power is elastic. But I do not think that the AtJII'1'B.&LUlf 
principle of Lloyd v. Wallach (1) and Ex parte Wal8k (2) can be OollDrlnUST 
applied to it. That is to say, while it may be found to expand P":Tr 
very considerably in time of domestic emergency, I think that it Tu 

th la CoIDlO1(-
is 80 far of a different nature from the defence power at a w lBAl.'1'Il. 

cannot be made under it imposing legal consequences on a legislative 
or executive opinion which itself supplies the only link between the FuJJ.au 1. 

power and the legal consequences of the opinion. . 
I come noW' to the Act itself. The most conspicuous feature of 

the Act is s. 4, and the most conspicuous feature of s. 4: is that it 
does not purport to impose duties or confer rights or prohibit 
acts or omissions, but purports simply to declare a particular 
unincorporated voluntary association unlawful and to dissolve it. 
It is, one supposes, to be classed as a public enactment as distinct 
from a private enactment, but it is, or at least is extremely like, 
what the Romans would have called a prit1Wgium. Such a 'Jaw 
(for I would not deny to it the character of a law) may well be 
within the competence of the Commonwealth legislative power, 
which is, within its constitutional limits, plenary (cf. Abitibi Power 
&: Paper Co. W. v. Mcmtreal Trust Co. (3). It would be im
possible, I should think, to challenge s. 4 if the Parliament had 
puwer to make laws with respect to voluntary associations or with 
respect to communists. It W'ould be a law" with respect to" 
each of those " matters ". So an Act of the Parliament dissolving 
the marriage of A with B would be a laW' with respect to divorce. 
I t would be a pritn1.egium, but what the Act actually did would 
be a thing which fell within a class of subject matter on which the 
Parliament WII.S authorized to legislate. The Parliament has 
power to make laws with respect to divorce, and the Act is a law 
which effects a divorce. It is a pritn7£gium, but it is a good Jaw. 
But, if the Parliament enacts a pritJikgium which on its face bears 
no relation to any head of legislative power, it is likely to be 
extremely difficult to justify it under any head of power. In 
such a case (and s. 4 is an example of such a case) thf'.re can, in 
my opinion, be no presumption of validity, and the Act, if it is 
to be upheld at all, can only be upheld on the basis of special and 
particular facts relating to the person or class who or which is the 
subject of the prif1ilegium. Suppose, for example, an Act of the 
Parliament providing that all the property of AB should be 

(I} (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(2) (1942) A.I •• R. 359. 

(3) (1943) A.C., at p. lWI. 
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H. C. 01' A. delivered to a receiver X and realized and that the proceeds should 
1950·1951. bp. distributed among the creditors of AB. Such an Act might 
AU~ (l do not say it would) be a good Jaw with respect to bankruptcy 
('.oKKUlmlT if the liabilities of AB at the commencement of the Act exceeded 

PA:'Tr his assets, but it could not possibly otherwise be a Jaw with respect 
Tu to bankruptcy. It seems to me that there could not in such a case 

CoIlllOlf· be any presumption of validity. for the simple reason that 'there 
WEALTH. 

could not be any presumption that the liabilities of AB exceeded 
J'uJJapr 1. his assets. I am only, of course, using the case for purposes of 

illustration, and it does not matter for this purpose whether excess 
of liabilities over aBSets would really be the correct test to apply. 
What seems clear is that the supposed Act could not be held valid 
except on the basis of facts, proved or judicially noticed, to connect 
it with power. The present case is not exactly parallel to the case 
which I have supposed, because in the present case a real queetion 
of judicial notice arises, which would not arise in the example I have 
taken. But it is desirable, in a case of such importance, to proceed 
step by step, and we begin, J think, with this, that there can be 
no presumption of the validity of s. 4, for the simple reason that 
there can be no presumption that the AUBtralian Communist Party 
has dotte or is likely to do anything which would bring it within 
the defence power 0 .. the coDBtitution-pre8ervation power (to give 
it a short name at some sacrifice of accuracy). 

It should be observed at this stage that nothing depends on the 
justice or injustice of the law in question. If the language of an 
Act of Parliament is clear, its merits and demerits are alike beside 
the point. It is the law, and that is all.. Such a law as the Com
munist Party DWolution Act could clearly be passed by the Parlia
ment of the United Kingdom or of any of the Australian States. 
It is only because the legisiative power of the Commonwealth 
Parliament is limited by an instrument emanating &om a superior 
authority that it arises in the case of the Commonwealth Parlia
ment. If the great case of Marbury v. Madiltm (1) had pronounced 
a different view, it might perhaps not arise even in the case of the 
CQmmonwealth Parliament; and there are those, even to-day, 
who disapprove of the doctrine of Marbury v. Madison (1), and 
who do not see why the courts, rather than the legis1ature itself, 
should have the function of finally deciding 'W·hether an Act of a 
legislature in a Federal system is or is not within power. But in 
our system the principle of MarlYury v. Madison (1) is accepted 
as axiomatic, modified in varying degree in various cases (but 

(1) (1803) 1 Cr. 137 [2 JAW. FA. 118]. 
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never excluded) by the respect which the judicial organ must H. C. 01' A. 
accord toO opinions of the legislative and executive organs. leel. 

I have said that there can, in my opinion, be no presumption of A17ftL\ ..... 

the validity of s. 4. But I have been considering the matter -CO_UJIlST 

so far ~ithout reference to the preamble. How, if at all, is the P~TY 
position affected by the recitals contained in the preamble t In Tu 
the case of a legislature of limited powers, can such recitals be =:~ 
ueed to bring within power a pritJilegiu", which cannot be related 
by anything that appears on its face to any power of that legis- I'u"", 1. 

lature? One thing seems very clear to me, and that is that no 
declaration containing allegations in favour of, or against, the 
object of the prif1t.Utgiu", could be conclusive for or against that 
objectl, To go back to my bankruptcy example, if the Court 
were to hold that AB was not .entitled to adduce evidence in 
denial of a recital in the Act that his liabilities exceeded his assets, 
the Court would be not merely paying respect to the opinion of the 
legialature but simply abdicating its function. And the position 
is prima facie similar in the present case. ParlUuDent cannet 
recite itself into a field the gates of which are locked against it by 
superior law. The example which I am at the moment consider-
ing is a fort1Mi to that which LatA"", C.J. was considering in 
South .AtUtNli" v. TAe Oommmtwea.ltk (I), and the learned Chief 
Justice there said: cc Such a declaration cannot be regarded &8 

conclusive. A Parliament of limited powers cannot arrogate a 
power to itself by att:aehing a label to a statute." 

I am of opinion, indeed, that, in such a case as the present, such 
recitals cannot be regarded as affording even prima-facie evidence 
of the truth of what is recited. I do not think that there is any 
rule of the common law which compels us 80 to regard them, 
though the English Courts generally regard recitals of facts in a 
statute as equivalent to prima-facie evidence of the truth of those 
facts. But the matter is primarily one of the construction of the 
statute in each particular case, and the position maybe affected 
by circumstances. The reasoning of Lord EUenborougl and 
&gky J. in R. v. 8t4IIoft (2) would indeed seem to lead to the 
conclusion that such recitals must amount to conclusive evidence, 
since thOle learned judges appear to treat the recitals &8 standing 
on the same level &8 the operative part of the statute and &8 being 
in eft'ect part of the law enacted. But, &8 is pointed out in OrGies 
on Statute LatJJ, 4th ed. (1936), p. 41, recitals as suoh are not part 
of the law enacted on the subject, and the most that can be said 

(I) (19&2) 60 C.L.R., at p. "2. (2) (1816) , K. I; S. 532 [lOG E.R. 
931). 
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H. C. 01' A. is, I think, that such statements are generally to be regarded by 
1950~961. a court as prima-facie true. In Earl of Leicuter v. Heydort (1) the 

Aurmw.u.. argument of counsel (2) that .. the recital in our case, which is 
CoIUlUJlll'l' false, and founded upon a false information, shall not conclude the 
P~n: plaintift' to say the truth." appears to have been accepted b, the 
Tn Court of King's Bench. In R. v. (beene (3) Lord Den ..... C.J. 

;,~-:: agreed that mention in a statute of a certain body. of persons as 
a corporation .. made a prima-facie case " that the body was incor-

Fullapr 1. porated, but held the prima-facie case diaplaced by other evidence 
which was admitted. ptJIteMm J. and Colerillge J. concurred. No 
doubt, in the case of a legia1ature of unlimited powers, a statement 
of fact or law omMd be made conclusive. So, in R. v. IrtluJbitant8 
o( HtJtJgi/,cm (4:), Lord Campbell C.J. said that a recital in a statute 
that a certain road was in Denton might be considered evidence 
that the road was in Denton but could not prevail apinit an 
estoppel, &Dd. he added: co Had there been anything amounting 
to an enactment that the road should be con.aidered in Denton, 
this would have prevailed over the estoppel.: but a mere recital 
in an Act of Parliament, either of fact or of law, is not conclusive: 
and we are at liberty to consider the fact or the law to be dift'erent 
from the statement in the recital." (The latter part of this passage 
was quoted with approval by Lord C1uilm8(ord in Mer", Docks 
arul Harbour &ard Tf'UItaI v.Cameron (5).) The whole position 
seems to be summed up by KnigJa Bn..ce L.J. when, in NorIM& v. 
Spooner (6), speaking for the Privy Council, he says that" a recital 
in an act of legislation, . . . may, according to circumstances, 
be of more or leas weight, and be often not conclusive". 

But, whatever may be the general position, it seems to me that 
it would be contrary to principle to allow even prima-facie pro
bative force to recitaJa of facta upon which the power to make the 
law in question depends. It is, as I have said, clearly impouible 
to allow them conclusive force, because to do 80 would be to say 
that Parliament could recite itself into a field which was closed to 
it. But to allow any probative force to such recitala would. it 
seems to me, be to say the 8&IIle thing-and not less because the 
entry into the field might be only provisional. This view is not, 
in my opinion. inconaistent with the many statements to be found 
in cases arising on the defence power to the eft'act that the Court 

(I) (tlI81) 1 Plo.d. aN [76 E.B. 
M2}. 

(2) (I56J) 1 Plod .• at p. 898 [76 
R.B., at p. 8OSJ. 

(3) (1831) 8 Ad •• E. 1548 [112 E.B. 
210). 

(') (1813) ) El. I: BL 601, at pp. 
616, 618 [118 E.R •• 621, at p. 
628J. 

(6) (1881) 11 H.L.C. 443. 8$ p. 618 
[11 E.B. 1406. at p. I"'J. 

(8) (ISM) 8]100. P.C. loa. .. p. 129 
[14, E.B. 137, at p. _1. 
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will pay great respect to statements of Parliament in an Act or H. C. OF A. 
of the Governor-General in a regulation. This has been put 1900-1961. 

strongly on occasions-nowhere, perhaps, more strongly than by At1~". 
Higgins J. in Pankhuf'st v. Kieman (1), where his Honour said Co_UWIST 

that, if Parliament treated the fixing of prices as conducing to the Pun ". defence of the Commonwealth, "we are bound to accept the state- Tu 
ment of Parliament that it does so conduce unless we can see that Co_OK-

WBALTII. 
the statement la obvioualy untrue or absurd.." A somewhat 
similar apprQaCh is indicated when Lord Atkin, in Abitibi Power & FuIlapr I. 

Paper Co. Ltd. v. Montreal Trust Co. (2) says :-" Their Lordships 
see no reason to reject the statement of the Ontario legislature, 
contained in the preamble." But neither Higgins J. nor Lord Atkin 
was thinking of a case in which the " statement" of Parliament 
was a statement of particular facts relating to a particular individual 
or body of individuals, although the Ontario statute in the latter 
case was a special Act relating to the appellant company. And, 
in 80 far as effect has been given to such statements of Parliament 
as bearing on the connect.ion between enactment and legislative 
power, the cases have all been cases in which the basic fact of war 
has been judicially noticed at the outset. That basic fact brings 
into existence the secondary aspect of the defence power, to which, 
&s I have pointed out, exceptional considerations apply. 

I have thought it right to consider with some care whether any 
and what probative force could be attributed to the fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh and eighth recitals in the preamble to the Act, 
regarded as statements of fact, because a good deal of the argunlent 
for the Australian Communist Party was devoted to this question, 
and it is a question of general interest and importance. But the 
truth is that I do not think that those recitals can be properly 
regarded at all as statements of fact having a potential probative 
force by virtue of their presence in an Act of Parliament. It is 
more or less involved in what I have said that I am disposed to 
regard such a view as a begging of the question. It is as if one 
should say: "The Act is valid because the statements contained 
in it are true, and the statements are true because they are con
tained in a valid Act." The true view is, I think, that the recitals 
in the preamble 'are to be regarded as statements of opinion or 
belief as to fact.s, insert.ed to explain the occasion of what is enacted 
and to provide justification for it. I do not think that any further 
or other effect can be given to the preamble in this case. It does 
not necessarily follow that the recitals are of no importance, 
because, if one condition, to which I wil1 refer in a moment, were 

(I) (1917) 24 C.L-R., at p. 134. (2) (1943) A.C., at p. MS. 
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B. C. 01' A. fulfillt!d, they would be very important indeed and probably 
I1MCl-195J. d .. 

I...v-' eclMve. 
A.~ Nor dops it n~essarily follow from what 1 have just been saying 
CoMJrolllI8T that both questioDs 1 (a) and 1 (b) in the (,8se stated by Dixon J. 

PA:'TY should be ans'wered in the negative, because the Commonwealth 
To might still maintain thst the validity of the Act depends on facts 

Co_Olf. asserted in the preamble and ('.apable of judicial ascertainment, "1LWl'B. 
FulJlprJ. 

and might seek to tender evident·", to establish the facts which it 
regarded as essential. And, if the Commonwealth were to be 
permitted to tender su('h evidence, the plaintift's would, as a matter 
of course, be entitled to adduce eyidence in rebuttal. But the 
Commonwealth has not sought to adduce evidence, and it has, in 
my opinion, been right in not seeking to do so, because I do not 
think that the validity of this Act depends on evidence. 

This Act can, in my opinion, only be supported, if it can be 
supported at all, as an exercise of the defence power in what I 
have caned its extended or secondary aspect. I do not think it 
can be 8upported under the other power invoked, whether that 
power be regarded as based on the joint operation of 8. 61 and 
s. 51 (xxxix.) of the Constitution or on an implication from the 
existence and nature of the Constitution as the foundation of a 
body politic. The reason for this is that the provisions of the 
Act operate on opinions, and those opinions include an opinion 
as to matters on which the validity of those provisions depends. 
There is, as I have pointed out, a notable difference between the 
first group of provisions (headed by 8. 4) on the one hand and the 
second and third groups of provisions (headed by 88. l) and 9) 
on thE: other hand. But, in the last analysis, they st&nd on the 
aame footing, and their validity depends on the same considerations. 
Section 4 is a directly enacted Fitn7egium based on announced 
opinions of the P&rliament, which involve an opinion as to matters 
on which power depends. Sections 5 and 9 operate on opinions 
of t.he Governor-General, which involve an opinion as to matters 
on which power depends. The decisions of this Court establish that 
Rch enactments may (not that they always will) be valid in cases 
where the secondary aspect of the defence power comes i11to exist
ence by virtue of a judicially noticed emergency. No decision 
establishes that such enactments mav be valid as exercises of the 
other power invoked by the Parlia~ent in this case, and I have 
already expzessed my opinion that there is no secondary aspect. 
of this other power corresponding to the second&rY ~poot of the 
defence power. 
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T}It' question whether the Act can be supported as an exercise H. C. OF A. 

of the defence power in its secondary aspect must, in my opinion, )~;jl. 
depend entirely on judicial notice. The coming into existence of At:ST&4LWor 

this se<'.ondary aspect has never been treated as depending on CoMMI1NI$T 

anything else. Nor could it, in my opinion, be treated as depend- PUT\" w. 
ing on anything else. It is only when the existence of the secondary THE 
aspect has been p..stablished by judicial notice of an emetpncy Co_ON-

t!.at evidence has ever been admitted to connect the enactment 
WlL4LTH. 

in question with power. This I have a.lready pointed out. I Fllliapr J. 

think t.hat it is only in exceptional cases, where a simpl~ fact is 
readily sWlCp.ptible of proof or disproof, that evidence can, even 
then, be admitted. I have cited what Di:um J. said in StenIwtue 
v. Coleman (1). "Ordinarily the Court does not go beyond 
matters of which it may take judici&l notice." The present C&8e 

seems t.l me to be pre-eminently a c&S(: in which the Court would 
have t.o confine itself, even if it were satisfied that the Act was 
capable of being support«t under the defence power in ita 8e(.'Ondauy 
aspect, to :rnatter6 of which it could take judicial notice. Apa.rt 
from the cor.si<lera.tlOns mentior.ed in Stm}un.ue v. Coleman (2), 
one h&8 only t) glance at t·ht' relevant recitals in the Comtflunist 
Pa. '(!J D-".88olution Act to see that they could hardly be made the 
subject of pzoof or disproof by evidence in the ordinary way in 
which facts are proved and disproved. They relat.e toO a particular 
association, but no specific aOt. or fact is asserted, and what is 
asserted is of that" gener&l " character on which 18QQCI J. laid 
80 much stress in Holland ..... • Tone., (3). Such matters in a conati-
tutio!2s1 case are matte," for judicial notice or t.hey are nothing. 

The elimination of the second power on which it is sought to 
support the Act is, I think, important, because matters of whioh 
judicial notice could, as I think, be taken would come nearer to 
justif-jing the Act as an exercise of this power than as an exercise 
of the defence power. It must, however, in my opinion, be 
eliminated, and we are thus brought to what I regard as the 
ultimate problem in this difficult case. That ultimate problem 
lies, I think, in the que~ion whether judicial notice can be taken 
of ma.tters sufficient to bring into o~ration that extended aspect 
of the defence power which was the basis of the decisions in Lloyd 
v. Wallach (4); Ex parte Walsh (0), and Little v. The Comm(m
wealth (6). On the whole I do not think that it caD. 

(1) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at pp. 469, 4;0. 
(2) (19") 69 C.L.E., at p. 469. 
(3) (1917) 23 C.L.R .. at p. I WS. 

(4) (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(6) (1942) A.L.a. 369. 
(6) (1947) 7 r C.L.R. 94. 
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H. C. 01' A. Four things are toO be remembered throughout. The first, 
l~Nl. which mayor may not by itself be of vital importance, is that the 

AC8T&Al.Ulf date as at which the matter must be considered is 20th October 
CoJrJI'D1UST 1950. The second is that the Parliament had, and has, undoubted 

PABTY powers to deal with IUch a situation as is envisaged by the preamble. e. 
TIn: The only question is whether it has power to deal with it by the 

~~:=: particular means adopted. The third is that the particular means 
adopted is· a means which has hitherto been recognized as valid 

hJlalllll J. only in time of, and by virtue of, a clear and great national danger. 
It is a means, moreoVer, which may-from a practical, though 
not perhaps from a technical and analytical, point of view-be 
thought to invoh·. a degree of relaxation of a fundamental cOIl8ti· 
tutional rule. Finally, it must not be forgotten that t,he defence 
power is, as I have said, a power concerned with protection against 
external enemies. If, therefore, a situation is to be found which 
will justify the Act in question as an exercise of an extended defence 
power, it must be an international situation. It is necessary to be 
on guard against letting in considerations appropriate only to the 
other power on which reliance is placed and which I have felt must 
be rejected. 

On the one hand, I am not prepared to hold that nothing short 
of war or an immediate threat of 'war can bring into play a fully 
extended defence power. Each situation which arises must be 
examined al and when it arises. On the other hand, I think that 
the Court would be justified in taking judicial notice of a good 
many of the matters luggyted by Mr. Barwicl.· &8 proper matte1'8 
for judicial notice. But I have come to the conclusion that, if one 
keeps steadily in mind the important factors which I have enumer· 
ated, one cannot judicially notice in this case a state of affairs 
which would justify holding a measure having the peculiar features 
of the Communist PQ41.lI Dissolution .Ad valid as an exericse of an 
extended defence power. 

It was argued that the Parliament had, by enacting s. 4, aBBumed 
itself to exercise judicial power in contravention of the Constitu· 
tion, which by B. 71 entl'ustB the judicial power of the Common
wealth to organs other than the Parliament. I am quite unable 
to accept such a view. In enacting s. 4 the Parliament was making 
a law, or makjng what would be a law if it were .. with respect to .. 
some subject matter of legislative power. It neither did nor 
purported to do anything other than to mske a law. And maJrjDg 
laws is not a judicial function. The power to make Rules of Court, 
as incidental to the exercise of the judicial function. is, of course, 
beside the point here. Making laws as such is not a judicial function, 
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and, when Parliament makes a law-any kind of law-it is not H. C. 01' A. 

exercising judicial power. The" law" may be valid or invalid, 1~1. 
but, if it is invalid, it will not be because Parliament has attempted A'I!'8'l'UI.Ul( 

to invade the judicial sphere. CoIonnnsT 
The conclusion which I have set out above is sufficient, In my PUTT ". 

opinion, to dispose of all three groups of provisions cont.ained in the THE 
Act. It seems clear that it establishes the invalidity of the first Co_Ol(-

WJrALTR. 
two groups, which hinge respectively on s. 4 and 8. 5 (2). A 
further question arises, however, with regard to the third group of FullaIU 1. 

provisions, those which hinge upon s. 9 (2). It is arguable that the 
consequences attached to a declaration under s. 9 (2) do not 
necessarily depend for their validity upon the power to make 
laws with respect to defence or the power to make laws with respect 
to matters incidental to the execution of the executive power. 
Those consequences are attached by ss. 10 and 14 and may be 
shortly stated as being that a person declared under s. 9 (2) shall 
be incapable of (a) holding office under or bei~g employed by the 
Commonwealth or an authority of the Commonwealth, or (b) hold-
in~ officl' as a member of a body corporate being an authority 
of the Commonwealth, or (c) holding office in certain industrial 
organizations, and that no contract for remuneration shall be 
made with a declared person. The Commonwealth has clearly 
power to make laws disqualifying any person or class of persons 
from being employed by the Commonwealth or an authority of 
the Commonwealth or from being a member of a corporate 
authority of the Commonwealth or from contracting with the 
Corn mOll wealth. A law imposing 8uch a disqualification may 
select any criterion whatever as the ba8is of the disqualification, even 
an irrational or absurd criterion, because the law will be a law 
with respect to a matter within the legislative power, and indeed 
within the exclusive legislative power, of the Commonwealth. 
And the view suggested by Higgins J. in several Ca8E'.s that there 
was an analogy between legislative powers and powers of appoint-
ment, and that it must appear on the face of a statute that the 
legislature intended to exercise a power invoked to support it, 
has never, I think, been accepted as sound. Starlre J. said, in 
Ex parte Wa18k and Joknson (1) :-" A law enacted by a Parlia-
ment with power to enact it, cannot be unlawful. The question 
is not one of intention but of power, from whatever source derived." 

A similar view might be put with regard to 8. 10 (1) (e), which 
disqualifies declared persons from holding office in certain industrial 
organizations. Clearly, of course, s. 10 (1) (c) cannot be 80 

(1) (1925) 37 C.L.R., at p. 13.'). 
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B. C. 01' A. supported in its entirety on this baais, because .ind'w.triAI organiza.-
111~t61. tions with respect to which the Commonwealth has no legiaJative 

A178TaI.LI.Uf power are included. It might, however, be suggested that it 
Co..-aJOllT was valid in a limited application to organizations registered under 

P.dn the Commonwealtk Conciliation and Arbitration Act. I Mould 
11. 

TIDI certainly suppose that the CommonV-'ealth Parliament could validly 
Co_o.- make it a condition of registration that any particular person 
WUl.'.l'JI. 

or claas of persona should be disqualified from holding office in 
....... 1. any such organisation; or could provide that the rules of any 

organization registered under the Act muat contain provisions 
that no pereon of any specified claas ah&JI be eligible for office in 
the organisation; or could provide that the holding of an office 
in an organization by a penon of any specified cJasa should be a 
ground for deregiatration of the organization. The power to do 
these things rests olla. 51 (xxxv.) and (xuix.) of the Constitution: 
see JumbunM Coal Mw v. VtdoncJn Coal Mi.Mr,' Auociation (1). 

I am of opinion, however. that s. 10 (1) and •. 14: cannot be 
supported on this baais. This baai.a necesaarily &88UIJle8 either 
that s. 9 (2) is in itself a valid enactment or that it has no operative 
efl'ect but serves merely to describe a class. I have already laid 
that I do not think that a. 9 (2) is a valid enactment, and if cannot, 
in my opinion, be regarded aa merely serving to describe a cJa.ss. 
It is an enablmg law, and the declaration could be made of any 
person irrespective of whether he were in the Commonwealth 
public service or a member of an ind1l8trial organilation or a 
candidate for membership of the Commonwealth public service 
or for office in an induatrial organization. 

Apart from legal consequences, such a declaration could have a 
mOllti damaging effect, and, in my opinion, s. 9 (2) muat be regarded 
as a law and an invalid law. On this view the basis of the argu
menta under consideration disappears. 

In the C88e of 8. 10 (1) (c) there is, I think, another reaaon for 
rejecting the argument in ita favour, and this is that it is impossible 
to" sever .. or cc read down" I. 10 (1) (c) so as to make it apply only 
to indUBtrial organizations registered under the Arbitration Act and 
then treat it as a law valid to that extent under the power to make 
lawa with respect to a matter incidental to the e.xecution of the power 
to make laws with respect to conciliation and arbitration under 
s.51 (urv.). Intention to exercise a power is not, I think, important 
in connection with I. 10 (1) (a) or (b) or I. 14:, because noquestion 
of cc reading down" arises. But such a question does arise in 
connection with s. 10 (1) (c), and intention may be important in 

(1) (11108) 8 C.L.R. 109. 
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suoh a case. The characterie-tic regarded by Parliament as the H. c. 0.' A. 

essential characteristic of t.he industrial organizations with which 19~iH. 
it is dealing is clearly indicated in 8. 10 (3). To selt'.ct arbitrarily AVITLU.Ul( 

some other and unrelated charact.eristic such QS being registered COIDUnnIT 

under the Arbitration Act or being engaged on Commonwealth P~TY 
public works or defence projects is really to assume the function Tu 
of legislation, and this is not authorized either by any common-law 0010101(· 

WULTH. 
rule or by s. 13A of the A.ct8 Interpretation A.ct. Cf. Victorian 
Chamber of Manu.(actures v. The Oom:nwnweo1J.h (I), per Lolham hIIapr 1. 

C.J. and (2) per McTierMn J. 
For the above reasons I am of opinion that the questions asked 

by the case stated must be answered as follows ;-
1 (a) No. Cb) No. 
2. Tht' Act is wholly invalid. 

Krrro J. The questions raised by the case stated require & 
decision to be given as to the validity or invalidity of the CWt
muniat PMty DiBsolution Act 1950 unless the Court considers that 
such a decision must depend upon a judicial ascertainment upon 
evidence of the truth or untruth of certain statements contained 
in the preamble to the Act. 

The statements made in the preamble are the pronouncement 
of a legislature to which power is given by the Constitution to make 
laws for the peace, order and good government of the Common
wealth with respect to the naval and military defence of the 
Commonwealth and of the several States, and with respect to 
matters incidental to the execution of any power vested by the 
Constitution in the Parliament or in the Government of the Com
monwealth. The executive power of the Government extends to 
the execution and maintenance of the Constitution and of the laws 
of the Commonwealth; Constitution, I. 61. 

The recitala in the preamble reveal that the Parliament, which 
is entrusted with these legislative powers and which must bear the 
corresponding responsibility, has formed a judgment as to the 
existence and nature of a menace to the safety of Australia. In a 
unitary system of government no challenge could be auoceasfully 
offered to any legislation passed in oonseq uence of such a jUdgment; 
but under a Federal system the central legislature is equipped 
with limited powers only, and the duty is oast upon the courta 
to determine whether laws which that legislature thinkl necessary 
for the security of the country are within the scope of ita powers. 

(I) (19'3) 67 C.L.R., at. pp. '111, 419. (2) (INS) 67 C.I •. R., at p. m. 
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H. C. 01' A. It should not be held, in my opinion, that a judgment of the 
1~61. Parliament of the Commonwealth as to the existence of a danger 

Al1l1'1'&&L14l1 to the safety of the nation can enlarge the scope of any of its 
CoJOR7llDT powers. So far as the defence power is concerned, such a pro-
p~ position could not be supported except upon the view that the 
Tu conception of "the naval and military defence of the Common· ;0=:: wealth and of the several Statf-.s" is such that its limits must be 

taken to have been left by the Constitution for final determination 
Iltto 1. 

by the authorities which are in the best position to determine them, 
namely the Parliament and the Executive which it controls, and 
that therefore the courts must accept as conclusive of power a 
Parliamentary decision that particular legislation is in the circum
stances within the ambit of the power to make laws with respect 
to defence. 

This Court has always recognized that the Parliament and the 
Executive are equipped, as judges cannot be; to decide whether a 
measure will jn practical result contribute to the defence of the 
country, and that such a question must of necessity be left to those 
organs of government to decide. But the necessity arises, not 
simply because of the peculiar position in relation to defence 
which those organs occupy; it arises from the consideration that 
the limits which the Constitution sets to the defence power are 
not limits which have to do with the results which legislation may 
be believed likely to produr.e. They are limits defined by reference 
to the nature and character of legislation; it must be "with 
respect to " defence; and that means that its operation by way of 
altering the law must be seen to give it such a relevance to the 
subject of defence that its true character is that of legislation with 
respect to the subject. If a measure, having regard to what 
it doos "in the way of changing or creating c:-r destroying duties 
or rights or powers" (as LatJram C.J. expressed it in Soutla AtutralitJ 
v. The Commonwealth (1», can be seen to be really and substantially 
capable in the existing circumstances of contributing specifically 
to defence, it possesses the necessary Jdnd and degree of relevance 
to the subject. But, while it is certain that the necessity or 
desirability of the measure, if it be within power, is a matter with 
which the eourts have no concern, it is equally certain that the 
question whether the legal operation of the measure has such a 
capability of aiding defence as gives it that character which alone 
will sustain it &8 an exercise of the defence power is a matter which 
no judgment of the Parliament can conclusively decide. I t is 
inherent in the system of government which the Constitution 

(I) (191.2) 85 C.L.R.t at p. 424. 
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establisbes that the Court mUlt make its own decision on that R. C. OP A. 
pDiDt. ItlJO.1951. 

This conclusion is entirely coDSiltent with a full acceptance A~AK 
of the doctrines, made familiar in judgments delivered during the OoJDl171QST 

aecond world war, that the defence power ia purpoaive, and that, p~ 
while it po.e.e. a conatant meaning, ita application i. of greater Tlrl!! 
or leas wiath according to ~umatances. Aa to the first of these eo.MOl'· 

WULTJI. 
doctrines, it was pointed out by Dr_ J. in &enAmue v. Colemm& (1) 
that "the naval and military defence of the Commonwealth and E1tto 1. 

of the several States" ia a subject which dift'era in one important 
respect from moat of the others mentioned in 8. 51, namely, that it 
is not a CM of transaction or activity, or a claaa of pnblic service, 
undertaking or operation, or a recognized category of legjalation, 
bot is a purpose. The word cc purpose" in this connection has 
nothing to do with the motives or the poJicy lying behind legis-
lation (Aural1im Ta:tiZa Ptg. Ltd. v. TAt Commonwrzltk (2». It 
refers to an end or object which legislation may serve; and the 
ooDSeqoence which follows from a recognition of defence as a 
.. purpose" in this aenae of the word is that the relevance to 
defence which stamps a measure with the character of a Jaw with 
respect to defence is to be found in a capacity to assist that purpose. 
But that capacity mlllt be discernible by the Court, since it is the 
Court which must decide whether the measure poaaesaes the 
requisite character. ~ to the second doctrine, the important 
point for present purposes is that the circumstances to which it 
refers are the circumstances of a public nature existing at any 
given time. Thus, in time of peace, when there is no special 
reason to apprehend a war, ·the cl&88 of iaws which can be seen to 
possess a defence character is much more limited than it is when 
a danger of hostilities arises; it becomes wider still when war 
breaks out; it reaches its maximum amplitude when a war is 
raging which is of 80 serious a character as to call for the devotion 
to itA proeecution of the entire resources and activities of the 
nation; it fluctuates according to " the nature and dimensions· of 
the conflict . . . the actual and apprehended dangers, exi-
gencies and course of the war, and . . • matters that are 
incident thereto" (AtsdrtlL'8 v. Bowell (3»; it contracts again 
when hostilities cease, but even then remains sufficient to include 
laws to wind up after the war and to restore conditions of peace 
(Dawson v. Tile Commonu:ealtlt (4); Miller v. TAe C07lltnOtltctaltk (5) ; 

(I) (t,") 69 C.L.n., At p .• i1. 
(2) (IMI;) il C.L.n., at p. J7M. 
(3) /1941) 65 (:.I •. R~ At ". 2il'l. 

YOL. LXltX:JI.--l' 

(-" (1946) ':'3 t'.L.R •• At p. 176. 
(5; (1946) i3 (".I •• R. un. 
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H. C. o •. A. Real E8IIJU IMtituU of Net/} Sot.tJA Walu v. Bltsi, (1); Hwu v. 
1~861. Higgi'TLI (2); R. v. Foster (3». All theae stages in the waxing 

AulTBALU.Jr and waning of the defence power have been witneaaed in recent 
OoJOl'1m81' years. In all of them the meaniDg of the power has been recog· 

P.a::n niud to be unchanging; but" ita applieation depends upon facta, 
T.. and &8 those facta change 80 may ita actual operation as a power 

Oo_Olf. enabling the legislature to make a particular law" (.dndretc, V. 
W'kL'1'H. 

HoweU (40». The" very nature .. of the power" means that its 
X1tto 1. strength is commensurate with the exigency or danger which calls 

for ita exercise" (.dUralio" Ta:tila Ply. lMl. v. TM COfMIIOft,
wealth (5». But" the exigency .. and Cl the danger .. by reference 
to which the reach of the power is to be determined are objective 
facts, which the tribunal which has the constitutional duty of 
comparing challenged legislation with the power must be able to 
perceive. To allow that their exi8tence may be conclusively 
affirmed by the Parliament aocording to iteown judgment wouU 
be to treat the exigency and the danger &8 matters of subjective 
opinion and, in effect, to alter the Constitution by substitutiDg for 
the power to make laws with respect to defence, a power to make 
laws which would be with re!peet to defence if the situation were 
such &8 the Parliament ai:ljudges it to be. Su.ch an altt>.ration would 
involve a fundamental depwture from the principle of the Constitu· 
tion that the legialative power of the Commonwealth is subject 
to legal limitations, and not merely to limitations arising from 
political or practical considerations or the limitations, depending 
upon the character of legislators, which Dicey called internal. It 
is no doubt true that legislative or executive actions may them
selves create situations in which the ICOpe of the delence power is 
wider than it would have been if these actions had not been taken. 
A decla.ration of war is an obvious example. This is 80 because 
the determinant of the ambit of the defence power at. a given point 
of time is the situation,. however it may have been brought about, 
in which Australia finds itself at that time. But the responsibility 
of ascertaining the ambit of the power rests upon the Court, and 
therefore the Court must of necessity decide for itaelf what features 
relevant to the power the existing situation presenta. 

If the defence power does not enable a measure to be upheld by 
reason of an opinion formed by the Parliament that the safety of 
the Commonwealth calls for or justifies that measure, it is even 
clearer, I think, that the scope of the other powers of legislation 

(1) (19f6) 73 C.LR. 213. 
(2) (lN9) 78 C.LR. 118. 
(3) (11l'9) 79 C.L.R. '3. 

(4) (19&1) 85 C.LR .. at p. 278. 
(5) (INS) 71 c.L.R .• at p. 178. 
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relied upon by the Commonwealth in the argument in this c&8e H. C. OF A. 

must be unaffected by any opinion of the Parliament as to the need 19~51. 
for legislative action. The incidental power conferred by s. 51 Atr8TB.Af.I.<l.N 

(xxxix.) in association with s. 61 is, like the defence power, a power CoIDll1XlST 

to make laws of a specified character, detennined by the relevance P~TY 
of their operation to a particular matter. The reasons of the Tu 
legislature for enacting a law, though they be reasons based upon ~:: 
its belief as to the existence of a state of facts connected with the 
execution and maintenance of the Constitution and of the laws . Xltto 1. 

of the Commonwealth, do not enter into the cha.racter of the law 
itself, ar.d therefore do not bear upon the question of its validity. 
As for the implied power to legislate for the protection of the 
Commonwealth against subversive activities, which w~ referred 
to by Dizon J. in Burns v. Ransley (1), and in R. v. Sharlrey (2), all 
I Deed say is that to treat that power as emnding to any activities 
to which the Parliament sees fit to ascribe a. subversive character, 
would be to transform the power into one far wider than can be 
justified by the reasoning upon which the implication of the power 
depends. 

The problem which the Court must face, in my view, is whether 
the Commtmist Party Dissolution Act 1950 can be seen to fall 
within any of the legislative powers which are relied upon in support 
of it, irrespectively of the disclosed opinion of the Parliament. In 
preceding judgments the provisions of the Act have been analysed 
and their operation described. I need not repeat the process. 
Three major questions emerge: (1) whether s. 4, which dissolves 
the Australian Communist Party, is valid; (2) whether the pro
visions which commence with s. 5, and relate to bodies of persons 
to which that section applies, are valid; and (3) whether the 
provisions which commence with s. 9, and relate to persons to 
whom that section applies, are valid. 

The defence power is relied upon as supporting each of these 
portions of the Act, either wholly or in part. Whether that power 
suffices for the purpose must depend upon the range of its applica
tion at the date when assent was given to the Act, which was 
20th October 1950. This in turn must depend upon such facts, 
existing at that date and relevant to the defence of the Common
wealth, as are or may be brought within the knowledge of the C-ourt ; 
for the Court must necessarily deny the validity under the defence 
power of any measure passed by the Parliament of the Common
wealth, unless it is able to see with re&80Dable clearness how the 

(1) (IN9) 79 C.LR .. at p. 116. (2) (UI.9) 79 C.L.R., at p. 1.8. 
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lL C. «SF A. measure is incidental to that power (R. v. FOIter (1». Facts 
19~.~.~~n. which, to WJe the language of 8IepMft', Commefttanu, 16th ed. 
A~ (19H), vol. 3, p.568, are .. matters of common and certain know
CoKlll71lD'1' ledge", may be judicially noticed without proof i but the Court 

PUTI' has in some cases taken into account, in considering the validity •• 
Tu of legislation under the defence power, facts outside the ra~ of 

OoJarOlf- judicial notice. In Jmlciu v. Tlae CommontoealtA (2), and in w&u.'l'Jl. 
Sloan v. Pollard (3), for example, legislation was found to be 

Ufo 1. within power upon consideration of facts established by evidence. 
It does not follow, however, that there is no limit to the kind of 
fac"s which evidence may be adduced to prove in support of, or 
in answer to, a challenge to legislation which is 1'68ted on the 
defence power . 

.Although it is only in litigation between parties that the Court 
may decide whether Commonwealth legislation is valid, it is upon 
the validity of the legislation in relation to all persons that the. 
Court has to pronounce. The question is whether the legislation 
forms part of the law of the Commonwealth. Since it is impoBBible 
to affirm the validity of a measure upon a particular basis of fact 
unless that basis of fa~ can be seen to be common to all persons, 
it cannot be material, for the purpose of considering validity, to 
decide an issue of fact which is of such a nature as to admit of 
ditterent findings in ditterent cases. 

Moreover, in connection with the defence power, three classes of 
facta may be distinguished, namely, those which bear upon the 
degree of national danger by reference to which the extent of the 
power at the relennt time must be determined i those which 
relate to the existence of a particular purpose, within the wider 
purpose of defence, which the measure in question is capable of 
aiding i and those which are relevant only to the question whether 
the measure is likely to produce results of advantage to the defence 
of the country. Evidence may be needed to establish facts of 
the first two clauea, but such facts are not likely to be disputable. 
Facta of the third clau may often be open to controversy; but 
even if capable of conclWlive proof, the Court is not concerned 
with them. They have nothing to do with any question of power; 
they relate to a question which is essentially one for the con
sideration of the Pa.rliament on the aasumption that the measure 
is within power as having an operation in law which is capable of 
serving an end within the PU1'pol8 of defence. 

(I) (1Nl) 7i C.LR .. at p. M. 
(I) (IN7) 74 C.L.R ••• 

(3) (IN7) 75 C.L.R. "-'i. 
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It is true also with respect to the incidental power in association H. C. 07 A. 

with s. 61, and the limited power of making laws for the protection l~l. 
of the Commonwealth against subversion, that, in considering A178'B.f.Lt~ 
whether these powers are wide enough to support a given measure, Coilortnmrr 
it is necessary to recognize as irrelevant such facts &8 have aigniti_ PUTT ". cance in relation only to tbe practical effect likely to be achieved b:& 
by the measure. These facts are proper to be considered by the Co_ON-

w..LTR. 
Parliament in determining legislative policy. The courts have 
nothing to do with policy, and tbey cannot be assisted in performing X\t.t.oJ. 

their function by any facts save those which, being ascertained 
with certainty, affect the scope of legislative power. 

A recognition of the distinction between the classes of facta I have 
mentioned goes far towards providing the solution of the problems 
involved in the present case. Indeed it appears to me to lead 
inevitably to the answer to the question whether the provisions of 
the Act relating to the Australian Communist Party are valid. 
These provisions purport to dissolve the Party and to forfeit what 
remains of it~ property after its liabilities are provided for. There 
is no general power in the Parliament to deal with associations in 
such a manner; and the powers I have mentioned, which alone 
are relied upon as sufficient for the purpose, plainly cannot suffice 
unless facts existing at the passing of tbe Act gave them a wide 
enough range. The Court can take judicial notice of the fact that 
in October 1950 international tension had reached a point of real 
danger to Australia. The possibility of a \Vat breaking out in the 
near future was ·by no means to be overlooked. In that situation 
the defence power, at least, had a wider application than it has at 
times when no danger of war appears; but, even so, it was not 
possible to see, in the light only of that situation, a relation between 
any of the powers referred to and a law dissolving a specified associa
tion and confiscating its property. The question therefore is 
whether additional facts, relating to the Australian Communist 
Party, may be taken into account as relevant to the amhit of power. 

Some facts relating to the Australian Communist Party are 
alleged in the recitals in the preamble to the Act, and others may 
be said to be implied by the word "Communist" in the name of 
the Party. Such facts are in their nature controversial, and 
evidence which might be adduced with respect to them in the 
present litigation could not enable findings to be made which would 
necessarily be proper in other litigation challenging the validity of 
the Act. But. facts of this kind, even if they could be conclusively 
established, do not go to the question of power, but go only to the 
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H. C. OF A. question whether this legislation would, in practical result, conduce 
19~51. to an end within power_ There is an essential difference between, 

AtiSTJULUJl' on the one hand, a law providing for the di8801ution of associations 
COIDrolmT as to which specified fact8 exist and, on the other hand, a law 

P",::'rY providing specially for the dissolution of a particular aesociation. 
Tu The first law may be 8upportable, under the defence power for 

Co)Q(ON-
WJW.TIl. enmple, for the re&8On that a relevance to the subject of the 

Kittol. 
power, sufficient to give the law the character which attracts 
validity, is to be seen by considering the nature of the specified 
facts which the law ma.kes the condition of ita operation. The other 
law cannot be upheld, ber.ause the operation of the law is indepen
dent of any facts peculiar to the association, and a consideration of 
its legal effect does not disclose any relevance to the 8ubject of the 
power. The point of fundamental importance is that, before a 
mea8ure can be pronounc.ed valid, a capacity to assist defence, or a 
sufficient relevance to another subject of power, must be perceivable 
in what the law itse1f does, not in what will follow when it does it. 
Turn to facts concerning the chan.cter, objecta, activitica or pro
pensities of an association which is made the specific subject of a 
law, and you turn away from the relevant inquiry; you are looking 
no longer at the legal operation of the law but at the practical 
results likely to follow in the train of its operation; you are con
cerning yourself, not with power, but with matters which provide 
a reason for a purported exercise of power. 

I t follows that, in my opinion, the Court cannot be assisted in 
this case by taking into its consideration, either with or without 
evidence, facts of the kinds alleged in the recitals or any facts as 
to the nature of communist doctrines or the tendencies which 
espousal of them may induce. It must take the powers of the 
Parlianlent as they stood in October 1950, having regard, so far 
ar. the defence power is concerned at least, to the danger of war as 
it could then be seen to exist, audit must compare with those 
powers the character of the Act as disclosed by nothing else than 
its operation in law. If this be done, the provisions applying to 
the Australian Communist Party must be held, in my opinion, to 
be invalid, whatever may be the truth as to matters with which 
that Party is or may be charged. 

I turn now to the provisions of the Act as to bodies of persons 
to which s. 5 applies. Their operation is to dissolve any such 
body of persons and forfeit its property if the Governor-General 
declares the body an unlawful association. He is authorized to do 
80 if satisfied that the body answers one or more of the descriptions 
«mtained in s. 5 (1) and that the continued existence of the body 
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would be prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common- H. C. 01' A. 
wealth or to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution or of 1950·195l. 

'-v-' 
the laws of the Commonwealth. Au8T1l.U.U.N 

The descriptions provided in 8. 5 (1) all involve some form or CoJUUTNIST 

degree of connection with the Australian Communist Party or with P,uTY ". communism, but they contain nothing else which could be suggested To 
to have any relevance to any head of legislative power. Considera- c:=~ 
tions similar to those which lead me to the conclusions I have stated 
in relation to the provisions concerning the AuStralian Communist 
Party lead me to the conclusion that none of the powers relied upon 
to support the Act is attracted by the descriptions which s. 5 
contains of the bodies of persons to whom that section applies. 
Since the Commonwealth Parliament has no power under the 
Constitution to legislate upon the general topic of the dissolution 
of voluntary associations, it follows from the conclusion stated that 
if the provisions in question are to be upheld it must be upon the 
ground that they are brought within power by the stipulatio~ for 
the Govemor-Gtmeral's satisfaction that the continued existence 
of the body would be prejudicial to the matters referred to in 
s. 5 (2). 

Section 5 provides for what is in effect a right of appeal from the 
Governor-Genera!'s satisfaction that the body is one which answers 
any of the descriptions in s. 5 (1), but it does not provide for any 
form of challenge to his satisfaction as to the prejudicial character 
of the continued existence of the body. In the absence of any such 
provision, a declaration of this satisfaction is, in my opinion, 
immune from challenge or examination in any court upon any 
ground. It was strongly urged on behalf of the defendants that 
if it were shown that the Governor-Genera], upon the materials 
before him in relation to a body which he declares an unlawful 
association under the section, could not have the necessary satis
faction without misconceiving the legal significance of the expression 
" activities prejudicial to the security and defence of the Common
wealth" &c., it would be competent for the Court to hold his 
declaration to be unauthorized and of no effect. I find it impossible 
to accede to this argument. The section on its face will bear no 
other meaning than that the Governor-General is to form an 
unchallengeable judgment as to whether the continued existence 
of the body will have the necessary tendency. In sharp contra
distinction to the provision for judicial review of his opinion as to 
whether a body is one to which the section applies, is the very 
limited provision that the Executive Council shall not advise the 
Governor-General to make a declaration unless the material upon 

J[ltto J. 
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H. C. OF A_ which the advice is founded has first been considered by a statutory 
19.~951. committ.ee. It is not required that the advice tendered to the 

Al'STlU.LU.N Governor-General shall be consistent with the opinion formed by 
(;O~)tt;NIRT the committee_ In the face of this contrast, the inference is 

P4RTY irresistible that it is l~ft "to the Executive Council to aive such 
11. e-

THE adVic.e as it thinks proper, being assisted but not controlled by 
~?E~~~=~ the views of the committee. To hold that nevertheless a court 

may review the legal conceptions which underlie the advice would 
XittoJ. M be to ignore the plain meaning of the legislation. oreover, it is 

in the nature of things practically, if not totally, impossible for a 
court to know in a given case either what those legal conceptions 
were or to what facts they were applied; and I find it impossible 
to attribute to the legislation Qny other intention than that the 
Governor-General may exercise his power with complete immunity 
from judicial interference. Finally, it must be remembered that 
the satisfaction" with which alone the section is concerned is the 
satisfaction of the Governor-General acting with the advice of the 
Executive Council. So acting he has not to consider for himself 
either qnestions of fact or questions of law, but will be satisfied as 
he may he advised. 

The effect of 8. 5 (2), therefore, is that if the Governor-General 
is satisfied that a body of persons is one to which the section applies 
and the appropriate court does not dedde that it is not such a body, 
the Governor-General is empowered to declare that body an unlawful 
association subject only to his being satisfied upon the ad\ice of 
the Executive Council (as to the correctness of which in law or in 
fact no sort of challenge can be made) that the continued existence 
of the body would be prejudicial to certain matters as to which 
the Parliament has legislative power; and after the lapse of a 
specified period from the publication of that declaration the statute 
operates by its own force to dissolve the body and expropriate its 
property. I have stated the effect of the legislation in this way 
in order to draw attention to what I consider 3 crucial distinction 
between this enactment and certain other kinds of legislation by 
which powers are made exercisable conditionally upon the formation 
of an opinion as to the scope of a subject upon which the Constitution 
enables the Parliament to make laws. Such measures frequently" 
have this in common with the provisions I am considering, that 
the opinion formed is unexaminable for error of fact or of law; 
yet though, for this reason, t.hey enable the authority who forms 
the opinion to act upon his own conception of the scope of a. parlia
mentary power, they may themselves be valid exercises of that 
power. That is so in two classes of cases, namely, those in which 
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the authority oonferred is a power of subordinate legislation, and H. c. o. A. 

those in which the authority conferred is expressly or impliedly 1ge!. 

limited by reference to the purpose with which it may be exercised. AU!lTRALWJ 

It has been held repeatedly that the Governor-General may be CoIIDIO'lnST 

validly authorized to make such regulations as appear to him to P~TY 
be necessary or expedient for the defence of the Commonwealth, TBII 

CoIDION· 
and ye+- that the Court may declare any regulations he makes to WBALTn. 

be invalid if they exceed the scope of the defence power. The 
ltltto J. 

reasoning which produces this result appears to me to involve the 
following steps: (i) a law conferring a power to promulgate subor-
dinate legislation within the limits of legislative powers possessed by 
the Parliament is valid as being itself within those limits (Roche v. 
Kronheimer (1); Hwldart Parker Ltd. v. The OommotuDt'.aUh (2) ) 
but it cannot be within those limits if it purports to authorize 
subordinate legislation transcending them; (ii) therefore a law 
which confers power on the Governor-General to make regulations 
if he is of a specified opinion, must. be construed as aut.horizing 
only legislation as to which two conditions are satisfied, namely 
that the Governor-General holds the required opinion and that the 
legislation is such as wculd be valid if enacted by the Parliament 
itself; (iii) therefore a regulation as to which the Governor·General 
holds the specified opinion is nevertheless open to be tested for 
validity by considering what it says and does, and applving to it 
the same test. as. would be applied to a statute in simiJa r t~rrus. 
The point to be observed is that the law conferring the rt't..ulation-
making power is not construed as making it a condition of the 
validity of regulations that the Governor-General shall have observed 
the proper limits of the defence power in forming his opinion. 
Consequently the Court has to consider, not the soundness, reason-
ableness or factual basis of the Governor-General's opinion, but 
only whether the regulations fall outside the ambit of the constitu-
tional power itself (Stenhouse v. Ooleman (3) ). 

Again, it is true that laws conferring administrative or executive 
powers upon designated persons have been upheld in certain cases, 
notwithstanding that the powers have been made exercisable in 
consequence of the formation of an opinion as to what is necessary 
or expedient Ior t,he defence of the Commonwealth. This has been 
held, I think, only in cases where the relevant legislation could not 
be properly construed as authorizing acts of a nature or for a 
purpose unrelated to the defence power. The Court cannot 

(1) (1921) 29 C.L.R. 329. 
(2) (1931) .. C.L.R. at p. 512. 

(3) (1944) 69 C.L.R., at p. 470. 
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H. C. o~ A. examine acts done under such legislation for the purpose of 
llle.,961. considering whether the person entrusted with authority correctly 

AV8TJLU.UN understood and observed the limits of the defence power in forming 
COIllltJ1fI3T his opinion, for no condition that he shall do 80 is read into the 

P":,Tr legislation; but there is nothing to preclude the Court from con· 
Tu sidering whether the designated person in truth held the requisite 

Co_ox· opinion, or whether his acts were of the nature, and were done for 
W&.U.TlI. 

the purpose, which alone the legislation can be held to authome 
ltltto 1. 

consistently with the limits of the defence power. 
This seems to me to be the principle underlying the cases of 

LWyd v. Wallack (I), In re Walsh (2) and Li/,tI,e v. The Oommon
wealth (3). The legislation considered in each of those caaea came 
into operation in time of war, when much more might be validly 
authorized under the defence power than at other times. The 
consequence of this was that the kinds of acts which might be 
authorized under that power, and the purposes for which under 
that power they might be authorized to be done, covered a large 
field. In none of the cases cited was it attempted to be shown 
that the purpoae for which the executive acts in question were 
done was foreign to the purpose of defence as it existed at the 
relevant time; but none of them suggests that their purpose was 
unexaminable for relevance to the defence power. The basis of 
thOle cases appears to me to have been that the defence power was 
wide enough at the time to support legislation authorizing the 
acts in question to be done for a defence purpose. If the acts 
had been of such a nature, or such consequences had been attached 
to them by legislation, that even the existence of a defence purpose 
would not give them or their consequences a sufficient relevance 
to defence, the reasoning of those members of the Court who held 
invalid regs. 3 to 6B in the JeAooaA's Wit9laSe8 Case (4), would 
have applied to invalidate the legislation authorizing them or the 
legislation attaching consequences to them. And if the acta 
authorized, though of such a nature as to be capable of assisting 
defence, if done for a defence purpose, had been authorized to be 
done for purposes extraneous to the power of defence, the legislation 
authorizing them must have been held invalid, as is shown by 
Shrimpton v. The Commonu:ealtA (5). 

The case is very different where that which a measure purports 
to do is not within any power of the Parliament unless a sufficient 
connection with power is supplied by making the operation of the 

(I) (1915) 20 C.L.R. 299. 
(2) (1942) A.L.R. 359. 
(3) (11147) 75 C.L.R. 94. 

(-l) (1943) 67 C.L.R. 116. 
(5) (194.'i) 69 C.I •. R. 613. 
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meuure conditional upon an executive judgment which is unexamin- H. C. ·OF A. 

able and involves the formation of an opinion as to the scope of a 19~31. 
legislative power. In such a case the condition cannot bring the AO'8T&4LIAN 

statute "ithin power, for ex kypotllui the condition may be satisfied, Co!UnnnST 
and the statute according to its terDlS may operate, in consequence PA:'TY 
of a wrong opinion as to the scope of the selected power. Thus, TaE 

CoMMONunder t.he Act now in question, notwithstanding that the Parliament WULTH. 

has no general power to dissolve associations and forfeit their 
property, a body of persons to whom s. 5 applies might become J[Jtto J. 

dissolved and its property forfeited in consequence of an executive 
judgment based upon an unex:aminable opinion as to what is 
capable of being considered. prejudicial to a matt.er within the 
scope of the defence power or the incidental power, even though 
the opinion may be compietely erroneous. I find it impossible to 
refer to any head of power legislation of which that can be said. 

The proYisions of the Act relating to individuals resemble in 
some respects those whir.lh apply to bodies of persons. Section 9 
applies to a person who ans~ers any of several descriptions which 
s. 9 (1) contains. A person to whom the Governor-General is 
satisfied that s. 9 applies, and as to whom an appropriate Court 
does not make any contrary finding, is subjected by the Act to 
a variety of consequences if the Governor-General, being satisfied 
that that person is engaged or is likely to be engaged in activities 
prejudicial to the security and defence of the Commonwealth or 
to the execution or maintenance of the Constitution or of the laws 
of the Commonwealth, makes a declaration accordingly under 
8. 9 (2). For reasons similar to those I have stated in connection 
with s. 5 (2), I am of opinion that s. 9 (2) is not a valid exercise of 
the defence power, the incidental power, or the implied power to 
legislate against subversive activities. It cannot be upheld unless 
as incidental to a power which will support some one or more of 
the provisions by which consequences are attached to the making 
of a declaration by the Governor-General. 

One of those consequences, created by s. 10 (1) (c), is incapacity 
to hold an office in an industrial organization to which the section 
applies or in a branch of such an organization. The organizations 
to which the section applies are such as the Governor-General 
declares. He is authorized to make a declaration in respect of 
any industrial organization if he is satisfied that a substantial 
number of its members are engaged in a vital industry; and the 
industries referred to as vital are certain named industries and 
any others which in the opinion of the Govemor-General are vital 
to the security and defence of Australia: s. 10 (3). It is not 
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B. C. or A. within Commonwealth legislative competence to make laws upon 
19~51. the subject of capacity to hold office in industrial organizations 

AusTJW..UN generally, and the definition of "industrial organizations" in s, 3 
CoNMUl'lST make it clear that that expression in 8. 10 (1) (c) is not limited t~ 

PART1' organizations regiatered under the Commonwealth Conciliation ami 
t". 

THE A.rbitration A.ct. Nor is it p()lq3ible, I think, consistently with the 
~~~~=: scheme of the legislation, to apply the presumption of severability 

created by s. 15.& of the Acl8 Interpretation Act 1901-1948 so as to 
Kitto J. import such a limitation. Section 10 (1) (c) therefore cannot be 

supported under par. (xxxv.) of s. 51 of the Constitution. Nor can 
it be supported under the defence power by reason of the fact that 
it operat.es on]y with rt>.spect to industrial organizations as to which 
the Governor-General has the satisfaction prescribed by s. 10 (3). 
The considerations I have stated in relation to s. 5 (2) apply in 
this connection also. There is therefore no power of the Parlia
ment which will support s. 10 (1) (c). 

The other disabilities which are made statutory consequenl'e8 
of a declaration under s. 9 (2) relate to matt.ers which are clearly 
within Commonwealth legislative power. These disabilitie.s are 
imposed by s. 10 (1) (a) and (b) and s. 14. It may be accepted 
as a general proposition that if the Parliament has power to impose 
a disability in relation to a particular matter, e.g. ineligibility for 
employment in the Commonwealth public service, it may do so 
upon any condition it may see fit to select. But it does not follow 
that, if the condition selected depends upon the doing of some act, 
such as the making of a declaration, which requires statutory 
authorization, the power which supports the imposition of disabilities 
will a]so support a provision authorizing the act to be done. I 
should think it clear that the Governor-General's declaration 
provided for by s. 9 (2) requires statutory authorization in order 
to be privileged under the law of defamation, having regard to 
tbegrave imputations it must contain; And in my opinion the 
statement of the Governor-General's satisfaction which s. 9 (2) 
authorizes to be made in the declaration lacks such a ~pecific 
connection with any of the powers under which disabilities of the 
kind in question might be imposed to be c&pable of authorization 
in exercise of those powers. 

I am therefore of opinion that s. 9 (2) is invalid; and if it is, 
88. 10 (1) and 14, the operation of which is conditional upon a 
declaration being in force under 8. 9 (2), mUE.t fall with it-. 

The remaining sections of the Act cannot stand by themselves 
and are therefore invalid. 
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The result is that in my opinion Question 1 should be answered: H. C. OF A. 

(a) No, and (b) No; and Question 2 should be answered: The 1ge51. 

whole Act is invalid. 

Quutions in case answered as foUows :-
1. (a) No. 
1. (b) No. 
2. Yes--wholly invalid. 

Defendants to pay costs of plaintiffs Gibsrm arul 
Campbell in action No. n of 1950 and of plain
tiffs in tlte other actions in tlJhich this case has 
been stated. Case f'emitted to Dixon J. 

Solicitor for the plaintiffs (Action No. 11 of 1950) The Australian 
Communist Party, Gibson and Campbell; (Action No. 11 of 1950) 
Bulmer and Others (for the Building Workers' Industrial Union) 
Rnd Purse; (Artion No. 18 of 1950) the Australian Coal and Shale 
Employees' Federat.ion, Williams, IIaf'oU Rich. 

Solicitors for the plaintiffs (Action No. 12 of 1950) the Waterside 
Worhrs' FpAieration of Australia and Healy; (Action No. 17 of 
1950) the Federated Ironworkers' Association of Australia and 
McPhillips, C. JoUie-Smith & Co. 

Solicitors for the plaintiffs (Action No. 13 of 1950) the Australian 
Railways Union and Brown, Slater & Gordon, Melbourne. 

Solicitors for the plaintiffs (Action No. 15 of 1950) the Amal
gamat('() Engineering Union (Australian Section) and Rowe; 
(Action :No. 16 of 1950) the Seamen's tTnion of Australia. and 
Elliott, S"Uivan Bros. 

:O:olicitor for the defendants, K. C. Waugh; Crown Solicitor for 
the Commonwealth. 

Solicitors for the intervenants (Action No. 39 of 1950) the 
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers tTnion; (Action No. 40 of 
1950) the Slleet Metal Workers' Union; and (Action No. 41 of 
1950) the Federated Clerks' 'Cnion of Australia (New South Wales 
Branch) and Maurice John Rodwell Hughes, C. Jollie-Sndth et Co. 
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